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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the emergence of the first models of quantum physics given by W. Heisenberg,
M. Born, E. Schrödinger and P. Dirac, a century ago, the spectral analysis of quantum
Hamiltonians has played an important role in the description of physical phenomena.
The rise of Mathematical Physics, the foundations of which are well described in Reed-
Simon’s books [162, 163, 164, 165], was notably accelerated by the development of mi-
crolocal analysis. This allowed, in particular, a sharp investigation of the Schrödinger
operator –∆ + V for a large class of electric potentials V. Taking a magnetic field into
account generally does not present any new important difficulties as long as the asso-
ciated magnetic potential goes to zero at infinity. But the physical reality requires the
study of the Schrödinger operator with stronger magnetic fields, starting with constant
magnetic fields (that is linear magnetic potentials). One of the first articles that gives
an overview of the specificities of the magnetic Schrödinger operators is the Avron-
Herbst-Simon’s paper [7] where, in comparison with Schrödinger operators without
magnetic field, the ”well-behaved” and ”better-behaved” properties are discussed. The
study of the distribution of the eigenvalues of magnetic Hamiltonians has then been the
subject of numerous works. Berezin-Toeplitz operators (with symbol being the pertur-
bation of a reference magnetic Hamiltonian) are natural effective operators that have
played an important role in the asymptotic study of the spectra of magnetic quantum
Hamiltonians. First obtained for eigenvalues (pure point spectrum), these asymptotics
were then studied on the continuous spectrum (via the Spectral Shift Function) as well
as for the distribution of resonances (scattering poles).

The aim of this book is to provide an overview of these results to which the authors
have contributed. Unfortunately the Covid-19 did not let Georgi Raikov bring this book
project to fruition. In March 2021, Georgi Raikov, instigator of this book, succumbed
to Covid-19 when we had written most of the three Chapters 2, 3 and 4.

Let us now describe the contents of these chapters as well as a fifth chapter which
completes the description of spectral results for the magnetic quantum Hamiltonians.

In Chapter 2, we first recall the canonical Halmiltonian formulation of the equa-
tions of motion of classical particles in electromagnetic fields, and give examples of
trajectories for constant magnetic fields. Then, based on the concepts of quantization,
we introduce the Weyl and the magnetic Weyl quantizations, as well as the Hamilto-
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

nians discussed in this book: the magnetic Schrödinger operator, the magnetic Pauli
operator and the magnetic Dirac operator. We describe the spectrum of these operators
in the particular case of constant magnetic field. For non constant magnetic fields, in-
cluding the general class of admissible non-constant magnetic fields, the bottom of the
spectrum of the Pauli hamiltonian is discussed. In particular, the kernel of the 2D Pauli
hamiltonian can be of infinite multiplicity or any fixed dimension.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the introduction and the spectral study of Berezin-Toeplitz
operators who play an essential role in the spectral analysis of the magnetic quantum
Hamiltonians considered in this book. Along with generalized anti-Wick pseudodiffer-
ential operators, these operators, are described in the general context of contravariant
symbol operators. These operators are studied in general holomorphic spaces and then
in weighted Fock-Segal-Bargmann spaces. For appropriate Gaussian weights, these
spaces, of infinite dimension, coincide with the eigenspaces of the 2D Schrödinger
operator with a constant magnetic field. The associated eigenvalues, of infinite mul-
tiplicity, are the so-called Landau levels. Boundness and compactness properties are
given and dependence on the Landau level is considered.

Chapter 4 has a central role in the book because it shows the interaction between
chapters 2 and 3, and the results given there will be fondamental for Chapter 5. First,
we specify the meaning that we give to the notion of asymptotics of the semi-classical
type by pointing out the specificities of the magnetic frame. Then eigenvalue asymp-
totics for Berezin-Toeplitz operators are given for different type of symbols. These
asymptotics are of semi-classical type for symbols of power-like decay and not of
semi-classical nature for compactly supported symbols. For symbols having interme-
diate behaviors (exponential or gaussian decaying) the asymptotic order can be semi-
classical but not the coefficient. From these asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz oper-
ators, we deduce the first results of spectral asymptotics for perturbations of the 2D
magnetic Schrödinger operator HS(A,0) with constant magnetic field b 6= 0, and of the
2D magnetic Pauli operator HP(A,0) with admissible b of non-zero mean value b0.
The generic situation is that under the considered perturbations, the essential spectrum
is preserved and the eigenvalues of the unperturbed operators (HS(A,0) or HP(A,0))
become accumulation points of the spectrum of the perturbed operators. Moreover
the distribution of the eigenvalues near each accumulation point (in general, a Lan-
dau level) is governed by that of a Berezin-Toeplitz operator (close to zero). Most of
the perturbations are electric potentials, but magnetic, geometric and obstacle pertur-
bations are also considered. Even if principles of semi-classical analysis appear, no
semi-classical limit is considered. For an overview of the many results on asymptotics
with respect to the Planck’s constant - mainly on bounded domains - we refer to [161].
This Chapter 4 also includes a controllability result deduced from the investigation of
Berezin-Toeplitz operators with compactly supported symbols. To conclude Chapter
4 on magnetic Hamiltonian in the plane, we exploit results of Chapter 3 on the Lan-
dau level’s dependence of the norm of Berezin-Toeplitz operators in order to prove a
clustering phenomena near each Landau level, when q, the Landau level number, tends
to infinity. For electric potentials V which decrease more or less rapidly to infinity,
as q tends to infinity, we study the rate at which the discrete eigenvalues of HS(A,V)
approach the qth Landau level as well as the distribution of eigenvalues within this qth
cluster.
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The eigenvalue asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz operators find also applications to
3D magnetic operators and to magnetic fibered models. For these operators which have
continuous spectra, the phenomena of spectral accumulations result in singularities of
the Spectral Shift Function or accumulations of resonances. In Chapter 5 we give an
overview on investigations realized on Spectral Shift Function (SSF) and resonances
for quantum magnetic Hamiltonians. After the introduction of the notions of spectral
shift functions and resonances, we study their properties near Landau levels for pertur-
bations of 3D magnetic Hamiltonians by potentials of fixed sign or by an obstacle. We
also discuss 2D magnetic Schrödinger operators in the half-plane and in a strip. These
hamiltonians are fibered operators with non-empty continuous spectrum. For electric
perturbations of these operators, we give results on the SSF near thresholds (Landau
levels or other extrema of the band functions) but several questions remain open.
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Chapter 2

Magnetic Quantum
Hamiltonians

Abstract: This chapter is dedicated to the introduction of the Hamiltonians discussed in
this book. First, in Section 2.1 we recall the properties of motion of classical particles
in electromagnetic fields, in particular for constant magnetic fields. Then after having
given the general concept of the quantization (in Section 5.4.2) and more particularly
introduced the Weyl quantization (in Section 2.3), in Section 5.2.2, we investigate the
magnetic momentum together with the magnetic Weyl quantization. The magnetic
Schrödinger operator, then the magnetic Pauli and Dirac operators are successively
introduced in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. The particular case of the constant magnetic field
is discussed in Section 2.7, while a more general class of variable magnetic fields is
treated in Section 2.8. For the Pauli hamiltonian, depending on the magnetic field,
several possible spectral structures are given.

2.1 Classical magnetic systems
Let us begin our story with the equations of motion of a three-dimensional classical
non-relativistic particle in an electromagnetic field (E,B). Here E : R3 → R3 is the
electric component of the field, and B : R3 → R3 is its magnetic component. We
assume that (E,B) is stationary, i.e. independent of time t. Moreover, we suppose that
the medium is uniform and isotropic, so that the electric permeability and the magnetic
permittivity are scalar constants. By the Maxwell equations,

curlE = 0, divB = 0. (2.1.1)

Let x = (x1,x2,x3) be the coordinates of the particle. Then the equations of its motion
can be written in Newtonian form

mẍ =
e
c

ẋ×B + eE (2.1.2)

(see [114]). Here m is the mass of the particle, e is its charge, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, ẋ = ∂x

∂ t is the velocity of the particle, and ẍ = ∂ 2x
∂ t2 is its acceleration. The first
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10 CHAPTER 2. MAGNETIC QUANTUM HAMILTONIANS

term e
c ẋ×B appearing at the right-hand side of (2.1.2) is the Lorentz force, while the

second term eE is the electrostatic force. In the sequel we assume e = 1 and c = 1.
In order to pass to the Lagrangian version of (2.1.2), we introduce the electromagnetic
potential (A,V) with A : R3→R3, V : R3→R, satisfying B = curl A, E = –∇V, which
is coherent with (2.1.1), and define the Lagrangian function

L(x, ẋ) :=
m|ẋ|2

2
+ A(x) · ẋ – V(x). (2.1.3)

Evidently, the expression (2.1.3) for L admits an immediate generalization to an ar-
bitrary dimension n ≥ 1; in this case x ∈ Rn, A : Rn → Rn, and V : Rn → R. The
equations of motion of the n-dimensional particle can be written in their Lagrangian
form

d
dt

∂L
∂ ẋj

–
∂L
∂xj

= 0, j = 1, . . . ,n, (2.1.4)

corresponding to the Newtonian equation

mẍ = Bẋ + E (2.1.5)

where as before E = –∇V while B =
{

Bjk(x)
}n

j,k=1 is the magnetic-field tensor defined
by

Bjk(x) :=
∂Ak
∂xj

–
∂Aj

∂xk
, j,k = 1, . . . ,n. (2.1.6)

Note that if n = 1, then B = 0.
We may identify the magnetic potential A with the 1-differential form

A :=
n

∑
j=1

Aj dxj,

and the tensor B with the 2-form

B := dA = ∑
1≤j<k≤n

Bjk dxj∧dxk.

Moreover, if n = 3, we may identify the tensor B with the magnetic-field vector
B = (B1,B2,B3) by using the cyclic permutations

B1 = B23, B2 = B31, B3 = B12. (2.1.7)

Thus, if n = 3, then (2.1.5) coincides with (2.1.2).
In many situations, it is useful to have explicit formulae for magnetic potentials A
which generate a given magnetic field B. Below, we give such formulae for dimensions
n = 2,3. If n = 3, we may define

A(x) :=
(∫ 1

0
B(sx)sds

)
×x, x ∈ R3. (2.1.8)
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If n = 2, we set b := B12 and

A1(x) := x2

(∫ 1

0
b(sx)sds

)
, A2(x) := –x1

(∫ 1

0
b(sx)sds

)
, x = (x1,x2) ∈ R2.

(2.1.9)
The magnetic potential A which generates a given magnetic field is not unique: the
potentials A and A + ∇φ with φ : Rn→ R, n≥ 2, generate the same B. In this case we
will say that the magnetic potentials are gauge equivalent. In this context, the magnetic
potential defined in (2.1.8) is said to be in the Poincaré (or transversal) gauge.
Let us consider now the explicit example of the motion of a classical particle in constant
magnetic field, and zero electric potential (i.e. V = 0). We will consider dimensions
n = 2,3, and assume m = 1.
Let at first n = 2. We suppose that B12 = 1. Then the coordinates (x,y) ∈ R2 of the
particle satisfy the equations {

ẍ = ẏ,
ÿ = –ẋ, (2.1.10)

and the initial conditions {
x(0) = x0, ẋ(0) = x1,
y(0) = y0, ẏ(0) = y1. (2.1.11)

The solution of Cauchy problem (2.1.10)–(2.1.11) is given by{
x(t) = x0 + x1 sin t + y1(1 – cos t),
y(t) = y0 + y1 sin t – x1(1 – cos t), (2.1.12)

i.e. unless ẋ(0) = ẏ(0) = 0, the trajectory of the particle is a circle of radius
√

x2
1 + y2

1
centered at the point

(
x0 + y1,y0 – x1

)
. In particular, the trajectories of a 2D particle in

a constant magnetic field are closed in contrast to the free particle whose trajectories
are straight lines unless ẋ(0) = 0.
If n = 3, we suppose B12 = 1, B23 = B31 = 0, i.e. B = (0,0,1). Then the first two coordi-
nates (x,y) in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field B satisfy (2.1.10)–(2.1.11),
and their dynamics is given by (2.1.12). The third coordinate z along B satisfies the
free-motion equation z̈ = 0, and the initial conditions z(0) = z0, ż(0) = z1. Therefore,

z(t) = z0 + z1t. (2.1.13)

Combining (2.1.12) and (2.1.13), we find that generically the three-dimensional parti-
cle moves along a helix whose axis is parallel to the magnetic field. Hence, roughly
speaking, a 3D dimensional particle disposes of a unique direction to escape to infinity,
that of the magnetic field, in contrast to the free particle which may move along any
straight line in R3.
These differences in the behavior of the classical particle in the presence and in the ab-
sence of a (constant) magnetic field provide a useful heuristic intuition which may help
to better understand various purely magnetic effects in classical but also in quantum
physics.
More examples of trajectories of classical particles moving in electromagnetic fields
can be found in [101, Chapter 6, Appendix F].
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In order to pass to the canonical Hamiltonian formulation of the equations of motion of
our n-dimensional particle, we introduce the generalized momentum ξξξ = (ξ1, . . . ,ξn),
with ξj := ∂L

∂ ẋj
, j = 1, . . . ,n, write ẋ = ẋ(x,ξξξ ) as a function of x and ξξξ , and compose the

Hamiltonian function

H (x,ξξξ ) := ξξξ · ẋ(x,ξξξ ) – L(x, ẋ(x,ξξξ )).

Taking into account (2.1.3), we get ξξξ = mẋ + A(x) or ẋ = (ξξξ – A(x))/m. Therefore,

H (x,ξξξ ) =
1

2m
|ξξξ – A(x)|2 + V(x), (x,ξξξ ) ∈ T∗Rn = R2n. (2.1.14)

The Hamiltonian function H determines the canonical system of Hamiltonian equa-
tions

ẋj =
∂H

∂ξj
, ξ̇j = –

∂H

∂xj
, j = 1, . . . ,n, (2.1.15)

which is equivalent to (2.1.4) (see [5, Section 15]). System (2.1.15) can be re-written
in the form (

ẋ
ξ̇ξξ

)
= (JT)–1

∇H = J∇H , (2.1.16)

where J = (JT)–1 :=
(

0 In
–In 0

)
, and In is the unit n×n-matrix. Introduce the canon-

ical1 symplectic bi-linear form

σσσ ((x,ξξξ ), (x′,ξξξ ′)) := ξξξ ·x′ – x ·ξξξ ′, (x,ξξξ ), (x′,ξξξ ′) ∈ R2n. (2.1.17)

In other words, if w,w′ ∈ R2n, then

σσσ (w,w′) = Jw ·w′.

Thus, the canonical symplectic 2-form is

ω :=
n

∑
j=1

dxj∧dξj. (2.1.18)

The co-tangent bundle T∗Rn = R2n equipped with the symplectic form ω is a symplec-
tic manifold (see [5, Section 37]).
For F ,G ∈ C1(R2n) introduce the canonical Poisson bracket

{F ,G } := ∇F · J∇G =
n

∑
j=1

(
∂F

∂xj

∂G

∂ξj
–

∂F

∂ξj

∂G

∂xj

)
. (2.1.19)

In particular,{
xj,xk

}
= 0,

{
ξj,ξk

}
= 0,

{
xj,ξk

}
= δjk, j,k = 1, . . . ,n. (2.1.20)

1One of the reasons to call various objects “canonical” is to distinguish them from their “magnetic”
counterparts.
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Let (x(t),ξξξ (t)) be the solution of (2.1.16) related to fixed initial data. Then the Hamil-
tonian system (2.1.16) implies that the dynamics of F (t) := F (x(t),ξξξ (t)) is governed
by the equation

dF

dt
= {F ,H } . (2.1.21)

The Hamiltonian equations of motion (2.1.16) can be also written in terms of another
Hamiltonian function, namely

H̃ (x,ξξξ ) :=
1

2m
|ξξξ |2 + V(x), (2.1.22)

which is independent of the magnetic field. Note that H is transformed into H̃ under
the change of variables

x 7→ x, ξξξ 7→ ξξξ + A(x). (2.1.23)

In other words, we have

H (x,ξξξ + A(x)) = H̃ (x,ξξξ ), (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n.

Under the same change of variables, the canonical symplectic form ω is transformed
into the magnetic symplectic form

ωB := ω – B =
n

∑
j=1

dxj∧dξj – ∑
1≤j<k≤n

Bjk(x)dxj∧dxk, (2.1.24)

which depends on B and corresponds to the magnetic symplectic bi-linear form

σσσB(w,w′) = JB(x)w ·w′, w,w′ ∈ R2n,

with

JB(x) :=
(

–B(x) In
–In 0

)
, x ∈ Rn.

Then the equations of motion, analogous to (2.1.16), can be written as(
ẋ
ξ̇ξξ

)
= (JT

B)–1
∇H̃ = KB∇H̃ , (2.1.25)

where KB := (JT
B)–1 =

(
0 In

–In B

)
, and the Hamiltonian function H̃ is defined in

(2.1.22) (for more details, see [126, Subsection 2.10]). Thus, the passage from the
couple (ω ,H ) to (ωB,H̃ ) is related to non-degenerate coordinate change (2.1.23) in
the underlying symplectic manifold.
Similarly to (2.1.19), introduce the magnetic Poisson bracket

{F ,G }B := ∇F ·KB∇G = {F ,G }+
n

∑
j,k=1

Bjk(x)
∂F

∂ξj

∂G

∂ξk
(2.1.26)

with F ,G ∈ C1(R2n). In particular, by analogy with (2.1.20), we have{
xj,xk

}
B = 0,

{
ξj,ξk

}
B = Bjk(x),

{
xj,ξk

}
B = δjk, j,k = 1, . . . ,n. (2.1.27)
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Let now (x̃(t), ξ̃ξξ (t)) be the solution of the equations of motion (2.1.25), corresponding
to fixed initial data. Then the dynamics of F̃ (t) := F (x̃(t), ξ̃ξξ (t)) is governed by the
equation

dF̃

dt
=
{

F ,H̃
}

B
. (2.1.28)

2.2 The concept of quantization
According to the axioms of the quantum mechanics, the state of a physical system is
described by a non-zero element ψ of a Hilbert space H equipped with scalar prod-
uct 〈·, ·〉 and norm ‖ · ‖. Proportional elements ψ ∈ H determine the same physical
state, so that we may assume ‖ψ‖ = 1. Further, the quantum physical observables are
represented by linear operators, self-adjoint in H. If the state of a quantum system is
determined by ψ ∈ H, and a given quantum observable is represented by the operator
F = F∗, then the probability that the value of this observable is in a given Borel set
J ⊂ R, equals

〈1J (F)ψ ,ψ〉 = ‖1J (F)ψ‖2.

Here and in the sequel 1S denotes the characteristic function of the set S, so that 1J (F)
is just the spectral projection of the operator F associated with J . In particular, if J
does not intersect with the spectrum σ (F) of F, then the probability that the value of
the observable represented by F, is in the set J , equals zero. A similar probabilistic
interpretation is valid also for the quantity ‖1J (F1, . . . ,Fn))ψ‖2 where (F1, . . . ,Fn) is
a finite family of commuting operators, self-adjoint in H, and J is now a Borel set
in Rn (see e.g. [13, Section 1.1, Postulate 2]). This interpretation is one of the main
reasons for which the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators plays a fundamental
role in quantum physics. For further references, we introduce here our notations of the
spectral components: σess(F) denotes the essential spectrum of the operator F, σdisc(F),
is the discrete one, σc(F) is the continuous one, σac(F) is the absolutely continuous
(a.c.) one, and σsc(F) is the singular continuous (s.c.) spectrum.
In the Schrödinger formalism, the dynamics of ψ is determined by the non-stationary
Schrödinger equation

ih̄
∂ψ

∂ t
= Hψ (2.2.1)

where 2π h̄ > 0 is the Planck constant, while H is the quantum Hamiltonian, i.e. the
self-adjoint operator corresponding to the energy of the system. If we assume that H is
independent of time, then the solution of (2.2.1) is ψ(t) = Uh̄(t)ψ(0) where

Uh̄(t) := e– it
h̄ H, t ∈ R,

is the unitary group defined by the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators.
In the Heisenberg formalism, the time evolution of the quantum observable F is given
by

F(t) = U∗h̄(t)F(0)Uh̄(t), t ∈ R,

and, hence,
dF
dt

=
1
ih̄

[F,H] (2.2.2)
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where [F,H] := FH – HF is the commutator of the operators F and H. Equation (2.2.2)
can be interpreted as the quantum analogue of (2.1.21).
Let us now pass to the concept of quantization. As we saw in the previous section,
the physical observables are described by the classical mechanics as sufficiently reg-
ular functions defined on a given symplectic manifold. Then the quantization Q is a
procedure which maps classical observables into quantum ones. In other words, the
quantization Q could be interpreted as a mapping which puts into correspondence to
the function F defined on the symplectic manifold, the operator F =Q(F ), self-adjoint
in the Hilbert space H.
In the case where the symplectic manifolds is the phase space T∗Rn = R2n, equipped
with the canonical symplectic form (2.1.18), the mapping Q should satisfy the follow-
ing minimal set of axioms (see e.g. [87, Subsection 3.7] and the references cited there):

Axiom 1. Q is linear, and Q(1) = I, where I is the identity H.

In order to formulate our next axiom we need the concept of a canonical system, or,
in brief, a C-system (see [20, Chapter 12]). Assume that the operators aj,bj, j = 1, . . . ,n,
are symmetric operators with common domain D , dense in H, invariant with respect to
the action of these operators. Suppose that:
(i) For u ∈D and j,k = 1, . . . ,n, we have

(ajbk – bkaj)u = ih̄δjku, (ajak – akaj)u = 0, (bjbk – bkbj)u = 0.

(ii) The symmetric operator
n

∑
j=1

(
a2

j + b2
j

)
with domain D is essentially self-adjoint in H.
Then we say that the operators aj,bj, j = 1, . . . ,n, form a C0-system. If the closures
αj := āj and βj := b̄j are self-adjoint operators, we say that αj, βj, j = 1, . . . ,n, form a
C-system. Note that the operators αj,βj, j = 1, . . . ,n, form a C-system if and only if the
corresponding unitary groups satisfy the Weyl canonical relations

eisαj eitβk = e–isth̄δjk eitβk eisαj ,

eisαjeitαk = eitαkeisαj , eisβjeitβk = eitβkeisβj , j,k = 1, . . . ,n, s, t ∈ R,

(see [20, Chapter 12, Subsection 5.4]). However, if we drop condition (ii) in the def-
inition of a C0-system, then this equivalence does not hold true any more (see the
counterexamples in [162, Section VIII.5] and [88, Section 12.2]).

Axiom 2. The operators Q(xj), Q(ξj), j = 1, . . . ,n, form a C-system. In particular,
on the common operator core D of Q(xj), Q(ξj), we have

[Q(xj),Q(xk)] = 0, [Q(ξj),Q(ξk)] = 0,

[Q(xj),Q(ξk)] = iδjk h̄Q(1) = ih̄δjk I, j,k = 1, . . . ,n. (2.2.3)
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Axiom 3. The Hilbert space H is irreducible under the action of the operators Q(xj)
and Q(ξj), j = 1, . . . ,n.

By the Stone – von Neumann theorem (see e.g. [162, Theorem VIII.14]), Axioms
1, 2, and 3 imply that, up to unitary equivalence, we have H = L2(Rn), and

(Q(xj)u)(x) = xju(x), (Q(ξj)u)(x) = –ih̄
∂u
∂xj

(x), x ∈ Rn, j = 1, . . . ,n. (2.2.4)

Moreover, the operators Q(xj) and Q(ξj), j = 1, . . . ,n, are essentially self-adjoint on the
Schwartz class S (Rn) which is invariant under their action, and, in accordance with
the definition of a C-system, the operator

n

∑
j=1

Q(xj)
2 +Q(ξj)

2 = –∆ + |x|2

is also essentially self-adjoint on S (Rn).
Let us mention two more axioms which are sometimes imposed on the quantization

scheme. First, if the classical observables are allowed to be complex-valued with the
purpose to develop a rigorous mathematical theory of the quantization procedure, then
the quantum observables are supposed to be closed linear, not necessarily self-adjoint,
operators. However, in this case one imposes the following

Axiom 4: If F is real-valued, then Q(F ) is self-adjoint.

Finally, in some cases one uses the following postulate:

Axiom 5: Let F : T∗Rn→R and g : R→C be sufficiently regular functions. Then
we have

Q(g◦F ) = g(Q(F )).

Note that Axiom 5, known as the von Neumann rule, usually is not satisfied for
all admissible F and g. Hence, it should be treated not as an axiom but rather as a
desirable property which holds true at least for all admissible F which depend only on
the coordinates x ∈ Rn, or only on the momenta ξξξ ∈ Rn.

Let us comment in more detail on Axiom 2. We have stated above its “minimal”
version concerning only the operators Q(xj) and Q(ξj), j = 1, . . . ,n. Its “maximal” ver-
sion can be formulated as:

Axiom 2′: We have

Q({F ,G }) =
1
ih̄

[Q(F ),Q(G )],

for any sufficiently regular functions F ,G defined on T∗Rn.
However, the Groenewold - van Hove theorem (see e.g. [88, Section 13.4] implies

that there exists no quantization mapping Q which satisfies simultaneously Axioms 1,
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2′, and 3. One possible way to overcome this difficulty is to adopt the semiclassical
point of view of the so called deformation quantization where the Poisson bracket is
replaced by the Moyal bracket

{{F ,G }}h̄ :=
1
ih̄

(F ?G –G ?F ). (2.2.5)

Here
(F ?G )(w)

:= (π h̄)–n
∫
R4n

e
2i
h̄ σσσ (w′,w′′)F (w′ + w)G (w′′ + w)dw′dw′′, w ∈ R2n, (2.2.6)

is the Moyal product called also the Weyl product, σσσ being the canonical bi-linear form
introduced in (2.1.17). A priori the Moyal product is defined for F ,G in the Schwartz
class S (R2n), and then is extended by continuity to larger classes of functions and
distributions. Since, generally speaking the linear operators on a Hilbert space do not
commute, the introduction of the non-commutative Moyal product for the classical
observables is of a crucial conceptual importance for the quantization procedure. Let
us now give an alternative equivalent representation of the Moyal product in terms of
the Fourier transforms of F and G . To this end, we recall the definition of the Fourier
transform Φu of u ∈S (RN), N≥ 1, namely

(Φu)(ξξξ ) = û(ξξξ ) := (2π)–N/2
∫
RN

e–ix·ξξξ u(x)dx, ξξξ ∈ RN.

As is well known, the inverse operator Φ–1 is written as

(Φ–1u)(x) = ǔ(x) := (2π)–N/2
∫
RN

eix·ξξξ u(ξξξ )dξξξ , x ∈ RN.

By duality, Φ and Φ–1 extend to the class S ′(RN), dual to S (RN). In particular, Φ

extends to a unitary operator in L2(RN) so that Φ∗ = Φ–1.

Let F ,G ∈S (R2n). Then we have

(F̂ ?G )(w) =

(2π)–n
∫
R2n

e
ih̄
2 σσσ (w,w′)F̂ (w – w′)Ĝ (w′)dw′, w ∈ R2n. (2.2.7)

In order to see that (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) are equivalent, it suffices to apply the inverse
2n-dimensional Fourier transform to both hand sides of (2.2.7).
Note that (2.2.7) is equivalent to

(F ?G )(x,ξξξ ) = e
ih̄
2

(
Dy·Dξξξ –Dx·Dηηη

)
F (x,ξξξ )G (y,ηηη)|y=x,ηηη=ξξξ (2.2.8)

with D := –i∇. In particular, we have

F ?G = F G +
ih̄
2
{F ,G }+O(h̄2), h̄ ↓ 0. (2.2.9)
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Putting together (2.2.5) and (2.2.9), we find that

{{F ,G }}h̄ = {F ,G }+O(h̄), h̄ ↓ 0.

Hence, the Moyal bracket is a deformation of the Poisson one, i.e. the Poisson bracket
is the limit of the Moyal one as h̄ ↓ 0. Accordingly, Axiom 2′ can be modified to:

Axiom 2′′: If F and G are sufficiently regular functions defined on T∗Rn, then

Q
(
{{F ,G }}h̄

)
=

1
ih̄

[Q(F ),Q(G )]. (2.2.10)

2.3 The Weyl quantization
In this section we consider an important quantization mapping Q = Opw

h̄ called the
Weyl quantization, which satisfies Axioms 1, 2′′, 3, and 4, for all admissible classical
observables as well as the von Neumann rule (Axiom 5) for classical observables which
depend only on x or only on ξξξ . For F ∈S (R2n), the operator Opw

h̄ (F ) is defined by

(Opw
h̄ (F )u)(x)

:=
1

(2π h̄)n

∫
R2n

F

(
x + x′

2
,ξξξ
)

ei(x–x′)·ξξξ /h̄u(x′)dx′dξξξ , u ∈ L2(Rn). (2.3.1)

It is easy to check, that Opw
h̄ (F ) is a continuous mapping from S (Rn) into S (Rn), and

from L2(Rn) into L2(Rn). In the sequel, we will call Opw
h̄ (F ) a h̄-pseudo-differential

operator (h̄-ΨDO) with Weyl symbol F . Various aspects of the theory of such oper-
ators can be found in [96, Section 18.5], [185, Chapter IV], [205, Chapter 7, Section
14], and [63, Chapter 7]). In this chapter we summarize mainly those of their properties
which will be used in the sequel. We start with the following elementary fact:

Lemma 2.3.1 The h̄-ΨDO with Weyl symbol F (x,ξξξ ) coincides with the 1-ΨDO with
Weyl symbol F (x, h̄ξξξ ), (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n.

Proof. It suffices to change of variables ξξξ 7→ h̄ξξξ in (2.3.1). �
Set X := (x1, . . . ,xn) where xj denotes the multiplier by xj ∈ R, j = 1, . . . ,n, and, as

earlier, D := –i∇. Define the operator-valued function

ei(q·X+p·D), q,p ∈ Rn, (2.3.2)

where q ·X + p ·D is the closure of the operator, essentially self-adjoint on C∞
0 (Rn).

Hence, the operator defined in (2.3.2) is unitary.
Set Opw(F ) := Opw

1 (F ).

Proposition 2.3.1 Let F ∈S (R2n). Then

Opw(F ) = (2π)–n
∫
R2n

F̂ (q,p)ei(q·X+p·D) dqdp, (2.3.3)

the integral being defined in the strong sense.
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Proof. It is easy to check that

(Opw(F )u)(x) = (2π)–n
∫
R2n

F̂ (ξξξ ,x′ – x)ei (x+x′)·ξξξ
2 u(x′)dx′ dξξξ . (2.3.4)

Resolving the Cauchy problem{
–i ∂w

∂ t (t,x) = –ip ·∇xw(t,x) + q ·xw(t,x),

w(0,x) = u(x), x ∈ Rn,
(2.3.5)

by the method of characteristics (see e.g. [74, Sections 2.1 and 3.2]), we find that

w(t,x) = exp
(

i
(

t2
p ·q

2
+ tq ·x

))
u(x + tp), t ∈ R, x ∈ Rn,

and, hence,(
ei(q·X+p·D)u

)
(x) = w(1,x) = exp

(
i
(p ·q

2
+ q ·x

))
u(x + p), x ∈ Rn. (2.3.6)

Changing the variables ξξξ = q and x′ = x + p in (2.3.4), and bearing in mind (2.3.6), we
arrive at (2.3.3). �

Proposition 2.3.2 Let F ,G ∈S (R2n). Then we have

Opw
h̄ (F ?G ) = Opw

h̄ (F )Opw
h̄ (G ). (2.3.7)

Proof. By Lemma 2.3.1 it suffices to prove the proposition for h̄ = 1. Write the
product Opw

h̄ (F )Opw
h̄ (G ) using the representation (2.3.3) for the operators Opw

h̄ (F )
and Opw

h̄ (G ). Taking into account (2.2.7), we find that (2.3.7) holds true in the case
h̄ = 1. �

Corollary 2.3.1 Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3.2, relation (2.2.10) holds
true, i.e. the quantization Q = Opw

h̄ satisfies Axiom 2′′ on S (R2n).

Further, we extend the mapping Opw to classes of symbols, essentially larger than
S (R2n). First, we start with such symbols F that the operators Opw(F ) remain
bounded in L2(Rn). It is convenient to describe here also symbols for which Opw(F )
is compact or even is in certain Schatten-von Neumann classes.
To this end, we need the following notations. Let Hj, j = 1,2, be two (separable)
Hilbert spaces. Then, B(H1,H2) denotes the Banach space of bounded linear oper-
ators T : H1→ H2, equipped with the usual operator norm ‖T‖, and S∞(H1,H2) is the
closed subspace of B(H1,H2), consisting of compact operators. Further, for p ∈ (0,∞)
introduce the Schatten-Neumann class Sp(H1,H2) of operators T ∈ S∞(H1,H2) for
which the functional

‖T‖p :=
(

Tr(T∗T)p/2
)1/p

is finite. In particular, S1 is the trace class, and S2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt class. If
p≥ 1, then ‖ · ‖p is a norm and Sp, equipped with this norm, is complete.
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Let TH∞(H1,H2). Denote by
{

sj(T)
}rankT

j=1 the non-decreasing set of the singular num-
bers of the operator T, i.e. the square roots of the eigenvalues of the operator T∗T. Then
we have

s1(T) = ‖T‖, ‖T‖pp =
rank,T

∑
p=1

sj(T)p, p ∈ (0,∞).

Further, for p ∈ (0,∞) introduce the weak Schatten-von Neumann class Sp,w(H1,H2)
of operators T ∈ H∞(H1,H2) for which the functional

‖T‖p,w := sup
j

j1/psj(T),

is finite. If p > 1, then there exists a norm equivalent to the functional ‖ · ‖p,w, and
Spw(H1,H2) equipped with this norm is complete (see [20, Chapter 11, Section 6,
Theorem 2.3]).
If H1 = H2 = H, we set B(H) := B(H,H), etc., and if no confusion is likely, we omit in
the notations of the spaces of bounded, compact or Schatten-von Neumann operators
the explicit indication of the Hilbert spaces where these operators act.

Let us return to the theory of ΨDOs with Weyl symbols. Note that if, say, F ∈
S (R2n), then the ΨDO Opw(F ) is an operator with integral kernel

K(x,x′) = (2π)–n
∫
Rn

F

(
x + x′

2
,ξξξ
)

ei(x–x′)·ξξξ dξξξ , x,x′ ∈ Rn. (2.3.8)

On the other hand, a given linear operator T acting in L2(Rn) has an integral kernel,
say, K ∈S (R2n), then T can be written as a ΨDO with Weyl symbol

F (x,ξξξ ) =
∫
Rn

e–ix′·ξξξ K(x + x′/2,x – x′/2)dx′, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n, (2.3.9)

(see e.g. [185, Eq. (23.39)]).
For u,v ∈S (Rn), define the Wigner transform Wu,v of the pair (u,v) by

Wu,v(x,ξξξ ) := (2π)–n
∫
Rn

e–ix′·ξξξ u(x + x′/2)v(x – x′/2)dx′, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n. (2.3.10)

Then Wu,v ∈ S (R2n) and we have Wu,v = Wv,u. Moreover, the linear combinations
of Wigner transforms Wu,v with u,v ∈ S (Rn) are dense in S (R2n). To see this, it
suffices to check that we can write the functions

xα
ξξξ

β e–(|x|2+|ξξξ |2)/2, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n, (2.3.11)

with α ,β ∈ Zn
∗ as a linear combination of Wigner transforms Wu,v with u,v ∈S (Rn).

On the other hand, it is well known that the linear combinations of functions of form
(2.3.11) are dense in S (R2n) (see e.g. [162, Chapter V]).
Further, the Wigner transform extends to u,v ∈ cS(Rn) in which case

‖Wu,v‖2L2(R2n) = (2π)–n ‖u‖2L2(Rn) ‖v‖
2
L2(Rn).
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Thus, by (2.3.9), we find that (2π)nWu,v coincides with the Weyl symbol of the operator
with integral kernel u(x)v(x′), x,x′ ∈ Rn.
If F ∈S (R2n) and u,v ∈S (Rn), then

〈Opw(F )u,v〉L2(Rn) = 〈F ,Wv,u〉L2(R2n). (2.3.12)

If φ ∈ S ′(RN) and u ∈ S (RN), N ≥ 1, denote by (φ ,u)S ′(RN) the standard pairing
between S ′(RN) and S (RN); if φ ∈ L2(RN), then

(φ ,u)S ′(RN) =
∫
RN

φ (x)u(x)dx = 〈φ ,u〉L2(RN).

Therefore, if F ∈S ′(R2n), the extension of (2.3.12) defines a linear continuous map-
ping Opw(F ) : S (Rn)→S ′(Rn) by

(Opw(F )u,v)S ′(Rn) := (F ,Wu,v̄)S ′(R2n), u,v ∈S (Rn), (2.3.13)

By the density in S (R2n) of the linear combinations of Wigner transforms Wu,v with
u,v ∈S (Rn), we find that Opw(F ) = 0 with F ∈S ′(R2n) if and only if F = 0.

Proposition 2.3.3 [96, Lemma 18.6.1] Let F ∈ S ′(R2n) with F̂ ∈ L1(R2n). Then
the operator Opw(F ) defined by (2.3.13), extends uniquely to an operator bounded in
L2(Rn). Moreover,

‖Opw(F )‖ ≤ (2π)–n‖F̂‖L1(R2n). (2.3.14)

Note that if F̂ , Ĝ ∈ L1(R2n), then (2.2.7) easily implies that F̂ ?G ∈ L1(R2n) too, and
Proposition 2.3.2 remains valid for such symbols.

Estimate (2.3.14) is the first step in the proof of a more sophisticated upper bound
of ‖Opw(F )‖, known usually as Calderón-Vaillancourt estimate, contained in Propo-
sition 2.3.4 below. For its statement we need the following notation. Let Γ(R2n), n≥ 1,
denote the set of functions F : R2n→ C such that

‖F‖
Γ(R2n) := sup

{α ,β∈Zn
+ | |α|,|β |≤[ n

2 ]+1}
sup

(x,ξξξ )∈R2n
|Dα

x Dβ

ξξξ
F (x,ξξξ )|< ∞.

Note that Γ(R2n)⊂S ′(R2n).

Proposition 2.3.4 [44], [53], [26, Corollary 2.5 (i)] There exists a constant c0 such
that for any F ∈ Γ(R2n), n≥ 1, we have

‖Opw(F )‖ ≤ c0‖F‖Γ(R2n).

Further, if F ∈ L2(R2n) ⊂ S ′(R2n), then, obviously, the integral kernel of the
operator Opw(F ) is in L2(R2n) so that Opw(F ) ∈ S2(L2(Rn)), and by the Parseval
theorem we have

‖Opw(F )‖22 =
1

(2π)n

∫
R2n
|F (w)|2 dw =

1
(2π)n

∫
R2n
|F̂ (w)|2 dw. (2.3.15)
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Interpolating between (2.3.14) and (2.3.15) (see [19, Theorem 3.1]), we find that if
p ∈ [2,∞), and p′ := p

p–1 then

‖Opw(F )‖p ≤ (2π)–n/p′‖F̂‖Lp′ (R2n). (2.3.16)

Moreover, if p ∈ (0,∞), we have

‖Opw(F )‖p,w ≤ (2π)–n/p′‖F̂‖
Lp′

w (R2n)
, (2.3.17)

where Lp′
w (R2n) is the weak Lebesgue space. We recall that if M is a space with measure

µ , then the µ-measurable function f : M→ C is in the class Lq
w(M;dµ), q ∈ (0,∞), if

the functional
‖f‖Lq

w(M;dµ) := sup
t>0

t µ
(
{x ∈M | |f(x)|> t}

)1/q

is finite. If M ⊂ RN, N ≥ 1, and µ is the Lebesgue measure, then we write as usual
Lq

w(M) instead of Lq
w(M;dµ).

Note that (2.3.16) and (2.3.17) are just two simple but efficient estimates of the Schatten-
von Neumann norms of Weyl ΨDOs in terms of the Fourier transforms of the symbols,
which are convenient for our purposes. At the same, the study of the Schatten-von
Neumann properties of Weyl ΨDOs is quite an active research area where many inter-
esting and deep results are available (see, for instance, [43], [200], and the references
cited there).

Next, we discuss briefly a possible manner to extend the Weyl pseudo-differential
calculus to unbounded symbols and operators. Assume that f ∈ C∞(RN), N≥ 1, satis-
fies ∣∣(Dα f

)
(w)
∣∣≤ Cα〈w〉γ–ρ|α|,

where, as usual, 〈w〉 := (1+ |w|2)1/2, w∈RN, α ∈ZN
+ , γ ∈R, ρ ∈ [0,1], and Cα ∈ [0,∞).

Then, following [185, Chapter IV], we write f ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (RN). If γ = ρ = 0, we also use the

notation
C∞

b (RN) := Γ
0
0(RN),

i.e. C∞
b (RN) is the set of the functions f ∈ C∞(RN), bounded with all its derivatives.

Note that if γ1 ≥ γ2 and ρ1 ≤ ρ2, then

Γ
γ1
ρ1 ⊂ Γ

γ2
ρ2 .

Moreover, if γ ∈ R, and ρ ∈ [0,1], then Γ
γ
ρ (RN) ⊂ S ′(RN). Therefore, if F ∈

Γ
γ
ρ (R2n), then the operator Opw(F ) : S (Rn)→S ′(Rn) is well defined by (2.3.13).

However, in this particular case we can show also that Opw(F ) is continuous mapping
from S (Rn) into S (Rn) (see [185, Subsection 23.2] for the case ρ ∈ (0,1]).
Next, if F ∈ Γ

γ1
ρ (R2n) and G ∈ Γ

γ2
ρ (R2n) with γ1,γ2 ∈ R and ρ ∈ [0,1], then we can

extend the Moyal product (2.2.6) with h̄ = 1 to the pair (F ,G ) by

(F ?G )(w)
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:=
1

πn lim
ε↓0

∫
R4n

e2iσσσ (w′,w′′)
χ(εw′) χ(εw′′)F (w′ + w)G (w′′ + w)dw′dw′′, w ∈ R2n,

where χ ∈ C∞
0 (Rn; [0,1]) is a cut-off function which satisfies, say, χ(w) = 1 if |w| ≤ 1,

and χ(w) = 0 if |w| ≥ 2. Integrating by parts and applying the dominated convergence
theorem, we find that

(F ?G )(w)

=
1

πn

∫
R4n

e2iσσσ (w′,w′′) (1 + 4|w′|2k)–1(1 + (–∆w′ )
`)F (w′ + w)

× (1 + (–∆w′′ )
k)((1 + 4|w′′|2`)–1(G (w′′ + w))dw′dw′′,

where the integral is absolutely convergent and independent of k,` ∈ Z+, provided that
2k > n + γ1 and 2` > n + γ2. Moreover, the analogue of (2.2.8) with h̄ = 1 holds true .
In particular, we have

F ?G –FG ∈ Γ
γ1+γ2–2ρ
ρ (R2n).

which implies
F ?G ∈ Γ

γ1+γ2
ρ (R2n).

(see [185, Subsection 23.6] for the case ρ ∈ (0,1]).

Proposition 2.3.5 Let F ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (R2n) with γ ≤ 0, ρ ∈ [0,1]. Then Opw(F ) extends to

an operator bounded in L2(Rn).

Proof. Evidently, γ ≤ 0 implies F ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (R2n)⊂ Γ(R2n). Therefore the claim follows

immediately from Proposition 2.3.4. �

Proposition 2.3.6 [185, Theorems 24.4] Let F ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (R2n) with γ < 0, ρ ∈ (0,1]. Then

the operator Opw(F ) is compact in L2(Rn).

We omit the details of the proof but we note that it could be based on approximation of
the Weyl ΨDO Opw(F ) by an anti-Wick ΨDO introduced in 3.4, and follows easily
from Proposition 3.4.2.

Now, let
H := –∆ + |x|2, (2.3.18)

be the standard harmonic oscillator, self-adjoint in L2(Rn), and essentially self-adjoint
on C∞

0 (Rn). As is well known, H is strictly positive; more precisely, H ≥ nI (see the
spectrum of H for n = 1 in (2.7.13)). Of course, the Weyl symbol of H is equal to

|ξξξ |2 + |x|2, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n,

and the calculus of the powers of ΨDOs (see [185]) implies that for each s ∈ R the
symbol of the operator Hs coincides with (|ξξξ |2 + |x|2)s modulo a symbol in Γ2s–1

1 (R2n);
in particular, the symbol of Hs/2 is in Γs

1(R2n). For s ≥ 0 define the Hilbert space
Ls(Rn) := D(H

s
2 ) with norm

‖u‖Ls(Rn) := ‖H
s
2 u‖L2(Rn), u ∈D(H

s
2 ).

In particular, L0(Rn) = L2(Rn).
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Proposition 2.3.7 [185, Theorems 25.2] Let F ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (R2n) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1].

Then for any s≥ γ , the operator Opw(F ) extends to a continuous mapping Opw(F ) :
Ls(Rn)→ Ls–γ (Rn).

We again omit the details of the proof, but note that for every s > 0 the operator Hs/2

is a unitary mapping from Ls(Rn) onto L2(Rn). Hence, it suffices to check the the
boundedness in L2(Rn) of the operator H(s–γ)/2 Opw(F )H–s/2 whose symbol is in Γ0

ρ

and hence is bounded in L2(Rn) by Proposition 2.3.5.

The Weyl pseudo-differential calculus for Γ
γ
ρ (R2n) admits extensions for consider-

ably more general classes of symbols (see [95] or [96, Section[18.5]). Following [185],
we consider Γ

γ
ρ (R2n) as reasonable model classes which are sufficient for the applica-

tions considered in the book; in particular, Γ
γ

1 with γ ∈ Z+ contains all the polynomials
of order less or or equal of degree γ .

Finally, we describe the metaplectic unitary equivalence of Weyl ΨDOs whose
symbols are mapped into each other by a linear symplectic change of the variables.

Proposition 2.3.8 [63, Chapter 7, Theorem A.2] Let κ : R2n→R2n, n≥ 1, be a linear
symplectic transformation, i.e.

σσσ (κw,κw′) = σσσ (w,w′), w,w′ ∈ R2n,

σσσ being the canonic bi-linear form defined in (2.1.17). Let F ∈ Γ(R2n), or F ∈
Γ

γ
ρ (R2n) with γ ∈R and ρ ∈ [0,1], and G := F ◦κ . Then there exists a unitary operator

Uκ : L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn) such that

Opw(G ) = U∗κ Opw(F )Uκ . (2.3.19)

The operator Uκ is called the metaplectic operator corresponding to the linear sym-
plectic transformation κ . There exists a one-to-one correspondence between metaplec-
tic operators and linear symplectic transformations, up to a constant factor of modulus
1 (see [96, Theorem 18.5.9]). Moreover, every linear symplectic transformation κ is a
composition of a finite number of elementary linear symplectic maps (see [96, Lemma
18.5.8]), and for each elementary linear symplectic map there exists an explicit simple
metaplectic operator (see the proof of [96, Theorem 18.5.9]).
The conditions imposed on F in Proposition 2.3.8 are chosen bearing in mind their fur-
ther applications of this proposition in the book, and hence they might seem somewhat
too restrictive and artificial. As a matter of fact, as explained above, the metaplec-
tic operator Uκ is determined by the symplectomorphism κ , and not by the symbol
F . Therefore, loosely speaking, we may say that for a given symplectomorphism
κ , relation (2.3.19) holds true for any reasonable Weyl ΨDO Opw(F ), provided that
G = F ◦κ .
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2.4 Magnetic momentum. Magnetic Weyl quantization

Assume A ∈ C1(Rn,Rn) and introduce the operators

Πj(A) = Q(ξj – Aj) := –ih̄
∂

∂xj
– Aj, j = 1, . . . ,n,

which are self-adjoint in L2(Rn), and essentially self-adjoint on C∞
0 (Rn). We will call

the operator
Π(A) = (Π1(A), . . . ,Πn(A)) := –ih̄∇ – A

the magnetic quantum momentum. Its components satisfy the commutation relations

[Πj(A),Πk(A)] = ih̄Bjk, j,k = 1, . . . ,n, (2.4.1)

where Bjk are the components of the magnetic field B, defined in (2.1.6). Then, Π(A)
can be interpreted as a connection in Rn, and the magnetic field as the curvature of
this connection. Thus the connection is not trivial if and only if B does not vanish
identically.
Assume now that the magnetic potentials A(1) and A(2) generate the same magnetic
field, i.e. that

d(A(1) – A(2)) = 0. (2.4.2)

Since Rn is simply connected and all closed 1-forms are exact, there exists a function
φ : Rn→ R such that

A(1) – A(2) = ∇φ . (2.4.3)

In this case we will say that the potentials A(1) and A(2) are gauge equivalent. Then
the operators Π(A(1)) and Π(A(2)) are gauge covariant, i.e

eiφ /h̄
Π(A(2))e–iφ /h̄ = Π(A(1)). (2.4.4)

For any given magnetic potential A the operator Π(A) is gauge unitarily equivalent to
Π(A′) with divA′ = 0 (Coulomb gauge). To see this it suffices to pick up a solution φ

of the Poisson equation
–∆φ = divA,

and set A′ = A + ∇φ .
Let us mention another important symmetry of Π(A). Denote by C the anti-linear
operator of the complex conjugation, i.e.

(C u)(x) = u(x), x ∈ Rn, u ∈ L2(Rn).

Then we have
C Π(A)C = –Π(–A). (2.4.5)

As will see in the several following sections, the operator Π(A) plays a central role
in the constructions of the magnetic quantum Hamiltonians such as the Schrödinger,
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Pauli, and Dirac operators. Within the framework of the so called magnetic quantiza-
tion QB we can choose

QB(ξj) := Πj(A) = –ih̄
∂

∂xj
– Aj, j = 1, . . . ,n. (2.4.6)

Let us summarize briefly the main properties of QB. First, the underlying symplectic
manifold on which the classical observables are defined, is T∗Rn, equipped with the
magnetic symplectic form (see (2.1.24)). Next, QB satisfies the minimal list of axioms
stated in Section 5.4.2 except that Axiom 2 is replaced by

Axiom 2B: If F and G coincide with one of the components of the vectors x =
(x1, . . . ,xn) or ξξξ = (ξ1, . . . ,ξn), then QB({F ,G }B) = 1

ih̄ [QB(F ),QB(G )], the magnetic
Poisson bracket {·, ·}B being defined in (2.1.26).

In other words, in agreement with (2.1.27), we have

[QB(xj),QB(xk)] = 0, [QB(ξj),QB(ξk)] = ih̄QB(Bjk),

[QB(xj),QB(ξk)] = ih̄δjkI, j,k = 1, . . . ,n. (2.4.7)

Note that the only difference between (2.2.3) and (2.4.7) is the second relation, i.e. the
commutation relation between QB(ξj) and QB(ξk), j,k = 1, . . . ,n. We can define again
QB(xj), j = 1, . . . ,n, as the multiplier by xj, and consequently QB(F ) with F = F (x),
x ∈ Rn, as the multiplier by F ; in particular, QB(Bjk) = Bjk, j,k = 1, . . . ,n. At the
same time, we can define QB(ξj), j = 1, . . . ,n, as in (2.4.6). Then (2.4.1) coincides with
second commutation relation in (2.4.7).
M. Măntoiu and R. Purice constructed in [125] (see also [99]) a quantization QB which
satisfies the minimal list of assumptions and possesses some extra nice properties. This
quantization denoted here by Opw

h̄,A where A is a magnetic potential which generates B,
could be considered as an appropriate “magnetic” analogue of the Weyl quantization.
We will introduce the operator Opw

h̄,A(F ) in a slightly different manner than in [125].
Our staring point will be a “magnetic” version of (2.3.3) with arbitrary h̄ > 0, namely

Opw
h̄,A(F ) = (2π)–n

∫
R2n

F̂ (q,p)ei(q·X+p·Π(A)) dqdp, (2.4.8)

with, say, F ∈ S (Rn) and A ∈ C1(Rn;Rn), the integral being considered again the
strong sense. Let us obtain a suitable representation of the operator-valued function

ei(q·X+p·Π(A)), q,p ∈ Rn, (2.4.9)

analogous to (2.3.6). To this end, we write the analogue of the Cauchy problem (2.3.5),
that is {

–i ∂w
∂ t (t,x) = –ih̄p ·∇xw(t,x) + (q ·x – p ·A(x))w(t,x),

w(0,x) = u(x), x ∈ Rn,

and resolving it again by the method of characteristics, we get this time(
ei(q·X+p·Π(A))u

)
(x)
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= exp
(

i
(

p ·q
2

+ q ·x – p ·
∫ 1

0
A(x + sh̄p)ds

))
u(x + p), x ∈ Rn. (2.4.10)

Substituting (2.4.10) and (2.4.8), we arrive at

(Opw
h̄,A(F )u)(x)

:=
1

(2π h̄)n

∫
R2n

F

(
x + x′

2
,ξξξ
)

ei(x–x′)·ξξξ /h̄eiM (x,x′)/h̄u(x′)dx′dξξξ , u ∈ L2(Rn),

(2.4.11)
which is the magnetic counterpart of (2.3.1). Here

M (x,x′) := (x – x′) ·
∫ 1

0
A(x′ + s(x – x′))ds, x,x′ ∈ Rn,

is the circulation of the magnetic potential A along the rectilinear segment in Rn con-
necting x and x′. Note that Opw

h̄,A(F ) is gauge covariant, i.e. if A′ = A + ∇φ with
φ : Rn→ R, then, similarly to (2.4.4), we have

eiφ /h̄Opw
h̄,A(F )e–iφ /h̄ = Opw

h̄,A′ (F ).

Moreover, the quantization QB satisfies not only Axiom 2B but, more generally, for a
fairly large class of classical observables F and G , the operator 1

ih̄ [QB(F ),QB(G )]
coincides with the quantization QB of an appropriate “magnetic” Moyal bracket of F
and G (see the details in [125]).

2.5 Magnetic Schrödinger operators
In what follows, we assume h̄ = 1.
Our next goal is to construct the magnetic Schrödinger operator HS = HS(A,V) which
is the Hamiltonian of a spinless non-relativistic quantum particle subject to an electro-
magnetic potential (A,V). The operator HS(A,V) is the quantization of the classical
Hamiltonian function H defined in (2.1.14). If we assume that the potential (A,V) is
smooth, and use the Weyl quantization described in Section 2.3, we obtain

HS(A,V) := Opw(H ) =
1

2m

n

∑
j=1

Πj(A)2 + V (2.5.1)

where Πj(A) = –i ∂

∂xj
– Aj, j = 1, . . . ,n, are the components of the magnetic momentum

operator introduced in the previous section. Then HS can be written as

HS(A,V) =
1

2m
(–i∇ – A)2 + V =

1
2m

(
–∆ + 2iA ·∇ + idivA + |A|2

)
+ V.

We have as well
HS(A,V) = Opw

1,A(H̃ )
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where H̃ is the classical Hamiltonian defined in (2.1.22), and Opw
1,A is the mag-

netic Weyl quantization introduced in (2.4.11). We would like to define the opera-
tor HS(A,V) self-adjoint operator in L2(Rn), under minimal regularity assumptions on
(A,V). Suppose that

A ∈ L2
loc(Rn,Rn), V+ ∈ L1

loc(Rn), V+ ≥ 0. (2.5.2)

Then the operators Πj(A), j = 1, . . . ,n, and the multiplier by V1/2
+ , are well defined as

operators from C∞
0 (Rn) to L2(Rn). Introduce the quadratic form

h[u;A,V+] :=
∫
Rn

(
1

2m

n

∑
j=1
|Πj(A)u|2 + V+|u|2

)
dx, u ∈ C∞

0 (Rn), (2.5.3)

and then close in L2(Rn). By [117, Theorem 1], under the assumptions (2.5.2), the
quadratic form h(A,V+) is closed on the domain

D (h(A,V+)) :={
u ∈ L2(Rn) |Πj(A)u ∈ L2(Rn), j = 1, . . . ,n, V1/2

+ u ∈ L2(Rn)
}

(2.5.4)

where, as usual, the derivatives of u are understood in the distributional sense. Then
the operator HS(A,V+) is defined as the self-adjoint operator generated in L2(Rn) by
the closed quadratic form h+. By [117, Theorem 2], if

A ∈ L4
loc(Rn,Rn), divA ∈ L2

loc(Rn), V+ ∈ L2
loc(Rn), V+ ≥ 0,

then the operator HS(A,V+) is essentially self-adjoint on C∞
0 (Rn).

The operator HS(A;V+) is still not general enough since we assume V+ ≥ 0. In order
to allow general real electric potentials V, we will need the diamagnetic inequality
satisfied by the magnetic Schrödinger operator. In order to state this inequality, we
introduce some auxiliary concepts and notations.
Let T,S ∈B(L2(M,dµ)) where M is a space with measure µ . We will write

T ≤. S

if
|(Tu)(x)| ≤ (S|u|)(x), u ∈ L2(M,dµ),

for µ-almost every x ∈M. Note that if T ≤. S, then S should necessarily preserve posi-
tivity.

Theorem 2.5.1 Let T ≤. S.
(i) [64, 147] If S ∈S∞(L2(M,dµ)), then T ∈S∞(L2(M,dµ)).
(ii) [188, Theorem 2.13] If S ∈S2`(L2(M,dµ)) with ` ∈ N, then T ∈S2`(L2(M,dµ)).

Note that second part of the theorem is false if we replace S2` with ` ∈ N, by Sp with
p ∈ [1,∞)\2N (see [139], [140, Chapter 6], and [186]).
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Theorem 2.5.2 Assume that (2.5.2) holds true. Then the diamagnetic inequality

exp(–tHS(A,V+)) ≤. exp(–tHS(0,V+)) ≤. exp(–tHS(0,0)) (2.5.5)

holds true for each t≥ 0.

Idea of the proof: Due to the gauge covariance, we can assume that div A = 0 without
loss of generality. Then, if A and V+ are sufficiently regular, the operator exp(–tHS(A,V+))
with t > 0 has an integral kernel

KA,V+ (x,y; t)

=
∫

exp
(

–i
∫ t

0
A(ω(s)) ·dω(s)

)
exp
(

–
∫ t

0
V+(ω(s))ds

)
dE0,x;t,y(ω)

where E0,x;t,y(ω(s)) is the conditional Wiener measure on set of paths

{ω ∈ C([0, t];Rn) |ω(0) = x, ω(t) = y}

(see [187, Theorem 15.5] and [32]). In particular, we have

|KA,V+ (x,y; t)| ≤K0,V+ (x,y; t)≤K0,0(x,y; t)

for t > 0, (x,y) ∈ R2d which implies (2.5.5) in the regular case. For general (A,V+),
(2.5.5) follows from an appropriate approximation argument. �
Note that HS(0,0) is just the operator – 1

2m ∆.
A proof of (2.5.5) which does not use the Wiener integral, can be found, for example,
in the proof of [56, Theorem 1.13].

Corollary 2.5.1 Assume (2.5.2). Let E > 0 and γ > 0. Then we have

(HS(A,V+) + E)–γ ≤. (HS(0,V+) + E)–γ ≤. (HS(0,0) + E)–γ . (2.5.6)

Proof. If S = S∗ ≥ 0, and E > 0, γ > 0, then

(S + E)–γ =
1

Γ(γ)

∫
∞

0
tγ–1e–tEe–tS dt, (2.5.7)

the integral being considered as a Riemann one in the uniform topology. Now, (2.5.6)
follows easily from (2.5.5) and (2.5.7). �

Proposition 2.5.1 Let V– ≥ 0 be a measurable function over Rn. Assume (2.5.2). If
the multiplier by V– is ∆-bounded (resp., –∆-form-bounded) with relative bound α ,
then V– is HS(A,V+)-bounded (resp., HS(A,V+)-form-bounded) with relative bound
(resp., relative form-bound) at most α .
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Proof. Using (2.5.6) with γ = 1 (resp., with γ = 1/2), we get

‖V–(HS(A,V+) + E)–1‖ ≤ ‖V–(HS(0,0) + E)–1‖,

or, respectively,

‖V1/2
– (HS(A,V+) + E)–1‖ ≤ ‖V1/2

– (HS(0,0) + E)–1/2‖.

In order to complete the proof, we have to recall that if T and S are nonnegative self-
adjoint operators and T is S-bound (resp., S-form-bound), then the S-relative bound
(resp., S-relative form-bound) of T can be written as limE→∞ ‖T(S + E)–1‖ or, respec-
tively, as limE→∞ ‖T1/2(S + E)–1/2‖2. �

The following theorem concerns the self-adjoint realizations of the operator HS(A,V)
with V = V+ – V–, V+ ≥ 0 and V– ≥ 0. In particular, V+ (resp., V–) can be, as usual,
the positive (resp., the negative) part of V so that V+V– = 0.

Theorem 2.5.3 Let the potential (A,V+) satisfy (2.5.2). Assume that the multiplier by
the measurable function V– : Rn→ [0,∞) is ∆-bounded (resp., –∆-form-bounded) with
relative bound (resp., relative form bound) smaller than one. Set V = V+ – V–. Then
the operator sum (resp., form sum)

HS(A,V) := HS(A,V+) – V–

is self-adjoint in L2(Rn). Moreover we have

exp(–tHS(A,V)) ≤. exp(–tHS(0,V)), t≥ 0. (2.5.8)

Proof. The self-adjointness of H(A,V) follows immediately from Proposition 2.5.1
and the Kato-Rellich theorem [163, Theorem X.12] (resp., the KLMN theorem [163,
Theorem X.17]). For the proof of (2.5.8), see [7, Theorems 2.4–2.5]. �

Inequality (2.5.8) is the semigroup version of the diamagnetic inequality. There
exists also its quadratic-form version. In order to describe it, let us assume that (A,V)
satisfies the hypotheses of the form version of Theorem 2.5.3, and set

h[u;A,V] = h[u;A,V+] –
∫
Rn

V–|u|2dx, u ∈D(h(A,V+)),

the quadratic form h(A,V+) being defined in (2.5.3), and its domain D(h(A,V+)) in
(2.5.4). Note that h(A,V) with domain Dom(h(A,V+)), is closed in L2(Rn).

Proposition 2.5.2 Let (A,V) satisfy the hypotheses of the form version of Theorem
2.5.3, and u ∈ Dom(h(A,V+)). Then |u| ∈ Dom(h(0,V+)) and we have

h[u;A,V]≥ h[|u|;0,V]. (2.5.9)

Proof. Let u ∈ C∞
0 (Rn). Then |u| is in the Sobolev space W1,∞(Rn) and has a compact

support; hence |u| ∈W1,2(Rn) and ∇|u| coincides almost everywhere with the vector-
valued function equal to Re(iu|u|–1Π(A)u)(x) if u(x) 6= 0, and to zero if u(x) = 0 (see
e.g. [120, Section 7.21]). Therefore,

|∇|u||(x)≤ |(Π(A)u)(x)|
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for almost each x ∈ Rn which easily implies the desired results. �
Note that (2.5.9) is equivalent to the first inequality with γ = 1/2 and V– = 0 in

(2.5.6).

Corollary 2.5.2 Assume that (A,V) satisfies the form version of Theorem 2.5.3. Then
we have

infσ (HS(A,V))≥ infσ (HS(0,V)), (2.5.10)

infσess(HS(A,V))≥ infσess(HS(0,V)). (2.5.11)

Proof. Let Ω be a domain in Rn. Set

eA,V(Ω) := inf
06=u∈C∞

0 (Rn):
suppu⊂Ω

h[u;A,V]∫
Rn |u|2 dx

.

By the mini-max principle,

infσ (HS(A,V)) = eA,V(Rn). (2.5.12)

For R > 0 set ΩR := {x ∈ Rn | |x|> R}. Then the results of [142] easily imply

infσess(HS(A,V)) = lim
R→∞

eA,V(ΩR). (2.5.13)

Now (2.5.10) (resp., (2.5.11)) follows from (2.5.9) and (2.5.12) (resp., and (2.5.13)). �

Corollary 2.5.3 Let A ∈ L2
loc(Rn,Rn), and V : Rn→ R be a measurable function.

(i) If the multiplier by V is ∆-compact, then it is also HS(A,0)-compact, and

σess(HS(A,V)) = σess(HS(A,0)). (2.5.14)

(ii) If the multiplier by V is –∆-form-compact, then it is also HS(A,0)-form-compact,
and (2.5.14) remains valid.

Let us recall some simple examples of potentials V which are ∆-compact and –∆-
form-compact. We shall say that the function V is in the class Lp = Lp(Rn), p ≥ 1,
n≥ 1, if for every ε > 0 we have V = V1 +V2 with V1 ∈ Lp(Rn) and supx∈Rn |V2(x)| ≤
ε . In contrast to the usual Lebesgue spaces Lp(Rn), the classes Lp are embedded, i.e.
Lp ⊂Lr if p > r.

Lemma 2.5.1 (i) Let V ∈Lp(Rn) with p = 2 if n = 1,2,3, p > 2 if n = 4, and p = n/2 if
n≥ 5. Then V is ∆-compact.
(ii) Let V ∈Lp(Rn) with p = 1 if n = 1, p > 1 if n = 2, and p = n/2 if n ≥ 3. Then V is
–∆-form-compact.

At the end of this section we discuss briefly the gauge covariance and the C -
symmetry of the Schrödinger operator HS(A,V). If the magnetic potentials A(j), j = 1,2,
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generate the same magnetic field (see (2.4.2)) so that (2.4.3) holds true with a function
φ ∈ C1(Rn;R), then (2.4.4) implies

eiφ HS(A(2),V)e–iφ = HS(A(1),V). (2.5.15)

Here we do not specify the properties of V since for any reasonable V we have V =
eiφ Ve–iφ . In fact, the gauge covariance (2.5.15) remains valid also for more general
magnetic potentials:

Proposition 2.5.3 [116, Theorem 1.2] Assume that the electromagnetic potentials (A(j),V),
j = 1,2, satisfy the operator or the form version of Theorem 2.5.3, and (2.4.2) holds true
in the distribution sense. Then there exists a function φ ∈W1,2(Rn;R) such that (2.4.3)
is fulfilled, and (2.5.15) remains valid.

Note by φ ∈W1,2(Rn;R), the function φ is measurable and real-valued. Hence the
multiplier by eiφ is a unitary operator.
The gauge covariance (2.5.15) implies that the spectra of the operators H(A(j),V),
j = 1,2, and all their components are the same. Here we would like to warn the reader
that the gauge covariance (2.5.15) and the consequent invariance of the spectrum and
its components under gauge transformations strongly depends on the fact that Rn is
simply connected. It is possible to define the operator HS(A,V) also on more general
manifolds, but if the manifold is not simply connected, then, generally, the gauge co-
variance does not hold true any more. Let us give a simple counter-example borrowed
from [91]. Let T := R/2πZ be the 1D torus, and a ∈ R. Consider the operator

H(a) :=
(

–i
d

dθ
– a
)2

with domain W2,2(T), self-adjoint in L2(T). The 1-form adθ is of course closed, but
is not exact which is related to the fact that T is not simply connected. The spectrum
of H(a) consists of eigenvalues (k – a)2, corresponding to eigenfunctions eikθ , θ ∈ T,
k ∈ Z. Therefore, σ (H(a)) = σ (H(0)) if and only if a ∈ Z. The existence of these
“exceptional” values of a is explained by the fact that the function eiaθ , θ ∈ T, which
is the natural candidate for eiφ , is well defined as a smooth function on T (even if aθ

is not), if and only if a is an integer; in this case, by analogy with (2.5.15), we have

H(a) = eiaθ H(0)e–iaθ .

Finally, we note that, similarly to (2.4.5), we have

C HS(A,V)C = HS(–A,V), (2.5.16)

say, under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5.3. We recall that C is the anti-unitary oper-
ator of complex conjugation. Hence, the operators HS(A,V) and HS(–A,V) are anti-
unitarily equivalent. In particular, the spectra of these operators, and all their spectral
components coincide.
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2.6 Magnetic Pauli and Dirac operators
The Schrödinger operator HS does not take account of the spin effects. The appropri-
ate Hamiltonian operator of a quantum non-relativistic particle of 1

2 -spin is the Pauli
operator (see e.g. [131, Chapter XII, Section 18]). Although it is possible to define
this operator in arbitrary dimension (see e.g. [183]), here we will consider it only for
n = 2,3 which are the most interesting cases from physics point of view. Introduce the
Pauli matrices σ̂j, j = 1,2,3, which are constant 2×2 Hermitian matrices satisfying

σ̂jσ̂k + σ̂kσ̂j = 2δjk I2, j,k = 1,2,3. (2.6.1)

In the standard representation which we will use in the sequel,

σ̂1 =
(

0 1
1 0

)
, σ̂2 =

(
0 –i
i 0

)
, σ̂3 =

(
1 0
0 –1

)
. (2.6.2)

In this case the cyclic permutations

σ̂1 = –iσ̂2 σ̂3, σ̂2 = –iσ̂3 σ̂1, σ̂3 = –iσ̂1 σ̂2, (2.6.3)

hold true. Assume A ∈ L2
loc(Rn;Rn), and introduce the operator

Σ(A) :=
n

∑
j=1

σ̂jΠj(A) (2.6.4)

as the closure in L2(Rn;C2) of the operator defined originally on C∞
0 (Rn;C2). If A

is sufficiently regular, say, A ∈ C∞(Rn;Rn), then Σ(A) is essentially self-adjoint on
C∞

0 (Rn;C2) (see e.g [206, Theorem 4.3]). If n = 2, then we have

Σ(A) =
(

0 a∗

a 0

)
(2.6.5)

where

a := Π1 + iΠ2 = –i
∂

∂x1
– A1 +

∂

∂x2
– iA2 (2.6.6)

is the magnetic annihilation operator, and

a∗ := Π1 – iΠ2 = –i
∂

∂x1
– A1 –

∂

∂x2
+ iA2 (2.6.7)

is the magnetic creation operator. Under generic assumptions on A and B, the opera-
tors a and a∗ are mutually adjoint in L2(R2), and

[a,a∗] = 2B12. (2.6.8)

For A ∈ L2
loc(Rn;Rn), set

S(A) := Σ(A)∗Σ(A).
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Of course, if A is regular enough, and Σ(A) is self-adjoint, then S(A) = Σ(A)2. If n = 2,
then (2.6.5) implies

S(A) =
(

a∗a 0
0 aa∗

)
. (2.6.9)

The purely magnetic Pauli operator is defined just as

HP(A,0) :=
1

2m
S(A), (2.6.10)

where, as above, m > 0 is the mass of the particle. By (2.4.1) and (2.6.1) we have

HP(A,0) = HS(A,0) I2 +
i

2m ∑
1≤j<k≤n

Bjkσ̂j σ̂k. (2.6.11)

In particular, if the magnetic field B is bounded, then (2.6.11) implies D(HP(A,0)) =
D(HS(A,0))⊗C2. In the standard representation (2.6.2) of the Pauli matrices, we can
use (2.6.3), and find that (2.6.11) can be re-written as

HP(A,0) = HS(A,0)I2 –
1

2m
σ̂3B12 (2.6.12)

if n = 2, or as

HP(A,0) = HS(A,0)I2 –
1

2m

3

∑
j=1

σ̂jBj (2.6.13)

if n = 3; in the latter case we have used the identification (2.1.7) of the entries of the
matrix B with the components of the vector B.

Let us now introduce the Pauli operator HP(A,V) with a matrix valued Hermitian
electric potential V. Denote by M`, `≥ 2, the set of complex `× ` matrices.

Proposition 2.6.1 Assume that A ∈ L2
loc(Rn;Rn) and B is bounded and measurable.

Let V : Rn→M2 be a Hermitian Lebesgue measurable function such that the multi-
plier by ‖V‖ is HS(0,0)-bounded (resp., HS(0,0)-form bounded) with relative (resp.,
form relative) bound less than one. Then the operator (resp., form) sum

HP(A,V) := HP(A,0) + V

is self-adjoint on the domain D(HP(A,0)). Moreover, if the multiplier by ‖V‖ is ∆-
compact (resp., –∆-form compact), then V is HP(A,0)-compact (resp., HP(A,0)-form
compact), and

σess(HP(A,V)) = σess(HP(A,0)).

Results on the self-adjointness of HP(A,V) with unbounded magnetic fields in di-
mensions n = 2 and n = 3 can be found in [196] and [197] respectively.

In contrast to its Schrödinger counterpart, the Pauli operator does not satisfy the
diamagnetic inequality. In fact, the Pauli operator with constant magnetic field satisfies
various versions of the so-called paramagnetic inequality (see e.g. [71, Section II]),
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which is related to an effect opposite to the diamagnetic one: the operator HP(A,V)
“decreases” as the magnetic field “increases” in a suitable sense. The paramagnetic
inequality however is much less general than the diamagnetic one, and generically
does not hold true in variable magnetic fields (see e.g. [8]).

Further, if the magnetic potentials A(1) and A(2) are gauge equivalent, i. e. they
generate the same magnetic field so that we have A(1) = A(2) + ∇φ with φ : Rn → R
(see (2.4.2) amd (2.4.3)), then (2.4.4) implies that the Pauli operators HP(A(1),V) and
HP(A(2),V) are gauge covariant, that is

eiφ HP(A(2),V)e–iφ = HP(A(1),V).

Finally, let us discuss briefly how the Pauli operator transforms under the complex
conjugation. Define the operator

UPauli := iσ̂2,

unitary in C2 and hence in L2(Rn;C2). We have

U∗Pauli
¯̂σjUPauli = –σ̂j, j = 1,2,3.

Moreover, UPauli commutes with the complex conjugation C . Therefore, by (2.4.5),

U∗PauliC HP(A,V)C UPauli = HP(–A, Ṽ) (2.6.14)

where

Ṽ = U∗PauliC VC UPauli =
(

V22 –V12
–V21 V11

)
.

Hence, the operators HP(A,V and HP(–A, Ṽ) are anti-unitarily equivalent.
The Pauli operator does not take into account the relativistic effects. The appro-

priate Hamiltonian operator of a quantum relativistic particle of 1
2 -spin is the Dirac

operator (see e.g. [206]). As in the case of the Pauli operator, we will consider it only
for n = 2,3. First, we introduce the Dirac matrices α̂j, j = 1, . . . ,n, and β̂ . For `2 := 2,
`3 := 4, they are constant Hermitian `n× `n matrices satisfying

α̂jα̂k + α̂kα̂j = 2δjk I`n , j,k = 1, . . . ,n,

α̂jβ̂ + β̂ α̂j = 0, j = 1, . . . ,n, β̂
2 = I`n . (2.6.15)

In what follows we will use the standard representation of the Dirac matrices: if n = 2,
then α̂j = σ̂j, j = 1,2, β̂ = σ̂3, and if n = 3, then

α̂j =
(

0 σ̂j
σ̂j 0

)
, j = 1,2,3, β̂ =

(
I2 0
0 –I2

)
.

Introduce the purely magnetic Dirac operator

HD(A,0) :=
n

∑
j=1

α̂jΠj(A) + mβ̂
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acting in L2(Rn;C`n ). As above we denote by m > 0 the mass of the particle, and
assume h̄ = 1, c = 1, e = 1. For simplicity, let A ∈ C∞(Rn;Rn). Then HD(A,0) is essen-
tially self-adjoint on C∞

0 (Rn;C`n ) (see e.g. [206, Theorem 4.3]). The Dirac operator
HD(A,0) can be written as

HD(A,0) =
(

m Q∗

Q –m

)
(2.6.16)

where Q = a (see (2.6.6)) if n = 2, and Q = Σ(A) (see (2.6.4)) if n = 3. Moreover,
HD(A,0) satisfies

HD(A,0)2 =


S(A) + m2I if n = 2,(

S(A) + m2I 0
0 S(A) + m2I

)
if n = 3,

(2.6.17)

which, in particular, implies that HD(A,0) is invertible and

σ (HD(A,0))∩ (–m,m) = /0.

There is a deep connection between (2.6.17) and (2.6.16) through the Foldy–Wouthuysen
transformation defined by

UFW := a+ + β̂

(
sgn
(
HD(A,0) – mβ̂

))
a–

with
a± :=

1√
2

√
I±m|HD(A,0)|–1.

Proposition 2.6.2 [206, Theorem 5.13] Let A ∈ C∞(Rn;Rn) and m > 0. Then the
operator UFW is unitary in L2(Rn;C`n ) and we have

UFW HD(A,0)U ∗FW =

( √
Q∗Q + m2I 0

0 –
√

QQ∗ + m2I

)
. (2.6.18)

In particular, (2.6.17) and (2.6.18) imply that the operators UFW and HD(A,0)2 com-
mute. Note moreover that both operators Q∗Q and QQ∗ coincide with S(A) if n = 3.
However, if n = 2, we have Q∗Q = a∗ a and QQ∗ = aa∗, so that (2.6.8) implies

Q∗Q 6= QQ∗ (2.6.19)

in the case of non-vanishing magnetic field.
Further, let V = V1 +V2 with V1 = V∗1 ∈C∞(Rn;M`n ) and V2 = V∗2 ∈ L∞(Rn;M`n ).

Set
HD(A,V) := HD(A,0) + V. (2.6.20)

The operator HD(A,V) is essentially self-adjoint on C∞
0 (Rn;C`n ) (see e.g. [206, The-

orem 4.3]). Since the magnetic potential A enters linearly the expression for HD(A,0)
we have evidently

HD(A,V) = HD

(
0,V –

n

∑
j=1

α̂jAj

)
.
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An alternative assumption on V which guarantees that the operator HD(A,V) is self-
adjoint on D(HD(A,0)), is that the HD(A,0)-relative bound of the multiplier by V
is smaller than one. This assumption is somewhat implicit but we can estimate the
HD(A,0)-relative bound of V using the following

Lemma 2.6.1 Let n = 2,3, A ∈ C∞
loc(Rn;Rn). Then the relative HD(A,0)-bound of the

multiplier by V = V∗ does not exceed the relative HP(A,0)-form-bound of the multiplier
by V2. Moreover, if the multiplier by V2 is HP(A,0)-form-compact, then the operator
V is HD(A,0)-compact, and we have

σess(HD(A;V)) = σess(HD(A;0)).

Further, as in the case of the Schrödinger and Pauli operators, (2.4.4) implies that
two Dirac operators corresponding to gauge equivalent magnetic potentials, are gauge
covariant.

Finally, we discuss the transformation of HD(A,V) under the complex conjugation.
Again, we assume that V := VI`n with appropriate V : Rn→ R. Set

UDirac := σ̂1

if n = 2, and

UDirac :=
(

0 iσ̂2
–iσ̂2 0

)
,

if n = 3. We have

U∗Dirac
¯̂αjUDirac = α̂j, j = 1,2,3, n = 2,3,

U∗Dirac
¯̂
βUDirac = –β̂ ,

and therefore, by (2.4.5),

U∗DiracC HD(A,VI`n )C UDirac = –HD(–A,–VI`n ). (2.6.21)

Hence, the operators HD(A,VI`n ) and –HD(–A,–VI`n ) are anti-unitarily equivalent.
Taking into account (2.1.2), we conclude that the mapping HD(A,VI`n ) 7→HD(–A,–VI`n )
could be interpreted as the change of sign of the charge of the particle. Similarly, re-
calling the unitary group eitHD with t ∈ R, we find that the mapping HD(A,VI`n ) 7→
–HD(A,VI`n ) could be related to the time reversal t 7→ –t.

In what follows, we will set m = 1 in our considerations of the Schrödinger and
Pauli operators but we prefer not to fix the parameter m > 0 when dealing with the
Dirac operator.

2.7 Hamiltonians with constant magnetic fields
In this section we will discuss the case where the magnetic field B is constant, i.e. its
entries Bij, i, j = 1, . . . ,n, are independent of x ∈ Rn. In this case B can be regarded
as a antisymmetric linear mapping Rn → Rn. Set 2d := dim Ran B, and k := n – 2d =
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dim Ker B. Throughout the section we assume that B 6= 0, and hence d ≥ 1. The
spectral theory of the operators HS(A,0), HP(A,0), and HD(A,0) is quite different in
the case k = 0 and k≥ 1; that is why we will consider them separately. The two leading
examples illustrating these two cases, are respectively n = 2, i.e. d = 1 and k = 0, and
n = 3, i.e. d = 1 and k = 1.
Let b1≥ . . .≥ bd > 0 be such numbers that the non-zero eigenvalues of B coincide with
–ibj and ibj, j = 1, . . . ,d. Then there exist Cartesian coordinates (x1,y1, . . . ,xd,yd) ∈
R2d =Rn = Ran B if k = 0 (resp., (x1,y1, . . . ,xd,yd,w1, . . . ,wk) with (x1,y1, . . . ,xd,yd)∈
R2d = Ran B, and (w1, . . . ,wk) ∈ Rk = Ker B if k≥ 1), in which the operator HS(A,0)
can be written as

HS(A,0) =
d

∑
j=1


(

–i
∂

∂xj
+

bjyj

2

)2
+

(
–i

∂

∂yj
–

bjxj

2

)2
 (2.7.1)

if k = 0, or, respectively, as

HS(A,0) =
d

∑
j=1


(

–i
∂

∂xj
+

bjyj

2

)2
+

(
–i

∂

∂yj
–

bjxj

2

)2
–

k

∑
`=1

∂ 2

∂w2
`

(2.7.2)

if k≥ 1. In both cases k = 0 and k≥ 1 we have B = ∑
d
j=1 bjdxj∧dyj.

First, we consider the case k = 0; then (2.7.1) is valid. Let us start with the leading
example n = 2, i.e. d = 1. In this case we set b := b1 = B12, and assume without loss of
generality that b > 0. Hence, (2.7.1) reduces to

HS(A,0) = Π1(A)2 + Π2(A)2 (2.7.3)

with A = (–by/2,bx/2) and (x,y) = (x1,y1), which is coherent with (2.5.1). Moreover,
in this case (2.6.6) - (2.6.7) imply

a∗ = a∗(b) = –2ieϕ ∂

∂z
e–ϕ , z = x + iy, (2.7.4)

a = a(b) = –2ie–ϕ ∂

∂ z̄
eϕ , z̄ = x – iy, (2.7.5)

where

ϕ(x,y) = ϕb(x,y) :=
b(x2 + y2)

4
, (x,y) ∈ R2,

so that ∆ϕ = b. By (2.6.8), we have

[a,a∗] = 2b I, (2.7.6)

and, hence,
HS(A,0) = a∗a + bI = aa∗ – bI. (2.7.7)

For y ∈ R2, introduce the magnetic translation

(Tyu)(x) := e–i b
2 (x∧y) u(x – y), x ∈ R2, (2.7.8)
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where
x∧y := x1y2 – x2y1. (2.7.9)

Evidently,the operator Ty is unitary in L2(R2). Moreover, a direct calculation yields

T ∗y a(b)Ty = a(b), T ∗y a(b)∗Ty = a(b)∗, (2.7.10)

and, hence, by (2.7.7), we have

T ∗y HS(A,0)Ty = HS(A,0) (2.7.11)

Next, we will show that HS(A,0) is unitarily equivalent, under an appropriate meta-
plectic mapping, to the operator (bh)⊗ Iy where

h := –
d2

dx2 + x2, (2.7.12)

is the harmonic oscillator, self-adjoint in L2(Rx), and essentially self-adjoint on C∞
0 (R),

while Iy is the identity in L2(Ry). Let us recall the well known spectral properties of h.
We have

h = α
∗
α + I = αα

∗ – I,

where

α := –i
d

dx
– ix, α

∗ := –i
d

dx
+ ix,

are the standard annihilation and creation operators which are closed on

D(α) = D(α∗) = D(h1/2),

and are mutually adjoint in L2(R). Moreover, they satisfy the commutation relation

[α ,α∗] = 2I.

Therefore,
σ (h) =

⋃
q∈Z+

{2q + 1}, (2.7.13)

Ker(h– (2q + 1)I) = (α∗)qKerα , q ∈ Z+ := {0,1,2, . . .}.

Since
Kerα =

{
u ∈ L2(R) |u(x) = ce–x2/2,x ∈ R, c ∈ C

}
,

we get
dimKer(h– (2q + 1)I) = 1, q ∈ Z+.

Moreover, the functions

ψ̃q(x) :=
(

–
d
dx

+ x
)q

e–x2/2, x ∈ R,
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satisfy hψ̃q = (2q+1)ψ̃q, q∈Z+, and form an orthogonal eigenbasis in L2(R). A simple
calculation shows that

ψq := ψ̃q/‖ψ̃q‖ =
Hq(x)e–x2/2

(
√

π2qq!)1/2 , x ∈ R, (2.7.14)

where

Hq(x) := ex2/2
(

–
d
dx

+ x
)q

e–x2/2 = (–1)qex2 dq

dxq e–x2
, x ∈ R, (2.7.15)

is the Hermite polynomial of degree q (see e.g. [130, vol.1, Appendix B, Section III]
for the details). Thus the functions ψq, q ∈ Z+, form an orthonormal basis in L2(R).
For x = (x,y) ∈ R2, ξξξ = (ξ ,η) ∈ R2, set

κb(x,ξξξ ) :=

(
1√
b

(x – η),
1√
b

(ξ – y),

√
b

2
(ξ + y),–

√
b

2
(η + x)

)
. (2.7.16)

Evidently, the mapping κb is linear and symplectic. Introduce the Weyl symbol

Hb(x,ξξξ ) = (ξ +
1
2

by)2 + (η –
1
2

bx)2, x = (x,y) ∈ R2, ξξξ = (ξ ,η) ∈ R2, (2.7.17)

of the operator defined in (2.7.3). Then we have

(Hb ◦κb)(ξξξ ,x) = b(x2 + ξ
2), (ξξξ ,x) ∈ T∗Rd. (2.7.18)

Note that the function on the r.h.s. of (2.7.18) coincides with the Weyl symbol of the
operator (bh)⊗ Iy where Iy is the identity in L2(Ry).
Next, define the unitary operator Wb : L2(R2

x,y)→ L2(R2
x,y) by

(Wbu)(x,y) :=

√
b

2π

∫
R2

eiφb(x,y;x′,y′)u(x′,y′)dx′dy′ (2.7.19)

where
φb(x,y;x′,y′) := b

xy
2

+ b1/2(xy′ – yx′) – x′y′.

Writing κb as a product of elementary linear symplectic transformations (see e.g. [96,
Lemma 18.5.8]), and composing the corresponding elementary metaplectic operators,
we easily check that Wb is a metaplectic operator corresponding to the symplectic map-
ping κb in (2.7.16). Then (2.7.18) and (2.3.19) imply

W ∗b aWb = (
√

bα)⊗ Iy, W ∗b a∗Wb = (
√

bα
∗)⊗ Iy, (2.7.20)

and
W ∗b HS(A,0)Wb = (bh)⊗ Iy. (2.7.21)

The unitary equivalence between the operators HS(A,0) and (bh)⊗ Iy, established in
(2.7.21), and the explicit properties of the harmonic oscillator h allow us to describe
the spectrum of HS(A,0). Namely, we have

σ (HS(A,0)) =
⋃

q∈Z+

{Λq}, (2.7.22)
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where
Λq := b(2q + 1), q ∈ Z+,

are the so called Landau levels, and

Ker(HS(A,0) – ΛqI) = (a∗)q Kera, q ∈ Z+. (2.7.23)

Note that by (2.7.5) we have

Ker a =
{

u ∈ L2(R2) |u = e–ϕ g,
∂g
∂ z̄

= 0
}

, (2.7.24)

so that Ker a coincides, up to the unitary mapping u = e–ϕ g 7→ g with Fock-Segal-
Bargmann space, i.e. the space of entire functions g ∈ L2(R2; e–2ϕ dx).
By the spectral theorem, (2.7.21) implies that for each q ∈ Z+ we have

W ∗b pqWb = πq⊗ Iy (2.7.25)

where pq = pq(b) is the orthogonal projection onto Ker(HS(A,0) – ΛqI), and

πq := 〈·,ψq〉L2(R)ψq (2.7.26)

is the orthogonal projection onto Ker(h– (2q + 1)I).
Moreover, (2.7.11) and the spectral theorem imply

T ∗y pq Ty = pq, y ∈ R2, q ∈ Z+. (2.7.27)

where Ty are the magnetic translations introduced in (2.7.8).
Next, we will use (2.7.23) in order to obtain an explicit representation of the integral
kernel Kq of the orthogonal projection pq. Denote by πq the spectral projection onto
Ker(h– (2q + 1)I). Evidently, πq admits an integral kernel

ψq(x)ψq(x′), x,x′ ∈ R.

Then (2.7.21) implies
Kq(x,y;x′,y′) = Kq,b(x,y;x′,y′)

=
b

(2π)2

∫
R

(∫
R2

ei(φb(x,y;ξ2,η)–φb(x′,y′;ξ1,η))
ψq(ξ1)ψq(ξ2)dξ1dξ2

)
dη . (2.7.28)

Let us recall now a well-known integral formula relating Hermite and Laguerre poly-
nomials, namely∫

R
e–t2 Hq(t – z)Hq(t + z̄)dt =

√
π2qq!Lq(2|z|2), z ∈ C, q ∈ Z+, (2.7.29)

(see [86, Eq. (7.377)]), where

Lq(t) :=
et

q!
dq

dtq
(
tqe–t) =

q

∑
`=0

(
q

q – `

)
(–t)`

`!
, t ∈ R, (2.7.30)
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is the Laguerre polynomial of degree q ∈ Z+. For further references, we recall that∫
∞

0
Lq(t)L`(t)e–t dt = δq`, q,` ∈ Z+. (2.7.31)

Taking into account that ψq is an eigenfunction of the Fourier transform with eigen-
value i–q, we easily find that (2.7.28) and (2.7.29) imply

Kq(x,x′) = Kq,b(x,x′)

=
b

2π
exp{–b

4
(|x – x′|2 + 2ix∧x′)}Lq

(
b
2
|x – x′|2

)
, q ∈ Z+, x,x′ ∈ R2, (2.7.32)

the notation x∧x′ being defined in (2.7.9). In particular, we have

Kq(x,x) =
b

2π
, q ∈ Z+, x ∈ R2. (2.7.33)

We believe that here is the appropriate place to introduce as well the so called canonical
basis of

Ranpq = Ker(HS(A,0) – ΛqI) = (a∗)q Kera, q ∈ Z+.

Let at first q = 0. Then the functions

ϕ̃k,0(x) = zke–b|x|2/4, x = (x,y) ∈ R2, z = x + iy, k ∈ Z+, (2.7.34)

form an orthogonal basis of Ker a = Ranp0 (see e.g. [87, Sections 3.1-3.2]). Normaliz-
ing, we obtain the following orthonormal basis of Ranp0:

ϕk,0(x) :=
ϕ̃k,0(x)

‖ϕ̃k,0‖L2(R2)
=

√
b

2π

√
1
k!

(√
b
2

z

)k

e–b|x|2/4, x ∈ R2, k ∈ Z+. (2.7.35)

Note that

K0(x,x′) = ∑
k∈Z+

ϕk,0(x)ϕk,0(x′) =
b

2π
exp{–b

4
(|x – x′|2 + 2ix∧x′)}, x,x′ ∈ R2,

which is equivalent to (2.7.32) with q = 0. Let now q≥ 1. Set

ϕ̃k,q = (a∗)q
ϕk,0, k ∈ Z+. (2.7.36)

The commutation relation (2.7.6) easily implies

〈ϕ̃k,q, ϕ̃`,q〉L2(R2) = (2b)qq!δk`, k,` ∈ Z+.

Therefore, the functions

ϕk,q :=
ϕ̃k,q

‖ϕ̃k,q‖L2(R2)
=

ϕ̃k,q√
(2b)qq!

, k ∈ Z∗, (2.7.37)
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form an orthonormal basis of Ranpq, q ∈ N. The functions ϕk,q admit an explicit
expression in terms of the generalized Laguerre polynomials

L(α)
q (t) :=

t–α et

q!
dq

dtq
(
tq+α e–t) , t > 0, α ∈ R, q ∈ Z+, (2.7.38)

which is coherent with (2.7.30) for α = 0. We will need these polynomials for α = k–q
with k ∈ Z+. Then we have

L(k–q)
q (t) =

q

∑
`=0

(
k

q – `

)
(–t)`

`!
, t ∈ R,

where as usual
( k

q–`
)

= k(k–1)...(k–q+`+1)
(q–`)! if ` < q and

(k
0
)

= 1. Note that
( k

q–`
)

= 0 if
k < q – `. Applying the identity

(α – t)L(α)
q (t) + t

d
dt

L(α)
q (t) = (q + 1)L(α–1)

q+1 (t), t ∈ R,

which follows from formulae (8.971.3) and (8.971.5) of [86], we easily find that

ϕk,q(x)

=
1
iq

√
b

2π

√
q!
k!

(√
b
2

z

)k–q

L(k–q)
q

(
b|x|2

2

)
e–b|x|2/4, x ∈ R2, k,q ∈ Z+. (2.7.39)

The following lemma contains an important supplement to (2.3.8).

Lemma 2.7.1 [45, Lemma 3.5] We have

W ∗b ϕk,q = iq–k
ψq⊗ψk, k,q ∈ Z+, (2.7.40)

where Wb is the unitary operator defined in (2.7.19) ψq, q ∈ Z+, are the Hermite func-
tions defined in (2.7.14).

Proof. By (2.7.35) – (2.7.37), and (2.7.20), we get

W ∗b ϕk,q =

√
bk+1

π2k+q+1k!q!
((α∗)q⊗ Iy)U ∗b ϕ̃k,0. (2.7.41)

Using (2.7.19), we easily find that

(
W ∗b ϕ̃k,0

)
(x,y) =

1
2π
√

b

(
2√
b

)k
eixy

(
∂

∂z

)k
J(x,y) (2.7.42)

where
J(x,y) :=

∫
R2

e–i(ty–sx) e–its/2 e–(t2+s2)/4 dtds, (x,y) ∈ R2.

An elementary calculation yields

J(x,y) =
√

2(2π)e–ixy e–(x2+y2)/2. (2.7.43)
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Inserting (2.7.43) into (2.7.42), we get

(
W ∗b uk

)
(x,y) =

√
2

bk+1 e–x2/2(–1)k(α∗)ke–y2/2, (2.7.44)

and inserting (2.7.44) into (2.7.41), we obtain (2.7.40). �
Let us go back now to the general case dimKerB = 0 and dim Ran B = 2d with

d ≥ 1 where HS(A,0) can be written as in (2.7.1). Hence, in this case (2.7.22) should
be replaced by

σ (HS(A,0)) =
⋃

q1∈Z+

. . .
⋃

qd∈Z+

{(2q1 + 1)b1 + . . .+ (2qd + 1)bd} . (2.7.45)

Let us re-write (2.7.45) using the increasing sequence of the Landau levels
{

Λq
}

q∈Z+
:{

Λ0 := b1 + . . .+ bd = 1
2 Tr
√

B∗B,

Λq := inf
{

λ ∈ R|λ > Λq–1,λ = ∑
d
j=1(2sj + 1)bj, (s1, . . . , sd) ∈ Zd

+

}
, q ∈ N.

(2.7.46)
Thus we find that if B is constant and has a full rank, i.e. k = dimKerB = 0, then

σ (HS(A,0)) = σess(HS(A,0)) = σpp(HS(A,0)) = ∪q∈Z+

{
Λq
}

. (2.7.47)

Taking into account equality (2.7.23) concerning the case d = 1, we find that in the
general case d≥ 1 we have

Ker(HS(A,0) – ΛqI) =
⊕

(q1,...,qd)∈Zd
+:

∑
d
j=1 bj(2qj+1)=Λq

d⊗
j=1

((
a(bj)

∗)qj Kera(bj)
)

, q ∈ Z+, (2.7.48)

where a(bj)∗ and a(bj) are the creation and annihilation operators defined in (2.7.4) and
(2.7.5) respectively. In particular,

dimKer(HS(A,0) – ΛqI) = ∞, q ∈ Z+.

Moreover, bearing in mind (2.7.32), we conclude that the integral kernel of the orthog-
onal projection onto Ker(HS(A,0) – ΛqI) can be written as

Kq(x,x′) = ∑
(q1,...,qd)∈Zd

+:
∑

d
j=1 bj(2qj+1)=Λq

d

∏
j=1

Kqj,bj (xj,x′j) (2.7.49)

with x = (x1, . . . ,xd) ∈ R2d, x′ = (x′1, . . . ,x′d) ∈ R2d. In particular, we have

Kq(x,x) =
b1 . . .bd
(2π)d κq, x ∈ Rd,
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where

κq := #

{
(q1, . . . ,qd) ∈ Z+ |

d

∑
j=1

bj(2qj + 1) = Λq

}
(2.7.50)

could be called the multiplicity of the Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+. Hence, the integral
kernel EE(x,x′) of 1(–∞,E)(HS(A,0)), can be written explicitly

EE(x,x′) = ∑
q∈Z+

1(0,∞)(E – Λq)Kq(x,x′), x,x′ ∈ R2d, E ∈ R. (2.7.51)

In particular, EE is constant on the diagonal, i.e.

EE(x,x) =
b1 . . .bd
(2π)d ∑

q∈Z+

1(0,∞)(E – Λq)κq, x ∈ R2d, E ∈ R. (2.7.52)

Next, we describe the spectra of the 2D Pauli and Dirac operators in constant mag-
netic fields. At first we consider Pauli operator HP(A,0). Again, we assume that
b = B12 > 0. Hence, (2.6.12) reads

HP(A,0) =
(

HS(A,0) – bI 0
0 HS(A,0) + bI

)
. (2.7.53)

Therefore, (2.7.22) and (2.7.47) imply

σ (HP(A,0)) = σ (HS(A,0) – bI)
⋃

σ (HS(A,0) + bI) =
∞⋃

q=0
{2bq},

and

σ (HP(A,0)) = σess(HP(A,0)) = σpp(HP(A,0)) =
∞⋃

q=0
{2bq} . (2.7.54)

Let us now describe the spectrum of the 2D Dirac operator with constant magnetic
field. Assume at first as above that b = B12 > 0. Introduce the Dirac-Landau levels

Λ
–
q := –

√
2bq + m2, q ∈ N, Λ

+
q :=

√
2bq + m2, q ∈ Z+.

By Proposition 2.6.2, the operator HD(A,0) is unitarily equivalent to( √
a∗a + m2 0

0 –
√

aa∗ + m2

)
.

Hence, (2.7.7) and (2.7.47) yield

σ (HD(A,0)) = σess(HD(A,0)) = σpp(HD(A,0)) =
(
∪q

{
Λ

–
q

})⋃(
∪q

{
Λ

+
q

})
.

(2.7.55)
Note that due to (2.6.19), the spectrum of HD(A,0) is not symmetric with respect to the
origin. If b < 0, we apply (2.6.21) and obtain

σ (HD(A,0)) = σ (–HD(–A,0)), (2.7.56)
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and the spectrum of –HD(–A,0) can be recovered from (2.7.55). Since σ (HD(–A,0)) is
not symmetric with respect to the origin, i.e. σ (–HD(–A,0)) 6= σ (HD(–A,0)), relation
(2.7.56) implies that σ (HD(A,0)) 6= σ (HD(–A,0)).
Further, we discuss σ (HS(A,0)) in the case where the constant magnetic field B has
a non-trivial kernel, i.e. k = dim Ker B ≥ 1. We use the representation L2(Rn) =
L2(R2d)⊗L2(Rk), and for x = (x1,y1, . . . ,xd,yd,w1, . . . ,wk) we write x = (x⊥,x‖) with
x⊥ := (x1,y1, . . . ,xd,yd) ∈ R2d and x‖ = (w1, . . . ,wk) ∈ Rk. In particular, if n = 3, i.e.
d = 1 and k = 1, and B = (0,0,b), then x⊥ = (x,y) are the variables perpendicular to B,
and x‖ = w is the variable along the magnetic field. In the general case, we have

HS(A,0) = H⊥⊗ I‖ + I⊥⊗H‖ (2.7.57)

where

H⊥ :=
d

∑
j=1


(

–i
∂

∂xj
+

bjyj

2

)2
+

(
–i

∂

∂yj
–

bjxj

2

)2
 , H‖ := –

k

∑
`=1

∂ 2

∂w2
`

,

and I‖, I⊥, are the identities in L2(R2d) and L2(Rk) respectively. In what follows we
will use systematically the spectral properties of operators in the form (2.7.57). That
is why, here we recall briefly these properties. Let Hj, j = 1,2, be two Hilbert spaces,
Hj be operators self-adjoint and lower bounded in Hj, and Ij be the identities in Hj.
Introduce the closure

H := H1⊗ I2 + I1⊗H2 (2.7.58)

of the operator defined originally on D(H1)⊗D(H2) (here and in the sequel we use the
terminology concerning tensor products, established in [162, Section VIII.10]).

Lemma 2.7.2 [162, Theorem VIII.33], [4, Section 8.2.3]
(i) The operator H defined in (2.7.58) is self-adjoint in the Hilbert space H1⊗H2.
(ii) We have

σ (H) =
{

λ ∈ R |λ = λ1 + λ2, ;λj ∈ σ (Hj), j = 1,2
}

. (2.7.59)

(iii) We have λ ∈ σpp(H) if and only if λ = λ1 + λ2 with λj ∈ σpp(Hj), j = 1,2, and

1{λ}(H) = ∑
λ1+λ2=λ

1{λ1}(H1)⊗1{λ2}(H2).

(iv) If one of the operators Hj, j = 1,2, has a purely a.c. spectrum, then the spectrum of
H is purely a.c.

The operator H‖ in (2.7.57) is unitarily equivalent under the Fourier transform to the
multiplier by |υ |2, υ ∈ Rk, acting in L2(Rk). Therefore, the spectrum of H‖ is purely
a.c., and

σ (H‖) = [0,∞). (2.7.60)

Applying Lemma 2.7.2, we find that, by (2.7.57), the spectrum of σ (HS(A,0)) is purely
a.c., and by the combination of (2.7.57), (2.7.47), and (2.7.60), we have

σ (HS(A,0)) =
⋃

q∈Z+

[Λq,∞) = [Λ0,∞). (2.7.61)
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Representation (2.7.58) allows us to write explicitly the integral kernel EE(x,w;x′,w′)
of 1(–∞,E)(HS(A,0)). Namely, we have

EE(x,w;x′,w′) = ∑
q∈Z+

E 0
E–Λq

(w,w′)Kq(x,x′), (x,w), (x′,w′) ∈ Rn, E ∈ R,

where Kq is the integral kernel defined in (2.7.49), and E 0
λ

, λ ∈R, is the integral kernel
of the spectral projection 1(–∞,E)(–∆w). Evidently,

E 0
λ

(w,w′) = (2π)–k
∫
Rk
1(0,∞)(λ – |ξ |2)eiξξξ ·(w–w′) dξξξ , λ ∈ R, w,w′ ∈ Rk,

and, in particular,

E 0
λ

(w,w) =
ωk

(2π)k λ
k/2
+ , λ ∈ R, w ∈ Rk.

Thus, we find again that EE is constant on the diagonal, namely

EE(x,w;x,w) =
ωk b1 . . .bd

(2π)d+k ∑
q∈Z+

(E – Λq)k/2
+ κq, (x,w) ∈ Rn, E ∈ R. (2.7.62)

Note that the higher Landau levels Λq, q ≥ 1, play the role of spectral thresholds em-
bedded in σac(HS(A,0)). Moreover, the structure of HS(A,0) in (2.7.57) resembles, in
particular in the case k = 1, the structure of a quantum waveguide, i.e., say, the Dirichlet
Laplacian –∆D

Ω
in a cylindrical domain

Ω =
{

x = (x⊥,x‖) ∈ Rn |x⊥ ∈ ω , x‖ ∈ R
}

where the cross-section ω is a bounded domain in Rn–1. Let
{

µj
}

j∈N be the non-

decreasing sequence of the eigenvalues of the transversal Dirichlet Laplacian –∆D
ω , self-

adjoint in L2(ω). Then the spectrum of –∆D
Ω

is purely a.c., and, similarly to (2.7.61)
we have

σ

(
–∆

D
Ω

)
=

∞⋃
j=1

[µj,∞) = [µ1,∞),

while the embedded spectral threshold are µj, j ≥ 2. The essential difference between
HS(A,0) and –∆D

Ω
is that the Landau levels Λq, q ∈ Z+, are eigenvalues of infinite

multiplicity of H⊥, while the multiplicities of the eigenvalues µj, j ∈ N, of –∆D
ω are

finite.
Finally, we describe the spectra of the three-dimensional Pauli and Dirac operators in
constant magnetic fields. If n = 3, and B = (0,0,b), b > 0, then taking into account
(2.6.13), we find that (2.7.53) holds true again. Therefore, the spectrum σ (HP(A,0)) of
the Pauli operator is purely a.c., and

σ (HP(A,0)) = σ (HS(A,0) – bI)
⋃

σ (HS(A,0) + bI) = [0,∞). (2.7.63)
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In this case, the embedded spectral thresholds are 2bq, q ∈ N.
Further, if n = 3, the Proposition 2.6.2 implies that the Dirac operator HD(A,0) is uni-
tarily equivalent to ( √

S(A) + m2I 0
0 –

√
S(A) + m2I

)
.

Since according to our conventions S(A) = HP(A,0), we find that σ (HD(A,0)) is purely
a.c., and by (2.7.63) we have

σ (HD(A,0)) = σ

(√
S(A) + m2I

)⋃
σ

(
–
√

S(A) + m2I
)

= (–∞,–m]∪ [m,∞),

(2.7.64)
the embedded spectral thresholds being this time equal to ±

√
2bq + m2, q ∈ N. Note

also that in the 3D case σ (HD(A,0)) is symmetric with respect to the origin.

2.8 Pauli Hamiltonians with admissible non-constant mag-
netic fields

Let n = 2. As above, we will use the short-hand notation

b(x) = B12(x) =
∂A2
∂x

–
∂A1
∂y

, x = (x,y) ∈ R2.

For simplicity, we will assume that b ∈ C(R2;R)∩L∞(R2). Let ϕ ∈ C2(R2;R) be a
solution of the Poisson equation

∆ϕ = b. (2.8.1)

Then the magnetic potential

A = (A1,A2) =
(

–
∂ϕ

∂y
,
∂ϕ

∂x

)
(2.8.2)

generates the magnetic field b. If we add a harmonic function to the solution ϕ of
(2.8.1), we will obtain another solution of this equation, and hence another magnetic
potential which generates b, gauge equivalent to the original A defined in (2.8.2).
Then, similarly to (2.7.4) - (2.7.5), the magnetic creation and annihilation operators
can be written as

a∗ = a∗(b) = –2ieϕ ∂

∂z
e–ϕ , a = a(b) = –2ie–ϕ ∂

∂ z̄
eϕ . (2.8.3)

Since by (2.6.10), (2.6.9), and our convention m = 1/2, we have

HP(A,0) =
(

a∗ a 0
0 aa∗

)
, (2.8.4)

we find that

Ker (HP(A,0)) = {u = (u1,u2) ∈ L2(R2;C2) |u1 ∈ Kera(b), u2 ∈ Kera∗(b)}. (2.8.5)
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Here we have used the elementary fact that

Ker a∗ a = Ker a, Ker aa∗ = Ker a∗. (2.8.6)

In particular, it follows from (2.8.5) that

dimKer (HP(A,0)) = dimKer a(b) + dimKer a∗(b). (2.8.7)

In accordance with (2.4.5) and (2.6.6) - (2.6.7), we have

C a(–b)C = –a∗(b), C a∗(–b)C = –a(b), (2.8.8)

where, as above, C denotes the complex conjugation. Therefore,

dimKer a(–b) = dimKer a∗(b), dimKer a∗(–b) = dimKer a(b). (2.8.9)

Further, (2.8.3) implies

Ker a∗(b) =
{

f ∈ L2(R2)|f = geϕ ,
∂g
∂z

= 0
}

, (2.8.10)

Ker a(b) =
{

f ∈ L2(R2)|f = ge–ϕ ,
∂g
∂ z̄

= 0
}

. (2.8.11)

Our next goal is to discuss classes of magnetic fields which admit explicit description of
Ker a(b) and Ker a∗(b). If any of the kernels of a or a∗ is not trivial, then KerHP(A,0) 6=
{0} as well, and in this case we are also interested in estimating the distance from the
origin to the rest of the spectrum of HP(A,0). We start with the classical Aharonov-
Casher theorem. Let

F :=
1

2π

∫
R2

b(x)dx

be the flux of the magnetic field b. For t ∈ (0,∞) we denote by btc the greatest integer
less that t, and b0c := 0.

Proposition 2.8.1 [2] Assume that b ∈ C(R2;R) satisfies

|b(x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|)–2–ε , x ∈ R2, C ∈ [0,∞), ε ∈ (0,∞). (2.8.12)

Then
dimKer a = bF+c, dimKer a∗ = bF–c, (2.8.13)

and hence
dim Ker HP(A,0) = b|F|c. (2.8.14)

Proof. We can choose

ϕ(x) =
1

2π

∫
R2

ln |x – x′| b(x′) dx′, x ∈ R2.

Then we have
ϕ(x) = F ln |x|+ o(1), |x| → ∞,
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and, therefore,

e–ϕ(x) = |x|–F(1 + o(1)), eϕ(x) = |x|F(1 + o(1)), |x| → ∞. (2.8.15)

Assume F≥ 0. Let u ∈ Kera. Then, according to (2.8.11), we have L2(R2) 3 u = ge–ϕ

with entire g. Since g is harmonic, [74, Chapter 2, Theorem 7] implies that for very
k ∈ Z+ there exists a constant Ck such that

|g(k)(z))| ≤ Ck
r2+k

∫
Br(x)

|g(z′)|dx′

for any r> 0 and x∈R2. Here, x = (x,y), z = x+iy, and Br(x) :=
{

x′ ∈ R2 | |x – x′|< r
}

.
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we find that (2.8.15) implies

|g(k)(z))| ≤ C′rF–k–1 −→
r→∞

0, z ∈ C,

if k> F–1. Therefore, g(k)(z) = 0 for any z∈C if k> F–1, and hence g is a polynomial
of z. Since u ∈ L2(R2), we find that (2.8.15) implies that the degree of this polynomial
is at most bFc – 1 if F > 1, and g = 0 if F ≤ 1. Thus, we arrive at the first identity in
(2.8.13) with F≥ 0.
Let now u ∈ Ker a∗. Then it follows form (2.8.10) that L2(R2) 3 u = geϕ with ∂g

∂z = 0.
By (2.8.15), we conclude that g∈L2(R2) which implies g = 0, i.e. the second inequality
in (2.8.13) for F ≥ 0 holds true. If F < 0, we apply the result for F ≥ 0, and (2.8.9).
Finally, (2.8.14) follows from (2.8.13) and (2.8.7). �

Next, note that if b(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞, and b is sufficiently regular, say b ∈
C∞(R2;R), then

σ (HP(A,0)) = σess(HP(A,0)) = [0,∞)

(see e.g. [56, Theorem 6.1]). Therefore, if b ∈ C∞(R2;R) satisfies (2.8.12) and |F|> 1,
then the zero eigenvalue of HP(A,0) is not isolated in the spectrum of HP(A,0).
The following proposition contains a sufficient condition which guarantees that the
dimension of Ker a and hence of Ker HP(A,0) is infinite.

Proposition 2.8.2 [183, Lemma 3.4] Assume that b ∈ C1(R2), and

|x|2b(x)→ ∞ as |x| → ∞. (2.8.16)

Then dim Ker a = ∞.

Various extensions of Propositions 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 can be found in [73, 81, 170, 70].
The dimension of Ker a can be infinite even if (2.8.16) is quite far from being fulfilled.
Propositions 2.8.3 and 2.8.4 below contain examples of such situations. For their for-
mulations we need several definitions and notations. Let

b(x) = b0 + b̃(x), x ∈ R2, (2.8.17)

with b0 ∈ R, and b̃ ∈ C(R2;R). Assume that there exists a solution ϕ̃ ∈ C2(R2;R) of
the Poisson equation

∆ ϕ̃(x) = b̃(x), x ∈ R2, (2.8.18)
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such that
ϕ̃(x) = o(|x|2), |x| → ∞. (2.8.19)

Then will say that the magnetic field b is pre-admissible. Set ϕ0(x) = b0|x|2/4 so that
∆ϕ0 = b0. Then ϕ := ϕ0 + ϕ̃ is a solution of (2.8.1). If b is pre-admissible, then its
representation in the form (2.8.17) is unique. We will call b0 the mean value of the
pre-admissible b, and b̃ the background of b.
Note that by a generalization of the Liouville theorem (see e.g. [74, Chapter 2, Theo-
rems 7, 8]), the solution ϕ̃ ∈ C2(R2;R) of (2.8.18) which satisfies (2.8.19), is defined
uniquely up to an affine function.
Our leading example of a pre-admissible background b̃ has the form

b̃(x) =
∫
R2

eiλ ·xdν(λ ), x ∈ R2, (2.8.20)

where ν is a complex charge (i.e. a complex-valued measure) which satisfies

|ν |(R2) < ∞, (2.8.21)

ν(δ ) = ν(–δ ), (2.8.22)

for every Borel set δ ⊂ R2, and
ν({0}) = 0. (2.8.23)

In this case, the solution ϕ̃ ∈ C2(R2;R) of (2.8.18) which satisfies (2.8.19) can be
chosen as

ϕ̃(x) =
∫
R2

(λ ·x)2

|λ |2
∫ 1

0
(1 – s)eisλ ·x dsdν(λ ), x ∈ R2. (2.8.24)

In particular, we are interested in the case b∈WAP(R2), the Wiener class of almost pe-
riodic functions which is an important subclass of pre-admissible b satisfying (2.8.20)
- (2.8.23), corresponding to a discrete charge ν . Let us recall briefly the definition and
the main features of the class WAP(Rn), n ≥ 1, (for more details see, for instance,
[184] or [25]). Let Cb(Rn) be the Banach space of bounded functions f ∈ C(Rn) with
norm

‖f‖Cb(Rn) = sup
x∈Rn
|f(x)|.

Set
eλ (x) := eiλ ·x, λ ∈ Rn, x ∈ Rn,

and

Trig(Rn) :=

{
u =

N

∑
j=1

cjeλj
, cj ∈ C, λj ∈ Rn, j = 1, . . . ,N < ∞

}
.

Then the Banach space of continuous almost periodic function CAP(Rn) is the closure
of Trig(Rn) in Cb(Rn). For f ∈ CAP(Rn), let

M (f) := lim
T→∞

T–n
∫

(–T/2,T/2)n
f(x)dx ∈ C
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stands for the mean value of f. For λ ∈ Rn denote by

fλ := M (fe–λ )

the Fourier coefficient of f, so that f0 := M (f). Put

J(f) := {λ ∈ Rn | fλ 6= 0} , J0(f) := J(f)\{0}.

It is well known that for any given f ∈ CAP(Rn), the set J(f) is countable, and f is
uniquely determined by the set {fλ}λ∈Rn . Define

WAP(Rn) :=

{
f ∈ CAP(Rn) | ∑

λ∈J(f)
|fλ |< ∞

}
.

If f ∈WAP(Rn), then f(x) = ∑λ∈J(f) fλ eλ (x) i.e. f coincides with the sum of its Fourier
series which is absolutely convergent, uniformly with respect to x ∈ Rn. In particular,
if b ∈WAP(R2;R), we have

b(x) = ∑
λ∈J(b)

bλ eλ (x) = b0 + b̃(x), b̃(x) = ∑
λ∈J0(b)

bλ eλ (x), x ∈ R2,

and b is a pre-admissible magnetic field. In this case the solution ϕ̃ ∈ C2(R2;R) of
(2.8.18) introduced in (2.8.24) is

ϕ̃(x) = ∑
λ∈J0(b)

bλ

(λ ·x)2

|λ |2
∫ 1

0
(1 – s)esλ (x)ds, x ∈ R2. (2.8.25)

Next, we will say that the magnetic field b ∈ C(R2;R) is admissible if it has the form
(2.8.17), and there exists a solution ϕ̃ ∈ C2(R2;R) of (2.8.18) which is bounded to-
gether with its derivatives of order up to two. If b is of the form described in (2.8.20) -
(2.8.23), then b is admissible if the charge ν satisfies in addition∫

R2
|λ |–2d|ν |(λ ) < ∞. (2.8.26)

In this case we may choose

ϕ̃(x) = –
∫
R2
|λ |–2eiλ ·xdν(λ ), x ∈ R2. (2.8.27)

In particular, b ∈WAP(R2;R) is admissible if

∑
λ∈J0(b)

|λ |–2|bλ |< ∞. (2.8.28)

In this case the solution ϕ̃ ∈ C2(R2;R) of (2.8.18) defined in (2.8.27) is

ϕ̃(x) = – ∑
λ∈J0(b)

bλ |λ |–2 eλ (x), x ∈ R2.
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Consider a (2πZ)2-periodic magnetic field

b(x) = ∑
k∈Z2

bkek(x), x ∈ R2,

with ∑k∈Z2 |bk| < ∞, and bk = b–k, k ∈ Z2. Such b is a special case of an admissible
magnetic field b ∈WAP(R2). Then we have

b̃(x) = ∑
06=k∈Z2

bkek(x), ϕ̃(x) = – ∑
06=k∈Z2

bk|k|–2ek(x), x ∈ R2,

Examples of pre-admissible and admissible magnetic fields satisfying (2.8.20) – (2.8.24),
which correspond to charges ν which are absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in R2, can be found in [157].

Proposition 2.8.3 [154, Proposition 1.2] Let b = b0 + b̃ be admissible.
(i) We have

dimKer a(b) =

{
∞ if b0 > 0,
0 if b0 ≤ 0,

dimKer a∗(b) =

{
∞ if b0 < 0,
0 if b0 ≥ 0,

(2.8.29)

and, hence,

dimKerHP(A,0) =

{
∞ if b0 6= 0,
0 if b0 = 0.

(2.8.30)

(ii) Assume b0 6= 0. Then

dist (0,σ (HP(A,0))\ {0})≥ 2|b0|e–2osc ϕ̃ (2.8.31)

where
osc ϕ̃ := sup

x∈R2
ϕ̃(x) – inf

x∈R2
ϕ̃(x),

i.e. the zero eigenvalue of HP(A,0) is isolated in the spectrum of HP(A,0).

Proof. Assume b0 > 0. We have

ϕ(x) =
b0|x|2

4
+O(1), x ∈ R2. (2.8.32)

Then all the functions zke–ϕ with k ∈ Z+ are in Kera(b), and hence dimKera(b) = ∞.
On the other hand, if u = geϕ ∈Kera∗(b) with ∂g

∂z = 0, then it follows from (2.8.32) that
g ∈ L2(R2), and hence g = u = 0. Thus we obtain (2.8.29) with b0 > 0. The case b0 < 0
follows from the result for b0 > 0, and (2.8.9).
Let now b0 = 0. Then (2.8.32) implies

e±ϕ(x) = O(1), x ∈ R2.

Then u = ge–ϕ ∈Kera(b) with ∂g
∂z = 0 implies g ∈ L2(R2) and thus g = u = 0. Similarly,

it follows from u = geϕ ∈Kera∗(b) with ∂g
∂z = 0 that u = 0. This we obtain (2.8.29) with
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b0. Finally, (2.8.30) follows from (2.8.29) and (2.8.7).
(ii) By (2.8.4), we have

σ (HP(A,0)) = σ (a∗ a)∪σ (aa∗). (2.8.33)

Assume b0 > 0, and denote by p : L2(R2)→ L2(R2) the orthogonal projection onto
Kera. Then the restriction of a∗ a onto (I – p)D(a∗a) is unitarily equivalent to aa∗.
Hence, (2.8.33) and Part (i) imply that

σ (HP(A,0)) = {0}∪σ (aa∗).

Therefore, in order to prove (2.8.31) with b0 > 0, it suffices to show that

inf σ (a(b)a∗(b))≥ 2b0e–2osc ϕ̃ . (2.8.34)

We have

inf σ (a(b)a∗(b)) = inf
06=u∈D(a∗(b))

∫
R2 |a∗(b)u|2dx∫

R2 |u|2dx

= inf
06=u∈D(a∗(b))

4
∫
R2 e2ϕ0+2ϕ̃ | ∂

∂z

(
e–ϕ0–ϕ̃ u

)
|2dx∫

R2 |u|2dx
, (2.8.35)

applying (2.8.3) at the second step. Further, the mapping u 7→ eϕ̃ u =: w is a bijection
in D(a∗(b)). Therefore, bearing in mind (2.8.35), we get

inf σ (a(b)a∗(b)) = inf
06=w∈D(a∗(b))

4
∫
R2 e2ϕ0+2ϕ̃ | ∂

∂z

(
e–ϕ0w

)
|2dx∫

R2 e2ϕ̃ |w|2dx

≥ e–2osc ϕ̃
4
∫
R2 e2ϕ0 | ∂

∂z

(
e–ϕ0w

)
|2dx∫

R2 |w|2dx

= e–2osc ϕ̃ inf σ (a(b0)a∗(b0))

= 2b0 e–2osc ϕ̃ ,

applying (2.7.7) and (2.7.22) at the last step. Thus we arrive at (2.8.34), and obtain
(2.8.31) with b0 > 0. The result for b0 < 0 follows from the case b0 > 0 and (2.6.14).
�

If b is a continuous periodic magnetic field with non-vanishing mean value b0, the
fact that the zero eigenvalue is isolated in the spectrum of HP(A,0) was noticed in [66]
without proof, and was proved later in [14, Example 6]. If b is periodic and b0 = 0, is
shown in [21] that σ (HP(A,0)) is a.c.

If b with b0 6= 0, is only pre-admissible, we have

b(x) =
b0|x|2

4
(1 + o(1)), |x| → ∞,
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instead of (2.8.27). This, however, is sufficient to obtain the following result which is
analogous to (2.8.29) - (2.8.30) with b0 6= 0:

Proposition 2.8.4 Assume that b = b0 +b̃ with b0 6= 0 is a pre-admissible magnetic field.
Then we have

dimKer a(b) =

{
∞ if b0 > 0,
0 if b0 < 0,

dimKer a∗(b) =

{
∞ if b0 < 0,
0 if b0 > 0,

and, hence,
dimKer HP(A,0) = ∞.

The result of Proposition 2.8.4 follows also from [170, Theorem 3.11]. If, under the
hypotheses of this proposition, there exists no bounded solution of (2.8.18), then esti-
mate (2.8.34) is not applicable. However, [170, Theorem 3.11] implies that in this case
still there is a gap in σ (HP(A,0)) adjoining the origin.
If b is a pre-admissible magnetic field with b0 = 0, which is not admissible, then the
situation is drastically different from (2.8.29) - (2.8.30) with b0 = 0. Namely, Proposi-
tions 2.8.5 and 2.8.6 below contain examples of b ∈WAP(R2;R) with b0 = 0 which do
not satisfy (2.8.28) and are not admissible but for which dimKerHP(A,0) can be equal
to infinity, or to any given natural number. Let

C > 0, K ∈ N, γk ∈ S1, k = 1, . . . ,K,

with γk 6= γ` if k 6= `, and
s > 1, t > 0, s – 2t≤ 1.

We will consider magnetic fields of the form

b(x) = C
K

∑
k=1

∞

∑
n=1

n–s cos(n–t
γk ·x), x ∈ R2. (2.8.36)

Then, b ∈WAP(R2;R) but it does not satisfy (2.8.28). Moreover, (2.8.25) yields

ϕ(x) = ϕ̃(x) = 2C
K

∑
k=1

gs,t(|γk ·x|/2), x ∈ R2,

where

gs,t(r) :=
∞

∑
n=1

n–s+2t sin2(n–tr), r≥ 0.

Evidently,
0≤ gs,t(r)≤ ζ (s)r2, r≥ 0,

where ζ is the Riemann zeta function, and gs,t(r) = 0 if and only if r = 0. Note that gs,t
is represented by a Dirichlet series, and extends to an entire function on the complex
plane. More precisely, we have

gs,t(z) = 2z2
∞

∑
n=0

(–4)nζ (s + 2nt)
(2(n + 1))!

z2n, z ∈ C.
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Proposition 2.8.5 [25, Theorem 4.1] Suppose that b has the form (2.8.36) with

s > 1, s – 2t < 1, C = 1, K = 2, γ1 = (1,0), γ2 = (0,1).

Then,
dimKer a(b) = ∞, dimKer a∗(b) = 0,

and, hence,
dimKer HP(A,0) = ∞.

We do not know yet whether the zero eigenvalue of HP(A,0) is isolated in σ (HP(A,0))
under the general hypotheses of Proposition 2.8.5. However, [25, Proposition 4.7]
implies that there is no gap if s – t > 1.
The proof of Proposition 2.8.5 is based on arguments similar to those used in the proof
of Proposition 2.8.4, and the following lemma:

Lemma 2.8.1 [25, Proposition 4.3] If s > 1 and s – 2t < 1, then

gs,t(r) = Cs,tr
–s+2t+1

t (1 + o(1)), r→ ∞,

where Cs,t := 1
t
∫

∞
0 u

s–3t–1
t sin2(u)du.

Further, we consider the border-line case s = 1+2t where g1+2t,t(r) has a logarithmic
growth as r→ ∞, and Ker a(b) is finite-dimensional but generically non-trivial.

Proposition 2.8.6 [25, Theorem 4.2] Assume that b has the form (2.8.36) with t > 0,
s = 1 + 2t,

C =
1
K

, γk = (cosθk, sinθk), θk =
2πk
K

, k = 1, . . . ,K. (2.8.37)

Moreover, suppose that t–1 6∈ N, K≥ 3 is odd, and

bt–1c< K – 1
Kt

<
K + 1

Kt
< bt–1c+ 1. (2.8.38)

Then dimKer a(b) = bt–1c, dimKer a∗(b) = 0, and hence,

dimKer HP(A,0) = bt–1c.

The ergodic properties of HP(A,0) (see [25, Corollary 3.1]) imply that the zero eigen-
value of HP(A,0) is not isolated in σ (HP(A,0)).
Proposition 2.8.6 is valid under much more general hypotheses on the family {γk}K

k=1⊂
S1, In particular, if γk are defined as in (2.8.37), we can assume that K≥ 4 is even, re-
placing the numbers K±1 in (2.8.38) by K±2.
The proof of Proposition 2.8.6 is based on arguments similar to those applied in the
proof of Proposition 2.8.1, and the following highly non-trivial lemma:
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Lemma 2.8.2 [25, Proposition 4.5] Let t > 0. Then we have

g1+2t,t(r) =
1
2t

lnr(1 + o(1)), r→ ∞.

Let now n = 3. Again, we write x ∈ R3 as x = (x⊥,x‖) with x⊥ = (x,y) ∈ R2 and
x‖ = w ∈ R. Let us consider a magnetic field B of a constant direction. i.e.

B = (0,0,b). (2.8.39)

In this case div B = 0 is equivalent to ∂b
∂w = 0. Therefore, we should have b = b(x⊥).

Then there exists a magnetic potential

A = A(x⊥) = (A1,A2,0),

such that curlA = B. For example, A can be chosen as in (2.1.8). Alternatively, the
components Aj, j = 1,2, can be defined by (2.8.2). The resulting magnetic potentials
will not be necessarily identical, but they will be gauge equivalent. Hence,

HP(A,0) =
(

H–
P 0

0 H+
P

)
(2.8.40)

where, similarly to (2.7.57),

H±P := H±⊥⊗ I‖ + I⊥⊗H‖, (2.8.41)

with
H–
⊥ := a∗ a, H+

⊥ := a∗ a,

the operators a and a∗ being defined in (2.6.6) and (2.6.7) respectively,

H‖ := –
∂ 2

∂w2 ,

and I⊥, I‖, being the identities in L2(R2) and L2(R) respectively. Set

M± := inf σ (H±P ), M := min{M–,M+}.

Proposition 2.8.7 Let n = 3. Assume that B has the form (2.8.39). Then the spectra of
the operators H±P are a.c. and

σ (H±P (A,0)) = [M±,∞).

Hence, the spectrum of HP(A,0) is a.c. and

σ (HP(A,0)) = [M,∞).

Proof. The claims concerning the operators H±P follow from (2.8.41), the fact that
σ (H‖) = [0,∞) is a.c., and Lemma 2.7.2. The claims about HP(A,0) now follow from
(2.8.40) which implies

σ (HP(A,0)) = σ (H–
P)∪σ (H+

P),
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and analogous identities for the spectral components of HP(A,0). �
The spectrum of the 3D Pauli operator HP(A,0) can be purely a.c. also for magnetic

fields the direction of which is not constant. For instance, it follows from the results
of [199] that this is the case for periodic and sufficiently regular A. On the other hand,
[122] and [72] contain examples of magnetic potentials generating magnetic fields B
of variable direction such that Ker Σ(A) 6= {0}, and hence Ker HP(A,0) 6= {0} which
implies in particular that σ (HP(A,0)) is not purely a.c. The problem of describing
of Ker HP(A,0) for general A in the 3D case remains open and is considerably more
difficult than in the 2D case. Various partial results on the zero modes of the 3D Pauli
operator HP(A,0) can be found in [9] and [69].
Most of the results of this section admit straightforward extensions concerning the
2D and 3D Dirac operators HD(A,0) with variable magnetic fields. We do not state
explicitly the corresponding claims because they follow quite easily from the relations
between HP(A,0) and HD(A,0) established in Section 2.7.



Chapter 3

Berezin-Toeplitz operators

Abstract: As we will see in the next chapter, the spectral analysis of the magnetic
operators leads naturally to the study of Berezin-Toeplitz operators. They are com-
pact operators who will play the role of an effective Hamiltonian in the study of the
spectral distribution for magnetic hamiltonians near thresholds (the Landau levels in
general). We will also see that the anti-Wick quantization is sometimes appropriate to
these spectral analysis. In Section 3.1 we introduce a general class of operators with
contravariant symbols. Then we discuss the special case of Berezin-Toeplitz operators
in general holomorphic spaces in Section of 3.2 and in Fock-Segal-Bargmann spaces in
Section 3.3. This last class of Berezin-Toeplitz operators will play an important role for
quantum hamiltonians with constant magnetic fields. The other particular class of op-
erators with contravariant symbols, introduced in Section 3.4, is a class of generalized
anti-Wick pseudodifferential operators. We end this chapter with Section 3.5 where we
conduct a sharp study of Berezin-Toeplitz operators useful for the high energy asymp-
totic study of eigenvalue clusters. This chapter contains fundamental results for the
sequel, but, for a first reading, some technical and theorical parts of this chapter can be
skipped.

3.1 Operators with contravariant symbols
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the Berezin-Toeplitz operators which play an
essential role in the spectral analysis of the magnetic quantum Hamiltonians consid-
ered in this book. The Berezin-Toeplitz operators are an important special case of a
more general class of operators with contravariant symbols, which we describe in this
section, adhering mainly to [12], [13, Chapter V, Section 2], and [185, Section 24].
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with scalar product 〈·, ·〉H and norm ‖ · ‖H, and let
M be a space with σ -finite measure. Assume that the family {fm}m∈M ⊂ H satisfies
the following two conditions:

• for every f ∈ H the function M 3m 7→ 〈f, fm〉H ∈ C is µ-measurable, and

‖f‖2H =
∫

M
|〈f, fm〉|2dµ(m). (3.1.1)

59
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• for each m ∈M we have
‖fm‖H = 1; (3.1.2)

In accordance with [13, Chapter V, Section 2], we will call {fm}m∈M a system, over-
complete with respect to the measure µ .

Suppose that F ∈ L∞(M;dµ) + L1(M;dµ) and introduce the sesquilinear form

C (f,g) :=
∫

M
F (m)〈f, fm〉H 〈g, fm〉H dµ(m), f,g ∈ H. (3.1.3)

It is easy to check that C is bounded in H. Indeed, if F ∈ L∞(M;dµ), then by the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.1.1) we get

|C (f,g)| ≤ ‖F‖L∞(M;dµ)

∫
M
|〈f, fm〉H| |〈g, fm〉H|dµ(m)

≤ ‖F‖L∞(M;dµ) ‖f‖H ‖g‖H. (3.1.4)

If F ∈ L1(M;dµ), then (3.1.2) yields

|C (f,g)| ≤ ‖F‖L1(M;dµ) sup
m∈M
|〈f, fm〉H 〈fm,g〉H|

≤ ‖F‖L1(M;dµ) ‖f‖H ‖g‖H. (3.1.5)

We will call the linear bounded operator generated in H by the sesquilinear form (3.1.3),
an operator with contravariant symbol F , and will denote it by Opcnv(F ). In other
words, if

Πm := 〈·, fm〉H fm, m ∈M,

is the rank-one orthogonal projection onto the subspace generated by fm, then

Opcnv(F ) =
∫

M
F (m)Πm dµ(m), (3.1.6)

the integral being understood in the weak sense.
By (3.1.1) and (3.1.6), we have Opcnv(1) = I. Note also that (3.1.6) implies

Opcnv(F )∗ = Opcnv(F ).

In particular, Opcnv(F ) is self-adjoint if F is real-valued. Moreover, it follows from
(3.1.6) that Opcnv(F ) is monotone with respect to F , i.e. Opcnv(F )≥ 0 if F (m)≥ 0
for µ-almost every m ∈M.
Further, if F ∈ L∞(M;dµ), then by (3.1.4),

‖Opcnv(F )‖ ≤ ‖F‖L∞(M;dµ). (3.1.7)

Of course, if F ∈ L1(M;dµ), then (3.1.5) implies an analogous estimate where the
L∞-norm of F is replaced by its L1-norm. However, we will show that in this case
Opcnv(F ) is not only bounded but also a trace-class operator, and

‖Opcnv(F )‖1 ≤ ‖F‖L1(M;dµ). (3.1.8)
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To this end, define the operator IF : H→ L2(M;dµ) by

(IF f) (m) := |F (m)|1/2 〈f, fm〉H, m ∈M.

If
{

ϕj
}

is an orthonormal basis of H, it is easy to see that

‖IF ‖22 = ∑
j

∫
M
|〈ϕj, fm〉H|2|F (m)|dµ(m) = ‖F‖L1(M;dµ). (3.1.9)

Moreover, we have
Opcnv(F ) = I ∗F ei argF IF . (3.1.10)

Now, (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) imply (3.1.8). It is worth noting that if F ≥ 0, then we have
an equality in (3.1.8), i.e.

‖Opcnv(F )‖1 = Tr Opcnv(F ) =
∫

M
F (m)dµ(m) = ‖F‖L1(M;dµ). (3.1.11)

Summarizing (3.1.7) and (3.1.8) and interpolating between these two estimates with
the aid of [19, Theorem 3.1], we obtain the following

Proposition 3.1.1 (i) Let F ∈ L∞(M;dµ). Then Opcnv(F ) ∈B(H), and (3.1.7) holds
true.
(ii) Let F ∈ Lp(M;dµ), p ∈ [1,∞). Then Opcnv(F ) ∈Sp(H), and

‖Opcnv(F )‖p ≤ ‖F‖Lp(M;dµ). (3.1.12)

(iii) Let F ∈ Lp
w(M;dµ), p ∈ (1,∞). Then Opcnv(F ) ∈Sp,w(H), and

‖Opcnv(F )‖p,w ≤ ‖F‖Lp
w(M;dµ). (3.1.13)

A simple sufficient condition for the compactness of Opcnv(F ) follows from Proposi-
tion 3.1.1. Here and in the sequel, we write F ∈ L1

ε (M;dµ) if for any ε > 0 we can
represent F as the sum

F = F1 +F2 (3.1.14)

with F ∈ L1(M;dµ) and ‖F‖L∞(M;dµ) < ε .

Corollary 3.1.1 Let F ∈ L1
ε (M;dµ). Then Opcnv(F ) ∈S∞(H).

Proof. Pick any ε > 0 and write F as the sum (3.1.14). Then Opcnv(F1) ∈S1(H)⊂
S∞(H), and

‖Opcnv(F ) – Opcnv(F1)‖ = ‖Opcnv(F2)‖ ≤ ‖F‖L∞(M;dµ) < ε .

Thus, Opcnv(F ) can be approximated arbitrarily well in norm by a compact operator.
Therefore, Opcnv(F ) ∈S∞(H). �

Next, let T ∈B(H). We define the covariant symbol F cov(T) of T by(
F cov(T)

)
(m) := 〈Tfm, fm〉H, m ∈M. (3.1.15)
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Evidently, if T = T∗ (resp., T≥ 0), then F cov(T) is real-valued (resp., (F cov(T)) (m)≥
0 for every m ∈M).
If T = Opcnv(F ), then the contravariant symbol F of the operator T and its covariant
symbol F cov = F cov(Opcnv(F )) are related by

F cov(m) =
∫

M
|〈fm, fm′〉H|2 F (m′)dµ(m′), m ∈M. (3.1.16)

If F ∈ L1(M;dµ), then (3.1.16) implies F cov ∈ L1(M;dµ), and∫
M

F cov(m)dµ(m) =
∫

M
F (m)dµ(m). (3.1.17)

Further, obviously, we have

sup
m∈M

∣∣(F cov (T)
)

(m)
∣∣≤ sup

f∈H:‖f‖H =1
|〈Tf, f〉H| ≤ ‖T‖. (3.1.18)

We will show now that if T ∈S1(H), then F cov(T) ∈ L1(M;dµ) and

‖F cov(T)‖L1(M;dµ) ≤ ‖T‖1. (3.1.19)

Assume T ∈S1(H), and T 6= 0. Let, as above,
{

sj
}rankT

j=1 be the non-increasing set of
the non-zero singular numbers of T, and let

T = ∑
j

sj〈·,ϕj〉Hψj

be its canonic Schmidt representation where
{

ϕj
}

j and
{

ψj
}

j are two orthonormal
systems in H (see e.g. [?, Theorem VI.17]). Then we have

〈Tfm, fm〉H = ∑
j

sj〈fm,ϕj〉H〈ψj, fm〉H,

so that

|〈Tfm, fm〉H| ≤∑
j

sj
|〈fm,ϕj〉H|2 + |〈fm,ψj〉H|2

2
, m ∈M.

Integrating with respect to m ∈M, and taking into account (3.1.1), we obtain∫
M
|〈Tfm, fm〉H|dµ(m)≤∑

j
sj,

which is identical with (3.1.19). Now, similarly to Proposition 3.1.1, we find that
(3.1.18) and (3.1.19) entail the following

Proposition 3.1.2 (i) Let T ∈B(H). Then F cov ∈ L∞(M;dµ), and

‖F cov(T)‖L∞(M;dµ) ≤ ‖T‖. (3.1.20)
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(ii) Let T ∈Sp(H), p ∈ [1,∞). Then F cov(T) ∈ Lp(M;dµ), and

‖F cov(T)‖Lp(M;dµ) ≤ ‖T‖p. (3.1.21)

(iii) Let T ∈Sp,w(H), p ∈ (1,∞). Then F cov(T) ∈ Lp
w(M;dµ), and

‖F cov(T)‖Lp
w(M;dµ) ≤ ‖T‖p,w. (3.1.22)

In addition to Corollary 3.1.1, we have the following two necessary conditions for the
compactness of the operator T:

Corollary 3.1.2 Let T ∈S∞(H). Then

µ
({

m ∈M | |
(
F cov(T)

)
(m)|> ε

})
< ∞ (3.1.23)

for every ε > 0.

Proof. Fix ε > 0 and write T = T1 + T2 where rankT1 < ∞ and ‖T2‖< ε/2. Then

F cov(T) = F cov(T1) +F cov(T2),

and
µ
({

m ∈M | |
(
F cov(T)

)
(m)|> ε

})
≤ µ

({
m ∈M | |

(
F cov(T1)

)
(m)|> ε/2

})
+µ
({

m ∈M | |
(
F cov(T2)

)
(m)|> ε/2

})
. (3.1.24)

Since T1 ∈B(H) and rankT1 < ∞, we have T1 ∈S1(H). Then, by (3.1.22) with p = 1,
we have F cov(T1) ∈ L1(M;dµ), and, hence,

µ
({

m ∈M | |
(
F cov(T1)

)
(m)|> ε/2

})
< ∞. (3.1.25)

On the other hand, (3.1.20) implies

‖F cov(T2)‖L∞(M;dµ) ≤ ‖T2‖< ε/2.

so that
µ
({

m ∈M | |
(
F cov(T2)

)
(m)|> ε/2

})
= 0. (3.1.26)

Putting together (3.1.24) – (3.1.26), we obtain (3.1.23). �

Corollary 3.1.3 Assume that there exists a sequence {mk}k∈N ⊂M such that

w – lim
k→∞

fmk = 0. (3.1.27)

Suppose that T ∈S∞(H). Then

lim
k→∞

(F cov(T))(mk) = 0. (3.1.28)
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Proof. Since ‖fmk‖H = 1, we have

|(F cov(T))(mk)| ≤ ‖Tfmk‖H. (3.1.29)

Since the operator T is compact, (3.1.27) implies

lim
k→∞
‖Tfmk‖H = 0. (3.1.30)

Now, (3.1.28) follows from (3.1.29) and (3.1.30). �
Proposition 3.1.1 on the one hand, and Proposition 3.1.2 on the other, suggest

the general wisdom that the operator norm and the Schatten-von Neumann norms of
Opcnv(F ) are upper bounded by the norms of the contravariant symbol F in appro-
priate Lebesgue spaces, while the norms of the operator T are lower bounded by the
norms of the covariant symbol F cov(T).
A natural question arises whether the lower or the upper bounds are sharper. We will
give a partial answer to this question in the following few sections where we will con-
sider the Berezin-Toeplitz operators and the operators with anti-Wick symbols. We
will see that in many cases the lower bound (3.1.20) of the operator norm involving the
covariant symbol is sharper than the upper bound (3.1.7) involving the contravariant
one. On the other hand, if F ≥ 0, we have an equality in (3.1.8) so that this estimate
is sharp. From this point of view, upper bounds (3.1.12) with p > 1, and (3.1.13), are
obtained by interpolation between a sharp estimate which corresponds to p = 1, and an
estimate corresponding to p = ∞, which may turn not to be sharp.
The definition of the operator Opcnv(F ) is possible for much more general symbols
than F ∈ L1(M;dµ)+L∞(M;dµ) but the resulting operators may turn to be unbounded
and, hence, not defined on the entire space H. Similarly, the covariant symbol F cov(T)
could be introduced not only for bounded T operators but in the case of unbounded
T one should ensure that fm ∈ D(T). More comments on these issues can be found
in the following few sections where we consider special examples of operators with
contravariant symbols.

3.2 Berezin–Toeplitz operators in general holomorphic
spaces

In this and the next section we introduce the Berezin-Toeplitz operators in holomor-
phic spaces and their generalizations, and describe those of their properties which are
needed in the study of their role as effective Hamiltonians in the asymptotic spectral
analysis of the magnetic Schrödinger, Pauli, and Dirac operators. Our brief introduc-
tion to the Berezin-Toeplitz operators will be subordinated to these applications, so will
omit various interesting aspects of their general theory. We refer the reader to mono-
graphs like [220], [29], [27], and [115], containing a wealth of information from this
theory which, for absence of space, has not found place in our book.
Let Ω be a domain, i.e. an open, connected, non empty set in Cd ∼= R2d, d≥ 1, and let
α(z) > 0, z∈Ω, be a continuous function. Denote by dλ the 2d-dimensional Lebesgue
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measure on Ω. Note that the measures dλ and αdλ are equivalent. Put

.A (Ω;α) :=
{

u ∈ Hol(Ω) |
∫

Ω

|u(z)|2 α(z)dλ (z) < ∞

}
(3.2.1)

where Hol(Ω) stands for the set of holomorphic functions on Ω. Thus, A (Ω;α) is a
subspace of L2(Ω;αdλ ) which we will call a holomorphic space over Ω. We introduce
also the anti-holomorphic space A ∗(Ω;α), replacing in (3.2.1) Hol(Ω) by the set of
anti-holomorphic functions on Ω. If α = 1, we will write A (Ω) and A ∗(Ω) instead of
A (Ω;1) and A ∗(Ω;1) respectively
Using the mean-value formula for holomorphic functions, we find that for any fixed
z ∈Ω there exists its neighborhood U⊂Ω and a constant cz ≥ 0 such that

|u(ζζζ )| ≤ cz‖u‖L2(Ω;αdλ ), ζζζ ∈ U, (3.2.2)

for every u ∈ A (Ω;α), which easily implies that A (Ω;α) is a closed subspace of
L2(Ω;αdλ ) (see e.g. [87, Theorem 2.2]). Let P be the orthogonal projection onto
A (Ω;α). Then P admits an integral kernel R(z,ζζζ ) = R(ζζζ ,z), z,ζζζ ∈Ω, which is holo-
morphic with respect to z, and anti-holomorphic with respect to ζζζ (see e.g. [87, Theo-
rem 2.3]). Then

u(z) =
∫

Ω

R(z,ζζζ )u(ζζζ )α(ζζζ )dλ (ζζζ ), z ∈Ω,

for every u ∈A (Ω;α). In particular,

R(z,ζζζ ) =
∫

Ω

R(z,z′)R(z′,ζζζ )α(z′)dλ (z′), z,ζζζ ∈Ω.

The function R is called the reproducing kernel of the holomorphic space A (Ω;α).
Then, of course, R is the reproducing kernel of the anti-holomorphic space A ∗(Ω;α).
Generally speaking, we can have A (Ω;α) = {0}; this is the case, for example, if Ω =Cd

and α = 1. Assume that A (Ω;α) is not a null space. Let
{

ϕj
}

be an orthonormal basis
in A (Ω;α). Then

R(z,ζζζ ) = ∑
j

ϕj(z)ϕj(ζζζ ), z,ζζζ ∈Ω, (3.2.3)

the series being locally uniformly absolutely convergent in Ω×Ω. For z ∈Ω put

ρ(z) := R(z,z) =
∫

Ω

|R(z,ζζζ )|2 α(ζζζ )dλ (ζζζ ). (3.2.4)

Then, (3.2.3) implies that

|R(z,ζζζ )| ≤ ρ(z)1/2
ρ(ζζζ )1/2, z,ζζζ ∈Ω. (3.2.5)

Next, evidently the multiplier by α1/2 is a unitary operator from L2(Ω;αdλ ) onto
L2(Ω) = L2(Ω;dλ ). Set

Ã (Ω;α) = α
1/2 A (Ω;α).

Then Ã (Ω;α) is a closed subspace of L2(Ω), which we will call a weighted holomor-
phic space. Denote by P̃ : L2(Ω)→ L2(Ω) the orthogonal projection onto Ã (Ω;α).
Obviously,

P̃ = α
1/2 Pα

–1/2
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where, as above, P : L2(Ω;αdλ )→L2(Ω;αdλ ) is the orthogonal projection onto A (Ω;α).
Therefore, P̃ has an integral kernel

R̃(z,ζζζ ) := α(z)1/2 R(z,ζζζ )α(ζζζ )1/2, z,ζζζ ∈Ω, (3.2.6)

R being the reproducing kernel of A (Ω;α).

Let us now set
H = A (Ω;α), M = Ω,

dµ = ραdλ , (3.2.7)

and
fz(ζζζ ) = ρ(z)–1/2 R(ζζζ ,z), z,ζζζ ∈Ω, (3.2.8)

the function ρ being defined in (3.2.4). Note that the measures dµ and αdλ and, hence,
dµ and dλ are equivalent. In particular,

L∞(Ω;dµ) = L∞(Ω;αdλ ) = L∞(Ω).

Let us show that the system {fz}z∈Ω is overcomplete with respect to the measure dµ .
First, we have

‖fz‖2
H = ρ(z)–1

∫
Ω

|R(ζζζ ,z)|2 α(ζζζ )dλ (ζζζ ) = 1, z ∈Ω.

Further,

〈f, fz〉H = ρ(z)–1/2
∫

Ω

R(z,ζζζ ) f(ζζζ )α(ζζζ )dλ (ζζζ ) = ρ(z)–1/2f(z), z ∈Ω,

so that∫
Ω

|〈f, fz〉H|2 dµ(z) =
∫

Ω

ρ(z)–1|f(z)|2 dµ(z) =
∫

Ω

|f(z)|2 α(ζζζ )dλ (ζζζ ) = ‖f‖2H,

and therefore the system is overcomplete with respect to dµ .
Assume F ∈ L∞(Ω;αdλ )+L1(Ω;αdλ ) and define the Berezin-Toeplitz operator TF :
A (Ω;α)→A (Ω;α) by

TF := PF = PFP.

We will call F the symbol of TF . Thus, TF is the operator with contravariant symbol
F in the particular setting where H = A (Ω;α), and the overcomplete system is defined
as in (3.2.8). Evidently, T∗F = TF ; in particular, TF is self-adjoint if F is real-valued.
In particular, T1 = I where I is the identity in A (Ω;α).
Next, define the Berezin transform B(F ) of F ∈ L∞(Ω) by

(B(F ))(z) = ρ(z)–1
∫

Ω

|R(z,ζζζ )|2F (ζζζ )α(ζζζ )dλ (ζζζ ), z ∈Ω. (3.2.9)

The function B(F ) is well defined and bounded on Ω. Moreover,

sup
z∈Ω

|(B(F ))(z)| ≤ ‖F‖L∞(Ω). (3.2.10)
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Putting together (3.2.4) and (3.1.15), we find that in our particular setting B(F ) is
nothing else than the covariant symbol of the operator TF . For the reader’s conve-
nience we translate below Propositions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 into the language of Berezin-
Toeplitz operators.

Proposition 3.2.1 (i) If F ∈ L∞(Ω;dµ), then TF is bounded in L2(Ω;αdλ ).
If TF is bounded in L2(Ω;αdλ ), then B(F ) ∈ L∞(Ω;dµ). Moreover,

‖B(F )‖L∞(Ω;dµ) ≤ ‖TF ‖ ≤ ‖F‖L∞(Ω;dµ). (3.2.11)

(ii) Let p ∈ [1,∞). If F ∈ Lp(Ω;dµ), then TF ∈Sp(L2(Ω;αdλ )).
If TF ∈ Sp(L2(Ω;αdλ )), then B(F ) ∈ Lp(Ω;dµ). Moreover,

‖B(F )‖Lp(Ω;dµ) ≤ ‖TF ‖p ≤ ‖F‖Lp(Ω;dµ). (3.2.12)

(iii) Let p ∈ (1,∞). If F ∈ Lp
w(Ω;dµ), then TF ∈Sp,w(L2(Ω;αdλ )).

If TF ∈Sp,w(L2(Ω;αdλ )), then B(F ) ∈ Lp
w(Ω;dµ). Moreover,

‖B(F )‖Lp
w(Ω;dµ) ≤ ‖TF ‖p,w ≤ ‖F‖Lp

w(Ω;dµ).

Define now the weighted Berezin-Toeplitz operator T̃F : Ã (Ω;α)→ Ã (Ω;α) by

T̃F := α
1/2TF α

–1/2.

Evidently, the operators TF and T̃F are unitarily equivalent under the unitary operator
α1/2 : A (Ω;α)→ Ã (Ω;α). Then Proposition 3.2.1 remains valid if we replace TF by
T̃F , and the spaces Lp(Ω;αdλ ) with p ∈ [1,∞] (resp., Lp

w(Ω;αdλ ) with p ∈ (1,∞)) by
Lp(Ω) (resp., Lp

w(Ω)). Note, however, that the definition of the measure dµ and of the
Berezin transform B(F ) of the symbol F remain invariant.

Our leading example of a holomorphic space is the Fock-Segal-Bargmann space
discussed together with some of its extensions in the following section. Here we con-
sider two other examples of independent interest.
Let us consider first the Bergman space. In this case Ω is the unit disk in C, i.e.

Ω = D := {z ∈ C | |z|< 1} , (3.2.13)

and α = 1. Then
{

zj}
j∈Z+

is an orthogonal basis, and
{(

j+1
π

)1/2
zj
}

j∈Z+

is an or-

thonormal basis in A (D), so that

R(z,ζ ) =
1
π

∞

∑
j=0

(j + 1)(zζ )j =
1
π

(1 – zζ )–2, z,ζ ∈ D, (3.2.14)

(see [87, Subsection 3.1] for the details). A generalization of this space is the case
where still Ω = D but α(z) = (1 – |z|2)a with a > –1. Then

R(z,ζ ) =
a + 1

π
(1 – zζ )–a–2, z,ζ ∈ D.
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Another important generalization of the Bergman space is the case where Ω is a bounded
domain in Cd, d≥ 1, and α = 1. Using this example, we will explain now how we can
define more general Berezin-Toeplitz operators whose symbols can be measures or dis-
tributions on Ω.
Let ν be a finite finite complex Borel measure on Ω. Then we define the Berezin-
Toeplitz operator Tν by

(Tν u)(z) :=
∫

Ω

R(z,ζζζ )u(ζζζ )dν(ζζζ ), z ∈Ω, u ∈A (Ω),

where R is the reproducing kernel of A (Ω). Of course, if dν(z) = F (z)dλ (z) with
F ∈ L1(Ω), then Tν = TF . By analogy with (3.2.9), define the Berezin transform of
the measure ν by

(B(ν))(z) := ρ(z)–1
∫

Ω

|R(z,ζζζ )|2 dν(ζζζ ), z ∈Ω.

Then we have the following

Theorem 3.2.1 [219] Let Ω ⊂ Cd, d ≥ 1, be a bounded symmetric domain, and ν be
a finite positive Borel measure on Ω. Then:
(i) Tν is bounded in A (Ω) if and only if B(ν) ∈ L∞(Ω);
(ii) Tν is compact in A (Ω) if and only if (B(ν))(z)→ 0 as z→ ∂Ω;
(iii) Tν ∈Sp(A (Ω)) with p ∈ [1,∞), if and only if B(ν) ∈ Lp(Ω).

Thus we find that in the case of A (Ω), the sharp bounds in (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) are
the lower ones.

Let now φ ∈ E ′(Ω). Define the Berezin-Toeplitz operator Tφ as the operator with
integral kernel

Kφ (z,ζζζ ) := (φ ,R(z, ·)R(·,ζζζ ))E ′(Ω), z,ζζζ ∈Ω, (3.2.15)

where (φ ,u)E ′(Ω) is the standard pairing between a distribution φ ∈ E ′(Ω) and a test
function u ∈ C∞(Ω). Since suppφ is compact in Ω and R ∈ C∞(Ω×Ω), the kernel
Kφ (z,ζζζ ) is well defined for every z,ζζζ ∈ Ω but a priori it is not clear whether the
operator with such an integral kernel is bounded in A (Ω). However, we can show in
many cases that in fact Kφ ∈ C∞(Ω×Ω) (see e.g. the example where Ω = D, and we
have the explicit reproducing kernel (3.2.14), or the general pseudo-convex domains
Ω ⊂ C2 of finite type, considered in [136]). In this case, Tφ is not only bounded in
A (Ω) but also is in Sp(A (Ω) for any p ∈ (0,∞) (see [19]). If φ ∈ E ′(Ω) satisfies

(φ ,u)E ′(Ω) =
∫

Ω

u(z)dν(z), u ∈ C∞(Ω),

where ν is a complex Borel measure, compactly supported in Ω, then Tφ = Tν .
Finally, if φ ∈D ′(Ω)\E ′(Ω) possesses some additional properties, the integral kernel
Kφ in (3.2.15) may again turn out to be well defined, and even determine an operator
bounded in A (Ω). In the case Ω = D, examples of bounded and compact operators Tφ
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distributions φ ∈D ′(D)\E ′(D) can be found in [146].
The Berezin-Toeplitz operators on compact Kähler manifold which could be regarded
as generalizations of the operators TF in A (Ω) have been recently examined in the
monograph in [115].

Our second example diverges in a way from our general definition of a holomorphic
space since now the measure αdλ , absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure dλ , is substituted by a measure singular with respect to dλ . We will restrict
ourselves to the simplest case where Ω =D (see (3.2.13)) and the support of the measure
is the unit circle ∂D. We define the analogue A (D;δ∂D) of the holomorphic space
A (Ω;α) by

A (D;δ∂D) :=
{

u ∈ Hol(D) | lim
r↑1

∫ 2π

0
|u(reiθ )|2 dθ < ∞

}
.

Then A (D;δ∂D) is a Hilbert space with scalar product

〈u,v〉 := lim
r↑1

∫ 2π

0
u(reiθ )v(reiθ )dθ ,

called the Hardy space. The elements u of A (D;δ∂D) admit absolutely convergent
Taylor series

u(z) := ∑
j∈Z+

ujz
j, z ∈ D, (3.2.16)

with
{

uj
}

j∈Z+
∈ `2(Z+). Set

L+ :=
{

u ∈ L2(0,2π) |
∫ 2π

0
u(θ )e–ijθ dθ = 0, j ∈ –N

}
.

Then L+ is a closed subspace of L2(0,2π), and A (D;δ∂D) is unitarily equivalent to
L+ under the mapping W defined by

(W u)(θ ) = ∑
j∈Z+

uj eijθ , θ ∈ (0,2π), u ∈A (D;δ∂D),

where uj are the coefficients appearing in (3.2.16). Thus, W u ∈L+ is the boundary
trace of u ∈A (D;δ∂D), while u is the holomorphic extension of W u to D. Denote by
P+ : L2(0,2π)→ L2(0,2π) the orthogonal projection onto L+.
Let F ∈ L1(0,2π). Then the Toeplitz operator TF : A (D;δ∂D)→A (D;δ∂D) can be
defined as

TF := W ∗P+F W .

Some authors identify TF with the operator P+F : L+→L+, unitarily equivalent to
TF (see [29]). In the orthonormal basis

{
(2π)–1/2 eijθ}

j∈Z+
, θ ∈ (0,2π), of L+, the

infinite matrix
{

aj,k
}

j∈Z+
of this operator has elements

aj,k :=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
F (θ )e–i(j–k)θ dθ , j,k ∈ Z+,
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which depend only on the difference j – k of the indices j and k. Traditionally, such
matrices are known as Toeplitz matrices.
An important generalization of the Toeplitz operators in Hardy spaces are the operators
considered by L. Boutet de Monvel and V. Guillemin in [27]. There the unit disk
D is replaced by a bounded pseudo-convex domain Ω with smooth boundary, L+ is
replaced by the closed subspace of L2(∂Ω;dν) with suitable measure dν , consisting of
functions which admit a holomorphic extension into Ω, and F is an appropriate ΨDO
on the boundary ∂Ω.

3.3 Berezin-Toeplitz operators in Fock-Segal-Bargmann
spaces

Let us now consider Fock-Segal-Bargmann space which is a holomorphic space play-
ing an important role in the spectral analysis of quantum Hamiltonians with constant
magnetic fields. For b ∈ (0,∞) introduce the Gaussian function

Gb(z) := e–b|z|2/2, z ∈ C,

and for d≥ 1 set

Gb(z) =
d

∏
j=1

Gbj (zj), z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ Cd, (3.3.1)

where b = (b1, . . . ,bd) ∈ (0,∞)d. We define the Fock-Segal-Bargmann space as the
holomorphic space A (Cd;Gb) with d ≥ 1. Note that, traditionally, the weight in this
space is multiplied by the normalizing factor b1...bd

(2π)d so that the measure of Cd is equal
to one (see e. g. [87, Subsection 3.2] and [220]). We use another convention which is
more suitable for our purposes; in any case, we will work mostly in the weighted space
Ã (Cd;Gb) which, of course, is invariant to the numeric normalization of the measure
Gbdλ .
In order to calculate the reproducing kernel, let us consider at first the case d = 1. Then{

zj}
j∈Z+

is an orthogonal basis, while
{√

bj+1

πj!2j+1 zj
}

j∈Z+

is an orthonormal basis in

A (C;Gb). Therefore,

R(z,ζ ) =
b

2π

∞

∑
j=0

1
j!

(bzζ /2)j =
b

2π
ebzζ /2, z,ζ ∈ C. (3.3.2)

For d≥ 1, we take into account (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), and obtain

R(z,ζζζ ) =
d

∏
j=1

bj

2π
ebjzjζj/2, z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ Cd, ζζζ = (ζ1, . . . ,ζd) ∈ Cd.

Hence, the reproducing kernel R̃ of the weighted space

Ã (Cd;Gb) = G1/2
b A (Cd;Gb)
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is equal to

R̃(z,ζζζ ) = Gb(z)1/2R(z,ζζζ )Gb(ζζζ )1/2

=
d

∏
j=1

bj

2π
e–bj(|zj|2+|ζj|2–2zjζj)/4, z,ζζζ ∈ Cd. (3.3.3)

Comparing (3.3.3) with (2.7.49) and (2.7.32), we establish the crucial fact that

Ã (Cd;Gb) = Ker(HS(A,0) – Λ0 I) (3.3.4)

with A(x) := 1
2 Bx, where x∈R2d, and B is a magnetic field represented by a (2d)×(2d)-

matrix B whose eigenvalues are –ibj/2, ibj/2, j = 1 . . . ,d. In other words, the eigenspace
of the Schrödinger operator HS(A,0) with constant full-rank magnetic field B associ-
ated with the ground-state energy Λ0 = b1 + . . .bd, coincides with the weighted holo-
morphic space Ã (Cd;Gb). Using (2.7.49), we can give an similar interpretation of the
eigenspace of HS(A,0) associated with the higher Landau levels Λq, q ∈ N. In order
to avoid tedious technical complications, we will restrict our attention to the case d = 1
and will consider (2.7.23) rather than (2.7.49). So, let d = 1 and b > 0. Fix q ∈ Z+ and
set

Ãq := pqL2(R2), Aq = G–1/2
b Ãq,

pq = pq(b) : L2(R2)→L2(R2) being the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of HS(A,0)–
ΛqI introduced in Section 2.7. In particular, we have seen that A0 = A (C;Gb). By
(2.7.27), we find that the spaces Ãq, q ∈ Z+, are invariant with respect to the magnetic
translations defined in (2.7.8).
Further, according to (2.7.32), the space Ãq admits a reproducing kernel

R̃q(z,ζ ) :=
b

2π
exp
(

–
b
4

(|z|2 + |ζ |2 – 2zζ )
)

Lq

(
b
2
|z – ζ |2

)
, z,ζ ∈ C,

Lq being as above the Laguerre polynomials of degree q. Therefore, (3.2.6) implies
that Aq has a reproducing kernel

Rq(z,ζ ) := Gb(z)–1/2R̃q(z,ζ )Gb(ζ )–1/2 =
b

2π
exp
(

b
2

zζ

)
Lq

(
b
2
|z – ζ |2

)
, z,ζ ∈ C.

(3.3.5)
By analogy with (3.2.4) and (3.2.7), set

ρq(z) := Rq(z,z) =
b

2π
eb|z|2/2, dµq := ρq(z)Gb(z)dλ (z) =

b
2π

dλ (z).

Note that, in fact, ρq and dµq are independent of q since we have Lq(0) = 1 for all
q ∈ Z+. Thus, for any fixed q ∈ Z+, the system

fz,q(ζ ) := ρq(z)–1/2 Rq(ζ , z) =

√
b

2π
e– b

4 (|z|2–2zζ ) Lq

(
b
2
|z – ζ |2

)
, z,ζ ∈ C,
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is overcomplete in L2(C;Gbdλ ) while the system

f̃z,q(ζ )

:= Gb(ζ )1/2fz,q(ζ ) =

√
b

2π
e– b

4 (|z|2–2zζ +|ζ |2) Lq

(
b
2
|z – ζ |2

)
, z,ζ ∈ C, (3.3.6)

is overcomplete in L2(C). Let us give an interpretation of Aq, q ∈ Z+, as a subspace of
the space of polyanalytic functions. It is straightforward to check that

Aq =
{

u ∈ L2(C;Gbdλ ) |u =
(

∂

∂z
–

b
2

z
)q

v, v ∈ Hol(C)
}

, q ∈ Z+.

Evidently, if u ∈Aq, then u is (q + 1)-polyanalitc, i.e. it is a solution of the equation

∂ q+1u
∂zq+1 = 0.

Note that the orthogonal sum
⊕`–1

j=0 Aj, ` ∈ N, coincides with the Fock space of `-
polyanalytic functions {

u ∈ L2(C;Gbdλ ) | ∂
`u

∂z`
= 0

}
, (3.3.7)

called sometimes the `th poly-Fock space; accordingly, A`–1 is called the true `th poly-
Fock space (see e. g. [212], [1], [173]).

Further, if, say, F ∈ L∞(R2), then the operator pqF = pqFpq is equal to the

weighted Berezin-Toeplitz operator T̃F acting in Ãq = Ranpq. Since sometimes we
consider the operators pqFpq on the domain L2(R2), we prefer to write pqFpq in-
stead of pqF , indicating explicitly whether the operator is considered on Ranpq or on
L2(R2).
By analogy with (3.2.9), set

(Bq(F ))(z) : = 〈F fz,q, fz,q〉L2(R2;Gbdλ )

= 〈F f̃z,q, f̃z,q〉L2(R2)

=
b

2π

∫
C

e–b|z–ζ |2/2Lq(b|z – ζ |2/2)2 F (ζ )dλ (ζ ).

Then by analogy with Proposition 3.2.1, we obtain

Proposition 3.3.1 Let b > 0. Fix q ∈ Z+.

(i) If F ∈ L∞(R2), then pq F pq is bounded in Ãq.

If pq F pq is bounded in Ãq, then Bq(F ) ∈ L∞(R2). Moreover,

‖Bq(F )‖L∞(R2) ≤ ‖pq F pq‖ ≤ ‖F‖L∞(R2). (3.3.8)

(ii) Let p ∈ [1,∞). If F ∈ Lp(R2), then pq F pq ∈Sp(Ãq).
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If pq F pq ∈ Sp(Ãq), then Bq(F ) ∈ Lp(R2). Moreover,

b
2π
‖Bq(F )‖pLp(R2) ≤ ‖pq F pq‖

p
p ≤

b
2π
‖F‖pLp(R2). (3.3.9)

(iii) Let p ∈ (1,∞). If F ∈ Lp
w(R2), then pq F pq ∈Sp,w(Ãq).

If pq F pq ∈Sp,w(Ãq), then Bq(F ) ∈ Lp
w(R2). Moreover,

b
2π
‖Bq(F )‖p

Lp
w(R2)

≤ ‖pq F pq‖
p
p,w ≤

b
2π
‖F‖p

Lp
w(R2)

. (3.3.10)

Corollary 3.3.1 Fix q ∈ Z+.
(i) Let F ∈ L1

loc(R2) and lim|z|→∞ F (z) = 0. Then the operator pqFpq is compact in

Ãq.
(ii) Let pqFpq ∈S∞(Ãq). Then

lim
|z|→∞

(Bq(F )(z)) = 0. (3.3.11)

Proof. (i) The claim follows from Corollary 3.1.1 since our assumptions imply F ∈
L1

ε (R2).
(ii) It is easy to check that

w – lim
|z|→∞

f̃z,q = 0,

where the system
{

f̃z,q
}

z∈C is defined in (3.3.6). Thus, we find that (3.3.11) follows
from Corollary 3.1.3. �

The next theorem shows that if q = 0 and F ≥ 0 satisfies a reasonable integrability
assumption, then the necessary conditions concerning the membership of p0Fp0 to
B(Ã0) or Sp(Ã0) with p ∈ [1,∞], in Proposition 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.1 are also
sufficient.

Theorem 3.3.1 Assume that F :R2→ [0,∞) is a Lebesgue measurable function which
satisfies

sup
z∈C

∫
C

F (ζ )e– b
2 (|ζ |2–2Rezζ ) dλ (ζ ) < ∞.

Then the following assertions hold true.
(i) [220, Theorem 6.19] The operator p0Fp0 is bounded in Ã0 if and only if B0(F ) ∈
L∞(R2).
(ii) [220, Theorem 6.23] The operator p0Fp0 is compact in Ã0 if and only if

lim
|z|→∞

(B0(F ))(z) = 0.

(iii) [220, Corollary 6.33] Let p∈ [1,∞). Then p0Fp0 ∈Sp(Ã0) if and only if B0(F )∈
Lp(R2).
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The class of bounded operators pqFpq, q ∈ Z+, with symbols F ∈ L1(R2) +
L∞(R2) is too restrictive for our purposes. If F ∈S ′(R2), we could define, similarly
to (3.2.15), the operator pqFpq as the operator with integral kernel

KF ,q(x,x′) :=
(
F ,Kq(x, ·)Kq(·,x′)

)
S ′(R2) , x,x′ ∈ R2, (3.3.12)

where Kq are the kernels defined in (2.7.32), and (φ ,u)S ′(RN) is the pairing between
the distribution φ ∈S ′(RN) and the test function u ∈S (RN), N≥ 1. Since for every
fixed x∈R2 we have Kq(x, ·)∈S (R2), the kernel KF ,q(x,x′) is well defined for every
x,x′ ∈ R2. However, generally speaking, the operator with integral kernel KF ,q(x,x′)
may turn out not to be bounded. Next, we describe a class of distributions F ∈S ′(R2)
such that the operator pqFpq is bounded. Let ` ∈ Z+, N ∈ N. Set

S ′` (RN)

:=

F ∈S ′(RN) |F = ∑
α∈ZN

+ :|α|≤`
DαGα , Gα ∈ L1(RN) + L∞(RN)

 . (3.3.13)

Note that by the representation theorem for S ′(RN) (see e.g. [162, Theorem V.10]),
each F ∈S ′(RN) can be represented as F = Dβ G where β ∈ ZN

+ , and G ∈ C(RN)
admits the estimate

|G (x)| ≤ C〈x〉k, x ∈ RN,

with some k ∈ Z+. Thus, roughly speaking, the restriction which we impose on the
elements of S ′` (RN) is that Gα are not allowed to have a polynomial growth at infinity.

Proposition 3.3.2 Let F ∈S ′` (R2) with some ` ∈ Z+. Then

pqFpq ∈B(Ãq), q ∈ Z+. (3.3.14)

Proof. By (3.3.12) and (2.7.32), the operator pqFpq has an integral kernel

KF ,q(x,x′) :=
(

b
2π

)2

∑
α∈Z2

+:|α|≤`
(–1)|α|

∫
R2

Gα (y)

×Dα
y

(
e– b

4 (|y–x|2+|x′–y|2–2i(x–x′)∧y)Lq

(
b
2
|x – y|2

)
Lq

(
b
2
|x′ – y|2

))
dy.

Differentiating, we find that

|KF ,q(x,x′)| ≤ C〈x – x′〉`e– b′
8 |x–x′|2 , (3.3.15)

with b′ ∈ (0,b), and C which may depend on b, b′, `, q. and supα ‖Gα‖L1(R2)+L∞(R2)
but is independent of x,x′ ∈ R2. Applying the Schur test, we find that (3.3.14) follows
from (3.3.15). �
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Remark: It is easy to see that if F ∈ E ′(R2), then KF ,q ∈S (R2n) so that pqFpq ∈
Sp(Ãq) for any p ∈ (0,∞). If we suppose in addition that suppF is finite, then
rank(pqFpq) < ∞.

In our next proposition, we will describe a class of bounded operators pqFpq with
radially symmetric symbols F , whose spectrum is pure point and admits an explicit
description. We recall that if F ∈S ′(R2) and O : R2→R2 is an orthogonal mapping,
then the element F ◦O is defined by

(F ◦O ,φ )S ′(R2) =
(
F ,φ ◦O–1

)
S ′(R2)

, φ ∈S (R2).

Then F ∈S ′(R2) is called radially symmetric if F ◦O = F for any orthogonal O .
Of course, if F ∈ L1(R2) + L∞(R2), then there exists a function RF : [0,∞]→C such
that

F (x,ξ ) = RF (x2 + ξ
2), (x,ξ ) ∈ R2.

Proposition 3.3.3 Let F ∈S ′` (R2), ` ∈ Z+, be radially symmetric. Fix q ∈ Z+. Then
the functions

{
ϕq,k

}
k∈Z+

from the canonic orthogonal basis of Ãq defined in (2.7.39),
are eigenfunctions of pqFpq with eigenvalues

λk,q(F ) :=
(
F , |ϕk,q|2

)
S ′(R2)

, k ∈ Z+.

In particular, if F ∈ L1(R2) + L∞(R2), then

λk,q(F ) =
∫
R2

F (x)|ϕk,q(x)|2 dx

=
q!
k!

∫
∞

0
RF (2t/b) tk–q e–t L(k–q)

q (t)2 dt, k ∈ Z+. (3.3.16)

Proof. We have

(pqFpq)ϕk,q = ∑
`∈Z+

〈(pqFpq)ϕk,q,ϕ`,q〉L2(R2) ϕ`,q,

where the series is convergent in Ãq, and

〈(pqFpq)ϕk,q,ϕ`,q〉L2(R2) =
(
F ,ϕk,qϕ`,q

)
S ′(R2) , k,` ∈ Z+.

Due to the radial symmetry of F ,

(F ,u)S ′(R2) = 0

for any u ∈S (R2) such that∫ 2π

0
u(reiθ )dθ = 0, r ∈ [0,∞).
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Since the functions

e–i(k–`)θ
ϕk,q(reiθ )ϕ`,q(reiθ ), k,` ∈ Z+,

depend only on r but not on θ , we find that(
F ,ϕk,qϕ`,q

)
S ′(R2) = 0

if k 6= `. Therefore,
(pqFpq)ϕk,q = λk ϕk,q, k ∈ Z+

�
An important extension of the Fock-Segal-Bargmann space is the holomorphic

space A (Ω;α) with Ω = Cd, d ≥ 1, and α = e–2ϕ where ϕ ∈ C2(Cd) is a general
uniformly strictly plurisubharmonic function, i.e. its Levi matrix{

4
∂ 2ϕ

∂zj∂zk
(z)

}d

j,k=1

is positive definite, uniformly with respect to z ∈ Cd. In the case of the Fock-Segal-
Bargmann space we have

ϕ(z) =
1
4

d

∑
j=1

bj|zj|2, z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ Cd,

so that the Levi matrix of ϕ is diagonal and is equal to diag{b1, . . . ,bd}.
If d = 1, then ϕ should simply satisfy

∆ϕ(z)≥ C, z ∈ C, (3.3.17)

with a constant C > 0.
Assume now that

b ∈ C(R2;R)∩L∞(R2). (3.3.18)

Let ϕ ∈ C2(R2;R) be a solution of the poisson equation ∆ϕ = b. Then the kernels of
the annihilation and creation operators a(b) and a(b)∗ which determine according to
(2.8.5) the kernel of the 2D Pauli operator HP(A,0) with magnetic field b, satisfy

Kera(b) = Ã (C; e–2ϕ ) = e–ϕA (C; e–2ϕ )

(see (2.8.11)), and

Kera(b)∗ = Ã ∗(C; e2ϕ ) = eϕA ∗(C; e2ϕ )

(see (2.8.10)). Denote by pann = pann(b) (resp., by pcre = pcre(b)) the orthogonal pro-
jection onto Kera(b) (resp., onto Kera(b)∗ ).
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Proposition 3.3.4 Assume that (3.3.18) holds true. Let F ∈ L1(R2). Then p\Fp\ ∈
S1(Ã (C; e–2ϕ )), \ = an,cr, and

‖p\Fp\‖1 ≤ C\‖F‖L1(R2) (3.3.19)

with Cann := π‖(a∗a + I)–1(a∗a + b + I)‖2 and Ccre := π‖(a∗a + I)–1(aa∗ – b + I)‖2.

Proof. Let at first \ = ann. For brevity set p := pann(b). Evidently,

‖pFp‖1 ≤ ‖p |F |1/2‖22 = ‖p (a∗a + I)–1 |F |1/2‖2
2 ≤ ‖(a

∗a + I)–1 |F |1/2‖22
≤ ‖(a∗a + I)–1(a∗a + b + I)‖2 ‖(a∗a + b + I)–1 |F |1/2‖22. (3.3.20)

The diamagnetic inequality (2.5.6) and Theorem 2.5.1 (ii) imply

‖(a∗a + b + I)–1 |F |1/2‖22 ≤ ‖(–∆ + I)–1 |F |1/2‖2
2 = π‖F‖L1(R2). (3.3.21)

Now, (3.3.19) with \ = ann follows immediately from (3.3.20) and (3.3.21). The proof
for \ = cre is quite similar. �

Interpolating between (3.3.19) and the trivial estimates

‖p\Fp\‖ ≤ ‖F‖L∞(R2), \ = ann,cre. (3.3.22)

we can obtain the analogues of the upper estimates in (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) but we omit
the obvious details. Moreover, similarly to Corollary 3.3.1 (i), we can prove the fol-
lowing corollary, using (3.3.19) and (3.3.22):

Corollary 3.3.2 Let b satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3.4. Assume that F ∈
L1

ε (R2). Then the operators p\(b)Fp\(b) with \ = ann,cre are compact in Ranp\(b).

Remark: If F ∈ L1
loc(R2), and lim|x|→∞ F (x) = 0, then, evidently, F ∈ L1

ε (R2).

Note that in contrast to the case of a constant magnetic field b 6= 0, in the general
case where b satisfies just (3.3.18), we do not dispose of an explicit expression of
ρ̃(z) = R̃(z,z), z ∈ C, where R̃ is the reproducing kernel of Ã (C; e–2ϕ ). Thus, in
this case, we cannot claim a priori, that the Lebesgue measure dλ is equivalent to the
measure dµ = ρ̃ dλ . However, if b = b0 +b̃ with b0 > 0, is an admissible magnetic field,
and ϕ = ϕ0 + ϕ̃ satisfies ∆ϕ = b, then, arguing as in the proof of [154, Eq. (3.32)], we
can show that

b0
2π

e–2osc ϕ̃ ≤ ρ̃(z)≤ b0
2π

e2osc ϕ̃ , z ∈ C,

i.e. the measures dλ and dµ are equivalent.

Assume now that b is a pre-admissible magnetic field which satisfies (2.8.17). Let
ϕ = ϕ0 + ϕ̃ where ϕ0 = b0

4 |z|
2 and ϕ̃ satisfies the Poisson equation (2.8.18) so that

∆ϕ = b = b0 + b̃. (3.3.23)
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Note that if b is a pre-admissible magnetic field with mean value b0 > 0 and back-
ground b̃ of the form (2.8.20), then ϕ may not satisfy (3.3.17) point-wise but still, by
(3.3.23) an averaged version of (3.3.17) holds true, namely

lim
T→∞

T–2
∫

x+(–T/2,T/2)2
∆ϕ(y)dy = b0 > 0,

for any x ∈ R2. From this point of view, Ã (C; e–2ϕ ) = Kera(b) is a direct generaliza-
tion of the weighted Fock-Segal-Bargmann space Ã (C;Gb0 ).
Similarly, if b is a pre-admissible magnetic field with mean value b0 < 0, then the
weighted anti-holomorphic space Ã ∗(C; e2ϕ ) = Kera(b)∗ is a generalization of Ã ∗(C;G–b0 ).

3.4 Operators with anti-Wick symbols
In this subsection we introduce generalized anti-Wick ΨDOs which again are a special
case of the operators with contravariant symbols considered in Section 3.1. Let ψ ∈
S (Rn), n≥ 1, with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) = 1. Introduce the so called coherent states

ψx,ξξξ (y) := eiξξξ ·y
ψ(y – x), y ∈ Rn, x,ξξξ ∈ R2n, (3.4.1)

built on ψ . Evidently, ‖ψx,ξξξ ‖L2(Rn) = 1 for all x,ξξξ ∈ R2n. If f ∈ H := L2(Rn), then it is
easy to check that

‖f‖2
H = (2π)–n

∫
R2n
|〈f,ψx,ξξξ 〉H|

2 dxdξξξ . (3.4.2)

Thus the system {ψx,ξξξ }(x,ξξξ )∈R2n is overcomplete with respect to the measure

dµ(x,ξξξ ) := (2π)–n dxdξξξ ,

proportional to the Lebesgue measure dxdξξξ in R2n. Then the operator Opcnv(F ) with
contravariant symbol F ∈ L∞(R2n)+L1(R2n) is well defined. In this particular setting,
we will call Opcnv(F ) a ΨDO with anti-Wick symbol F built on ψ , and will denote it
by Opaw

ψ (F ). Accordingly, if T ∈B(L2(R2n)), we will call the covariant symbol of T
the Wick symbol of T built on ψ , and will denote it by F wick

ψ (T). In other words,

(F wick
ψ (T))(x,ξξξ ) := 〈Tψx,ξξξ ,ψx,ξξξ 〉L2(Rn), (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n. (3.4.3)

For f,g ∈ L2(R2) define the Husimi transform Qf,g of the pair (f,g) by

Qf,g(x,ξξξ ) := (2π)–n〈f,ψx,ξξξ 〉L2(Rn)〈g,ψx,ξξξ 〉L2(Rn), (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n.

Note that Qf,g = Qg,f. Moreover, Qf,g depends on ψ as a functional parameter. If f ∈
S (Rn), then it is easy to check that 〈f,ψx,ξξξ 〉L2(R2) ∈S (R2n); hence, Qf,g ∈S (R2n)
if f,g ∈S (Rn). Moreover, we have

〈Opaw
ψ (F )f,g〉L2(Rn) = 〈F ,Qg,f〉L2(R2n), f,g ∈S (R2).
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Thus, if F ∈S ′(R2n), then, by analogy with (2.3.13), we can define the continuous
mapping Opaw

ψ (F ) : S (R2n)→S ′(R2n) by(
Opaw

ψ (F )f,g
)

S ′(Rn)
=
(
F ,Qf,ḡ

)
S ′(R2n) , f,g ∈S (Rn). (3.4.4)

In this case, we set

F wick
ψ (Opw(F ))(x,ξξξ ) :=

(
F ,Wψx,ξξξ ,ψx,ξξξ

)
S ′(R2n)

, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n, (3.4.5)

where Opw(F ) is the ΨDO with Weyl symbol F defined in (2.3.13), and Wψx,ξξξ ,ψx,ξξξ
is the Wigner function for the pair (ψx,ξξξ ,ψx,ξξξ ) defined in (2.3.10). Thus, (3.4.5) is
compatible with (3.4.3) if, say, F ∈ Γ(R2n) so that Opw(F ) is bounded in L2(Rn).
In Proposition 3.4.1 below we establish the relation between the anti-Wick, Weyl, and
Wick symbols of a given ΨDO . For its formulation we need some additional notations
and facts.
Further, if φ ∈S ′(RN) and u ∈S (RN), we define, as usual, the convolution of φ with
u as the function

(φ ∗u)(x) := (φ ,u(x – ·))S ′(RN) , x ∈ RN.

Thus, if f,g ∈S (RN), then, of course, f∗g ∈S (RN), and

(f∗g)(x) =
∫
RN

f(x – y)g(y)dy = (g∗ f)(x), x ∈ RN.

In our next lemma summarize the necessary properties of φ ∗u.

Lemma 3.4.1 Let φ ∈S ′(RN) and u ∈S (RN), N ∈ N. Then:
(i) We have φ ∗u ∈ C∞(RN) and the exists k ∈ Z+ such that the estimates

|Dα (φ ∗u)(x)| ≤ Cα〈x〉k, α ∈ ZN
+ , x ∈ RN, (3.4.6)

hold true with some constants Cα ≥ 0. In particular, φ ∗u ∈S ′(RN).
(ii) If φ ∈S ′` (RN), then φ ∗u ∈ C∞

b (RN).
(iii) If φ ∈ E ′(RN), then φ ∗u ∈S (RN).

Proof. The claims of the lemma are well known to the experts. For the reader’s
convenience we include here a short outline of their proofs.
(i) Applying the representation formula for φ (see e.g. [?, Theorem V.10]), we write

φ = Dβ g (3.4.7)

with some β ∈ ZN
+ and g ∈ C(RN) such that

|g(x)| ≤ C〈x〉k, x ∈ RN,

with k ∈ Z+ and a constant C≥ 0. Then we have

(φ ∗u)(x) =
∫
RN

g(y)Dβ u(x – y)dy, x ∈ RN.
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Differentiating with respect to x, we find that φ ∗u ∈ C∞(RN) and

(Dα (φ ∗u))(x) =
∫
RN

g(y)Dα+β u(x – y)dy, x ∈ RN. (3.4.8)

Then we have
|Dα (φ ∗u)(x)|

≤
∫
RN
|g(y)|〈y〉–k 〈y〉k

〈x – y〉k
〈x – y〉k|Dα+β u(x – y)|dy

≤ 2kC〈x〉k
∫
RN
〈y〉k|Dα+β u(y)|dy x ∈ RN,

which implies (3.4.6).
(ii) Let now φ has the form (3.4.7) with g = g1 + g2, g1 ∈ L1(RN) and g2 ∈ L∞(RN).
Then (3.4.8) implies

sup
x∈RN

|Dα (φ ∗u)(x)| ≤ ‖g1‖L1(RN)‖D
α+β u‖L∞(RN) +‖g2‖L∞(RN)‖D

α+β u‖L1(RN),

i.e. φ ∗ u ∈ C∞
b (RN). Now note that φ ∈S ′` (RN) is a finite sum of terms of the form

(3.4.7) with g ∈ L1(RN) + L∞(RN).
(iii) Assume now that φ in (3.4.7) is compactly supported. By (3.4.8), we get

Dα (φ ∗u)(x) =
∫

suppη

g(y)Dα+β (ηu))(x – y)dy, x ∈ RN,

where η ∈ C∞
0 (RN; [0,1]) is a cut-off function such that η = 1 on suppφ . Therefore,

sup
x∈RN

〈x〉m|Dα (φ ∗u)(x)| ≤ 2m sup
w∈RN

〈w〉m|Dα+β (ηu))(w)|
∫

suppη

|g(y)|〈y〉m dy,

for any m ∈ Z+, i.e. φ ∗u ∈S (RN). �
Let, as above, ψ ∈S (Rn), n≥ 1, with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) = 1. Set

Ψ := Wψ ,ψ ,

i.e. Ψ is the Wigner transform of the pair (ψ ,ψ). By (2.3.10), we have

Ψ(x,ξξξ ) = (2π)–n
∫
Rn

e–ix′·ξξξ
ψ(x + x′/2)ψ(x – x′/2)dx′, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n. (3.4.9)

Note that Ψ ∈S (R2n), Ψ is real-valued, and∫
R2n

Ψ(x,ξξξ )dxdξξξ = 1. (3.4.10)

If f is a function with domain Ω ⊂ RN, N ≥ 1, invariant with respect to the reflection
x 7→ –x, we set f#(x) := f(–x), x ∈Ω.
In our next lemma we establish a fundamental relation between the Husimi and the
Wigner transforms
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Lemma 3.4.2 Let ψ ∈S (Rn), n≥ 1, with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) = 1. Then

Qf,g = Ψ
# ∗Wf,g, f,g ∈S (Rn). (3.4.11)

Proof. We have(
Ψ

# ∗Wf,g

)
(x,ξξξ )

=
∫
R2n

Ψ(x′ – x,ξξξ ′ – ξξξ )Wf,g(x′,ξξξ ′)dx′ dξξξ
′

=
1

(2π)2n

∫
R2n

(∫
Rn

ei(ξξξ ′–ξξξ )·t
ψ

(
x′ – x –

t
2

)
ψ

(
x′ – x +

t
2

)
dt

)

×
(∫

Rn
eiξξξ ′·s f

(
x′ –

s
2

)
g
(

x′ +
s
2

)
ds
)

dx′ dξξξ
′

=
1

(2π)n

∫
R2n

e–iξξξ ·t
ψ

(
x′ – x –

t
2

)
ψ

(
x′ – x +

t
2

)
f
(

x′ +
t
2

)
g
(

x′ –
t
2

)
dtdx′

=
1

(2π)n

∫
Rn

∫
Rn

e–iξξξ ·y eiξξξ ·y′
ψ
(
y′ – x

)
ψ (y – x) f (y) g(y′)dydy′

=
1

(2π)n 〈f,ψx,ξξξ 〉L2(Rn) 〈g,ψx,ξξξ 〉L2(Rn)

= Qf,g(x,ξξξ ), (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n,

i.e. we obtain (3.4.11). �
Remark: An appropriate density argument shows that (3.4.11) remains valid for

f,g ∈ L2(Rn).

Proposition 3.4.1 Let ψ ∈S (Rn), n≥ 1, with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) = 1. Assume F ∈S ′(R2n).
(i) We have

Opaw
ψ (F ) = Opw(F ∗Ψ), (3.4.12)

where Ψ is the Wigner transform of (ψ ,ψ) defined in (3.4.9), and Opw(F ∗Ψ) is the
ΨDO with Weyl symbol F ∗Ψ.
(ii) The Wick symbol of the Weyl ΨDO Opw(F ) satisfies

F wick
ψ

(
Opw(F )

)
= F ∗Ψ

#. (3.4.13)

(iii) The Wick symbol of the anti-Wick ΨDO Opaw
ψ (F ) satisfies

F wick
ψ

(
Opaw

ψ (F )
)

= F ∗Ψ∗Ψ
#. (3.4.14)

Proof. (i) By (2.3.13) we have(
Opw(F ∗Ψ)f,g

)
S ′(Rn) =

(
F ∗Ψ,Wf,ḡ

)
S ′(R2n) =

(
F ,Ψ# ∗Ψf,ḡ

)
S ′(R2n)

(3.4.15)

Putting together (3.4.4), (3.4.15) and (3.4.11), we obtain (3.4.12).
(ii) A simple calculation yields

Wψx,ξξξ ,ψx,ξξξ (x′,ξξξ ′) = Wψ ,ψ (x′ – x,ξξξ ′ – ξξξ ), (x,ξξξ ), (x′,ξξξ ′) ∈ R2n. (3.4.16)
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Now, (3.4.13) follows directly from (3.4.5) and (3.4.16).
(iii) Putting together (3.4.12) and (3.4.13), we immediately obtain (3.4.14). �

By Lemma 3.4.1 (i), we find that for a general F ∈S ′(R2n), there exists k ∈ Z+
such that F ∗Ψ ∈ Γk

0(R2n).
By Lemma 3.4.1 (ii), if F ∈S ′` (R2n), then F ∗Ψ∈Cb(R2n)⊂ Γ(R2n). Therefore, the
Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem (see Proposition 2.3.4) and Proposition 3.4.1 (i) imply
that in this case the operator Opaw

ψ (F ) = Opw(F ∗Ψ) is bounded in L2(R2n).
Similarly, by Lemma 3.4.1 (iii), if F ∈ E ′(R2n), then F ∗Ψ ∈ S (R2n) so that the
integral kernel of the Opaw

ψ (F ) is in S (R2n). Therefore, Opaw
ψ (F ) ∈Sp(L2(R2n)) for

any p ∈ (0,∞) (see [19]).
In our next proposition, we prepare the discussion of the properties of the operators
Opaw

ψ (F ) with F ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (Rn).

Proposition 3.4.2 Assume that ψ ∈ S (Rn), n ≥ 1, with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) = 1. Let F ∈
Γ

γ
ρ (R2n) with γ ∈ R and ρ ∈ (0,1]. Then for each N ∈ Z+ we have

F ∗Ψ – ∑
α∈Z2n

+ :|α|≤N

cα DαF ∈ Γ
γ–ρ(N+1)
ρ (R2n), (3.4.17)

where, as above, Ψ = Wψ ,ψ , and

cα :=
1

α!

∫
R2n

wα
Ψ(–w)dw, α ∈ Z2n

+ . (3.4.18)

Proof. We have

(F ∗Ψ)(w′) =
∫
R2n

F (w′ + w)Ψ(–w)dw, w′ ∈ R2n, (3.4.19)

and

F (w′ + w) = ∑
α∈Z2n

+ :|α|≤N

wα

α!
(DαF )(w′) + rN(w,w′), w,w′ ∈ R2n, (3.4.20)

where

rN(w,w′) = ∑
α∈Z2n

+ :|α|=N+1

c′α
∫ 1

0
(DαF )(w + tw′)(1 – t)N dt

with some constant coefficients c′α . Inserting (3.4.20) into (3.4.19), we obtain

(F ∗Ψ)(w′) = ∑
α∈Z2n

+ :|α|≤N

cα (DαF )(w′) + RN(w′), w′ ∈ R2n,

where
RN(w′) =

∫
R2n

rN(w,w′)Ψ(–w)dw.

Hence, in order to prove (3.4.17), it remains to check for any α ∈ Z2n
+ with |α| = N + 1

we have
RN,α ∈ Γ

γ–ρ(N+1)
ρ (R2n) (3.4.21)
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where

RN,α (w′) :=
∫
R2n

∫ 1

0
wα DαF (w′ + tw)(1 – t)N

Ψ(–w)dtdw.

Since DαF ∈ Γ
γ–ρ|α|
ρ (R2n) for every α ∈ Z2n

+ , and ρ > 0, we can assume without loss
of generality that γ – ρ(N + 1) < 0. For β ∈ Z2n

+ , we have

(Dβ RN,α )(w′) =
∫
R2n

∫ 1

0
wα Dα+β F (w′ + tw)(1 – t)N

Ψ(–w)dtdw,

and therefore,
|(Dβ RN,α )(w′)|

≤ Cα ,β

∫
R2n

(∫ 1

0
〈w′ + tw〉γ–ρ(N+1+|β |) dt

)
〈w〉α |Ψ(–w)|dw, w′ ∈ R2n. (3.4.22)

Now that if |w| ≤ |w′|/2 and δ > 0, then∫ 1

0
〈w′ + tw〉–δ dt≤

∫ 1

0
(1 – t/2)–δ dt〈w′〉–δ ,

and if |w|> |w′|/2 and δ > 0, then∫ 1

0
〈w′ + tw〉–δ dt≤ 1≤ 2δ ′〈w〉δ

′
〈w′〉–δ ′ ,

for any δ ′ > 0. Since Ψ ∈S (R2n), we find that (3.4.22) implies (3.4.21). �
Remark: Since

∫
R2n Ψ(w)dw = 1, we have c0 = 1 in (3.4.18). Moreover, if Ψ is

invariant under the reflection w 7→ –w, then cα = 0 for |α| odd.

Combining Proposition 3.4.2 and 2.3.7, we obtain the following

Corollary 3.4.1 Let ψ satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3.4.2. Suppose that F ∈
Γ

γ
ρ (R2n) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1]. Then for each s≥ γ the operator Opaw

ψ (F ) extends
to a continuous mapping from Ls(Rn) into Ls–γ (Rn).

Next, we state a variant of Proposition 3.4.2 for the case of polynomial F .

Proposition 3.4.3 Let ψ satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3.4.2. Suppose that F
is a polynomial of degree γ ∈ Z+. Then we have

F ∗Ψ = ∑
α∈Z2n

+ :|α|≤γ

cα DαF ,

the coefficients cα defined in (3.4.18).

Proposition 3.4.2 is a straightforward extension of [185, Theorem 24.1] where

ψ(x) = π
–n/4e–|x|2 , x ∈ Rn, (3.4.23)
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and consequently
Ψ(x,ξξξ ) = π

–n e–|x|2–|ξξξ |2 , x,ξξξ ∈ R2n.

The operators Opaw
ψ (F ) with such ψ are the standard anti-Wick ΨDOs . Let us assume

that ψ is of form (3.4.23), and discuss in more detail the properties of Opaw(F ) =
Opaw

ψ (F ). First, note the elementary fact that if F is a polynomial of degree γ ≤ 1,
then the Weyl symbol of Opaw(F ) coincides with its anti-Wick symbol F . Therefore,
the mapping F 7→ Opaw(F ) is a quantization which satisfies the Axioms 1, 2, and
3, in Section 5.4.2. As a special case of the mapping F 7→ Opcnv(F ), this quantiza-
tion possesses also the important positivity property, i.e F ≥ 0 implies Opaw(F )≥ 0,
which is not valid for the Weyl quantization. Note, however, that not any given Weyl
ΨDO Opw(F w) with Weyl symbol F w ∈S ′(R2n) has an anti-Wick symbol F aw ∈
S ′(R2n). In fact, by (3.4.12), the symbol F aw should satisfy the equation

F w = F aw ∗Ψ, (3.4.24)

i.e. in order to find F aw for a given F w, we should invert the Weierstrass transform,
or, equivalently, to solve the inverse heat equation (see [185, Remark 24.2]). Note that
the equation (3.4.24) is equivalent to

F̂ w = (2π)n
Ψ̂F̂ aw, (3.4.25)

the distribution Ψ̂F̂ aw ∈S ′(R2n) being well defined since Ψ̂ ∈S (R2n) and F̂ aw ∈
S ′(R2n). Thus, for example, if 0 6= F w ∈ C∞

0 (R2n), then there are no solutions F aw ∈
S ′(R2n) of (3.4.24). On the other hand, if F̂ w ∈ C∞

0 (R2n), this equation admits even
a solution F aw ∈ S (R2n). Since any anti-Wick ΨDO admits a Weyl symbol, the
products of two anti-Wick ΨDOs is a Weyl ΨDO , but this product may not have an
anti-Wick symbol which is a serious drawback of the anti-Wick quantization.
Further, if (3.4.24) has a solution F aw ∈S ′(R2n), then this solution is unique. This
follows from the fact that

Ψ̂(x,ξξξ ) = (2π)–ne–(|x|2+ξξξ |2)/4, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n,

so that Ψ̂ in (3.4.25) vanishes nowhere in R2n. Note that if Ψ in (3.4.24) is the Wigner
transform of (ψ ,ψ) for an arbitrary ψ ∈S (Rn) with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) = 1, then the last claim
may be false since in the general case the set

Z :=
{

(x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n |Ψ̂(x,ξξξ ) = 0
}

may be non-empty, so that the linear mapping F aw 7→F aw ∗Ψ may have a non-trivial
kernel {

F aw ∈S ′(R2n) |suppF̂ aw ⊂Z
}

.

Finally, if the symbol F w in (3.4.24) is a polynomial of degree γ ∈ Z+, and Ψ in
(3.4.24) is the Wigner transform of (ψ ,ψ) for an arbitrary ψ ∈S (Rn) = 1 with ‖ψ‖L2(Rn) =

1, then Proposition 3.4.3 implies that there is a solution F aw ∈ S ′(R2n) which is a
polynomial of degree γ . A circumstance which may help to understand the last claim,
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is the fact that if F is a polynomial of degree γ ∈Z+, then suppF̂ = {0}while Ψ̂(0) 6= 0
since

∫
R2n Ψ(w)dw = 1.

Our next goal is to consider the anti-Wick quantifucation Opaw
ψ in the special cases

where n = 1 and ψ = ψq, q ∈ Z+, are the normalized eigenfunctions of the harmonic
oscillator h, introduced in (2.7.14). Since ψq ∈S (R) and ‖ψq‖L2(R) = 1, all the general
theory of the operators Opaw

ψ (F ) remains valid. If no confusion is likely to occur, we
write Opaw

q (F ) instead of Opaw
ψq

(F ). As mentioned above, the operator Opaw
0 (F )

coincides with the standard anti-Wick operators if n = 1. That is why, we will call the
operator Opaw

q (F ) the anti-Wick operator of order q. In accordance with our general
notations, we set

ψq;x,ξ (y) := eiyξ
ψq(y – x), y ∈ R, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2, q ∈ Z+.

Moreover, put
Ψq,` := Wψq,ψ` , q,` ∈ Z+. (3.4.26)

i.e. Ψq,` is the Wigner transform of the pair (ψq,ψ`). If ` = q we write

Ψq := Ψq,q = Wψq,ψq , q ∈ Z+. (3.4.27)

Proposition 3.4.1 (i) immediately entails the following

Corollary 3.4.2 Let F ∈S ′(R2). Then we have

Opaw
q (F ) = Opw(F ∗Ψq), q ∈ Z+. (3.4.28)

In the sequel,we will need explicit expressions for Ψq,r and the Fourier transform Ψ̂q.
The following two lemmas contains the corresponding calculations.

Lemma 3.4.3 Let q,` ∈ Z+. Then for (x,ξ ) ∈ R2 we have

Ψq,`(x,ξ ) =
1
π

(–1)`2
q–`
2

(
`!
q!

)1/2
(x + iξ )q–`L(q–`)

` (2(x2 + ξ 2))e–(x2+ξ 2), q≥ `,

1
π

(–1)q2
`–q
2

(
q!
`!

)1/2
(x – iξ )`–qL(`–q)

q (2(x2 + ξ 2))e–(x2+ξ 2), q≤ `,
(3.4.29)

where L(α)
q are the generalized Laguerre polynomials defined in (2.7.38).

In particular,

Ψq,`(rcosθ , r sinθ ) = ei(k–`)θ
Φk,`(r), k,` ∈ Z+, θ ∈ [0,2π), r ∈ [0,∞), (3.4.30)

where
{

Φq,`(r)
}

q,`∈Z+
is a symmetric real valued matrix. Moreover,

Ψq(x,ξ ) =
1
π

(–1)kLq(2(x2 + ξ
2))e–(x2+ξ 2), q ∈ Z+, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2, (3.4.31)

where Lq are the Laguerre polynomials defined in (2.7.30).
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Proof. An elementary calculation taking into account the parity of the Hermite poly-
nomials easily yields

Ψq,`(x,ξ ) =
(–1)k

(2π)
√

π(k!`!)1/22
k+`
2

e–(x2+ξ 2)
∫
R

e–( y
2 +iξ )2

Hq

(y
2

– x
)

H`

(y
2

+ x
)

dy.

(3.4.32)
Changing the variable y

2 + iξ = t, and applying a standard complex-analysis argument
in order to replace the interval of integration R+ iξ by R, we get∫

R
e–( y

2 +iξ )2
Hq

(y
2

+ x
)

H`

(y
2

– x
)

dy = 2
∫
R

e–t2Hq
(
t – x – iξ

)
H`

(
t + x – iξ

)
dt.

(3.4.33)
By [86, Eq. (7.377)], ∫

R
e–t2Hq

(
t – x – iξ

)
H`

(
t + x – iξ

)
dt = 2q√π`!(–x – iξ )q–`L(q–`)

` (2(x2 + ξ 2)), q≥ `,

2`
√

πq!(x – iξ )`–qL(`–q)
q (2(x2 + ξ 2)), q≤ `.

(3.4.34)

Putting together (3.4.32), (3.4.33), and (3.4.34), we obtain (3.4.29). �

Lemma 3.4.4 Let q ∈ Z+. Then

Ψ̂q(x,ξ ) =
1

2π
Lq((x2 + ξ

2)/2)e–(x2+ξ 2)/4, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2. (3.4.35)

Proof. By

Ψq(x,ξ ) = (2π)–1
∫
R

eitx
ψq(x – t/2)ψq(x + t/2)dt, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2,

we easily find that

Ψ̂q(x,ξ ) = (2π)–1
∫
R

e–itx
ψq(t – ξ /2)ψq(t + ξ /2)dt, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2.

Changing the variables t = y/2 and taking into account the parity of ψq, we find that

Ψ̂q(x,ξ ) =
(–1)q

2
Ψq
(
ξ /2,x/2

)
, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2. (3.4.36)

Now (3.4.36) and (3.4.31) entail (3.4.35). �

Corollary 3.4.3 (i) Let F ∈S ′(R2). Then F ∗Ψ0 = 0 or, equivalently, Opaw
0 (F ) = 0,

if and only if F = 0.
(ii) Let q ∈ Z+. Then F ∗Ψq = 0 or, equivalently, Opaw

q (F ) = 0, if and only if

suppF ⊂
q⋃

m=1

{
(x,ξ ) ∈ R2 |x2 + ξ

2 = 2rm,q

}
where rm,q > 0 is the mth root of the Laguerre polynomial Lq.
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Proof. Similarly to (3.4.25), we have

F̂ ∗Ψq = 2πΨ̂qF̂ .

Therefore, the kernel of the linear mapping F 7→ Opaw
q (F ) coincides with{

F ∈S ′(R2) |suppF̂ ⊂Zq

}
where

Zq =
{

(x,ξ ) ∈ R2 |Ψ̂q(x,ξ ) = 0
}

.

By (3.4.35), we get

Z0 = /0, Zq =
q⋃

m=1

{
(x,ξ ) ∈ R2 |x2 + ξ

2 = 2rm,q

}
, q ∈ N,

which implies the claim. �
In our next proposition close in spirit to Proposition 3.3.3, we introduce a class of

normal Weyl ΨDOs with radial symbols whose spectrum is pure point and the eigen-
values admit an explicit description.

Proposition 3.4.4 Let F ∈S ′(R2) be radially symmetric. Then Opw(F ) : S (R)→
S ′(R) extends to an operator normal in L2(R) for which the Hermite functions

{
ψq
}

q∈Z+
defined in (2.7.14) are eigenfunctions with eigenvalues

λ̃q(F ) :=
(
F ,Ψq

)
S ′(R2) , q ∈ Z+, (3.4.37)

where Ψq is the Wigner function defined in (3.4.27). In particular, if F ∈ L1(R2) +
L∞(R2), then

λ̃q(F ) =
∫
R2

F (x,ξ )Ψq(x,ξ )dxdξ

=
(–1)q

2

∫
∞

0
RF (t/2)Lq(t)e–t/2 dt, q ∈ Z+, (3.4.38)

where
RF (x2 + ξ

2) = F (x,ξ ), (x,ξ ) ∈ R2.

Moreover,

D(Opw(F )) =

{
u = ∑

q∈Z+

uqψq | ∑
q∈Z+

(1 + |λ̃q(F )|2)|uq|2 < ∞

}
. (3.4.39)

Remark: A result closely related to Proposition 3.4.4 is [214, Theorem 24.5].
Proof of Proposition 3.4.4: By (3.4.30), for any `,q ∈ Z+ we have(

Opw(F )ψ`,ψq
)
S ′(R) =

(
F ,Ψq,`

)
S ′(R2) = δq`

(
F ,Ψq

)
S ′(R2) = δq`λ̃q(F ).
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Therefore, if
S (R) 3 u = ∑

q∈Z+

uqψq

where uq := 〈u,ψq〉L2(R), then Opw(F )u ∈S ′(R) has Fourier coefficients(
Opw(F )u,ψq

)
S ′(R) = λ̃q, q ∈ Z+.

Let us now prove that for any F ∈S ′(R2) there exists p ∈ Z+ and C ∈ [0,∞) such that

|λ̃q(F )| ≤ C(1 + q)p, q ∈ Z+. (3.4.40)

By the representation theorem for F ∈S ′(R2) (see e.g. [162, Theorem V.10]),there
exist G ∈ C(R2)∩L2(R2), β ∈ Z2

+, and ` ∈ Z+ such that

F = Dβ
(
〈·〉`G

)
.

Therefore,
λ̃q(F ) = (–1)|β |

∫
R2

G (w)〈w〉`Dβ
Ψq(w)dw. (3.4.41)

Let H̃ := – 1
2 ∆ + 2|w|2 be the distorted harmonic oscillator, self-adjoint in L2(R2). By

(3.4.31), [150, Section A1], and (2.7.14), we have

Ψq(x,ξ ) =
(–1)q

π
Lq(2(x2 + ξ

2))e–(x2+ξ 2)

=
1

22qπ

q

∑
m=0

H2m(
√

2x)H2q–2m(
√

2ξ )
m!(q – m)!

e–(x2+ξ 2)

=
1
2q

q

∑
m=0

ψ2m(
√

2x)ψ2q–2m(
√

2ξ )
√

m!(q – m)!
, (x,ξ ) ∈ R2.

Therefore, Ψq is an eigenfunction of H̃ with eigenvalue 2(q + 1), and, by (3.4.41), we
have

λ̃q(F ) = (–1)|β |2p(1 + q)p
∫
R2

G (w)〈w〉`(Dβ H̃–p
Ψq)(w)dw. (3.4.42)

for any p ∈ Z+.On the other hand, evidently, there exists p ∈ Z+ such that the operator
〈·〉`Dβ H̃–pis bounded in L2(R2). Then, (3.4.42) implies

|λ̃q(F )| ≤ 2p(1 + q)p‖〈·〉`Dβ H̃–p‖‖G ‖L2(R2)‖Ψq‖L2(R2). (3.4.43)

Moreover,

‖Ψq‖2L2(R2) =
1
π

∫
∞

0
e–2tLq(2t)2 dt =

1
2π

. (3.4.44)

Now, (3.4.40) follows from (3.4.43) and (3.4.44). Further, by [162, Theorem V.13],
u ∈S (R) implies

sup
q∈Z+

(1 + q)j|uq|< ∞
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for each j ∈ Z+. Then, by (3.4.40), we have

sup
q∈Z+

(1 + q)j|λ̃q(F )||uq|< ∞

for each j ∈ Z+, and again by [162, Theorem V.13] we have Opw(F )u ∈S (R). Thus
Opw(F ) : S (R)→S (R),

Opw(F )ψq = λ̃q(F )ψq, q ∈ Z+,

and
‖Opw(F )u‖2L2(R) = ∑

q∈Z+

|λ̃q(F )|2|uq|2, u ∈S (R),

which allows us to extend Opw(F ) to an operator with domain D(Opw(F )) defined in
(3.4.39), normal in L2(R). �

In our next theorem we establish the relation between the operator pqFpq and an
appropriate anti-Wick ΨDO. For its formulation we need the following notations

(Obu)(x,y) = u(–b–1/2y,–b–1/2x), (x,y) ∈ R2. (3.4.45)

By duality, Ob extends to S ′(R2). In particular, b–1/2Ob : L2(R2)→L2(R2) is a unitary
operator. If no misunderstanding is likely to occur, we write

φb := Ob φ , φ ∈S ′(R2). (3.4.46)

In the statement and the proof of the following theorem, we systematically use the
representation

L2(R2
x,y) = L2(Rx)⊗L2(Ry).

Theorem 3.4.1 Let q ∈ Z+ and F ∈S ′` (R2), ` ∈ Z+. Then we have

W ∗b pqFpqWb = πq⊗Opaw
q (Fb), (3.4.47)

where Wb is the unitary operator defined in (2.7.19), pqFpq is considered as an oper-
ator acting in L2(R2), and πq is the orthogonal projection onto

Ker(h– (2q + 1)I),

introduced in (2.7.26).

Proof. Assume at first F ∈S (R2). Then, by (2.3.19) and (2.7.18),

W ∗b pqFpqWb = (πq⊗ Iy)Opw(F ◦κb)(πq⊗ Iy), (3.4.48)

where κb is the symplectic mapping defined in (2.7.16). Writing F ◦κb, we consider
F (x,y) as a function of the variables (x,y,ξ ,η), constant with respect to (ξ ,η), so that
for (x,y;ξ ,η) ∈ R4 we have

(F ◦κb)(x,y;ξ ,η) = F (b–1/2(x – η),b–1/2(ξ – y)) = Fb(η – x,y – ξ ).
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Let u ∈S (R2). Set

uq(y) :=
∫
R

u(x,y)ψq(x)dx. (3.4.49)

Then by (3.4.48), we have

〈W ∗b pqFpqWbu,u〉L2(R2)

= 〈Opw(F ◦κb)(ψq⊗uq), (ψq⊗uq)〉L2(R2)

=
1

(2π)2

∫
R6

Fb((y1 + y2)/2 – ξ ,η – (x1 + x2)/2)

× e–i((x1–x2)ξ +(y1–y2)η)
ψq(x1)uq(y1)ψq(x2)uq(y2)dx1dx2 dy1dy2 dξ dη

=
1

(2π)2

∫
R5

Fb((y1 + y2)/2 – y′,η – η
′)

× e–i(y1–y2)η
(∫

R
ψq(η ′ + v/2)ψq(η ′ – v/2)eivy′dv

)
uq(y1)uq(y2)dη

′dηdy′dy1dy2

=
1

2π

∫
R5

Fb((y1 + y2)/2 – y′,η – η
′)Ψq(y′,η ′)

× e–i(y1–y2)η uq(y1)uq(y2)dy1dy2dy′dηdη
′

= 〈Opw(Fb ∗Ψq)uq,uq〉L2(R) = 〈Opaw
q (Fb)uq,uq〉L2(R)

= 〈(πq⊗Opaw
q (Fb))u,u〉L2(R2). (3.4.50)

Thus, (3.4.50) entails (3.4.47) in the case F ∈S (R2).
Let us consider now the general case F ∈S ′` (R2). Since the operators at both hand
sides of (3.4.47) are bounded, it suffices to show that

〈W ∗b (pqFpq)Wbu,u〉L2(R2) = 〈((πq⊗Opaw
q (Fb))u,u〉L2(R2) (3.4.51)

for any u ∈S (R2). We have

〈W ∗b (pqFpq)Wbu,u〉L2(R2) =
(
Fb, |wq|2

)
S ′(R2)

where wq := pqWbu ∈S (R2). On the other hand,

〈(πq⊗Opaw
q (Fb))u,u〉L2(R2) =

(
Fb,Quq,uq

)
S ′(R2)

=
(
F ,O∗b(Quq,uq )

)
S ′(R2)

where uq ∈S (R) is the function defined in (3.4.49).
Pick a sequence

{
F (m)}

m∈N ⊂S (R2) such that

lim
m→∞

(
F (m),v

)
S ′(R2)

= (F ,v)S ′(R2) , v ∈S (R2).

By the first part of the proof concerning Schwartz-class symbols F , we get(
F , |wq|2

)
= lim

m→∞

(
F (m), |wq|2

)
= lim

m→∞

(
F (m),O∗b(Quq,uq )

)
=
(
F ,O∗b(Quq,uq )

)
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i.e. (3.4.51) holds true. �
Theorem 3.4.1 is a generalization of [150, Theorem 2.11] which concerned the case

F ∈ L1(R2) + L∞(R2).

Combining Theorem 3.4.1 and Corollary 3.4.2, we obtain the following

Corollary 3.4.4 Let q ∈ Z+, and F ∈S ′` (R2), ` ∈ Z+. Then

W ∗b pqFpqWb = πq⊗Opw(Fb ∗Ψq). (3.4.52)

The unitary equivalence between the weighted Berezin-Toeplitz operator p0Fp0
and the standard 1D anti-Wick operator Opaw

0 (F ) is closely related to the Segal-Bargmann
transform which, in one form or another, plays an important role in the semiclassical
analysis of quantum Hamiltonians (see e.g. [208, 207, 211]). The Segal-Bargmann
transform S0 : L2(R)→ p0L2(R2) is a unitary operator with integral kernel

1√
2

(
b
π

)3/4
e–b((x+iy+2t)2–2t2+|x|2)/4, x = (x,y) ∈ R2, t ∈ R,

(see [138, Lemma 3.1]). Fix q ∈ Z+. Denote by Mq : L2(R)→ (πq⊗ Iy)L2(R2) the
unitary operator which maps u ∈ L2(R) into b–1/4

ψq(x)u(b–1/2y), (x,y) ∈ R2, and by
ι : L2(R2)→ L2(R2) the unitary operator generated by the rotation by angle π/2, i.e.
(ιu)(x,y) = u(y,–x), (x,y) ∈ R2; note that ι commutes with the Landau Hamiltonian,
and hence [ι ,pq] = 0. Then we have

S0 = ιWbM0.

From this point of view the operators Sq := ιWbMq, q ∈N, could be considered as gen-
eralized Segal-Bargmann transforms.

In our next theorem we establish the unitary equivalence between the operators
pqFpq with q ∈ Z+ and F ∈S ′` (R2), ` ∈ Z+, and p0(Dq,bF )p0 where

Dq,b := Lq

(
–

∆

2b

)
. (3.4.53)

Thus, D0,b = I, and Dq,b with q ∈ N is a partial differential operator of order 2q with
constant coefficients. For the proof of this theorem we need the following

Lemma 3.4.5 Let q ∈ Z+ and F ∈S ′(R2). Then

(ObF )∗Ψq = (Ob(Dq,bF ))∗Ψ0, (3.4.54)

where Ob is the transform described in (3.4.45), Ψq, q ∈ Z+, are the Wigner functions
introduced in (3.4.27), and Dq,b is the operator defined in (3.4.53).
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Proof. Note that Ψq is real-valued, and Ψq = Ψ#
q, i.e. Ψq is invariant with respect to the

reflection w 7→ –w, w ∈ R2n. Then, by (3.4.35), for any G ∈S ′(R2) and u ∈S (R2),
we have (

G ∗Ψq,u
)

=
(
G ,Ψq ∗u

)
=
(
Ĝ ,2π Ψ̂q ǔ

)
=
(
Ĝ ,2π Lq(| · |2/2)Ψ̂0 ǔ

)
=
(
G ,Dq,1(Ψ0 ∗u)

)
=
(
Dq,1G ,Ψ0 ∗u

)
=
(
(Dq,1G )∗Ψ0,u

)
.

Therefore,
G ∗Ψq = (Dq,1G )∗Ψ0, G ∈S ′(R2). (3.4.55)

Moreover, evidently
O–1

b Dq,1 Ob = Dq,b. (3.4.56)

Combining (3.4.55) and (3.4.56), we obtain (3.4.54). �

Theorem 3.4.2 Let q ∈ N and F ∈S ′` (R2), ` ∈ Z+. Then the operator pqFpq with

domain Ãq is unitarily equivalent to p0 (Dq,bF )p0 with domain Ã0.

Proof. Let us consider at first the operators pqFpq and p0 (Dq,bF )p0 on L2(R2). By
Corollary 3.4.4 and Lemma 3.4.5, we have

W ∗b pqFpqWb = πq⊗Opw (Ob
(
Dq,bF )

)
∗Ψ0

)
. (3.4.57)

Introduce the operator Jq : L2(R2
x,y)→ L2(R2

x,y) which interchanges the qth Fourier
coefficient of uq(y) of the function u(x,y) (see (3.4.49)) with its zeroth one. In other
words, if

u(x,y) = ∑
k∈Z+

ψk(x)uk(y), (x,y) ∈ R2,

the series being convergent in L2(R2), then

(Jqu)(x,y) = ∑
k∈Z+:
k6=0,q

ψk(x)uk(y) + ψ0(x)uq(y) + ψq(x)u0(y), (x,y) ∈ R2.

Evidently, Jq is a unitary operator from L2(R2) onto L2(R2), and the restriction of
Jq onto Ãq is a unitary mapping from Ãq onto Ã0. Moreover, if T∈B(L2(Ry)), then

πq⊗T = J ∗
q (π0⊗T)Jq. (3.4.58)

Bearing in mind (3.4.27) and (3.4.52), we get

πq⊗Opw (Ob
(
Dq,bF

)
∗Ψ0

)
= J ∗

q
(
π0⊗Opw (Ob

(
Dq,bF

)
∗Ψ0

))
Jq

= J ∗
q W ∗b

(
p0
(
Dq,bF

)
p0
)

Wb Jq. (3.4.59)

Combining (3.4.57) and (3.4.59), we obtain

pqFpq = Wb J ∗
q W ∗b

(
p0
(
Dq,bF

)
p0
)

Wb Jq W ∗b ,
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i.e. the operators pqFpq and p0
(
Dq,bF

)
p0 with domain L2(R2) are unitarily equiv-

alent under the unitary operator Wb Jq W ∗b : L2(R2)→ L2(R2). In order to prove the
unitary equivalence of pqFpq with domain Ãq and p0

(
Dq,bF

)
p0 with domain Ã0,

we just have to note that the restriction of Wb Jq W ∗b onto Ãq is a unitary mapping
from Ãq onto Ã0. �

Theorem 3.4.2 was first proved as [39, Corollary 9.3] in the case where F ∈
C2q(R2) and ∆sF ∈ L∞(R2), s = 0, . . . ,q. The proof in [39] was based on the fact
that if F ∈S ′(R2), then(

F ,ϕk,qϕ`,q
)
S ′(R2) =

(
Dq,b F ,ϕk,0ϕ`,0

)
S ′(R2) , k,` ∈ Z+, (3.4.60)

(see [39, Lemma 9.2]). The proof of (3.4.60) contained in [39] which is of combi-
natorial nature and exploits essentally the commutation relation (2.7.6), might be of
independent interest (see the considerations in [173]).
A more abstract and less explicit point of view concerning the unitary equivalence
between pqFpq and p0

(
Dq,bF

)
p0, could be found in [82].

3.5 q-dependence of the norms of the operators pqFpq

3.5.1 Motivation and main estimates
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the upper bounds in (3.3.8), (3.3.9) with p > 1, and
(3.3.10) are not sharp. In particular, the estimating quantities are independent of q∈Z+.
In this section we obtain some sharp in q estimates of ‖pqFpq‖ and deduce from them
bounds on ‖pqFpq‖` with appropriate `. In particular, we see that if F decays at
infinity, then the norms of pqFpq tend to zero as q→ ∞. These estimates will play a
crucial role in Chapter 7 where we investigate the high-energy asymptotic density of
the eigenvalue clusters for the 2D Landau Hamiltonian.
Assume that F ∈ C(R2) satisfies the estimate

|F (x)| ≤ C〈x〉–γ , x ∈ R2, (3.5.1)

with some constants C≥ 0 and γ > 0.

Theorem 3.5.1 Assume that F satisfies (3.5.1) with γ ∈ (0,∞). Then, there exists a
constant c∞ independent of q such that

‖pqFpq‖ ≤ c∞


Λ

–γ/2
q if γ ∈ (0,1),

Λ–1/2
q

(
1 + |lnΛq|

)
if γ = 1,

Λ–1/2
q if γ > 1,

q ∈ Z+. (3.5.2)

Estimates (3.5.2) are sharp for γ 6= 1. In fact, let {ϕk,q}k∈Z+ be the canonic orthonormal
basis of pqL2(R2), q ∈ Z+ defined in (2.7.39), and let χR be the characteristic function
of a disk of radius R > 0 centered at the origin. Then

liminf
q→∞

Λ
1/2
q 〈χRϕ0,q,ϕ0,q〉L2(R2) > 0, (3.5.3)
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which implies the sharpness of estimate (3.5.2) for γ > 1. Similarly, if γ ∈ (0,1) we
can show that

liminf
q→∞

Λ
1/2
q 〈〈·〉–γ

ϕ0,q,ϕ0,q〉L2(R2) > 0, (3.5.4)

which entails the sharpness for γ ∈ (0,1) (see the details in [112] for γ ∈ (0,1), and in
[123] for γ > 1). We do not know whether the estimate for γ = 1 is sharp.

In our second theorem we estimate the Schatten-von Neumann estimates of the
operators pqFpq.

Theorem 3.5.2 (i) Assume that F satisfies (3.5.1) with γ > 1. Then, for each ` >
1/(γ – 1) we have pqFpq ∈S`, and there exists a constant c` such that

‖pqFpq‖` ≤ c`Λ
1
2`– 1

2
q , q ∈ Z+. (3.5.5)

(ii) Assume that F satisfies (3.5.1) with γ ∈ (0,1). Then, for each ` > 2/γ we have
pqFpq ∈S`, there exists a constant c` such that

‖pqFpq‖` ≤ c`Λ
1
` – γ

2
q (1 + | lnΛq|)1/`, q ∈ Z+. (3.5.6)

Estimate (3.5.6) should be considered an a priori estimate, sufficient for the purposes
of this exposition, but not necessarily sharp.

3.5.2 Proof of the operator norm estimates
In this subsection we prove Theorem 3.5.1. We will divide the proof into several propo-
sitions. The main steps of the proof are as follows:

• we apply Theorem 3.4.1 where we established the unitary equivalence of the
operators pqFpq and πq⊗Opaw

q (Fb);

• assuming that F ∈ Γ
–γ

1 with γ > 0, we approximate in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
Opaw

q (Fb) = Opw(Fb ∗Ψq) by Opw(Fb ∗δ√2q+1);

• we estimate ‖Opw(Fb)∗δ√2q+1‖ using the Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem (see
Proposition 2.3.4).

For k > 0 define δk ∈ E ′(R2) by

(
δk,u

)
E ′(R2) :=

1
2π

∫ 2π

0
u(kcosθ ,ksinθ )dθ , u ∈ C∞(R2). (3.5.7)

As usual, we define the function u∗δk by

(u∗δk)(x) :=
(
δk,u(x – ·)

)
E ′(R2) , u ∈ C∞(R2), x ∈ R2.

By analogy with Proposition 3.4.2, we can show that if F ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (R2) with γ ∈ R and

ρ ∈ [0,1], then F ∗δk ∈ Γ
γ
ρ (R2), and F –F ∗δk ∈ Γ

γ–ρ
ρ (R2).
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Proposition 3.5.1 Assume that F ∈ Γ
–γ

1 (R2) with γ ∈ (0,∞). Then

Opw(Fb ∗Ψq) – Opw(FB ∗δ√2q+1) ∈S2,

and there exists a constant c2 independent of q, such that

‖Opw(Fb ∗Ψq) – Opw(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖2 ≤ c2Λ
–3/4
q , q ∈ Z+. (3.5.8)

Proof. By (2.3.15) we have

‖Opw(Fb∗Ψq)–Opw(Fb∗δ√2q+1)‖22 =
1

2π

∫
R2
|(Fb∗Ψq)(w)–(Fb∗δ√2q+1)(w)|2dw

=
1

2π

∫
R2
|(F̂b ∗Ψq)(w) – ( ̂Fb ∗δ√2q+1)(w)|2dw. (3.5.9)

An explicit calculation (see (3.4.35) and [150, Eq. (3.9)]) yields

(F̂b ∗Ψq)(w) – ( ̂Fb ∗δ√2q+1)(w)

=
(

Lq(|w|2/2)e–|w|2/4 – J0(
√

2q + 1|w|)
)

F̂b(w), w ∈ R2, (3.5.10)

where Lq is the Laguerre polynomial defined in (2.7.30), and J0 is the Bessel function
of zeroth order. Moreover, there exists a constant c̃2 such that∣∣∣Lq(r)e–r/2 – J0(

√
(4q + 2)r)

∣∣∣
≤ c̃2

(
(q + 1)–3/4r5/4 + (q + 1)–1r3

)
, q ∈ Z+, r > 0, (3.5.11)

(see [150, (Eq. (3.10)] for the generic case q ∈ N; if q = 0, then (3.5.11) follows from
|e–r/2 – J0(

√
2r)| = O(r2)|, r ∈ (0,1), and |e–r/2 – J0(

√
2r)| = O(1), r≥ 1). Further,

|F̂b(w)| =


O(|w|–2+γ ) if γ ∈ (0,2),
O(| ln |w||) if γ = 2,
O(1) if γ > 2,

|w| ≤ 1/2,

and
|F̂b(w)| = O(|w|–N), |w|> 1/2, N > 0,

(see [204, Chapter XII, Lemma 3.1]). In particular, the functions |w|mF̂b(w), w ∈ R2,
with m > 1 – γ if γ ∈ (0,2) or with m > –1 if γ ≥ 2, are in L2(R2). Combining (3.5.9),
(3.5.10), and (3.5.11), we get

‖Op(Fb ∗Ψq) – Op(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖22

≤
c̃2

2
π

∫
R2

(
(q + 1)–3/2|w|5 + (q + 1)–2|w|12

)
|F̂b(w)|2dw,

which yields (3.5.8). �
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Estimate (3.5.8) could be interpreted as a manifestation of the equipartition of the
eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator h (see (2.7.12)), i.e. the appropriate weak
convergence as q→ ∞ of the Wigner function Ψq associated with the qth normalized
eigenfunction of h, to the measure invariant with respect to the classical flow (see e.g.
[49, 218, 28] for related results concerning various ergodic quantum systems).

Proposition 3.5.2 Assume that F ∈Γ
–γ

1 (R2) with γ ∈ (0,∞). Then the operator Op(Fb∗
δk), k > 0, is bounded and there exists a constant c1 such that

‖Opw(Fb ∗δk)‖ ≤ c1


k–γ if γ ∈ (0,1),

k–1 lnk if γ = 1,

k–1 if γ ∈ (1,∞),

k ∈ [2,∞). (3.5.12)

Proof. By Proposition 2.3.4,

‖Opw(Fb ∗δk)‖ ≤ c0 max
α∈Z2

+:0≤|α|≤2
sup

w∈R2
|(DαF ∗δk)(w)|. (3.5.13)

Since F ∈ Γ
–γ

1 (R2), we have

|DαF (x)| ≤ c1,α〈x〉–|α|–γ ≤ c1,α〈x〉–γ , x ∈ R2, α ∈ Z2
+, (3.5.14)

with constants c1,α which may depend on b but are independent of x. Now (3.5.13)
and (3.5.14) imply

‖Opw(Fb ∗δk)‖ ≤ c′1 sup
w∈R2

〈·〉–γ ∗δk(w). (3.5.15)

Note that the function 〈·〉–γ ∗δk is radially symmetric. Then we have

(〈·〉–γ ∗δk)(w) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
((kcosθ – |w|)2 + k2 sin2

θ + 1)–γ/2dθ

≤ 1
2π

∫ 2π

0
(k2 sin2

θ + 1)–γ/2dθ

=
2
π

∫
π/2

0
(k2 sin2

θ + 1)–γ/2dθ

≤
∫ 1

0
(k2t2 + 1)–γ/2dt =: Iγ (k). (3.5.16)

Elementary calculations yield

Iγ (k) =


O(k–γ ) if γ ∈ (0,1),
O(k–1 lnk) if γ = 1,
O(k–1) if γ ∈ (1,∞),

k ∈ [2,∞). (3.5.17)

Putting together (3.5.15) – (3.5.17), we obtain (3.5.12). �
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Now we are in position to prove Theorem 3.5.1. An elementary variational argu-
ment implies that we may assume without loss of generality that F (x) = 〈x〉–γ , x ∈R2;
then, of course, F ∈ Γ

–γ

1 (R2). By Theorem 3.4.1, and Propositions 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, we
have

‖pqFpq‖ = ‖Opw(Fb ∗Ψq)‖
≤ ‖Opw(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖+‖Op(Fb ∗Ψq) – Op(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖

≤ ‖Op(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖+‖Opw(Fb ∗Ψq) – Opw(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖2
≤ ‖Opw(Fb ∗δ√2q+1)‖+ c2Λ

–3/4
q . (3.5.18)

Now, (3.5.18) and (3.5.12) yield (3.5.2).

3.5.3 Proof of the Schatten-von Neumann norm estimates
In this subsection we prove Theorem 3.5.2. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5.1, we may
assume again F (x) = 〈x〉–γ , x ∈ R2, without any loss of generality.
(i) First let us consider the case γ > 2, ` = 1. By (3.3.9) with p = 1, we have

‖pqFpq‖1 =
b

2π

∫
R2
〈x〉–γ dx,

which proves (3.5.5) in this case.
Let us consider the case of a general `. For a fixed s > 1 and any ` ∈ [1,∞], let

M(`)
q = Λ

1
2 – 1

2`
q pq〈·〉–s(1+ 1

` )pq;

for ` = ∞, one should replace 1/` by 0. By the previous step of the proof and Theorem
3.5.1, we have

sup
q≥0
‖M(1)

q ‖1 ≤ C1 < ∞, sup
q≥0
‖M(∞)

q ‖ ≤ C∞ < ∞,

where the constants C1, C∞ depend only on b and s. Applying the Calderón-Lions
interpolation theorem (see e.g. [163, Theorem IX.20]), we get

sup
q≥0
‖M(`)

q ‖` ≤ C1/`
1 C(`–1)/`

∞ < ∞

for all `≥ 1. It is easy to see that the last statement is equivalent to (3.5.5).
(ii) Note that in the proof of estimate (3.5.6) we may assume that q is large enough
since for any fixed q it follows from (3.3.8).
For brevity, set Tq := pqFpq, q ∈ Z+; by [159], we have rankTq = ∞. Let

{
sj(Tq)

}
j∈N

the non-increasing sequence of the operator Tq. Under our assumptions, F ∈L2/γ
w (R2).

Therefore, by (3.3.10) with p = 2/γ , we have

sj(Tq)≤ C j–γ/2, j ∈ N, q ∈ Z+. (3.5.19)
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with a constant C ≥ 0. On the other hand, (3.5.5) implies

s1(Tq)≤ c∞Λ
–γ/2
q , q ∈ Z+. (3.5.20)

Fix ` > 2/γ . By (3.5.19) – (3.5.20), for any N ∈ N, we have

‖Tq‖`` =
∞

∑
j=1

sj(Tq)`

=
N

∑
j=1

sj(Tq)` +
∞

∑
j=N+1

sj(Tq)`

≤ s1(Tq)`–
2
γ

N

∑
j=1

sj(Tq)
2
γ +C `

∞

∑
j=N+1

j–
`γ
2

≤ c
`– 2

γ

∞ C 2/γ
Λ

1– `γ
2

q

N

∑
j=1

j–1 +C `
∞

∑
j=N+1

j–
`γ
2

≤ C
(

Λ
1– `γ

2
q (1 + lnN) + N1– `γ

2

)
with a constant C independent of N and q. Assuming that q is large enough, and
choosing N equal to the integer part of Λq, we obtain (3.5.6).



Chapter 4

Eigenvalue asymptotics for
magnetic quantum
Hamiltonians

Abstract: This chapter has a central role in the book because it shows the interaction
between chapters 2 and 3, and the eigenvalue asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz opera-
tors given in Section 4.2 will be fondamental for the following chapter. As discussed
in Section 4.2.5, these asymptotics are semi-classical for symbols of power-like decay
and not of semi-classical nature for compactly supported symbols. For symbols having
intermediate behaviors (exponential or gaussian decaying) the asymptotic order can be
semi-classical but not the coefficient. From these asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz op-
erators, we deduce in Section 4.4, the first results of spectral asymptotics for perturba-
tions (electric, magnetic, geometric or by an obstacle) of the 2D magnetic Schrödinger
operator HS(A,0) with constant magnetic field b 6= 0, and of the 2D Pauli operator
HP(A,0) with admissible b of non-zero mean value b0. They will also be fundamen-
tal for the 3D magnetic operators. Moreover the study of Berezin-Toeplitz operators
for compactly supported symbols gives a controllability result stated in Section 4.3.
These ”magnetic” results in comparison to analogous results for perturbations of the
non-magnetic Laplacian are commented in Section 4.1. In this section we specify in
particular the meaning that we give to the notion of asymptotics of the semi-classical
type by pointing out the specificities of the magnetic frame. While the results of the
spectral accumulation at each Landau level Λq, q∈Z+, given in sections 4.2 and 4.4 do
not depend on q, in section 4.5 we describe the behavior of the eigenvalue distribution
in the qth cluster, when q tends to infinity. These results exploit the norm estimates of
Berezin-Toeplitz operators obtained in section 3.5.
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4.1 Motivation and overview of the results
The present chapter has a central role in the book because here we start investigating
the interplay between the spectral theory of the magnetic quantum Hamiltonians dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, and the properties of the Berezin-Toeplitz operators revealed in
Chapter 3. We believe that it would be convenient for the reader to get acquainted
with this interplay first within the framework of such a popular topic as the asymptotic
distribution of the discrete eigenvalues for quantum Hamiltonians. We concentrate our
attention on the 2D unperturbed operators HS(A,0) with constant magnetic field b 6= 0,
and HP(A,0) with admissible b of non-zero mean value b0. Thus, the Landau levels in
the Schrödinger case and the origin in the Pauli case are eigenvalues of infinite mul-
tiplicity for the unperturbed operators. As perturbations, we consider mainly electric
potentials but also survey results on perturbations of the magnetic field and the metrics,
as well as spectral problems in the exterior Ω of a compact subset of R2 with Dirichlet,
Neumann or Robin boundary conditions on ∂Ω. In all these cases, our assumptions on
the perturbations imply the conservation of the essential spectrum. However, generi-
cally, there appear discrete eigenvalues of the perturbed operators which accumulate at
the energies corresponding to the eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity of the unperturbed
operators.
The eigenvalue distribution has been traditionally considered as one of the central
mathematical problems of quantum mechanics (see e.g. [162, Section VIII.11] or [13]).
Next, we recall briefly some well known results in this area which may be useful for
the better understanding of our motivation to consider the problems attacked in this
chapter.
Let T be a self-adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space, and (s, t) be an open inter-
val with –∞≤ s < t≤ ∞. Set

N(s,t)(T) := Tr1(s,t)(T). (4.1.1)

Thus, if (s, t)∩σess(T) = /0, then N(s,t)(T) is the number of the eigenvalues of T, lying
on (s, t) and counted with the multiplicities.
Let us start our story with Hamiltonians Opw(F ) with purely discrete spectrum. Suffi-
cient conditions for the discreteness of σ (Opw(F )) are, for example, F ∈ Γ

γ
ρ (R2n;R)

with γ > 0, ρ ∈ (0,1], and
lim
|w|→∞

F (w) = ∞. (4.1.2)

For E ∈ R introduce the volume function

V(E;F ) := (2π)–n|{(x,ξξξ ) ∈ T∗Rn |F (x,ξξξ ) < E}| (4.1.3)

where, as usual, | · | denotes the Lebesgue measure. Evidently, if (4.1.2) is valid, then
V(E;F ) < ∞ for any E ∈ R. Thus, V(E;F ) is the normalized measure of that part of
the phase space T∗Rn where the classical Hamiltonian F is smaller than the energy
E, i.e. V(E;F ) is the classical counterpart of N(–∞,E)(Opw(F )), the number of bound
states of the quantum Hamiltonian Opw(F ) smaller than E. Under suitable hypotheses
on the regularity of the growth of F at infinity, the Weyl asymptotic law

N(–∞,E)(Opw(F )) = V(E;F )(1 + o(1)) (4.1.4)
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holds true as E→ ∞. In this case we will say that the eigenvalue asymptotics for
the operator Opw(F ) is semi-classical. This terminology is coherent with N. Bohr’s
correspondence principle according to which in the limit of large quantum numbers, the
behaviour of a quantum system should be close to that of its classical counterpart (see
[22]). An example of hypotheses on F which guarantee a refined version of (4.1.4), is
contained in the following

Theorem 4.1.1 [185, Theorem 30.1] Assume that F ∈ C∞(R2n;R) satisfies

c1|w|γ1 ≤F (w)≤ c2|w|γ2 ,

|DαF (w)| ≤ CαF (w)1–ρ|α|, (4.1.5)

|w ·∇F (w)| ≥ cF (w)1–κ ,

for w ∈ R2n, |w| ≥ R0 with some positive constants cj,γj, j = 1,2, Cα , α ∈ Zn
+, c, R0,

and ρ ∈ (0,min{1,1/γ2}], κ ∈ [0,ρ). Then for any ε > 0 we have

N(–∞,E)(Opw(F )) = V(E;F )(1 + o(Eκ–ρ+ε )), E→ ∞. (4.1.6)

The proof of Theorem 4.1.1 is an application of the method of the approximate spectral
projection (see e.g. [185, Theorem 28.1]), based on the following heuristic argument.
We have

V(E;F ) = (2π)–n
∫
R2n

1(–∞,E)(F (x,ξξξ ))dxdξξξ , E ∈ R.

Applying formally the Mercer theorem, we obtain

V(E;F ) = Tr Opw(1(–∞,E) ◦F ) (4.1.7)

so that (4.1.4) becomes equivalent to

Tr1(–∞,E)(Opw(F )) = Tr Opw(1(–∞,E) ◦F )(1 + o(1)), E→ ∞.

Since the function 1(–∞,E) : R→{0,1} is not continuous, we must approximate it by a
suitable function χE ∈ C∞(R;R) which admits appropriate estimates of its derivatives,
and hence allows the application of the pseudo differential calculus. In this calculus
which leads to the proof of (4.1.6), an important role is played by estimates (4.1.5)
which imply that the derivatives DαF grow at infinity less rapidly than the symbol F
itself.
Within the context of quantum mechanics, an important example of a Hamiltonian
Opw(F ) with discrete spectrum is the Schrödinger operator –∆ + V with electric po-
tential V which satisfies

V ∈ L∞
loc(Rn;R), lim

|x|→∞

V(x) = ∞. (4.1.8)

Then F (x,ξξξ ) = |ξξξ |2 + V(x),

V(E;F ) = (2π)–n
ωn

∫
Rn

(E – V(x))n/2
+ dx, E ∈ R,
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and, by (4.1.8), we have ∫
Rn

(E – V(x))n/2
+ dx < ∞, E ∈ R, (4.1.9)

In this case, (4.1.4) reduces to

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + V) = (2π)–n
ωn

∫
Rn

(E – V(x))n/2
+ dx(1 + o(1)), E→ ∞, (4.1.10)

under appropriate hypotheses on the growth of V at infinity (see e.g. [165, Theorem
XIII.81]). An important example of V which satisfies (4.1.8) is V(x) = |x|2 so that in
this case HS(0,V) is just the isotropic harmonic oscillator whose eigenvalues according
to (2.7.13) are ∑

n
j=1(2qj + 1) with qj ∈ Z+, j = 1, . . . ,n, so that in this case (4.1.10) can

be directly verified.
Note that (4.1.8) and (4.1.9) are only sufficient conditions for the discreteness of σ (–∆+
V). By the corresponding criterion, first established in [135], and later refined in [128],
the spectrum σ (–∆ + V) is discrete if and only if for any a > 0 we have

lim
|x|→∞

inf
F

∫
Qa(x)\F

V(y)dy = ∞

where Qa(x) := x + (–a/2,a/2)n, n≥ 2, and the infimum is taken over the negligible sets
F, i.e. the compact subsets F of Qa(x) which satisfy

cap(F)≤ ccap(Qa)(x)

for some constant c ∈ (0,1). Here cap(E ) stands for the Wiener capacity of the set E ⊂
Rn, n ≥ 2 (see the details of the definition in [128, Section 3]). There exist potentials
V which meet this criterion but however

∫
Rn (E – V(x))n/2

+ dx = ∞ for any E ∈ R large
enough, so that (4.1.10) does not make sense any more. A simple example of such a
potential V is

V(x) = |w|2y2, x = (w,y) ∈ Rn,

where w ∈ Rm, m ≥ 2, y ∈ R, so that n = m + 1. In this case σ (–∆ + V) is discrete but∫
Rn (E – V(x))n/2

+ dx = ∞ for any E > 0. Let us write

–∆ + V = –∆w⊗ Iy +
∫ ⊕
Rm

h(w)dw,

where –∆w is the Laplacian, self-adjoint in L2(Rm
w), Iy is the identity in L2(Ry), and

h(w) := –
d2

dy2 + |w|2y2

is an operator, self-adjoint in L2(Ry), depending on the parameter w ∈ Rm. If w 6= 0,
then the scaling |w|1/2y 7→ y and relation (2.7.13) imply the eigenvalues of h(w) are
(2q + 1)|w|, q ∈ Z+. Following [189], we introduce the sliced bread Hamiltonian

HSB :=
⊕

q∈Z+

(–∆w + (2q + 1)|w|),
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self-adjoint in `2(Z+;L2(Rm)). It turns out that HSB is the effective Hamiltonian within
the context of the high-energy asymptotic regime for –∆ + V. Namely, arguing as in
[189], we can show that

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + V) = N(–∞,E)(HSB)(1 + o(1))

= (2π)–m
ωm ∑

q∈Z+

∫
Rm

(E – (2q + 1)|w|)m/2
+ dw(1 + o(1))

=
mω2

m
(2π)m B

(m
2

+ 1,m + 1
)

∑
q∈Z+

(2q + 1)–mE3m/2(1 + o(1)),

as E→ ∞, where B is the Euler beta function. Thus, the high-energy asymptotics of
N(–∞,E)(–∆+V) is non-classical, i.e. its quantum features are manifested already in the
main asymptotic term of the eigenvalue counting function. Deeper and more sophisti-
cated examples of “degenerate” potentials V for which the Schrödinger operator –∆+V
has purely discrete spectrum but non-classical high-energy eigenvalue asymptotics, can
be found in [166] and [189].
Once our book is devoted to magnetic quantum Hamiltonians, let us mention a result
on the magnetic Schrödinger operator HS(A,0) with discrete spectrum. In this case the
high-energy asymptotics is obliged to be non-classical since the Weyl symbol F of
HS(A,0) is

F (x,ξξξ ) = |ξξξ – A(x)|2, (x,ξξξ ) ∈ R2n,

and the change of the variables ξξξ – A(x) 7→ ξξξ , x 7→ x, shows that the volume function
V(E;F ) is independent of A, and hence, V(E;F ) = ∞ for any E > 0.
For the formulation of our result concerning the high-energy asymptotics for HS(A,0),
we need the notion of the integrated density of states (IDS) for a locally elliptic differ-
ential operator T, self-adjoint in L2(Rn). Let TL,x be the Dirichlet realization of T on
the cube

QL = QL(x) := x + (–L/2,L/2)n, x ∈ Rn, L ∈ (0,∞),

self-adjoint in L2(QL), so that TL,x has purely discrete spectrum. Then the non-
decreasing left-continuous function N(E;T), E∈R is said to be the IDS for the operator
T if

N(E;T) = lim
L→∞

L–nN(–∞,E)(TL,x), x ∈ Rn, (4.1.11)

at its points E ∈ R of continuity. The almost sure existence of the IDS for the non-
magnetic Schrödinger operator –∆ + V with ergodic V has been well known since long
ago (see [109, 137]), and was proved in [210] and [98] for HS(A,V) with fairly general
ergodic B and V (see also [154, 25] for the case of 2D Pauli operators HP(A,V) with
almost periodic B and V). In [65, 98], it was shown that if the IDS N(·;HS(A,V))
defined in (4.1.11) exists, then at its points of continuity we have

N(E;HS(A,V)) = lim
L→∞

L–nTr(1QL 1(–∞,E)(HS(A,V))1QL ), (4.1.12)

where 1QL denotes the multiplier by the characteristic function of the cube QL. More-
over, we may replace in (4.1.11) the Dirichlet realization of HS(A,V) on QL, by its
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Neumann realization. Recall now that the integral kernel EE, E ∈ R, of the spectral
projection 1(–∞,E)(HS(A,0)) with constant B, is constant on the diagonal (see (2.7.52)
and (2.7.62)). Applying (4.1.12) and the Mercer theorem, we find that in this case

N(E;HS(A,0)) = EE(0,0), E ∈ R. (4.1.13)

In particular, if B = 0, then the IDS for the Laplacian –∆, self-adjoint in L2(Rn), can be
wrriten as

N(E;–∆) =
ωn

(2π)n En/2
+ , E ∈ R.

Thus, (4.1.10) is equivalent to

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + V) =
∫
Rn

N(E – V(x);–∆)dx (1 + o(1)), E→ ∞.

Moreover, if n = 3, B 6= 0 is constant, and b := |B|, then (2.7.62) implies

N(E;HS(A,0)) = Nb(E) :=
b

2π2 ∑
q∈Z+

(E – (2q + 1)b)1/2
+ , E ∈ R. (4.1.14)

Theorem 4.1.2 [201] Let n = 3 and A ∈ C2(R3;R3). Set b(x) := |curlA(x)|, x ∈ R3,
and assume

lim
|x|→∞

b(x) = ∞,

|Dα Aj(x)| = o(b(x))3/2, |x| → ∞,

for j = 1,2,3, and α ∈ Z3
+ with |α| = 2. Put

m(E) := |{x ∈ R3 |b(x) < E}|, E ∈ R,

and suppose that m(2E)≤ Cm(E) for some C > 1 and E large enough. Then the spec-
trum of HS(A,0) is purely discrete and

N(–∞,E)(HS(A,0)) =
∫
R3

Nb(x)(E)dx (1 + o(1)), E→ ∞,

Nb being the function defined in (4.1.14).

A generalization of Theorem 4.1.2 to any dimension n≥ 2 can be found in [50] where
the result is again formulated in the terms of the IDS for the operator HS(A,0) with
constant B (see (2.7.52) and (2.7.62)). Further investigation of semi-classical and non-
classical high-energy eigenvalue asymptotics for the operator HS(A,V) can be found
in [127].

Up to now we have discussed the eigenvalue asymptotics for quantum Hamiltonians
with purely discrete spectrum. However, Hamiltonians with non-empty essential spec-
trum are of primary importance in quantum mechanics. The leading example here is the
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Schrödinger operator –∆ + V with V ∈ L∞(Rn;R) (or, more generally, V ∈ Lp(Rn;R)
with suitable p ∈ [1,∞)) such that

lim
|x|→∞

V(x) = 0.

In this case
σess(–∆ + V) = σess(–∆) = σ (–∆) = [0,∞) (4.1.15)

but if the negative part V– of V is non-trivial, then –∆+V may have non-empty negative
discrete spectrum. If

V–(x) = O(|x|–γ ), γ > 2, (4.1.16)

for large |x|, then the discrete spectrum of –∆ + V is finite, i.e. we have

N(–∞,0)(–∆ + V) < ∞. (4.1.17)

If n≥ 3, then (4.1.17) follows from the celebrated Cwikel-Lieb-Rozenblum estimate

N(–∞,0)(–∆ + V)≤ cn

∫
Rn

V–(x)n/2 dx,

valid with a constant cn which depends only on the dimension n, and V : Rn→R such
that V+ ∈ L1

loc(Rn) and V– ∈ Ln/2(Rn) (see e.g. [165, Theorem XIII.12]). If n = 1,2,
then (4.1.17) is implied, say, by the results of [47]. Our following theorem shows that
the condition γ > 2 in (4.1.16) is close to the optimal one.

Theorem 4.1.3 [165, Theorem XIII.82] Let n≥ 1, γ ∈ (0,2), V ∈ C1(Rn;R). Assume
that there exist constants C ∈ (0,∞), R ∈ (0,∞), such that

|V(x)| ≤ C〈x〉–γ , x ∈ Rn, (4.1.18)

|∇V(x)| ≤ C〈x〉–γ–1, x ∈ Rn, (4.1.19)

V(x)≤ –C〈x〉–γ , x ∈ Rn, |x| ≥ R. (4.1.20)

Then we have

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + V) =
ωn

(2π)n

∫
Rn

(E – V(x))n/2
+ dx (1 + o(1))� |E|–n( 1

γ
– 1

2 ) (4.1.21)

as E ↑ 0.

Relation (4.1.21) describes the asymptotic distribution of the discrete spectrum of –∆+
V as the energy E approaches from below inf σess(–∆ + V) = 0, and shows that under
the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.3 the eigenvalue asymptotics of –∆ + V near the origin
is semi-classical. An analogue of (4.1.21) under more general assumptions on V in the
case n≥ 3, can be found in [168].
However, in the border-line case γ = 2, some corrections to the semi-classical Weyl law
(4.1.21) are needed. Let n ≥ 1. Assume that there exists a function φ ∈ L∞(Sn–1;R),
such that

lim
r→∞

r2V(rω) = φ (ω) (4.1.22)
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uniformly with respect to ω ∈ Sn–1. If n ≥ 2, let
{

µj(φ )
}

j∈N be the non-decreasing
sequence of the eigenvalues of –∆Sn–1 +φ where –∆Sn–1 is the Beltrami-Laplace operator
on the unit sphere Sn–1. If n = 1, set

µ1(φ ) := min{φ (–1),φ (1)}, µ2(φ ) := max{φ (–1),φ (1)}.

Theorem 4.1.4 [110, 90] Let n ≥ 1, V ∈ L∞(Rn;R). Assume that there exists φ ∈
L∞(Sn–1;R) such that (4.1.22) holds true. Then we have

lim
E↑0
| ln |E||–1N(–∞,E)(–∆ + V) = Cn(φ ) :=

1
2π

∑
j

(
µj(φ ) +

(n – 2)2

4

)1/2

–

. (4.1.23)

If, moreover, µ1(φ ) > – (n–2)2

4 , then

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + V) = O(1), (4.1.24)

as E ↑ 0, i.e. the discrete spectrum of –∆ + V is finite.

Note that the asymptotic order in (4.1.23) is semi-classical but the coefficient is not.
In particular, the existence of a threshold value equal to the Hardy constant (n – 2)2/4
which determines whether σdisc(–∆ + V) is finite or not, is a quantum effect which is
not directly predictable by the semi-classical intuition.
Let us underline the importance of estimate (4.1.19) for the validity of the semi-classical
Weyl law (4.1.23). In particular, (4.1.19) combined with (4.1.18) implies that the first-
order derivatives of V decay at infinity faster than V itself. In order to construct a
non-classical counterexample, let us consider the potential

W := ηV

where η ∈ C∞(Tn;R) with Tn := Rn/2πZn, and V ∈ Γ
–γ

1 , γ ∈ (0,2]. Thus, W ∈ Γ
–γ

0 but
if η is not constant, the derivatives of W do not decay faster than V. Denote by η0 the
mean value of η . Our first theorem treats the case where η0 6= 0.

Theorem 4.1.5 [158, Theorem 3.1] Let W = ηV where η ∈ C∞(Tn;R) with η0 6= 0,
and V ∈ Γ

–γ

1 , γ ∈ (0,2].
(i) Let γ ∈ (0,2). Assume that

η0V(x)≤ –C〈x〉–γ , |x| ≥ R, (4.1.25)

with some constants C > 0 and R > 0. Then we have

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + W) = N(–∞,E)(–∆ + η0V)(1 + o(1)), E ↑ 0. (4.1.26)

If, on the contrary,
η0V(x)≥ C〈x〉–γ , |x| ≥ R, (4.1.27)

then (4.1.24) holds true.
(ii) Let γ = 2. Assume that there exists φ ∈ L∞(Sn–1;R) such that (4.1.22) holds true.
Then we have

lim
E↑0
| ln |E||–1N(–∞,E)(–∆ + W) = Cn(η0φ ),
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where Cn is the constant defined in (4.1.23). If, moreover, µ1(η0φ ) > – (n–2)2

4 , then
(4.1.24) holds true.

In our next theorem we suppose that η0 = 0. In this case, we write the Fourier series
η(x) = ∑k∈Zn\{0}ηkeik·x, set ϕ(x) := –∑k∈Zn\{0} |k|–2ηkeik·x,

ψ(x) := |∇ϕ(x)|2, x ∈ Rn,

and denote by ψ0 the mean value of ψ . Note that if η does not vanish identically, then
ψ0 > 0.

Theorem 4.1.6 [158, Theorem 3.2] Let W = ηV where η ∈C∞(Tn;R) does not vanish
identically but η0 = 0, and V ∈ Γ

–γ

1 , γ ∈ (0,2].
(i) Let γ ∈ (0,1). Assume that

V(x)2 ≥ C〈x〉–2γ , |x| ≥ R,

with some constants C > 0 and R > 0. Then we have

N(–∞,E)(–∆ + W) = N(–∞,E)(–∆ – ψ0V2)(1 + o(1))� |E|–
n
2 ( 1

γ
–1), E ↑ 0. (4.1.28)

(ii) Let γ = 1. Assume that there exists φ ∈ L∞(Sn–1;R) such that

lim
r→∞

r2V(rω)2 = φ (ω)

uniformly with respect to ω ∈ Sn–1. Then we have

lim
E↑0
| ln |E||–1N(–∞,E)(–∆ + W) = Cn(–ψ0φ ).

If, moreover, µ1(–ψ0φ ) > – (n–2)2

4 , then (4.1.24) holds true.

(iii) Let γ ∈ (1,2]. Then (4.1.24) holds true again.

The results of Theorems 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 are not of semi-classical nature. For example,
relation (4.1.25) is non-classical because there exist η and V which satisfy the general
hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.5 as well as (4.1.25), but we have

limsup
E↑0

∫
Rn

(E – η0V(x))n/2
+ dx

/∫
Rn

(E – W(x))n/2
+ dx < 1.

Similarly, (4.1.27) does not exclude the possibility that

lim
E↑0

∫
Rn

(E – W(x))n/2
+ dx = ∞,

but nevertheless (4.1.24) holds true. In the case of (4.1.28), even the asymptotic order
of N(–∞,E)(–∆ + W) as E ↑ 0 is non-semi-classical.
In fact, in Theorems 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, we observe the subtle effect of averaging of the
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oscillating factor in the potentials ηV or –ψV2. Closely related phenomena which at
first glance may seem fairly remote from our setting, are discussed in [192], [164, Sec-
tion XI.8, Appendix 2], and [180].
In many applications of quantum mechanics, the spectrum of the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian H0 is, similarly to (4.1.15), purely essential, and consists of finitely or infinitely
many disjoint closed intervals called spectral bands. If we perturb such H0 by a rela-
tively compact operator, then discrete eigenvalues of the perturbed operator may appear
in the spectral gaps of H0, i.e. in the open intervals which constitute the comple-
ment R\σ (H0). We will consider in more detail such operators in Chapter 5 but here
we note that the 2D Landau Hamiltonian HS(A,0) fits into this general scheme even
though in this case the spectral bands are degenerated into points, namely the Lan-
dau levels Λq = b(2q + 1), q ∈ Z+, where b > 0 is the scalar constant magnetic field.
Respectively, the spectral gaps are (Λq–1,Λq), q ∈ Z+, with Λ–1 := –∞. Assume that
V ∈ L∞(R2;R) and lim|x|→∞ V(x) = 0, so that VHS(A,0)–1 ∈ S∞(L2(R2)). Thus the
spectrum of HS(A,V) on R\b(2Z+ + 1) is purely discrete.
In order to investigate the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of HS(A,V) above
(resp., below) a fixed Landau Level Λq, q∈Z+, we may pick numbers Λ̃q ∈ (Λq–1,Λq),
q ∈ Z+, set Λ̃–1 := –∞, introduce the function N(E,Λ̃q)(HS(A,V)) with E ∈ (Λq, Λ̃q)

(resp., N(Λ̃q–1,E)(HS(A,V)) with E∈ (Λ̃q–1,Λq)), and examine its asymptotics as E ↓Λq

(resp., as E ↑Λq). One of the central results of this chapter is that, generically, the effec-
tive Hamiltonian which governs these asymptotics is the compact Berezin-Toeplitz op-
erator pqVpq where, as usual, pq is the orthogonal projection onto Ker(HS(A,0)–ΛqI).
For example, if V≥ 0, then

N(Λq+λ ,Λ̃q)(HS(A,V))∼ N(λ ,∞)(pqVpq), (4.1.29)

N(Λ̃q–1,Λq–λ )(HS(A,–V))∼ N(λ ,∞)(pqVpq), (4.1.30)

as λ ↓ 0 (see Proposition 4.4.1 for the precise formulation, and Proposition 4.4.2 for a
related result in the case of a non-sign-definite V). That is why, in Section 4.2 we con-
sider the eigenvalue asymptotics for the operator pqFpq, q ∈ Z+, with sign-definite F
of compact support or exponential decay at infinity, and with non-sign-definite F of
power-like decay. The choice of this scale of decay of F is first motivated by the fact
that even if suppF is compact but F ≥ 0 and F 6= 0, then rankpqFpq = ∞, q ∈ Z+,
and hence limλ↓0 N(λ ,∞)(pqFpq) = ∞. Therefore, (4.1.29) - (4.1.30) imply that in con-
trast to the non-magnetic case, there is no threshold of the decay of V ≥ 0 beyond
which the discrete spectrum of HS(A,±V) near a given endpoint of σess(HS(A,0)) is
finite. Further, the Gaussian decay of V could be considered as the border-line case
which separates the semi-classical from the non-classical spectral asymptotics for the
operator pqFpq. We allocate a special attention to this transition, and that is why we
consider the entire scale of symbols F (x) which, roughly speaking, behave at infinity
like e–c|x|2β

with c > 0 and β ∈ (0,∞); thus, β = 1 corresponds to the Gaussian decay.
The symbols F of power-like decay have been traditionally studied within the frame-
work of the theory of compact ΨDOs. Accordingly, the spectral asymptotics near the
Landau levels for 2D Landau Hamiltonians HS(A,V) with potentials V of power-like
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decay was investigated in [153] and [101] (see, in particular, [101, Theorem 11.3.17])
and, recently, in [103] where also potentials V which decay not faster than e–c|x|, c > 0,
were studied. The methods used in [101, 102, 103] are based on microlocal techniques,
i.e. techniques arising in the theory of ΨDOs and Fourier integral operators, and Taube-
rian theorems. In [103, Remark 23.4.9], V. Ivrii wrote that the spectral asymptotics for
the 2D Landau Hamiltonian HS(A,V) with V decaying faster than e–c|x|, c> 0, is out of
reach of these methods. In our approach we apply variational arguments combined with
pseudo-differential methods and techniques from the theory of Berezin-Toeplitz oper-
ators. As mentioned, this approach allows us to investigate successfully the spectral
asymptotics of HS(A,V) with the whole range of V of power-like decay, exponential
decay or compact support. Note, however, that in the cases of rapidly decaying V, we
need the hypothesis that V has a definite sign.
We also obtain similar results for the 2D Pauli operators HP(A,V) with admissible
magnetic fields b of mean value b0 6= 0, and decaying matrix-valued V : R2 →M2.
More precisely, we examine the asymptotics as λ ↓ 0 of the eigenvalue counting func-
tions N(–∞,–λ )(HP(A,–V)) and N(λ ,Λ̃)HP((A,V)) with V≥ 0 and appropriate Λ̃∈ (0,∞).
If b0 > 0 (resp., if b0 < 0), then the effective Hamiltonian is pann(b)V11pann(b) (resp.,
pcre(b)V22pcre(b)) where pann(b) (resp., pcre(b)) is the orthogonal projection onto Kera(b)
(resp., onto Kera(b)∗).
In Subsection 4.4.2 we also discuss the eigenvalue asymptotics for magnetic and ge-
ometric perturbations of the 2D Landau Hamiltonian and other 2D magnetic quantum
Hamiltonians. These asymptotics near Landau levels are independent of the Landau
level number, but the rate at which the discrete eigenvalues approach the qth Landau
level tends to 0 as q tends to infinity. It justifies the terminology “eigenvalue clusters”
which is studied in Section 4.5 where we distinguish different cases according to the
decay rate of the potential. In the short-range case, the rate at which the discrete eigen-
values approach the qth Landau is independent of the potential and the Radon transform
of the potential appears in the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues when q tends to
infinity. In the long-range case, a more refined study involves the mean-value transform
of the main homogeneous part of the potential (introduced in Condition 4.5.2).
Finally, we mention some applications of the results described in this chapter. The
precise spectral asymptotics for the Berezin-Toeplitz operator pqFpq, q ∈ Z+, with
compactly supported symbol F were applied in [51] to obtain a controllability result
which played an important role in the proof of the Lipschitz continuity of the IDS for
the 2D Landau Hamiltonian HS(A,V) with random ergodic alloy-type potential V (see
[52]), and of the existence of dynamical delocalization for the same operator (see [80]).
We reproduce this controllability result in Section 4.3.
The spectral asymptotics for the 2D Hamiltonians HS(A,V) and HP(A,V) are used in
Chapter 5 in order to study respectively the threshold singularities of the spectral shift
function, and the asymptotic distribution of the resonances near the thresholds, related
to the 3D counterparts of HS(A,V) and HP(A,V).
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4.2 Eigenvalue asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz opera-
tors

4.2.1 Notations and auxiliary results
Throughout the subsection H and Hj, j = 1,2, denote separable Hilbert spaces.
We start with a version of the mini-max principle known as the variational Glazman
lemma.

Lemma 4.2.1 [20, Chapter 10, Section 2, Theorem 3] Let T = T∗ be an operator lower
bounded in H, and τ be its quadratic form with domain D(τ) := D(|T|1/2). Then for
each s ∈ R we have

N(–∞,s)(T) = sup dimTs

where Ts is a subspace of D(τ) whose elements u 6= 0 satisfy

τ[u] < s‖u‖2H.

Lemma 4.2.1 immediately entails the following

Corollary 4.2.1 Let Tj = T∗j , j = 1,2, be two operators lower-bounded in H. Let τj
be the quadratic form of the operator Tj, j = 1,2. Assume that T1 ≤ T2, i.e. that
D(τ2)⊂D(τ1) and

τ1[u]≤ τ2[u], u ∈D(τ2).

Then we have
N(–∞,s)(T2)≤ N(–∞,s)(T1), s ∈ R.

Corollary 4.2.2 Let T be an operator self-adjoint in H, and –∞ < s < t < ∞. Then

N(s,t)(T) = sup dimTs,t

where Ts,t is a subspace of D(T) whose elements u 6= 0 satisfy∥∥∥∥(T –
s + t

2
I
)

u
∥∥∥∥2

H
<

(s – t)2

4
‖u‖2H. (4.2.1)

Proof. By the spectral theorem,

N(s,t)(T) = N(–∞,0)((T – sI)(T – tI)).

By Lemma 4.2.1, the quantity N(–∞,0)((T–sI)(T–tI)) is equal to the maximal dimension
of D(T) whose elements u 6= 0 satisfy

〈(T – tI)u, (T – sI)u〉H < 0

which is equivalent to (4.2.1). �
Let T ∈S∞(H1,H2). For s > 0 set

n∗(s;T) := N(s2,∞)(T
∗T).
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Thus n∗(s;T) is the number of the singular values of the operator T larger than s, and
counted with the multiplicities. Since the non-zero singular values of the operators T
and T∗ coincide together with the multiplicities (see e.g. [20, Chapter 11, Section 1,
Theorem 1]), we have

n∗(s;T) = n∗(s;T∗), s > 0. (4.2.2)

If Tj ∈S∞(H1,H2), and sj > 0, j = 1,2, then the Ky Fan inequality

n∗(s1 + s2;T1 + T2)≤ n∗(s1;T1) + n∗(s2;T2) (4.2.3)

holds true (see e.g. [20, Chapter 11, Section 1, Eq. (17)]).
Let now T = T∗ ∈S∞(H). For s > 0 set

n±(s;T) := N(s,∞)(±T).

Thus, n+(s;T) (resp., n–(s;T)) is the number of the eigenvalues of T larger than s (resp.,
smaller than –s), and counted with the multiplicities. In this case

n∗(s;T) = n+(s;T) + n–(s;T), s > 0.

If Tj = T∗j ∈S∞(H), and sj > 0, j = 1,2, then the Weyl inequalities

n±(s1 + s2;T1 + T2)≤ n±(s1;T1) + n±(s2;T2) (4.2.4)

hold true (see e.g. [20, Chapter 9, Section 2, Theorem 9]).
Further, if T = T∗ ∈S∞(H), and 1(0,∞)(T) 6= 0 (resp., 1(–∞,0)(T) 6= 0), then

{
ν+

k (T)
}

k≥0
(resp.,

{
–ν–

k (T)
}

k≥0) denotes the non-increasing (resp., non-decreasing) set of the pos-
itive (resp., negative) eigenvalues of the operator T, counted with the multiplicities. If
rank1(0,∞)(±T) = ∞, then limk→∞ ν

±
k (T) = 0, and n±(s;T)→ ∞ as s ↓ 0.

Next, we introduce special notations for the eigenvalues of the Berezin-Toeplitz oper-
ators pqFpq, q ∈ Z+, and p\Fp\, \ = ann,cre, under the assumption that

F ∈ L1
loc(R2;R), lim

|x|→∞

F (x) = 0. (4.2.5)

Let at first b ∈ (0,∞) be constant. By Corollary 3.3.1 the operators pq(b)Fpq(b) with
q ∈ Z+ are compact and self-adjoint in L2(R2). Suppose that 1(0,∞)(±pqFpq) 6= 0, and
for brevity set

ν
±
k,q(F ) = ν

±
k,q(F ,b) := ν

±
k (pq(b)Fpq(b)), k≥ 0, q ∈ Z+. (4.2.6)

Assume now that b satisfies (3.3.18). By Corollary 3.3.2, the operators p\(b)Fp\(b)
with \ = ann,cre are self-adjoint and compact in Ranp\. If 1(0,∞)(±p\Fp\) 6= 0, then,
similarly to (4.2.6), set

ν
±
k,\(F ) = ν

±
k,\(F ,b) := ν

±
k (p\(b)Fp\(b)), k≥ 0, \ = ann,cre.
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4.2.2 Compactly supported symbols
In this subsection we assume that F ≥ 0, and that the support of F is compact and
has a non-empty interior. Suppose, moreover, that the magnetic field b > 0 is con-
stant. Then the operator pq(b)Fpq(b), q ∈ Z+, is non-negative and compact, and
rankpqFpq = ∞. Hence, it is relevant to study the asymptotics of the eigenvalue
ν+

k,q(F ) as k→ ∞, q ∈ Z+, being fixed. As a warm-up, we note that if F = 1BR(0)
with R ∈ (0,∞), then Proposition 3.3.3 implies that the operator pq1BR(0)pq, q ∈ Z+,
is diagonalized in the canonic basis

{
ϕk,q

}
k∈Z+

, and its eigenvalues can be calculated
explicitly. More precisely, by (3.3.16), the set of these eigenvalues coincides with the
set

λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)
=

q!
k!

∫
ρ

0
L(k–q)

q (t)2tk–qe–t dt, k ∈ Z+. (4.2.7)

where ρ = ρ(R) := bR2/2. In particular,

λk,0
(
1BR(0)

)
=

1
k!

∫
ρ

0
tke–t dt, k ∈ Z+.

Note that in (4.2.7) we have λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)
> 0, k ∈ Z+, but still, generally speaking,

we cannot claim that
ν

+
k,q
(
1BR(0)

)
= λk,q

(
1BR(0)

)
(4.2.8)

for every k ∈ Z+ because the sequence
{

λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)}
k∈Z+

could happen not to be
non-increasing. However, it could be shown that the tail of this sequence is non-
increasing so that (4.2.8) holds true for sufficiently large k ∈ N.
For the formulation of our results we need the notion of a logarithmic capacity Cap(E )
of a Borel set E ⊂ R2. Let M(E ) be the set of probability measures, compactly sup-
ported on E . Then

Cap(E ) := e–I (E )

where
I (E ) := inf

µ∈M(E )

∫
E×E

ln |x – y|–1dµ(x)dµ(y),

(see e.g. [160, Definition 5.1.1, Definition 3.2.1]). Note that if Ω ⊂ R2 is a bounded
domain, then

0 < Cap(Ω) < ∞.

Theorem 4.2.1 Assume that F ∈ C(R2), suppF = Ω where Ω ⊂ R2 is a bounded
domain, and F > 0 on Ω. Let b ∈ (0,∞). Fix q ∈ Z+. Then

rankpq(b)Fpq(b) = ∞, (4.2.9)

and

lnν
+
k,q(F ,b) = –k lnk +

(
1 + ln

(
bCap(Ω)2

2

))
k + o(k) (4.2.10)

as k→ ∞.
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Remarks: (i) If we assume only that F ∈ L∞(R2;R), suppF is compact, and for some
C > 0, r > 0, and x0 ∈ R2 we have

F (x)≥ C1Br(x0)(x), x ∈ R2, (4.2.11)

then [159, Theorem 2.2, Proposition 4.1] imply

lnν
+
k,q(F ,b) = –k lnk(1 + o(1)), k→ ∞, (4.2.12)

which is a coarser version of (4.2.10), and is equivalent to

n+(s;pqFpq) = ϕ∞(s) (1 + o(1)), s ↓ 0, (4.2.13)

with
ϕ∞(s) := (ln | lns|)–1 | lns|, s ∈ (0,e–1). (4.2.14)

The proof of (4.2.12) is based on the fact that due to the compactness of suppF , the
boundedness of F , estimate (4.2.11), and the unitary equivalence (2.7.27), there exist
constants c± ∈ (0,∞) and r± ∈ (0,∞) such that

c–ν
+
k,q(1Br– (0))≤ ν

+
k,q(F )≤ c+ν

+
k,q(1Br+ (0)), k,q ∈ Z+,

and on the asymptotic analysis of ν+
k,q(1Br(0)) which for large k coincide with λ +

k,q(1Br(0)),
given in (4.2.7).
(ii) Let π(λ ) be the number of primes less that λ > 0. It is well known that

π(λ ) = (lnλ )–1
λ (1 + o(1)), λ → ∞,

(see e.g. [89, Section 1.8, Theorem 6]). Thus, (4.2.13) can be rewritten as

lim
s↓0

n+(s;pqFpq)
π(| lns|)

= 1.

(iii) An obvious drawback of the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1 is the assumption F ≥ 0.
Related partial results concerning fairly special Toeplitz-like operators with non-sign-
definite symbols can be found in [152, 169].
(iv) Let Γ ⊂ R2 be a C∞ simple closed curve of length |Γ|. Define the distribution
δΓ ∈ E ′(R2) by (

δΓ,u
)
E ′(R2) =

1
|Γ|

∫
Γ

u(t)ds(t), u ∈ E (R2).

By the remark after Proposition 3.3.2, we have pqδΓpq ∈Sp(L2(R2)) for any p∈ (0,∞).
Moreover, [151, Proposition 4.1 (ii)] implies rankpqδΓpq = ∞, and

lnν
+
k (pqδΓpq) = –k lnk +

(
1 + ln

(
bCap(Γ)2

2

))
k + o(k), k→ ∞. (4.2.15)

Before we prove Theorem 4.2.1, we would like to state analogous results concern-
ing the operators p\Fp\ with \ = ann,cre, admissible b with non-vanishing mean value
b0, and compactly supported F ≥ 0.
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Corollary 4.2.3 Let F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1. Assume that b = b0 +b̃
is an admissible magnetic field.
(i) Let b0 > 0. Then

rankpann(b)Fpann(b) = ∞, (4.2.16)

and

lnν
+
k,ann(F ,b) = –k lnk +

(
1 + ln

(
b0 Cap(Ω)2

2

))
k + o(k), k→ ∞. (4.2.17)

(ii) Let b0 < 0. Then
rankpcre(b)Fpcre(b) = ∞, (4.2.18)

and

lnν
+
k,cre(F ,b) = –k lnk +

(
1 + ln

(
–b0 Cap(Ω)2

2

))
k + o(k), k→ ∞. (4.2.19)

Proof. Let ϕ̃ ∈ C2
b(R2;R) be the solution of the Poisson equation ∆ϕ̃ = b̃. Then

Lemma 4.2.1 easily implies

e–2osc ϕ̃
ν

+
k,0(F ,b0)≤ ν

+
k,ann(F ,b)≤ e2osc ϕ̃

ν
+
k,0(F ,b0), k≥ 0, (4.2.20)

(see [154, Proposition 3.2] for details). Therefore, if b0 > 0, then (4.2.16) and (4.2.17)
follow from Theorem 4.2.1. If b0 < 0, then the results follow from the relation of the
operators a(b) and a(b)∗ under complex conjugation (see (2.8.8)) and the first part of
the corollary. �

Let us now prove Theorem 4.2.1. We will divide the proof into several propositions.
The first one concerns the model situation where F is the characteristic function of a
bounded domain in R2; this result is the core of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.

Proposition 4.2.1 [77, Lemmas 1, 2] Let Ω⊂R2 be a bounded domain with Lipschitz
boundary. Fix q ∈ Z+. Then rankpq1Ω

pq = ∞, and we have

lim
k→∞

ν
+
k,q(1

Ω
) = –klnk +

(
1 + ln

(
bCap(Ω)2

2

))
k + o(k), k→ ∞. (4.2.21)

Our next lemma contains some elementary properties of the logarithmic capacity.

Lemma 4.2.2 [160, Chapter 5] (i) Let E1,E2 ⊂ R2 be Borel sets such that E1 ⊂ E2.
Then we have

Cap(E1)≤ Cap(E2). (4.2.22)

(ii) Let K⊂ R2 be a compact set. Then

Cap(K) = lim
δ↓0

Cap(Kδ ) (4.2.23)

where Kδ :=
{

x ∈ R2 |dist(x,K)≤ δ
}

, δ > 0.
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Corollary 4.2.4 Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a bounded domain. Then there exists a sequence of
bounded domains

{
Ωj
}

j∈N with Lipschitz boundaries ∂Ωj, such that Ω ⊂ Ωj, j ∈ N,
and

lim
j→∞

Cap(Ωj) = Cap(Ω). (4.2.24)

Proof. Recall the notation

Qδ (x) := x + (–δ /2,δ /2)2, x ∈ R2, δ > 0.

Let
{

δj
}

j∈N be a decreasing sequence such that δj > 0, j ∈ N, and limj→∞ δj = 0.

Since Ω is compact, there exists a finite set {x`}N`=1of points x` ∈ Ω such that Ω ⊂⋃N
`=1 Qδj

(x`). Set

Ωj :=

(
N⋃
`=1

Qδj
(x`)

)Int

, j ∈ N.

Evidently, Ωj is a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary, Ω⊂Ωj, and

Ωj ⊂
{

x ∈ R2 |dist(x,Ω)≤ δj

}
, j ∈ N.

Hence, (4.2.23) and (4.2.22) imply (4.2.24). �
Within the context of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, Corollary 4.2.4 will allow us

to approximate suppF from outside by bounded domains with Lipschitz boundaries,
while our next proposition will make possible such approximations from inside.

Proposition 4.2.2 Let Ω⊂ R2 be a bounded domain. Then there exists a sequence of
domains Ωj ⊂ R2 with Lipschitz boundaries ∂Ωj, such that Ωj ⊂Ω and (4.2.24) holds
true.

Proof. Let Γ ⊂ R2 be a Jordan curve, i.e. a simple closed curve. We will call it C2-
smooth if there exists a C2-smooth diffeomorphism x : S1 → Γ. By [45, Proposition
5.6], there exists a sequence of C2-smooth Jordan curves Γj ⊂Ω such that

lim
j→∞

Cap(Γj) = Cap(Ω). (4.2.25)

Let n(s) := (x′2(s),–x′1(s))
|x′(s)| , s ∈ S1, be a normal unit vector to Γj. Set

Ωj :=
{

x(s) + tn(s) |s ∈ S1, |t|< εj

}
where εj > 0 is so small that Ωj ⊂ Ω and ∂Ωj is Lipschitz-smooth. Evidently, Ωj is a
domain. Since Γj ⊂Ωj ⊂Ω, (4.2.24) follows from (4.2.25) and (4.2.22). �

Corollary 4.2.5 Let Ω⊂ R2 be a bounded domain. Then

Cap(Ω) = Cap(Ω). (4.2.26)
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Proof. Let
{

Ωj
}

j be sequence of domains satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition

4.2.2. Since Ωj ⊂Ω⊂Ω, (4.2.22) implies

lim
j→∞

Cap(Ωj)≤ Cap(Ω)≤ Cap(Ω). (4.2.27)

Now (4.2.26) follows from (4.2.24) and (4.2.27). �
Assume now the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1 and pick a sequence of bounded

domains Ω+
j ⊂ R2 with Lipschitz boundaries such that Ω⊂Ω+

j , and

lim
j→∞

Cap(Ω+
j ) = Cap(Ω); (4.2.28)

the existence of such a sequence is ensured by Corollary 4.2.4. Pick another sequence
of domains Ω–

j ⊂ R2 with Lipschitz boundaries such that Ω
–
j ⊂Ω and

lim
j→∞

Cap(Ω–
j ) = Cap(Ω); (4.2.29)

the existence of such a sequence is guaranteed by Proposition 4.2.2. Set

m–
j := inf

x∈Ω–
j

F (x), m+
j := sup

x∈Ω+
j

F (x), j ∈ N.

Evidently, 0 < m–
j ≤m+

j < ∞. Moreover,

m–
j 1Ω

–
j
(x)≤F (x)≤m+

j 1Ω
+
j
(x), x ∈ R2, j ∈ N.

By the mini-max principle, these estimates imply

m–
j ν

+
k,q(1

Ω
–
j
)≤ ν

+
k,q(F )≤m+

j ν
+
k,q(1

Ω
+
j
), k ∈ Z+. (4.2.30)

By (4.2.21), (4.2.30), and (4.2.26), we get

1 + ln

(
bCap(Ω–

j )2

2

)
≤ liminf

k→∞

lnν+
k,q(F ) + klnk

k
≤

limsup
k→∞

lnν+
k,q(F ) + klnk

k
≤ 1 + ln

(
bCap(Ω+

j )2

2

)
, (4.2.31)

for every j. Combining (4.2.31) and (4.2.26)-(4.2.29), we obtain (4.2.10). The proof of
Theorem 4.2.1 is now complete.

4.2.3 Exponentially decaying symbols
Our next theorem concerns the asymptotics as k→ ∞ of ν+

k,q(F ,b) with F decaying
exponentially at infinity, and constant b > 0. Similarly to (4.2.7), we note that if

F (x) = e–γ|x|2β

, x ∈ R2,
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with β ∈ (0,∞) and γ ∈ (0,∞), then Proposition 3.3.3 implies that the set of the eigen-
values of the operator pqFpq, q ∈ Z+, coincides with

λk,q(F ) =
q!
k!

∫
∞

0
L(k–q)

q (t)2tk–qe–µtβ –t dt, k ∈ Z+.

where
µ = γ(2/b)β . (4.2.32)

In particular,

λk,0(F ) =
1
k!

∫
∞

0
tke–µtβ –t dt, k ∈ Z+.

More generally, we will assume that F ∈ C(R2;R+), and there exist β > 0 and γ > 0
such that

lnF (x) = –γ|x|2β +O(ln |x|), |x| → ∞, (4.2.33)

uniformly with respect to x
|x| ∈ S1.

Theorem 4.2.2 Assume that F ∈ C(R2;R+) satisfies (4.2.33). Fix q ∈ Z+. Then

rankpqFpq = ∞. (4.2.34)

Moreover:
(i) If β ∈ (0,1), then there exist constants fj = fj(β , µ), j ∈ N, with f1 = µ being defined
in (4.2.32), such that

lnν
+
k,q(F ) = – ∑

1≤j< 1
1–β

fjk
(β–1)j+1 +O(lnk), k→ ∞. (4.2.35)

(ii) If β = 1, then

lnν
+
k,q(F ) = –(ln(1 + µ))k +O(lnk), k→ ∞. (4.2.36)

(iii) If β ∈ (1,∞), then there exist constants gj = gj(β , µ), j ∈ N, such that

lnν
+
k,q(F ) =

–
β – 1

β
klnk +

(
β – 1 – ln(µβ )

β

)
k – ∑

1≤j< β

β–1

gjk
( 1

β
–1)j+1 +O(lnk), k→ ∞. (4.2.37)

Remarks: (i) Let us describe explicitly the coefficients fj and gj, j ∈ N, appearing in
(4.2.35) and (4.2.37). Assume at first β ∈ (0,1). For s> 0 and ε ∈R, |ε|� 1, introduce
the function

F(s;ε) := s – lns + εµsβ .

Denote by s<(ε) the unique positive solution of the equation s = 1 – εβ µsβ , so that
∂F
∂ s (s<(ε);ε) = 0. Set

f(ε) := F(s<(ε);ε).
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Note that f is a real analytic function for small |ε|. Then fj := 1
j!

djf
dε j (0), j ∈ N.

Let now β ∈ (1,∞). For s > 0 and ε ∈ R, |ε| � 1, introduce the function

G(s;ε) := µsβ – lns + εs.

Denote by s>(ε) the unique positive solution of the equation β µsβ = 1 – εs so that
∂G
∂ s (s>(ε);ε) = 0. Define

g(ε) := G(s>(ε);ε),

which is a real analytic function for small |ε|. Then gj := 1
j!

djg
dε j (0), j ∈ N.

(ii) If we assume that instead of (4.2.33), the symbol F satisfies a more general condi-
tion

lnF (x) = –γ|x|2β (1 + o(1)), |x| → ∞, (4.2.38)

then, by [159, Proposition 3.1], we have

ν
+
k,q(F ,b) =


– µkβ (1 + o(1)) if 0 < β < 1,

– (ln(1 + µ))k(1 + o(1)) if β = 1,

–
β – 1

β
k lnk(1 + o(1)) if 1 < β < ∞,

(4.2.39)

as k→ ∞, which is equivalent to

n+(s;pqFpq) = ϕβ (s)(1 + o(1)), s ↓ 0, (4.2.40)

where

ϕβ (s) :=


µ

–1/β | lns|1/β if 0 < β < 1,

(ln(1 + µ))–1 | lns| if β = 1,

β

β – 1
(ln | lns|)–1| lns| if 1 < β < ∞.

(4.2.41)

(iii) As in the case of compactly supported symbols, it would be nice to extend Theorem
4.2.2 to the case of non-sign-definite symbols F . Another drawback of the hypotheses
of this theorem is that the asymptotics of F at infinity is radially symmetric. It is a
challenging open problem to extend the theorem to the case where the constant γ in
(4.2.33) is replaced by a non-constant function 0 < γ ∈ C(S1).

Before we prove Theorem 4.2.2, we formulate analogous results for the operators
p\Fp\ with \ = ann,cre, admissible b with non-vanishing mean value b0, and exponen-
tially decaying symbols F ≥ 0.

Corollary 4.2.6 Let F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.2. Assume that b = b0 +b̃
is an admissible magnetic field.
(i) Let b0 > 0. Then (4.2.34) and (4.2.35) - (4.2.37) remain valid if we replace pq(b)Fpq(b)
by pann(b)Fpann(b) on the left-hand sides, and b by b0 on the right-hand sides.
(ii) Let b0 < 0. Then (4.2.34) and (4.2.35) - (4.2.37) remain valid if we replace
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pq(b)Fpq(b) by pcre(b)Fpcre(b) on the left-hand sides, and b by –b0 on the right-
hand sides.

The proof is very similar to the one of Corollary 4.2.3 so that we omit the details.

Let us now prove Theorem 4.2.2. We follow the general lines of the proof of [124,
Theorem 2.2] (see also the proof of [45, Theorem 5.2]). By (4.2.33), for any r > 1 there
exist real numbers δ< and δ> ∈ R, such that δ< ≤ δ>, and

|x|δ<e–γ|x|2β

1R2\Br(0)(x)≤F (x)

≤ |x|δ>e–γ|x|2β

1R2\Br(0)(x) + m1Br(0)(x), x ∈ R2,
(4.2.42)

with m := maxy∈R2 F (y). Let η<,η> ∈C∞(R2; [0,1]) be two radially symmetric func-
tions such that η< = 1 on R2 \Br+1(0), η< = 0 on Br(0), and η> = 1 on R2 \Br(0),
η> = 0 on Br–1(0). For x ∈ R2 set

F<,1(x) := |x|δ<e–γ|x|2β

η<(x),

F>,1(x) := |x|δ>e–γ|x|2β

η>(x) + mF (y)(1 – η<(x)).

Evidently, F<,1,F>,1 ∈ C∞
b (R2) and, by (4.2.42),

F<,1(x)≤F (x)≤F>,1(x), x ∈ R2.

Therefore, the mini-max principle implies

ν
+
k,q(F<,1)≤ ν

+
k,q(F )≤ ν

+
k,q(F>,1), k ∈ Z+. (4.2.43)

Further, set
F>

<,2
:= Dq,b F>

<,1
, q ∈ Z+,

where Dq,b is the operator defined in (3.4.53). Then Theorem 3.4.2 implies that

ν
+
k,q

(
F>

<,1

)
= ν

+
k,0

(
F>

<,2

)
, k ∈ Z+, q ∈ Z+. (4.2.44)

Next, it is tedious but straightforward to check that

F>
<,2

(x) = F>
<,3

(x)(1 + o(1)), |x| → ∞, (4.2.45)

where
F>

<,3
(x) := Cq,b|x|

2ε>
< e–γ|x|2β

, x ∈ R2 \{0},
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ε>
<

:=


δ>
<

2
if β ∈ (0,1/2],

δ>
<

2
+ q(2β – 1) if β ∈ (1/2,∞),

and

Cq,b :=



1 if β ∈ (0,1/2),

Lq

(
–

γ

2b

)
if β = 1/2,

(2βγ)2q

q!(2b)q if β > 1/2.

Hence, by (4.2.45), there exists R ∈ (0,∞) such that for x ∈ R2 we have

F<,2(x)≥ 1
2
F<,3(x)1R2\BR(0)(x) – m<1BR(0)(x) =: F<,4(x),

F>,2(x)≤ 3
2
F>,3(x)1R2\BR(0)(x) + m>1BR(0)(x) =: F>,4(x),

with m>
<

:= maxy∈R2 |F>
<,2

(y)|. Thus,

ν
+
k,0(F<,2)≥ ν

+
k,0(F<,4), ν

+
k,0(F>,2)≤ ν

+
k,0(F>,4). (4.2.46)

Now note that the functions F>
<,4

are radially symmetric. By Proposition 3.3.3, we

can calculate explicitly the eigenvalues of the operators p0F>
<,4

p0. More precisely, put

ρ := bR2/2, and for c0 ∈ (0,∞), c1 ∈ R, and ε ∈ R, set

τc0,c1,ε (k) :=
1

Γ(k + 1)

(
(2/b)ε c0

∫
∞

ρ

tk+ε e–µtβ –tdt + c1

∫
ρ

0
e–ttkdt

)
, k ∈ (–1,∞),

where Γ is the Euler gamma function. Then Proposition 3.3.3 implies that{
ν

+
k,0(F>,4)

}
k∈Z+

=
{

τc0,>,c1,>,ε>(k)
}

k∈Z+
, (4.2.47)

with c0,> := 3Cq,b/2 and c1,> := m>, while

{
ν

+
k,0(F<,4)

}
k∈Z+

=
{

τc0,<,c1,<,ε<(k)
}
{k∈Z+ |τ(k)>0} . (4.2.48)

with c0,< := Cq,b/2 and c1,< := –m<. Arguing as in [124, Lemma 5.3], we find that for
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any c0 ∈ (0,∞), c1 ∈ R and ε ∈ R, we get

lnτc0,c1,ε (k) =



– ∑
1≤j< 1

1–β

fjk
(β–1)j+1 +O(lnk) if β ∈ (0,1),

– (ln(1 + µ)) k +O(lnk) if β = 1,

–
β – 1

β
klnk + k

β – 1 – ln(µβ )
β

– ∑
1≤j< β

β–1

gjk
( 1

β
–1)j+1 +O(lnk) if β ∈ (1,∞),

(4.2.49)

as k→ ∞, where fj and gj are the coefficients introduced in the statement of Theorem
4.4.2. Moreover,

τ
′
c0,c1,ε (k) < 0 (4.2.50)

for sufficiently large k ∈ R. Combining (4.2.47) - (4.2.48) with (4.2.49) and (4.2.50),
we find that for sufficiently large k ∈ Z+ we have

ν
+
k,0(F>,4) = τc0,>,c1,>,ε>(k), ν

+
k,0(F<,4) = τc0,<,c1,<,ε<(k). (4.2.51)

Now (4.2.35) – (4.2.37) follow from estimates (4.2.43), (4.2.44), (4.2.46), (4.2.51), and
asymptotic relations (4.2.49).

4.2.4 Symbols of power-like decay
In this subsection we discuss the eigenvalue asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz opera-
tors with symbols F of power-like decay. More precisely, we suppose that F = F ∈
Γ

–γ
ρ (R2) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1], and impose supplementary conditions which guaran-

tee that the order of decay at infinity of F is exactly equal to –γ (see (4.2.55) below).
An example of such F could be a symbol which is asymptotically homogeneous of
order –γ , i.e. there exists φ ∈ C(S1) such that

lim
r→∞

rγF (rω) = φ (ω), ω ∈ S1. (4.2.52)

In order to formulate our first theorem, we need several notations and auxiliary facts.
Let f : (0,∞)→ [0,∞) be a non-increasing function. We will say that f satisfies the
condition C if there exists λ0 ∈ (0,∞) such that:

• f is derivable on (0,λ0);

• there exist numbers 0 < γ1 < γ2 < ∞ such that for any λ ∈ (0,λ0) we have

γ1f(λ ) < –λ f′(λ ) < γ2f(λ ). (4.2.53)

By analogy with the volume function defined in (4.1.3), introduce the area functions

A±(s;F ) := (2π)–1
∣∣∣{(x,ξ ) ∈ R2 | ±F (x,ξ ) > s

}∣∣∣ , s > 0, (4.2.54)

where F : R2→ R is a Lebesgue-measurable symbol.
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Proposition 4.2.3 Let F = Γ
–γ
ρ (R2;R) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1]. Assume that the

functions A+(·;F ) and A–(·;F ) satisfy the condition C , and

liminf
s↓0

s2/γA±(s;F ) > 0. (4.2.55)

Then there exists δ > 0 such that

n±(s;Opw(F )) = A±(s;F )(1 +O(sδ )), s ↓ 0. (4.2.56)

Proposition 4.2.3 follows from a special case of the main theorem of [57] with ϕ(x,ξ ) =
φ (x,ξ ) := (1+x2 +ξ 2)ρ/2 and m(x,ξ ) := (1+x2 +ξ 2)–γ/2, (x,ξ )∈R2. Under its assump-
tions we have

A±(s;F )� s–2/γ , s ↓ 0. (4.2.57)

If F is asymptotically homogeneous of order –γ (see (4.2.52)), then

A±(s;F ) =
1

4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ
± dω s–2/γ (1 + o(1)), s ↓ 0.

Theorem 4.2.3 Let b > 0, and F ∈ Γ
–γ
ρ (R2;R) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1] satisfy the

hypotheses of Proposition 4.2.3. Fix q ∈ Z+. Then there exists δ ′ > 0 such that

n±(s;pqFpq)) = bA±(s;F )(1 +O(sδ ′ )), s ↓ 0. (4.2.58)

Remark: Let I±F (k) be the function inverse to A±(·;F ), well defined for large k > 0.
Then (4.2.58) is equivalent to

ν
±
k,q(F ) = I±F (k) (1 +O(k–δ ′ )), k→ ∞.

Let us now prove Theorem 4.2.3. According to Theorem 3.4.1, the operator pqFpq
is unitarily equivalent to the operator πq⊗Opaw

q (Fb). Therefore,

n±(s;pqFpq) = n±(s;Opaw
q (Fb)), s > 0. (4.2.59)

Further, by Corollary 3.4.2, we have

Opaw
q (Fb) = Opw(Fb ∗Ψq), (4.2.60)

where Ψq is the Wigner function defined in (3.4.27). By Proposition 3.4.2,

Fb ∗Ψq –Fb ∈ Γ
–γ–ρ
ρ (R2). (4.2.61)

Applying the Weyl inequalities (4.2.4), we get

n±(s(1 + ε);Opw(Fb)) – n∓(sε;Opw(Fb ∗Ψq –Fb))≤

n±(s;Opw(Fb ∗Ψq))≤

n±(s(1 – ε);Opw(Fb)) + n±(sε;Opw(Fb ∗Ψq –Fb)) (4.2.62)
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for any s > 0 and ε ∈ (0,1). Making use of (4.2.62), (4.2.57), (4.2.56), and (4.2.61),
and taking into account that

A±(s;Fb) = bA±(s;F ), b > 0,

we find that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

bA±(s(1 + ε) F )(1 +O(sδ )) – C(sε)–2/(γ+ρ) ≤

n±(s;Opw(Fb ∗Ψq))≤

bA±(s(1 – ε);F )(1 +O(sδ )) + C(sε)–2/(γ+ρ), s ↓ 0, ε ∈ (0,1). (4.2.63)

Further, (4.2.53) implies

(1 + ε)–γ2A±(s;F )≤ A±(s(1 + ε);F ), A±(s(1 – ε);F )≤ (1 – ε)–γ1 A±(s) (4.2.64)

for s > 0 small enough. Finally, pick ε = sθ with θ := 2ρ

γ(2+ρ+γ) so that

–
2(1 + θ )

γ + ρ
+

2
γ

= θ .

Then (4.2.59), (4.2.60), (4.2.63), and (4.2.64) imply (4.2.58) with δ ′ = min{δ ,θ}.

Let us now pass to the eigenvalue asymptotics for the operators pFp where p =
pann(b), b = b0 + b̃ is an admissible magnetic field with b0 > 0, and the real valued
symbol F has a power-like decay at infinity. Since in this case the main asymptotic
term of n±(s;p0Fp0) as s ↓ 0, is not scale-invariant, i.e. it changes if we replace F
by cF with a constant c 6= 1, estimates (4.2.20) yield now different lower and upper
asymptotic bounds. Thus, in the case of power-like decay of F , the asymptotic analysis
of n±(s;p0Fp0) as s ↓ 0 is more delicate than in Corollaries 4.2.3 and 4.2.6. Hence,
we impose now more restrictive assumptions on b and F .

Theorem 4.2.4 Let b = b0 + b̃ with b0 > 0 and let b̃ ∈WAP(R2) satisfy (2.8.28). As-
sume that F ∈ C1(R2), and the estimates

0 < F (x)≤ C〈x〉–γ , |∇F (x)| ≤ C〈x〉–γ–1, x ∈ R2, (4.2.65)

are fulfilled for some constants γ > 0 and C ≥ 0. Suppose, moreover, that there exists
0 < φ ∈ C(S1) such that (4.2.52) holds true. Then for p = pann(b) we have

lim
s↓0

s2/γ n+(s;pFp) =
b0
4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω . (4.2.66)

Let us prove Theorem 4.2.4. If we try to mimic the proof of Theorem 4.2.3, we can
show that, similarly to (4.2.59),

n+(s;pFp) = n+(s;T), s > 0,
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where

T := Opaw(e–2ϕ̃b0 )–1/2Opaw(Fb0e–2ϕ̃b0 )Opaw(e–2ϕ̃b0 )–1/2, (4.2.67)

ϕ̃ is the solution of the Poisson equation ∆ϕ̃ = b̃, and

Fb0 = Ob0F , ϕ̃b0 = Ob0 ϕ̃ ,

in accordance with (3.4.46). However, even if we assume that F ∈ Γ
–γ
ρ (R2) with

γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1], and ϕ ∈ C∞(R2)∩WAP(R2), we would have only Fb0e–2ϕ̃b0 ∈
Γ

–γ

0 (R2) and e–2ϕ̃b0 ∈ Γ0
0(R2) because of the oscillations of ϕ̃ . Due to the absence of

a convenient pseudo-differential calculus for the operator T, we will use an alternative
approach based on results from [11, 105, 118, 93]. We will divide the proof of Theorem
4.2.4 into several propositions. Set

Nb(E) := N(E;a(b)∗a(b)), E ∈ R.

Thus, Nb is the IDS for the operator

a(b)∗a(b) = (–i∇ – A)2 – b

(see (4.1.11) - (4.1.12)). Since b̃∈WAP(R2;R), the existence of this IDS follows from
[154, Lemma 3.2]. If b = b0 > 0 is constant, then (2.7.52) and (4.1.13) imply

Nb0 (E) =
b0
2π

∑
q∈Z+

1(0,∞)(E – 2b0q), E ∈ R. (4.2.68)

Set E0 := dist (0,σ (a∗ a)\{0}). By Proposition 2.8.3, we have E0 > 0.

Proposition 4.2.4 [154, Lemma 3.2] Let b satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.4.
Then we have

Nb(E) =


0 if E < 0,
b0
2π

if E ∈ (0,E0).
(4.2.69)

Proof. It follows from (4.1.12) that the IDS is constant on the gaps in σ (a∗a). There-
fore, (4.2.69) just tells us that the size of the jump of Nb at 0 = infσ (a∗a) is equal to b0

2π
.

In order to check this, set bs = b0 +sb̃, s∈ [0,1], so that b = b1. The operator a(bs)∗a(bs)
is norm resolvent continuous with respect to s. Hence, a gap-labeling result (see e.g.
[11]) implies that the size of the jump of Nbs is independent of s ∈ [0,1]. Therefore,

Nb(+0) –Nb(–0) = Nb0 (+0) –Nb0 (–0) =
b0
2π

according to (4.2.68). �
Remark: The assumption about the almost periodicity of b in Theorem 4.2.3 is needed
to ensure the presence of a gap (0,E0) in σ (a(b)∗a(b)), the existence of the IDS Nb,
and the validity of (4.2.69). Evidently, all these properties are preserved also for more
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general admissible b with b0 > 0.

As a by-product of Proposition 4.2.4, we obtain the following result which might
be interesting within the context of weighted holomorphic spaces. Let Kann,b be the
integral kernel of the orthogonal projection onto Ker a(b) = Ker a(b)∗a(b).

Corollary 4.2.7 [154, Corollary 3.1] Assume that b satisfies the assumptions of Theo-
rem 4.2.4. Then for any x ∈ R2 we have

lim
T→∞

L–2
∫
QL(x)

Kann,b(y,y)dy =
b0
2π

. (4.2.70)

Proof. Let E ∈ (0,E0). Then

Tr
(
1QL(x)1(–∞,E)(a

∗a)1QL(x)
)

= Tr
(
1QL(x)1{0}(a

∗a)1QL(x)

)
=∫

QL(x)
Kann,b(y,y)dy, x ∈ R2, L ∈ (0,∞). (4.2.71)

Now (4.2.70) follows from (4.2.71), (4.1.12), and (4.2.69). �

Proposition 4.2.5 [154, Lemma 3.3] Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.4. Let
E ∈ (0,E0). Then

lim
s↓0

s2/γ n+(s;F 1/2(E – a(b)∗a(b))–1F 1/2) = E–2/γ b0
4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω . (4.2.72)

Proof. Using the techniques developed in [118] and [93], we conclude that

lim
s↓0

s2/γ n+(s;F 1/2(E – a(b)∗a(b))–1F 1/2) =

∫ E

–∞

∣∣∣{x ∈ R2 |φ (x/|x|)|x|–γ > E – t
}∣∣∣ dNb(t),

and by (4.2.69) we have∫ E

–∞

|
{

x ∈ R2 |φ (x/|x|)|x|–γ > E – t
}
|dNb(t) = E–2/γ b0

4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω .

�

Proposition 4.2.6 [105, Lemma 1.4] Let b satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.4,
and G ∈ C1(R2) satisfy

|G (x)| ≤ C〈x〉–m, |∇G (x)| ≤ C〈x〉–m–1, (4.2.73)

with some constants m > 0 and C ≥ 0. Then the commutator C := pG – G p with p :=
pann(b) admits the representation

C = C0〈·〉–m–1 (4.2.74)

where C0 : L2(R2)→ L2(R2) is a bounded operator.
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Proof. Set c := {ζ ∈ C | |ζ | = r} with r ∈ (0,E0). Then we have

p =
1

2πi

∫
c
(a∗a – ζ )–1dζ ,

c being run into the clockwise direction, and

C = –
1

2πi

∫
c
(a∗a – ζ )–1[a∗a,G ](a∗a – ζ )–1dζ =

1
π

∫
c
(a∗a – ζ )–1

(
a∗

∂G

∂ z̄
+

∂G

∂z
a
)

(a∗a – ζ )–1dζ . (4.2.75)

Evidently the operators (a∗a – ζ )–1 a∗ and (a∗a – ζ )–1 are uniformly bounded in ζ ∈ c.
Using the second inequality in (4.2.73), we easily find that the closures of the operators

∂G

∂ z̄
(a∗a – ζ )–1〈·〉m+1,

∂G

∂z
a(a∗a – ζ )–1〈·〉m+1,

are also uniformly bounded in ζ ∈ c. Thus, (4.2.74) follows from (4.2.75). �

Lemma 4.2.3 [154, Lemma 3.5] Let b satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.4. Sup-
pose that the function G : R2 → R is Lebesgue-measurable and satisfies the first in-
equality in (4.2.73) with some m > 0. Then we have

n±(s;pG p) = O(s–2/m), s ↓ 0. (4.2.76)

Proof. By the mini-max principle and the analogue of (4.2.20) for F = 〈·〉–m, it
suffices to show that

n±(s;p0(b0)〈·〉–mp0(b0)) = O(s–2/m), s ↓ 0.

which follows from Theorem 4.2.3. �

Corollary 4.2.8 [154, Corollary 3.2] Let b and G : R2→ R satisfy the assumptions of
Proposition 4.2.6 with m > 0. Then we have

n∗(s;pG (I –p)) = O(s–2/(m+1)), s ↓ 0. (4.2.77)

Proof. Evidently,

n∗(s;pG (I –p)) = n∗(s;pC (I –p))≤ n∗(s;pC ) = n∗(s;C p), s > 0.

Applying Proposition 4.2.6, we get

n∗(s;C p) = n∗(s;C0〈·〉–m–1p)≤ n∗(s;‖C0‖〈·〉–m–1p) = n∗(s2;‖C0‖2p〈·〉–2m–2p).

Bearing in mind (4.2.76), we obtain (4.2.77). �
Now we are in position to prove Theorem 4.2.4. We will establish a lower and an

upper asymptotic bounds corresponding to (4.2.66). We start with the lower one. Fix
E ∈ (0,E0). Since we have

E–1 p = p(E – a∗a)–1 ≥ (E – a∗a)–1,
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the mini-max principle and identity (4.2.2) imply

n+(s;pFp) = n+(s;F 1/2pF 1/2) =

n+(s/E;F 1/2p(E – a∗a)–1F 1/2)≥ n+(s/E;F 1/2(E – a∗a)–1F 1/2), s > 0. (4.2.78)

By (4.2.72),

lim
s↓0

s2/γ n+(s/E;F 1/2(E – a(b)∗a(b))–1F 1/2) =
b0
4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω . (4.2.79)

Combining (4.2.78) and (4.2.79), we obtain

liminf
s↓0

s2/γ n+(s;pFp)≥ b0
4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω . (4.2.80)

Let us now handle the upper bound. The mini-max principle and the Weyl inequalities
entail

n+(s/E;F 1/2(E – a∗a)–1F 1/2)≥ n+(s/E;pF 1/2 (E – a∗a)–1F 1/2p)≥

n+((1+ε)s;pF 1/2pF 1/2p)–n–(εs/E;pF 1/2(E–a∗a)–1(I–p)F 1/2p), ε > 0. (4.2.81)

Let us estimate the last term in (4.2.81). For t > 0 we have

n–(t;pF 1/2(E – a∗a)–1(I –p)F 1/2p) = n∗(t1/2;pF 1/2|a∗a – E|–1/2(I –p)). (4.2.82)

Since ‖|a∗a – E|–1/2(I –p)‖ = (E0 – E)–1/2, we have

n∗(t1/2;pF 1/2|a∗a – E|–1(I –p))≤ n∗(((E0 – E)t)1/2;pF 1/2(I –p)), t > 0. (4.2.83)

Now note that the first estimate in (4.2.65), and relation (4.2.52) with φ > 0, imply in
particular F (x) � 〈x〉–γ , x ∈ R2, so that G = F 1/2 satisfies the assumptions of Corol-
lary 4.2.8 with m = γ/2. Putting together (4.2.82) and (4.2.83), and making use of
Corollary 4.2.8, we get

n–(εs/E;pF 1/2(E – a∗a)–1(I –p)F 1/2p) = O(s–2/(2+γ)) = o(s–2/γ ), s ↓ 0. (4.2.84)

Let us now estimate the last but one term in (4.2.81). By the Ky Fan inequalities, for
t > 0 and ε > 0 we have

n+(t;pF 1/2pF 1/2p) = n+(t1/2;pF 1/2p) = n∗(t1/2;pF 1/2p)≥

n∗((1 + ε)t1/2;pF 1/2) – n∗(εt1/2;pF 1/2(I –p)). (4.2.85)

Evidently,

n∗((1 + ε)t1/2;pF 1/2) = n+((1 + ε)2t;pFp), t > 0, ε > 0. (4.2.86)

On the other hand, Corollary 4.2.8 implies

n∗(εt1/2;pF 1/2(I –p)) = O(t–2/(2+γ)) = o(t–2/γ ), t ↓ 0. (4.2.87)
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Putting together (4.2.81), and (4.2.84) - (4.2.87), we obtain

n+(s/E;F 1/2(E – a∗a)–1F 1/2)≥ n+((1 + ε)3s;pFp) – o(s–2/γ ), s ↓ 0,

which combined with (4.2.72) yields

limsup
s↓0

s2/γ n+(s;pFp)≤ (1 + ε)6/γ b0
4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω (4.2.88)

for any ε > 0. Letting ε ↓ 0 in (4.2.88), and combining this upper bound with the lower
bound (4.2.80), we obtain (4.2.66).

4.2.5 Semi-classical versus non-classical eigenvalue asymptotics
Let us discuss now which of the results on the asymptotics of n±(s;pqFpq) as s ↓ 0
are semi-classical and which are non-classical. In order to define these notions, let us
recall that by Theorem 3.4.1 and Corollary 3.4.2 we have

n±(s;pqFpq) = n±(s;Opaw
q (Fb)) = n±(s;Opw(Fb ∗Ψq)), s > 0, q ∈ Z+,

for fairly general symbols F which decay in a suitable sense at infinity. Hence we will
say that the spectral asymptotics for the operator pqFpq is semi-classical if

lim
s↓0

n±(s;pqFpq)
A±(s;Fb ∗Ψq)

= 1 (4.2.89)

where A± are the area functions introduced in (4.2.54), and non-classical if (4.2.89)
does not hold true. Thus, we will compare the asymptotics of the eigenvalue counting
functions for the operator Opaw

q (Fb) and the area functions related to its Weyl symbol
Fb ∗Ψq. Since a priori it is not clear which quantization is the “correct” one, we
will also take account of the asymptotics of the area functions related to the anti-Wick
symbol Fb and the Wick symbol Fb ∗Ψq ∗Ψq of Opaw

q (Fb). In order to calculate
the main asymptotic terms of these area functions, we will make use of the following
simple analytic facts. First, we have Ψq(w) > 0 for |w| large enough, and

lim
|w|→∞

lnΨq(w)
|w|2

= –1.

Thus, if G ∈ L∞(R2;R), G (w) > 0 for |w| large enough, and

lim
|w|→∞

lnG (w)
|w|2β

= –µ

with some β ∈ (0,∞) and µ ∈ (0,∞), then

lim
|w|→∞

ln (G ∗Ψq)(w)
|w|2β

= –µ
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if β ∈ (0,1), and

lim
|w|→∞

ln (G ∗Ψq)(w)
|w|2

=


–

µ

1 + µ
if β = 1,

– 1 if β ∈ (1,∞),

(see e.g. [97, Lemma 3.5]). Finally, if G ≥ 0 is compactly supported on a set of positive
measure, then

lim
|w|→∞

ln (G ∗Ψq)(w)
|w|2

= –1.

Let us start the analysis of the asymptotics as s ↓ 0 of n+(s;pqFpq) with the case of
compactly supported symbols F ≥ 0 which satisfy (4.2.11). Then

A+(s;Fb) = O(1), A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq)∼ | lns|, A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq ∗Ψq)∼ 2| lns|

as s ↓ 0, where we write f(s) ∼ g(s) if lims↓0 f(s)/g(s) = 1. On the other hand, (4.2.13)
implies

n+(s;pqFpq)∼ | lns|
ln | lns|

, s ↓ 0.

Thus, in this case even the asymptotic order of n+(s;pqFpq) is non-classical.
Assume now that F ≥ 0 decays exponentially at infinity, i.e. that F satisfies (4.2.38)
with some β ∈ (0,∞) and γ ∈ (0,∞). If β ∈ (1,∞), then

A+(s;Fb)∼ b
2γ1/β

| lns|1/β , A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq)∼ | lns|, A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq ∗Ψq)∼ 2| lns|,

while, by (4.2.41), we have

n+(s;pqFpq)∼ β

β – 1
| lns|

ln | lns|
, s ↓ 0.

i.e. again the asymptotic order of n+(s;pqFpq) is non-classical. Next, if β = 1 which
corresponds to a Gaussian decay of F , then

A+(s;Fb)∼ b
2γ
| lns|, (4.2.90)

A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq)∼
(

b
2γ

+ 1
)
| lns|, A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq ∗Ψq)∼

(
b
2γ

+ 2
)
| lns|, (4.2.91)

and, by (4.2.41),

n+(s;pqFpq)∼ 1
ln(1 + 2γ/b)

| lns|, s ↓ 0, (4.2.92)

i.e. the asymptotic order of n+(s;pqFpq) is semi-classical, but the coefficient is not.
Note that all the coefficients which appear in (4.2.90) - (4.2.92) have the same main
asymptotic term b

2γ
in the strong-magnetic-field limit b→∞. Finally, if β ∈ (0,1), then

A+(s;Fb)∼ A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq)∼ A+(s;Fb ∗Ψq ∗Ψq)∼ b
2γ1/β

| lns|1/β ,
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and, by (4.2.41),

n+(s;pqFpq)∼ b
2γ1/β

| lns|1/β , s ↓ 0.

as well, i.e. in this case the asymptotics of n+(s;pqFpq) is semi-classical.
Of course, the results of Theorem 4.2.3 which concern symbols F of regular power-
like decay, are manifestly semi-classical. Under its hypotheses we have again

A±(s;Fb)∼ A±(s;Fb ∗Ψq)∼ A±(s;Fb ∗Ψq ∗Ψq)� s–2/γ , s ↓ 0,

due to Proposition 3.4.2.

Let us discuss a model situation which might shed light onto the cases of non-
classical eigenvalue asymptotics for the operator Opw(F ∗Ψq). Suppose that G ∈
C∞(R2;R) is radially symmetric and

G (w) := e–|w|2J(|w|2), w ∈ R2, (4.2.93)

where J : [0,∞)→ R satisfies

|J(k)(t)| ≤ Ckeαkt, t ∈ [0,∞), k ∈ Z+,

with some constants Ck ∈ [0,∞) and αk ∈ (–∞,1] so that G ∈S ′(R2). Note that under
the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1 or Theorem 4.2.2 with β ∈ [1,∞), the asymptotic
behaviour at infinity of the symbol Fb ∗Ψq is fairly similar to that of G of the form
(4.2.93) with appropriate J. On the other hand, Proposition 3.4.4 implies that the set of
the eigenvalues of Opw(G ) coincides with

(–1)k

2

∫
∞

0
J(t/2)Lk(t)e–t dt =

1
k!

∫
∞

0
J(k)(t)tke–2t dt, k ∈ Z+. (4.2.94)

Thus, the function J defines completely the spectrum of Opw(G ) which may have fairly
exotic non-classical asymptotic distribution near the origin.
Let us mention several classes of symbols G of the form (4.2.93), such that Opw(G ) has
amusing spectral properties which may be of independent interest. If J is a polynomial,
then (4.2.94) shows that the number of non-zero eigenvalues of Opw(G ) is not greater
than degJ + 1 so that n±(s;Opw(G )) = O(1) as s ↓ 0, while if the leading coefficient of
J is, say, positive, then

A+(s;G )∼ 1
2
| lns|, A–(s;G ) = O(1), s ↓ 0,

i.e. the behaviour of the positive eigenvalues of Opw(G ) is manifestly non-classical. If

G (w) = e–µ|w|2 , w ∈ R2, µ ∈ (0,∞),

then

A+(s;G ) =
1(0,∞)(1 – s)

2µ
| lns|, A–(s;G ) = 0, s > 0. (4.2.95)
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On the other hand, in this case J(t) = e(1–µ)t, t ∈ [0,∞), so that, by (4.2.94), the eigen-

values of Opw(G ) are 1
1+µ

(
1–µ

1+µ

)k
, k ∈ Z+, if µ 6= 1, and if µ = 1, then Opw(G ) =

1
2 〈·,ψ0〉L2(R)ψ0. Thus,

n+(s;Opw(G )) =



c(µ) | lns|+O(1) if µ ∈ (0,1),

1(0,∞)

(
1
2

– s
)

if µ = 1,

1
2
c(µ) | lns|+O(1) if µ ∈ (1,∞),

and

n–(s;Opw(G )) =


0 if µ ∈ (0,1],

1
2
c(µ) | lns|+O(1) if µ ∈ (1,∞),

where
c(µ) :=

1∣∣∣ln ∣∣∣ 1–µ

1+µ

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , µ ∈ (0,∞), µ 6= 1. (4.2.96)

Note that if µ > 1, then Opw(G ) has infinitely many negative eigenvalues even if G > 0.
Note also the coefficient c(µ) defined in (4.2.96) satisfies c(µ)∼ 1

2µ
as µ ↓ 0, which is

compatible with (4.2.95). Finally, if

J(t) = cos(ωt), ω > 0,

then the eigenvalues of Opw(G ) are

(sinθ )k

(ω2 + 4)1/2 cos((k + 1)θ + kπ/2), k ∈ Z+,

where θ := arctan(ω/2), so that the distribution of the positive and negative eigenvalues
of Opw(G ) strongly depends on the arithmetic properties of θ .

The analysis of the nature of the asymptotics of n±(s;pannFpann) as s ↓ 0 is not so
conspicuous since we do not dispose of a convenient expression for the Weyl symbol
of the operator T defined in (4.2.67). However, if we postulate that we should com-
pare n±(s;pannFpann) with the area functions A±(s;Fb0 ), then we can easily draw
conclusions quite close to the ones concerning n±(s;pqFpq).

4.3 A result from control theory
In this section we discuss an application of the explicit expressions (4.2.7) for the
eigenvalues λk,q(1BR(0)), k ∈ Z+, of the operator pq1BR(0) pq, q ∈ Z+.
Let u ∈ L∞(R2;R), and suppu be compact. Define the Z2-periodic symbol

G (x) := ∑
j∈Z2

u(x – j), x ∈ R2. (4.3.1)
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Theorem 4.3.1 [51, Theorem 4] Let u∈ L∞(R2;R) be a compactly supported function
which satisfies

u(x)≥ u01Bε (0)(x), x ∈ R2, (4.3.2)

with some constants ε > 0 and u0 > 0. Let q ∈ Z+. Then there exists a constant
C = C(q,b,u) > 0 such that

pq(b)G pq(b)≥ Cpq(b), (4.3.3)

where G is the periodic symbol defined in (4.3.1).

Remarks: (i) Evidently, estimate (4.3.3) is not trivial if the support of u is contained in
the fundamental domain (–1/2,1/2)2 of the periodicity lattice Z2 for G , which implies
that ε > 0 in (4.3.2) should be small enough. Hence, Theorem 4.3.1 can be interpreted
as a result from control theory because by (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), the positiveness of G on
the set ⋃

j∈Z2

{
x ∈ R2 | |x – j|< ε

}
with arbitrarily small ε > 0, implies the global positiveness of the Berezin-Toeplitz
operator pqG pq on Ranpq, q ∈ Z+. In particular, (4.3.3) implies that no function ϕ ∈
Ranpq which does not vanish identically, can be supported in R2 \ suppG . It is an
important and challenging open problem to prove or disprove the analogue of (4.3.3)
in the case where pq is replaced by ∑

n
q=0 pq, n ∈ N.

(ii) In [51], estimate (4.3.3) played a crucial role in the proof of a Wegner estimate
for the 2D Landau Hamiltonian HS(A,Vω ) = HS(A,0) + Vω (see (2.7.3)) with random
alloy-type electric potential

Vω (x) := ∑
j∈Z2

ηj(ω)u(x – j), x ∈ R2, (4.3.4)

where u∈L∞(R) is a compactly supported function which satisfies (4.3.2), and
{

ηj
}

j∈Z2

are independent and identically distributed random variables whose distribution has a
compactly supported bounded density. More precisely, in [51, Theorem 3], it was
shown that for each α ∈ (0,1) and every bounded interval I ⊂ R there exists a con-
stant CI ,α ∈ (0,∞) such that for any subinterval O ⊂ I there is a length scale LO
such that L > LO implies

E
(
Tr
(
1QL(0)1O (HS(A,Vω ))1QL(0)

))
≤ CI ,α |O|α L2, (4.3.5)

where E denotes the mathematical expectation, and |O| is the length of O . The Wegner
estimate (4.3.5) implies the Hölder continuity of the integrated density of states (IDS)
Nb,V for the operator HS(A,Vω ) (see (4.1.12)). The Wegner estimate (4.3.5) was ex-
tended in [52] to the case α = 1 which implies the Lipschitz continuity of the IDS
Nb,V, a result important for the applications in solid state physics since it is equivalent
to the essential boundedness of the distributional derivative dNb,V

dE which is the den-
sity of states for the operator HS(A,Vω ). Note that the IDS Nb,0 for the unperturbed
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Landau Hamiltonian HS(A,0) is not even continuous since we have

Nb,0(E) =
b

2π
∑

q∈Z+

1(0,∞)(E – Λq(b)), E ∈ R,

(see (4.1.13), (2.7.52), and (4.2.68)), i.e. Nb,0 is a staircase function with jumps of size
b/(2π) at the Landau levels Λq(b) = b(2q + 1), q ∈ Z+, so that

dNb,0
dE

(E) =
b

2π
∑

q∈Z+

δ (E – Λq(b)), E ∈ R.

Thus, the introduction of random impurities modeled by the potential Vω leads to
smearing and broadening of the peaks at the Landau levels.
(iii) The ideas of the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, and in particular Proposition 4.3.1 below,
played an important role in the proof of the existence of dynamical delocalization for
the operator HS(A,Vω ) (see [80, Section 5]), a deep result in the dynamical counterpart
of the Anderson localization theory.
(iv) A Wegner estimate similar to (4.3.5) was obtained in [203] in the case where the
alloy-type potential defined in (4.3.4) is replaced by the breather potential

Qω (x) := ∑
j∈Z2

u
(
(x – j)/ηj(ω)

)
, x ∈ R2,

where u is a compactly supported bounded function satisfying an appropriate positiv-
ity condition which replaces (4.3.2), while the distribution density for the i.i.d random
variables ηj, j ∈ Z2, is supported on a subinterval of (0,1/2).

Let us now prove Theorem 4.3.1. First, recall that by Proposition 3.3.3, the op-
erator pq1BR(0) pq with any R > 0 is diagonalizable with respect to the canonic basis{

ϕk,q
}

k∈Z+
, and its eigenvalues coincide with the set

λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)
= 〈1BR(0)ϕk,q,ϕk,q〉L2(R2) =

q!
k!

∫
ρ

0
L(k–q)

q (t)2tk–qe–t dt, k ∈ Z+.

with ρ = ρ(R) := bR2/2 (cf. (4.2.7)). Therefore, it is easy to check that

λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)
=

e–ρ ρ–q+1

q!
k2q–1

ρk

k!
(1 + o(1)), k→ ∞, (4.3.6)

uniformly with respect to R ∈ [R1,R2] with 0 < R1 < R2 < ∞ (see [51, Corollary 2]).

Proposition 4.3.1 [51, Lemma 2] Let q ∈ Z+. Then for each R > 0, ε ∈ (0,R), and
η > 0 there exists a constant C0 = C0(q,R,ε ,η) such that for each s ∈ (1,2) we have

pq1Bε (0) pq ≥ C0

(
pq1BR(0) pq – ηpq1BsR(0) pq

)
. (4.3.7)
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Proof. We fix δ ∈ (0,1), and bearing in mind (4.3.6), pick K ∈ Z+ such that k0 ≥ K
implies

(1 – δ )
e–ρ(R0)ρ(R0)k–q+1

q!
k2q–1

k!
≤ λk,q

(
1BR0 (0)

)
≤ (1 + δ )

e–ρ(R0)ρ(R0)k–q+1

q!
k2q–1

k!
(4.3.8)

for R0 ∈ [R/2,2sR]. We will show that if ε ∈ (0,R), s> 1, and k0≥K, then the operator
inequality

pq1Bε (0) pq ≥ C1

(
pq1BR(0) pq – C2pq1BsR(0) pq

)
(4.3.9)

holds true with

C1 = C1(q,R,ε ,k0) := min
k∈{0,...,k0}

λk,q
(
1Bε (0)

)
λk,q

(
1BR(0)

) , (4.3.10)

and

C2 :=
1 + δ

1 – δ
s–2(k0–q+1)e–ρ(R)+ρ(sR). (4.3.11)

Since the operators pq1Br(0) pq with any r > 0 are diagonalizable in the same basis, we
find that in order to prove (4.3.9), it suffices to check the numerical inequalities

λk,q
(
1Bε (0)

)
≥ C1

(
λk,q

(
1BR(0)

)
– C2λk,q

(
1BsR(0)

))
(4.3.12)

for each k ∈ Z+. If k≤ k0, then (4.3.12) is valid because in this case (4.3.10) entails

λk,q
(
1Bε (0)

)
≥ C1 λk,q

(
1BR(0)

)
≥ C1

(
λk,q

(
1BR(0)

)
– C2λk,q

(
1BsR(0)

))
.

If k > k0, then by (4.3.8) and (4.3.11), we have

λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)
– C2λk,q

(
1BsR(0)

)
≤

(1 + δ )
e–ρ(R)

q!
k2q–1

ρ(sR)k–q+1

k!
s2(q–1)

(
s–2k – s–2k0

)
. (4.3.13)

Since s > 1 and k > k0, we find that

λk,q
(
1BR(0)

)
– C2λk,q

(
1BsR(0)

)
< 0,

which again implies (4.3.12).
Now fix η > 0 and choose k0 = k0(η ,R,b)≥K so large that C2 ≤ η . Then (4.3.7) with
C0 = C1(q,R.ε ,k0(η ,R,b)) follows from (4.3.12). �

Corollary 4.3.1 Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3.1 we have

pq1Bε (y) pq ≥ C0

(
pq1BR(y) pq – ηpq1BsR(y) pq

)
(4.3.14)

for each y ∈ R2.
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Proof. By (2.7.27), we have

T ∗y pqTy = pq, T ∗y pq1Br(0)pqTy = pq1Br(y)pq, (4.3.15)

for each r > 0. Here Ty are the magnetic translations defined in (2.7.8). Combining
(4.3.7) with (4.3.15), we obtain (4.3.14). �

Now we are in position to prove (4.3.3). Choose R >
√

2/2 so that

∑
j∈Z2

1BR(j)(x)≥ 1, x ∈ R2. (4.3.16)

Further, fix s ∈ (1,2) so that we have

∑
j∈Z2

1BsR(j)(x)≤ K0, x ∈ R2, (4.3.17)

with some constant K0 > 0. Finally, pick sufficiently ε small so that (4.3.2) holds true.
Putting together (4.3.2), (4.3.14), (4.3.16), and (4.3.17), we find that for each η > 0
there exists C0 > 0 such that

pqG pq ≥ u0 ∑
j∈Z2

pq1Bε (j)pq

≥ u0C0 ∑
j∈Z2

(
pq1BR(j)pq – ηpq1BsR(j)pq

)
≥ u0C0(1 – ηK0)pq.

Choosing η = 1/(2K0), we obtain (4.3.3) with C := u0C0/2.

4.4 Eigenvalue asymptotics for 2D magnetic quantum
Hamiltonians

In this section we apply the results on the eigenvalue asymptotics for Berezin-Toeplitz
operators obtained in Section 4.2, to the investigation of the distribution of the dis-
crete eigenvalues near the border points of the essential spectrum for relatively com-
pact perturbations of magnetic quantum Hamiltonians. The leading examples of the
unperturbed operator are the 2D Landau Hamiltonian and the 2D Pauli operator with
admissible magnetic field b = b0 + b̃, b0 6= 0. In Subsection 4.4.1 we consider electric
perturbations of these unperturbed operators, i.e. perturbations by additive electric po-
tentials, while in Subsection 4.4.2 we deal with magnetic and geometric perturbations
of 2D magnetic quantum Hamiltonians.

4.4.1 Electric perturbations
Assume at first that the unperturbed operator H0 is the 2D Landau Hamiltonian

H0 := HS(A,0) =
(

–i
∂

∂x
+

by
2

)2
+
(

–i
∂

∂y
–

bx
2

)2
, (x,y) ∈ R2,
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with A = b
2 (–y,x) and constant b > 0 (see (2.7.3)). Let V : R2 → R be a Lebesgue-

measurable function such that the operator |V|1/2H–1/2
0 is compact in L2(R2). Applying

the Weyl theorem on the invariance of the essential spectrum, we find that

σess(HV) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) =
⋃

q∈Z+

{
Λq
}

, (4.4.1)

where for brevity
HV := HS(A,V) = HS(A,0) + V

denotes the perturbed operator, the sum being understood in the sense of the quadratic
forms. Note that relation (4.4.1) just tells us that the essential spectra of the operators
H0 and HV coincide as subsets of R. However, the nature of the points of these es-
sential spectra may change: if any Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, is necessarily an isolated
eigenvalue of H0 of infinite multiplicity, it could be an eigenvalue of HV of infinite
multiplicity or an accumulation point of the discrete spectrum of HV, or both.
For notational convenience put Λ–1 = Λ̃–1 = –∞. For q ∈ Z+ choose Λ̃q ∈ (Λq,Λq+1)
which is not an eigenvalue of HV, and set

N +
q (λ ;V) := N(Λq+λ ,Λ̃q)(HV), λ ∈ (0, Λ̃q – Λq),

N –
q (λ ;V) := N(Λ̃q–1,Λq–λ )(HV), Λq – λ ∈ (Λ̃q–1,Λq),

where N(s,t)(T) is the eigenvalue counting function introduced in (4.1.1).

Further, for q ∈ Z+, let
{

λ +
k,q(V)

}
k≥0

(resp.,
{

λ –
k,q(V)

}
k≥0

) be the non-increasing

(resp., non-decreasing) set of the eigenvalues of HV lying on the interval (Λq, Λ̃q)
(resp., on (Λ̃q–1,Λq)), and counted with the multiplicities. A priori, any of these sets
may be empty. We have

N ±
q (λ ;V) = #

{
k ∈ Z+ | ± (λ±k,q(V) – Λq) > λ

}
.

Set
mq(V) := #(σ (HV)∩ (Λq–1,Λq)), q ∈ Z+.

Assume now that V ≥ 0. Then the discrete eigenvalues of HV may accumulate to
any Landau level Λq only from above. Accordingly, we choose Λ̃q, q ∈ Z+, so that
σ (HV)∩ [Λ̃q,Λq+1) = /0, and hence

N +
q (λ ;V) = N(Λq+λ ,Λq+1)(HV), N –

q (λ ;V) = 0,

and the set
{

λ –
k,q+1(V)

}
is empty. Similarly, the discrete eigenvalue of H–V may

accumulate to Λq, q ∈ Z+, only from below. Then we choose Λ̃q–1, q ∈ N, so that
σ (H–V∩ (Λq–1, Λ̃q–1] = /0, and therefore

N –
q (λ ;–V) = N(Λq–1,Λq–λ )(H–V), N +

q (λ ;–V) = 0,

and the set
{

λ +
k,q–1(–V)

}
is empty.
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Compactly supported and exponentially decaying potentials

First, this subsection concerns the asymptotics of λ
±
k,q(±V) – Λq as k→ ∞ for a fixed

q ∈ Z+ and compactly supported V≥ 0.

Theorem 4.4.1 Assume that V ∈ C(R2), suppV = Ω where Ω ⊂ R2 is a bounded do-
main, and V > 0 on Ω. Then for any q ∈ Z+ we have mq(±V) = ∞, and

ln
(
±
(

λ
±
k,q(±V) – Λq

))
= –klnk +

(
1 + ln

(
bCap(Ω)2

2

))
k + o(k) (4.4.2)

as k→ ∞.

The theorem follows from Theorem 4.2.1, and Corollary 4.4.1 below.

Remarks: (i) If V ∈ L∞(R2;R) is compactly supported and satisfies

V(x)≥ C1Br(x0)(x), x ∈ R2, (4.4.3)

with some C > 0, r > 0, x0 ∈ R2, then (4.2.13), and (4.4.8) below imply

N ±
q (λ ;±V) = ϕ∞(λ )(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0,

where ϕ∞ is the function defined in (4.2.14). This is a weaker version of (4.4.2), first
obtained in [159, Theorem 2.2].
(ii) In [129, Theorem 1.2], the above result was extended to the 2d-dimensional case
with d> 1, and constant magnetic field B of full rank. More precisely, it was shown that
if V ∈ L∞(R2d;R+) is compactly supported and satisfies V > 0 on an open non-empty
set, then

N ±
q (λ ;±V) =

κq

d!
ϕ∞(λ )d(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0,

where κq is the multiplicity of the Landau level defined in (2.7.50). Moreover, [129,
Theorem 1.3] contains a similar result for the 2d-dimensional Dirac operator with a
constant full-rank B and compactly supported electric potential. The approach of [129]
is based on the representation of N ±

q (λ ) described in Corollary 4.2.2.
(iii) Another version of (4.4.2) can be found in [77, Theorem 2] which is the pioneer-
ing result containing a two-term asymptotics of ln

(
±
(

λ
±
k,q(±V) – Λq

))
as k→ ∞.

The assumptions are slightly different from ours, it is supposed that V ∈ Lp(R2;R),
p > 1, suppV = Ω where Ω ⊂ R2 is a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary, and
V(x)≥ c > 0 for x ∈Ω. Note that our assumptions do not require that V has a jump at
∂Ω, and are more convenient for further applications.
(iv) Theorem 4.4.1 admits an extension to singular potentials supported, for exam-
ple, on a simple closed C∞-curve Γ ⊂ R2. Let v ∈ C∞(Γ;R+). Then the perturbation
HS(A,±vδΓ) of the 2D Landau Hamiltonian HS(A,0) can be defined as the self-adjoint
operator generated in L2(R2) by the closed quadratic form∫

R2
|i∇u + Au|2 dx±

∫
Γ

v|u|2 ds, u ∈D(HS(A,0)1/2).
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Due to the compactness of the embedding of D(H(A,0)1/2) into L2(Γ), we have

σess(HS(A,±vδΓ)) = σess(HS(A,0)) = σ (HS(A,0)) =
⋃

q∈Z+

{
Λq
}

,

and again the discrete eigenvalues of HS(A,vδΓ) (resp., H(A,–vδΓ)) can accumulate at
any given Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, only from above (resp., from below). Then we can
define the eigenvalues λ

±
k,q(±vδΓ) by analogy with λ

±
k,q(±V), V ≥ 0 being a regular

decaying potential. If, say, v ≥ c > 0 on Γ, then [10, Theorem 6.5] implies that rela-
tion (4.4.2) remains valid if we replace in it λ

±
k,q(±V) by λ

±
k,q(±vδΓ), and Cap(Ω) by

Cap(Γ). This result also follows easily from (4.2.12) and a suitable version of Proposi-
tion 4.4.1 below.

Our next theorem is the analogue of Theorem 4.4.1 in the case of exponentially
decaying V≥ 0.

Theorem 4.4.2 Assume that V ∈ C(R2;R+) satisfies

lnV(x) = –γ|x|2β +O(ln |x|), |x| → ∞, (4.4.4)

for some constants γ > 0 and β > 0, uniformly with respect to x
|x| ∈ S1. Then for any

q ∈ Z+ we have mq(±V) = ∞, and

ln
(
±
(

λ
±
k,q(±V) – Λq

))
=

– ∑
1≤j< 1

1–β

fjk
(β–1)j+1 +O(lnk) if β ∈ (0,1),

– (ln(1 + µ))k +O(lnk) if β = 1,

–
β – 1

β
klnk +

(
β – 1 – ln(µβ )

β

)
k

– ∑
1≤j< β

β–1

gjk
( 1

β
–1)j+1 +O(lnk) if β ∈ (1,∞),

(4.4.5)

as k→ ∞, with µ = γ(2/b)β , and the same coefficients fj, gj as in Theorem 4.2.2.

The theorem follows from Theorem 4.2.2, and Corollary 4.4.1 below.

Remark: If V satisfies

lnV(x) = –γ|x|2β (1 + o(1)), |x| → ∞,

instead of (4.4.4), then (4.2.40), and (4.4.8) below imply

N ±
q (λ ;±V) = ϕβ (λ )(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0,
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ϕβ being the function defined in (4.2.41). This is a weaker version of (4.4.5), first ob-
tained in [159, Theorem 2.1].

In Proposition 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.1 below we reduce the asymptotic analysis
of λ

±
k,q(±V) – Λq as k→ ∞ needed in the proofs of Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, to that

of ν+
k,q(V), the kth eigenvalue of pqVpq, q ∈ Z+. The method we use is based on the

Birman-Schwinger principle described in the following

Lemma 4.4.1 Let T = T∗ be an operator lower bounded in the separable Hilbert space
H, and K = K∗ be a an operator relatively form-compact with respect to T.
(i) [15, Lemma 1.1] Assume that s ∈ (–∞, inf σ (T)). Then

N(–∞,s)(T + K) = n–(1; (T – sI)–1/2K(T – sI)–1/2). (4.4.6)

(ii) [16, Proposition 1.6] Assume that K≥ 0 and s ∈ R\σ (T). Then

∑
0<g<1

dimKer(T±gK – sI) = n∓(1;K1/2(T – sI)–1K1/2). (4.4.7)

Remarks: (i) The eigenvalues of the operators T± gK in the spectral gaps of T are
discrete. Moreover, the eigenvalues of T + gK (resp, of T – gK) in any given spectral
gap of T move monotonically upwards (resp., downwards) as the coupling constant g
increases. Thus, dimKer(T±gK – sI) < ∞ for any g ∈ [0,∞) and s ∈ R\σ (T), and the
number of g ∈ (0,1) for which this quantity does not vanish, is not more than finite.
Moreover, ∑0<g<1 dimKer(T± gK – sI) is equal to the number of the eigenvalues of
T±gK which pass through s ∈ R\σ (T) as g as grows from 0 to 1.
(ii) If s ∈ (–∞, inf σ (T)) and K≥ 0, then dimKer(T + gK – sI) = 0 for any g≥ 0, and

∑
0<g<1

dimKer(T – gK – sI) = N(–∞,s)(T – K).

Note that in the latter case, identity (4.2.2) implies

n+(1;K1/2(T – sI)–1K1/2) = n+(1; (T – sI)–1/2K(T – sI)–1/2)

which is coherent with (4.4.6) - (4.4.7).

Proof of Lemma 4.4.1: (i) Let τ and κ be the quadratic forms of the operators T and K
respectively. By the mini-max principle (see Lemma 4.2.1), the quantity N(–∞,s)(T+K)
coincides with the maximal dimension of the subspaces of D(|T|1/2) whose elements
u 6= 0 satisfy

τ[u] + κ[u] < s‖u‖2
H,

or, equivalently,
‖(T – sI)1/2u‖2

H < –κ[u].

Changing the functional variable (T – sI)1/2u = v, and noting that (T – sI)1/2 is an iso-
morphism between D(|T|1/2) and H, we find that N(–∞,s)(T+K) is equal to the maximal
dimension of the subspaces of H whose elements v 6= 0 satisfy

‖v‖2H < –κ[(T – sI)–1/2v],
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which, by Lemma 4.2.1, coincides with n–(1; (T – sI)–1/2K(T – sI)–1/2).
(ii) Relations (4.4.7) follow from the facts that if K≥ 0, then s ∈ R\σ (T) is an eigen-
value of T± gK with a given multiplicity, if and only if ±g–1 is an eigenvalue of
K1/2(T – sI)–1K1/2 with the same multiplicity, and that K1/2(T – sI)–1K1/2 is an increas-
ing operator-valued function of the variable Es running on a given spectral gap of T.
�

Proposition 4.4.1 Assume that V :R2→ [0,∞) satisfies V1/2H–1/2
0 ∈G∞(L2(R2)). Then

for each ε ∈ (0,1) we have

n+((1 + ε)λ ;pq Vpq) +Oε ,q(1)≤

N ±
q (λ ;±V)≤

n+((1 – ε)λ ;pq Vpq) +Oε ,q(1), λ ↓ 0. (4.4.8)

Proof. For s ∈ R\σ (H0) set

n±(s) := ∑
0<g<1

dimKer(H±gV – sI).

By (4.4.7),
n±(s) = n∓(1;V1/2(H0 – sI)–1V1/2), s ∈ R\σ (H0). (4.4.9)

Further, since V≥ 0 and Λ̃q 6∈ σ (H±V), we have

N +
q (λ ;V) = n+(Λq + λ ) –n+(Λ̃q), q ∈ Z+, (4.4.10)

N –
q (λ ;–V) =

{
n–(Λq – λ ) –n–(Λ̃q–1) if q ∈ N,

n–(Λ0 – λ ) if q = 0.
(4.4.11)

Combining (4.4.9) with (4.4.10) - (4.4.11), we find that

N ±
q (λ ;±V) = n∓(1;V1/2(H0 – Λq∓λ )–1V1/2) +O(1), q ∈ Z+. (4.4.12)

Writing
(H0 – Λq∓λ )–1 =∓λ

–1pq + (I – pq)(H0 – Λq∓λ )–1, (4.4.13)

bearing in mind that (I–pq)(H0 –Λq∓λ )–1 admits a uniform limit as λ ↓ 0, and apply-
ing the Weyl inequalities (4.2.4), we conclude that for each ε ∈ (0,1) we have

n+((1 + ε)λ ;V1/2pqV1/2) +Oε ,q(1)≤

n∓(1;V1/2(H0 – Λq∓λ )–1V1/2)≤

n+((1 – ε)λ ;V1/2pqV1/2) +Oε ,q(1), (4.4.14)

as λ ↓ 0. By (4.2.2),
n+(s;V1/2pqV1/2) = n+(s;pqVpq). (4.4.15)

Putting together (4.4.12), (4.4.14), and (4.4.15), we obtain (4.4.8). �
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Corollary 4.4.1 Assume the hypotheses of Theorems 4.4.1 or 4.4.2. Then for any q ∈
Z+ we have

mq(±V) = ∞, (4.4.16)

and for each ε ∈ (0,1) there exists k0 ∈ Z+ such that the asymptotic relation

1
1 + ε

ν
+
k+k0,q(V)≤±(λ±k,q(±V) – Λq)≤ 1

1 – ε
ν

+
k–k0,q(V) (4.4.17)

holds true for k ∈ N large enough.

Proof. By (4.2.9) or (4.2.43), we have rank(pqVpq) = ∞, and hence n+(s;pqVpq)
tends to infinity as s ↓ 0. By (4.4.8), the counting function N ±

q (λ ;±V) also tends to
infinity as λ ↓ 0 which implies (4.4.16). Moreover, estimate (4.4.17) follows easily
from (4.4.8).
�

Now Theorem 4.4.1 (resp., Theorem 4.4.2) follows directly from Corollary 4.4.1
and Theorem 4.2.1 (resp., Theorem 4.2.2).

Power-like decaying potentials

In our next theorem we deal with the case where V has a power-like decay at infinity,
and its sign may change.

Theorem 4.4.3 Let V ∈ Γ
–γ
ρ (R2;R) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0,1]. Assume that the area

functions A+(·;V) and A–(·;V) satisfy the condition C , and

liminf
s↓0

s2/γA±(s;V) > 0.

Then for any q ∈ Z+ we have

N ±
q (λ ) = bA±(λ ;V)(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0. (4.4.18)

Remark: Let I±V(k) be the function inverse to A±(·;V), well defined for large k > 0.
Then (4.4.18) is equivalent to

±
(

λ
±
k,q(V) – Λq

)
= I±V(k) (1 + o(1)), k→ ∞.

In Proposition 4.4.2 below we reduce the asymptotic analysis of the eigenvalue count-
ing function N ±

q (λ ;V) as λ ↓ 0 to that of n±(λ ;pqVpq). However, since we do not
assume that the perturbation has a definite sign, we cannot apply the Birman-Schwinger
principle. That is why we need the following

Lemma 4.4.2 Let H be a separable Hilbert space, T be a linear operator, self-adjoint
in H, and 0≤ S = S∗ ∈S∞(H). Let (s, t)⊂ R be an open non-empty interval. Then for
any ε ∈ (0, t – s) we have

N(s+ε ,t)(T) – n+(ε;S)≤ N(s,t)(T – S)≤ N(s,t+ε)(T) + n+(ε;S), (4.4.19)

N(s,t–ε)(T) – n+(ε;S)≤ N(s,t)(T + S)≤ N(s–ε ,t)(T) + n+(ε;S). (4.4.20)
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Proof. Let us prove the upper bound in (4.4.19). Let M be an operator self-adjoint
in H, K1 = K∗1 ∈B(H) with σ (K1) ⊂ [α ,β ], and K2 = K∗2 ∈B(H) with rankK2 < ∞.
Then [20, Chapter 9, Section 4, Lemma 3] and [20, Chapter 9, Section 3, Theorem 3]
imply

N(s,t)(M)≤ N(s+α ,t+β )(M + K1 + K2) + rankK2. (4.4.21)

Now write T = T – S + S1 + S2 with

S1 := S1[0,ε](S), S2 := S1(ε ,∞)(S),

so that σ (S1) ⊂ [0,ε] and rankS2 = n+(ε;S). Then (4.4.21) with M = T – S, Kj = Sj,
j = 1,2, implies

N(s,t)(T – S)≤ N(s,t+ε)(T) + n+(ε;S).

The other bounds in (4.4.19) and (4.4.20) can be proved in quite a similar manner. �

Proposition 4.4.2 Let V : R2 → R be a Lebesgue-measurable function such that the
operator VH–1

0 is compact. Then for η ∈ (0,1) and ε > 0 small enough we have

n–(λ (1 + η);pqVpq) – n+(λ 2
η

2
ε

–2;pqV2pq) +Oε ,q(1)≤

N –
q (λ ;V)≤

n–(λ (1 – η);pqVpq) + n+(λ 2
η

2
ε

–2;pqV2pq) +Oε ,q(1), (4.4.22)

n+(λ (1 + η);pqVpq) – n+(λ 2
η

2
ε

–2;pqV2pq) +Oε ,q(1)≤

N +
q (λ ;V)≤

n+(λ (1 – η);pqVpq) + n+(λ 2
η

2
ε

–2;pqV2pq) +Oε ,q(1), (4.4.23)

as λ ↓ 0.

Proof. We follow the general lines of [153, Section 5]. Set S := pqV(I – pq). Then,
S ∈S∞(L2(R2)), and

HV = pqHVpq + (I – pq)HV(I – pq) + 2RepqS(I – pq).

Set R := ReS, M := ImS so that S = R + iM. Moreover, R = R+ – R– and M = M+ – M–
where, as usual, R± and M± are the positive and the negative parts of the self-adjoint
operators R and M, respectively. Set

T := |R|+ |M| = R+ + R– + M+ + M–.

Pick ε > 0. Completing the squares, we obtain the representations

HV = H̃V + S0 – S1 = H̃V – S0 + S2, (4.4.24)

where

H̃V := pqHVpq + (I – pq)HV(I – pq), S0 := εpqTpq + ε
–1(I – pq)T(I – pq),
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and

S1 :=|ε1/2R1/2
+ pq – ε

–1/2R1/2
+ (I – pq)|2 + |ε1/2R1/2

– pq + ε
–1/2R1/2

– (I – pq)|2+

|iε1/2M1/2
+ pq + ε

–1/2M1/2
+ (I – pq)|2 + |iε1/2M1/2

– pq – ε
–1/2M1/2

– (I – pq)|2,

S2 :=|ε1/2R1/2
+ pq + ε

–1/2R1/2
+ (I – pq)|2 + |ε1/2R1/2

– pq – ε
–1/2R1/2

– (I – pq)|2+

|iε1/2M1/2
+ pq – ε

–1/2M1/2
+ (I – pq)|2 + |iε1/2M1/2

– pq + ε
–1/2M1/2

– (I – pq)|2.

Evidently, the operators Sj ≥ 0, j = 1,2, are compact. Making use of Lemma 4.4.2 and
representations (4.4.24), we find that the estimates

N(Λq+λ ,Λ̃q–ε)(H̃V – S0) – n+(ε;S2)≤

N +
q (λ ;V)≤

N(Λq+λ ,Λ̃q+ε)(H̃V + S0) + n+(ε;S1), (4.4.25)

N(Λ̃q–1+ε ,Λq–λ )(H̃V + S0) – n+(ε;S1)≤

N –
q (λ ;V)≤

N(Λ̃q–1–ε ,Λq–λ )(H̃V – S0) + n+(ε;S2), (4.4.26)

hold true as λ ↓ 0 for any q ∈ Z+ and ε > 0 small enough. Further, for any interval
I ⊂ R we have

NI (H̃V±S0) = NI (pq(ΛqI + V± εT)pq)

+ NI ((I – pq)(HV± ε
–1T)(I – pq)), (4.4.27)

wherepq(ΛqI + V± εT)pq (resp., (I – pq)(HV± ε–1T)(I – pq)) with domain pqL2(R2)
(resp, (I–pq)D(H0)) is considered as a self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert space pqL2(R2)
(resp., (I – pq)L2(R2)). Moreover,

N(Λq+λ ,Λ̃q±ε)(pq(ΛqI + V± εT)pq) = n+(λ ;pq(V± εT)pq)

– N[Λ̃q–Λq±ε ,∞)(pq(V± εT)pq)

= n+(λ ;pq(V± εT)pq) +Oε ,q(1). (4.4.28)

Similarly,

N(Λ̃q–1±ε ,Λq–λ )(pq(ΛqI + V± εT)pq) = n–(λ ;pq(V± εT)pq) +Oε ,q(1). (4.4.29)

Putting together (4.4.25) – (4.4.29), and taking into account that

Λq 6∈ σess

(
H0|(I–pq)D(H0)

)
,
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and the operators Sj,j = 1,2,are compact, we obtain the estimates

n+(λ ;pq(V – εT)pq) +Oq,ε (1)≤N +
q (λ ;V)≤ n+(λ ;pq(V + εT)pq) +Oq,ε (1), (4.4.30)

n–(λ ;pq(V + εT)pq) +Oq,ε (1)≤N –
q (λ ;V)≤ n–(λ ;pq(V – εT)pq) +Oq,ε (1), (4.4.31)

valid as λ ↓ 0 for ε > 0. Next, the Weyl inequalities (4.2.4) imply

n±(λ ;pq(V∓ εT)pq)≥ n±(λ (1 + η);pqVpq) – n+(λη ;εT), (4.4.32)

n±(λ ;pq(S± εT)pq)≤ n±(λ (1 – η);pqVpq) + n+(λη ;εT), (4.4.33)

for any λ > 0, ε > 0, and η ∈ (0,1). Finally, bearing in mind the mini-max principle,
we easily find that the estimates

n+(s;pqTpq) = n+(s2;pqTpqTpq)≤ n+(s2;pqT2pq)≤

n+(s2;2pq(R2 + M2)pq) = n+(s2;pqV(I – pq)Vpq)≤ n+(s2;pqV2pq) (4.4.34)

are valid for any s > 0.
Combining (4.4.30) - (4.4.31) with (4.4.32) - (4.4.33) and (4.4.34), we arrive at (4.4.22)
- (4.4.23). �

Let us now divide (4.4.22) by bA–(λ ;V), and (4.4.23) by bA+(λ ;V). Applying
Theorem 4.2.3 and bearing in mind (4.2.58), we find that there exists a constant C ∈
(0,∞) such that

(1 + η)–γ2 – C(ε/η)2/γ ≤ liminf
λ↓0

N ±
q (λ )

bA±(λ ;V)

≤ limsup
λ↓0

N ±
q (λ )

bA±(λ ;V)
≤ (1 – η)–γ1 + C(ε/η)2/γ

for every η ∈ (0,1) and ε > 0 small enough. Choosing ε = η2, and sending η ↓ 0, we
obtain (4.4.18). The proof of Theorem 4.4.3 is now complete.

Non-local perturbations

From the point of view of possible application in atomic and nuclear physics (see e.g.
[54, 76, 181, 193, 48]), it is interesting to investigate also the spectral properties of the
2D Landau Hamiltonian H0 = HS(A,0), perturbed by a non-local potential, i.e. by a
bounded self-adjoint Weyl ΨDO Opw(V ) such that Opw(V )H–1

0 in compact in L2(R2).
In [45] the eigenvalue asymptotics near the Landau levels of HV := H0 + Opw(V ) was
studied for symbols V of compact support, and of exponential or power-like decay at
infinity. In the case of such non-local perturbations the effective Hamiltonian which
governs the asymptotics of discrete eigenvalues of HV which accumulate at a given
Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, is Opw(Vq,b) : L2(R)→ L2(R) where

(Vq,b)(y,η) =
∫
R2

(V ◦κb)(x,y,ξ ,η)Ψq(x,ξ )dxdξ , (y,η) ∈ R2,
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κb being the symplectomorphism defined in (2.7.16), and Ψq being the Wigner function
defined in (3.4.31).
Moreover, [45, Proposition 5.1] contains an explicit construction of a symbol V ∈
S (R4) such that Opw(V )≥ 0, and for any given q ∈ Z+ and mq ∈ Z+∪{∞}, we have

#
(
σ (H–V )∩ (Λq–1,Λq)

)
= mq. (4.4.35)

To this end, set
Z :=

{
q ∈ Z+ |mq 6= 0

}
.

If Z = /0, it suffices to take V = 0. Assume Z 6= /0. Let
{

c1,q
}

q∈Z be a decreasing set
of numbers c1,q ∈ (0,2b); if 0 ∈Z , we can omit the condition c1,0 < 2b. If #Z = ∞,

we assume that limq→∞ qmc1,q = 0 for any m ∈ N. Fix q ∈ Z . Let
{

c2,k
}mq–1

k=0 be a
decreasing set of numbers c2,k ∈ (0,1). If mq = ∞, we assume that limk→∞ kmc2,k = 0
for any m ∈ N. Now put

Ck,q := c1,qc2,k, k = 0, . . . ,mq – 1, q ∈Z ,

V := (2π)2

(
∑

q∈Z

mq–1

∑
k=0

Ck,qΨq⊗Ψk

)
◦κ

–1
b .

Then, V ∈S (R4) (see [67, Theorem 2.5 (a)]), and, evidently, V ◦κb is radial. More-
over, by relation (2.7.40), Proposition 2.3.8, Lemma 3.4.3, and the orthogonality of the
Laguerre polynomials (see (2.7.31)), we find that the integral kernel of the operator
Opw(V ) can be written as

∑
(k,q)∈Z2

+

Ck,qϕk,q(x)ϕk,q(y), x,y ∈ R2,

where ϕk,q are the functions defined in (2.7.39). Thus, ϕk,q are eigenfunctions of the
operator Opw(V ) with eigenvalues Ck,q, k ∈ Z+, q ∈ Z ; in particular, Opw(V ) ≥ 0.
Therefore, the operator H–V is diagonalized in the orthonormal basis

{
ϕk,q

}
k,q∈Z2

+
,

and

σ (H–V )∩ (Λq–1,Λq) =

{
/0 if q 6∈Z ,

∪mq–1
k=0

{
Λq – Ck,q

}
if q ∈Z .

(4.4.36)

By construction, all the eigenvalues Λq –Ck,q, k = 0, . . . ,mq –1, lying in I–
q with q ∈Z ,

are simple. Therefore, (4.4.35) holds true. In particular, we can have gaps with finitely
many eigenvalues of H–V or with no eigenvalues at all, which is in sharp contrast to
the operators H(A,V) with local V, considered in Theorems 4.4.1 - 4.4.3, which have
infinitely many eigenvalues in every gap (Λq–1,Λq).
Of course, it is possible to construct analogous positive compact perturbations of H0
whose eigenvalues accumulate to Λq from above, or self-adjoint compact perturbation
with non-trivial positive and negative parts whose eigenvalues accumulate to Λq both
from above and from below.
It is easy to check that if for some q ∈ Z+ we have mq < ∞, then the Landau level
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remains an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity of H–V with Opw(V )≥ 0.
At the same time, the accumulation of the eigenvalues of HS(A,V) at each Landau
level Λq, established in Theorems 4.4.1 - 4.4.3 does not give an answer to the question
whether Λq itself remains an eigenvalue of the perturbed operator HS(A,V), once it is
an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity for the unperturbed one HS(A,0). To fill in this
gap, it was shown in [111, Theorem 1], that if V ∈ L∞(R2;R) satisfies (4.4.3) which in
particular implies V≥ 0, and

‖V‖L∞(R2) < 2b, (4.4.37)

then
Ker(HS(A,±V) – ΛqI) = {0}, q ∈ Z+; (4.4.38)

if q = 0, and the perturbation is non-negative, then in fact condition (4.4.37) is not
necessary for the validity of (4.4.38). Thus, the perturbation ±V completely destroys
the eigenspaces of HS(A,0).
On the other hand, in [111, Theorem 2] it was proved that for every q ∈ Z+ there
exists a compactly supported V ∈ L∞(R2;R) with ‖V‖L∞(R2) < b, whose sign changes
infinitely many times, such that

dimKer(HS(A,V) – ΛqI) = ∞.

Pauli Hamiltonians

Let us consider now the 2D Pauli Hamiltonian HP(A,0) with admissible magnetic field
curlA = b = b0 + b̃ of non-zero mean value b0. Then Proposition 2.8.3 tells us that
0 = infσ (HP(A,0)) is an eigenvalue of HP(A,0) of infinite multiplicity, and there exists
a gap (0,E0) in σ (HP(A,0)), adjoining the origin. Let V : R2 →M2 be a Hermitian
Lebesgue-measurable function such that the operator |V|1/2(HP(A;0) + I)–1/2 is com-
pact in L2(R2;C2). Then we have

σess(HP(A,V)) = σess(HP(A,0)).

In particular, 0 ∈ σess(HP(A,V)). Pick E ∈ (0,E0), and set

N +
P (λ ;V) := N(λ ,E)(HP(A,V)), λ ∈ (0,E),

N –
P (λ ;V) := N(–∞,–λ )(HP(A,V)), λ > 0.

Further, let
{

λ +
k,P(V)

}
k≥0

(resp.,
{

λ –
k,P(V)

}
k≥0

) be the non-increasing (resp., non-

decreasing) set of the eigenvalues of HP(A,V) lying on the interval (0,E) (resp., on
(–∞,0)), and counted with the multiplicities. A priori, any of these sets can be empty.
Set

m–(V) := #(σ (HP(A,V))∩ (–∞,0)) , m+(V) := #(σ (HP(A,V))∩ (0,E0)) .

In our next two theorems we assume that the magnetic field b is admissible with
b0 > 0, V ≥ 0, and discuss the asymptotics of λk,P(±V) as k→ ∞, or equivalently
of NP(λ ;±V) as λ ↓ 0. Under our assumptions about the sign of b0 and V, it turns
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out that the effective Hamiltonian which governs this asymptotics, is the operator
a(b)∗a(b)±V11.
Our first theorem concerns the case where V11 decays rapidly at infinity, i.e.V11 has a
compact support, or decays exponentially.

Theorem 4.4.4 Let b = b0 +b̃ with b0 > 0 be an admissible magnetic field. Assume that
V≥ 0, and the operators |Vj2|1/2(–∆ + I)–1/2, j = 1,2, are compact in L2(R2). Suppose
that V = V11 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.1 (resp., Theorem 4.4.2). Then

m–(–V) = ∞, m+(V) = ∞,

and (4.4.2) (resp., (4.4.5)) remains valid if we replace λk,q(±V) – Λq by λk,P(±V) at
the left-hand side, and b by b0 at the right-hand side.

Our second theorem handles the case where V11 has a power-like decay at infinity.

Theorem 4.4.5 Let b = b0 + b̃ with b0 > 0 and let b̃ ∈WAP(R2;R) satisfy (2.8.28).
Assume that V11 ∈ C1(R2), the estimates

0 < V11(x)≤ C〈x〉–γ , |∇V11(x)| ≤ C〈x〉–γ–1, x ∈ R2,

hold true with constants γ > 0 and C≥ 0, and there exists 0 < φ ∈ C(S1) such that

lim
r→∞

rγ V11(rω) = φ (ω), ω ∈ S1.

Then we have
lim
λ↓0

λ
2/γNP(λ ;±V) =

b0
4π

∫
S1

φ (ω)2/γ dω .

Using relation (2.6.14) which establishes the unitary equivalence between HP(A,V)
and HP(–A, Ṽ), we can easily obtain the analogues of Theorems 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 in the
case where the mean value b0 of the magnetic field b is negative.
The proofs of Theorems 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 are based on the following analogues of Propo-
sition 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.1.

Proposition 4.4.3 [154, Proposition 3.1] Assume that b and V satisfy the hypotheses
of Theorem 4.4.4 or 4.4.5. Then for any ε ∈ (0,1) we have

n+(λ ;pannV11pann)≤N –
P (λ ;–V)≤ n+((1 – ε)λ ;pannV11pann) +Oε (1), (4.4.39)

n+((1 + ε)λ ;pannV11pann) +Oε (1)≤N +
P (λ ;V)≤ n+(λ ;pannV11pann), (4.4.40)

as λ ↓ 0.

Now Theorem 4.4.5 follows directly from Proposition 4.4.3 and Theorem 4.2.4.
Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 4.4.1, we find that Proposition 4.4.3 implies

Corollary 4.4.2 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 4.4.3. Then we have m±(±V) =
∞, and for each ε ∈ (0,1) there exists k0 ∈ Z+ such that we have

1
1 + ε

ν
+
k,ann(V11)≤ λ

+
k,P(V)≤ ν

+
k–k0,ann(V11),

ν
+
k+k0,ann(V11)≤ –λ

+
k,P(–V)≤ 1

1 – ε
ν

+
k,ann(V11),

for sufficiently large k ∈ Z+.
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Now Theorem 4.4.4 follows directly from Corollaries 4.4.2, 4.2.3, and 4.2.6.

4.4.2 Magnetic and geometric perturbations
Magnetic and metric perturbations

In this subsection we survey briefly results on the eigenvalue asymptotics for certain
magnetic and metric perturbations for the 2D Landau operator and related magnetic
quantum Hamiltonians. Let G =

{
gjk

}
j,k=1,2

be a measurable symmetric metric tensor

such that
c1|ξξξ |2 ≤ ∑

j,k=1,2
gjk(x)ξkξj ≤ c2|ξξξ |2, x,ξξξ ∈ R2,

with some constants 0< c1≤ c2 <∞. Assume that A∈L2
loc(R2;R2), V+ ∈L1

loc(R2;R+),
V– ∈L2(R2;R+) (see the notation before Lemma 2.5.1). Denote by HG,A,V the self-
adjoint operator generated in L2(R2) by the closed quadratic form∫

R2

(
〈GΠ(A)u,Π(A)u〉C2 + V|u|2

)
dx, u ∈D(HS(A,0)1/2).

Of course, if G = I, then HI;A,V = HS(A,V). If G and A are smooth then the Bochner
Laplacian

g–1/2
∑

j,k=1,2
Πj(A)

(
g1/2 gjk Πk(A)

)
(4.4.41)

with g := (detG)–1, self-adjoint in L2(R2;
√

gdx) is unitarily equivalent by the mapping
u 7→ g1/4u to the operator HG,A,Q with

Q :=
1

16 ∑
j,k=1,2

(
gjk

∂ lng
∂xk

∂ lng
∂xj

+ 4
∂

∂xj

(
gjk

∂ lng
∂xk

))
. (4.4.42)

Set M :=
{

mjk
}

j,k=1,2 = G – I and assume that

M ∈ C∞(R2;M2), lim
|x|→∞

M(x) = 0.

Let, as usual, b = curlA. Suppose that there exists b0 > 0 such that

b̃ := b – b0 ∈ C∞(R2;R), lim
|x|→∞

b̃(x) = 0.

Set A0(x) := b0
2 (x2,–x1) so that curlA0 = b0, and denote again by H0 the unperturbed

Landau Hamiltonian HI,A0,0 = HS(A0,0). By [104] and [124, Appendix] we have

σess(HG,A,V) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) =
⋃

q∈Z+

{
Λq(b0)

}
where, as usual Λq(b0) = b0(2q + 1), q ∈ Z+, are the Landau levels. Then, by analogy

with
{

λ
±
k,q(V)

}
k≥0

and N ±
q (λ ;V), we can introduce the eigenvalue sets

{
λ
±
k,q(M, b̃,V)

}
k≥0
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and the eigenvalue counting functions N ±
q (λ ;M, b̃,V). Our first theorem concerns the

case of power-like decay of M, b̃ and V.

Theorem 4.4.6 Assume that

mjk, j,k = 1,2, b̃, V ∈ Γ
–γ

1 (R2;R), γ ∈ (0,∞).

Fix q ∈ Z+, set
Ṽq := V + Λq(b0)(bg–1/2 – b0),

and suppose that

±Ṽq(x)≥ c–1〈x〉–γ , |∇Ṽq(x)| ≥ c–1〈x〉–γ–1

for |x| ≥ c > 0. Then we have

N ±
q (λ ;M, b̃,V) =

1
2π

∫
R2
1(0,∞)(±Ṽq(x) – λ )

√
gdx +O(1), λ ↓ 0.

Remarks: (i) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.6 we have

(bg–1/2)(x) – b0 = b̃(x) +
1
2

TrM(x) +O(|x|–γ–1), |x| → ∞.

(ii) Theorem 4.4.6 was first announced as [100, Theorem 7], and later its more general
version was formulated as [101, Theorem 11.3.17] and was claimed to be an immediate
corollary of [101, Theorem 6.4.19] which is based on general results on propagation
of singularities for hyperbolic systems. Moreover, Section 11.4 of [101] contains the-
orems on the local eigenvalue asymptotics for perturbations of the 2D Dirac operator
with constant magnetic field. The results of [101] concerning HG,A,V and similar op-
erators, were further extended in the volumes [102, 103] which form a part of an im-
pressive five-volume monograph on microlocal analysis and precise eigenvalue asymp-
totics. However, as already mentioned in Section 4.1, in [103, Remark 23.4.9] it was
noted that the methods developed and used in that monograph are not appropriate for
handling perturbations which decay more rapidly than e–c|x| with c > 0. On the other
hand, [101, 102, 103] treat perturbations which decay like negative powers of ln |x| or
of the iterated logarithms. In this case the derivatives of the perturbations decay much
faster than the perturbation itself, which considerably simplifies the analysis.
(iii) Up to details of the hypotheses, Theorem 4.4.6 contains Theorem 4.4.3 as a spe-
cial case with M = 0 and b̃ = 0. We included the latter result in order to show that
the machinery of Berezin-Toeplitz operators can be useful in the investigation of the
asymptotics of N ±

q (λ ;V) with non-sign-definite V of power-like decay, and provide
relatively simple and fairly accessible approach to these problems. An alternative ap-
proach using Berezin-Toeplitz operators to the asymptotics of Nλ (0, b̃,V) with b̃ and
V of power-lie decay can be found in [172].

Let us now pass to the operator HG,A,V with rapidly decaying perturbations. The
asymptotics as λ ↓ ∞ of N ±

q (λ ;0, b̃,V) with compactly supported b̃ and V is studied
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in [171]. In particular, in [171, Theorem 6.2] it is shown that if b̃,V ∈ C2
0(R2), then

limsup
λ↓0

N ±
q (λ , b̃,V)
ϕ∞(λ )

≤ 1
2

where ϕ∞ is the function defined in (4.2.14). Moreover, an effective compactly sup-
ported potential W depending on b̃,V and λ > 0 is introduced, and it is proved in [171,
Theorem 6.3] that if W is non-negative for sufficiently small λ , then

liminf
λ↓0

N ±
q (λ , b̃,V)
ϕ∞(λ )

≥ 1
2

.

Further, the asymptotics as λ ↓ 0 of N ±
q (λ ;±M,0,0) with M ≥ 0 was examined in

[124] under the assumption that M is compactly supported or has an exponential or
power-like decay at infinity. The results obtained are quite close in spirit to Theorems
4.4.1 -4.4.3, so that we omit the details and just point that the effective Hamiltonian
this time is pqA∗UApq where

Au =
(

a(b0)∗u
a(b0)u

)
, u ∈D(H1/2

0 ),

and

U =
1
2

(
m11 + m22 m11 – m22 – 2im12

m11 – m22 + 2im21 m11 + m22

)
.

The results of [124] can be easily extended to operators HI±M,0,±V provided that M≥ 0
and V ≥ 0. Unfortunately, G = I±M with M ≥ 0 does not necessarily imply that Q
defined in (4.4.42) as a function of G is sign-definite and has the same sign as the per-
turbation ±M. Thus the extension of the results of [124] to operators HI±M,0,±V is
not sufficient to study the eigenvalue asymptotics for the Bochner Laplacian defined in
(4.4.41) with G = I + M with general rapidly decaying M, which remains a challenging
open problem.

Perturbation by an obstacle

Finally, we would like to mention yet another geometric perturbation of the 2D Landau
Hamiltonian H0 = HS(A,0) with constant magnetic field b > 0. Let Γ⊂R2 be a closed
simple C∞-curve, and Ω be the exterior of Γ, i.e. the unbounded component of R2 \Γ.
Denote by H+

Ω
(A) (resp., by H–

Ω
(A)) the self-adjoint operator generated in L2(Ω) by

the closure of the quadratic form ∫
Ω

|i∇u + Au|2 dx

with domain C∞
0 (Ω) (resp., C∞

0 (Ω)). Then, again,

σess(H±Ω(A)) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) =
⋃

q∈Z+

{
Λq
}

.
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Moreover, the discrete eigenvalues of H+
Ω

(A) (resp., of H–
Ω

(A)) can accumulate to any
Landau level Λq = b(2q + 1), q ∈ Z+, only from above (resp., from below). By analogy

with λ
±
k,q(±V) with V≥ 0, for q ∈ Z+, let

{
λ +

k,q(Ω)
}

k≥0
(resp.,

{
λ –

k,q(Ω)
}

k≥0
) be the

non-increasing (resp., non-decreasing) set of the eigenvalues of H+
Ω

(resp., H–
Ω

) lying
on the interval (Λq,Λq+1) (resp., on (Λq–1,Λq)), and counted with the multiplicities,
and set

N ±
q (λ ;Ω) = #

{
k ∈ Z+ | ± (λ±k,q(Ω) – Λq) > λ

}
, λ > 0.

Theorem 4.4.7 Let Γ ⊂ R2 be a closed simple C∞-curve, and Ω be its exterior. Then
for any q ∈ Z+ we have #(σ (H±

Ω
)∩ (Λq–1,Λq)) = ∞, and

ln
(
±
(

λ
±
k,q(Ω) – Λq

))
= –klnk +

(
1 + ln

(
bCap(Γ)2

2

))
k + o(k) (4.4.43)

as k→ ∞.

Remarks: Under somewhat less restrictive assumptions relation (4.4.43) was obtained
for the Dirichlet (resp, Neumann) case in [151, Theorem 1.3] (resp., in [141, Theorem
3.2 (a)] and [83, Theorem 1.2 (A)]). Moreover, in [141] and [83], a more general setting
of a magnetic field of full rank in R2d, was considered; note, however, that all the
positive eigenvalues of B are supposed to be the same which essentially simplifies the
analysis. More precisely, in [141, Theorem 3.2 (b)] and [83, Theorem 1.2 (B)] it was
shown that

N –
q (λ ) =

κq

d!
ϕ∞(λ )d(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0, (4.4.44)

where κq is the multiplicity of the Landau level Λq which is equal to
(q+d–1

d–1
)

if b1 =
. . . = bd. Moreover, in [83], it was shown that analogues of (4.4.43) and (4.4.44) hold
true also in the case of Robin boundary conditions.

4.5 Asymptotic density of eigenvalue clusters
As in Section 4.4.1, we consider HV := HS(A,V) = HS(A,0) + V, electric perturbations
of Landau Hamiltonian:

H0 := HS(A,0) =
(

–i
∂

∂x
+

by
2

)2
+
(

–i
∂

∂y
–

bx
2

)2
, (x,y) ∈ R2,

with A = b
2 (–y,x). While the previous spectral asymptotics are independent of the

Landau level number q, in this section we study the implication of the results in Section
3.5 on the distribution of the discrete eigenvalues near the qth Landau as q tends to
infinity. We prove that the rate at which the discrete eigenvalues approach the qth
Landau level tends to 0 as q tends to infinity and according to the decay rate of the
potential, the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues involves the Radon transform of
the potential (short-range case) or the mean-value transform of the main homogeneous
part of the potential (long-range case with the following Condition 4.5.2).

Let V : R2→ R be continuous and bounded satisfying the following
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Condition 4.5.1 The potential V belongs to C(R2;R), and the estimate

|V(x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|)–γ , x ∈ R2, (4.5.1)

for some γ ∈ (0,∞).

Then as in Section 4.4.1, |V|1/2H–1/2
0 is compact in L2(R2) and the Weyl theorem

yields:
σess(HV) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) =

⋃
q∈Z+

{
Λq
}

. (4.5.2)

Moreover, for V of definite sign we know that HV as discrete spectrum which accu-
mulate at each Landau Level Λq, q ∈ Z+. The asymptotic behavior of the counting
function given by the results of Section 4.4.1 does not depend on q, the Landau level
number. In this Section we describe the behavior of the distribution of eigenvalues
within the qth cluster, as q tends to infinity.

We will distinguish two different cases according to the decay rate of the potential.
If V satisfies Condition 4.5.1 for some γ > 1, we will say that it is short-range. If, on
the other hand, V verifies Condition 4.5.1 for some γ ∈ (0,1) but not for γ ≥ 1, we will
classify it as being long-range.

In the case of long-range potentials, we will consider also some additional condi-
tions on V. Let us write u ∈H ]

–γ (R2) if u ∈ C∞(R2 \{0}), is a homogeneous function
of order –γ and use the class of symbols Γ

γ

1(R2) introduced in Section 2.3.

Condition 4.5.2 The potential V belongs to Γ
–γ

1 (R2) for some γ ∈ (0,1) and there

exists V ∈H ]
–γ (R2) such that

|V(x) –V(x)| ≤ C|x|–γ–ε , x ∈ R2, |x|> 1, (4.5.3)

with given constants C and ε > 0.

Notice that Condition 4.5.2 implies Condition 4.5.1 with γ ∈ (0,1).

4.5.1 Eigenvalue clusters
Our first result concerns the location of the spectrum of HV = HS(A,V). It provides an
estimate on the rate at which the discrete eigenvalues approach the qth Landau level,
as q tends to infinity, and justifies the terminology “eigenvalue clusters”.

Theorem 4.5.1 (i) ([150]) Assume that V satisfies Condition 4.5.1 with γ > 1. Then

σ (HV)⊂
⋃

q∈Z+

(
Λq – C1Λ

–1/2
q ,Λq + C1Λ

–1/2
q

)
(4.5.4)

with a constant C1 > 0 independent of q.
(ii) ([123]) Assume that V satisfies Condition 4.5.1 with γ ∈ (0,1). Then

σ (HV)⊂
⋃

q∈Z+

(
Λq – C2Λ

–γ/2
q ,Λq + C2Λ

–γ/2
q

)
(4.5.5)

with a constant C2 > 0 independent of q.
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Estimates (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) are sharp (see the proof below and the remark after
Proposition 3.5.1). This will also follow from our main results, Theorems 4.5.2 and
4.5.3.

The proof of Theorem 4.5.1 is largely a corollary of the Birman–Schwinger prin-
ciple and the norm estimates contained in Theorem 3.5.1 applied for the Berezin–
Toeplitz operators pqVpq, where pq is the orthogonal projection onto Ker(H0 –Λq). Set
R0(λ ) := (H0 –λ )–1, λ ∈C\σ (H0). The Birman–Schwinger operator |V|1/2R0(λ )V1/2

can be estimated in norm by the expression

‖|V|1/2R0(λ )V1/2‖ ≤
q+m

∑
k=q–m

|Λk – λ |–1‖pk|V|pk‖+‖|V|1/2R̃0(λ ;q,m)|V|1/2‖, (4.5.6)

where

R̃0(λ ;q,m) := R0(λ ) –
q+m

∑
k=q–m

(Λk – λ )–1pk.

Now, taking m ∈ Z+ large enough such that ‖V‖L∞(R2) ≤ Λm/2 and

C̃1Λ
–1/2
q < |Λq – λ | ≤ b

(resp. C̃2Λ
–γ/2
q < |Λq –λ | ≤ b), the above estimate ensures that the norm of the Birman–

Schwinger operator is strictly less than one for q large enough. Consequently for these
λ , the operator I+ |V|1/2R0(λ )V1/2 is invertible and the invertibility of (HV –λ ) follows
from the Birman–Schwinger principle (see Lemma 4.4.1).

Let us mention that analogous sharp estimates on the size of the spectral clusters
that depend only on an Lp-norm of V are also given in [55].

4.5.2 Asymptotic density for short-range electric perturbations
Our next goal is to give an asymptotic description of the distribution of eigenvalues
within the qth cluster, as q tends to infinity. For [α ,β ]⊂R\{0} and q ∈ Z+ we define
the eigenvalue counting measures by setting

µ
short
q ([α ,β ]) := ∑

Λq+αΛ–1/2
q ≤λ≤Λq+βΛ–1/2

q

dimKer(HV – λ ).

Notice that the interval [α ,β ] is rescaled in accordance with (4.5.4). For large values
of q, we have that

[Λq + αΛ
–1/2
q , Λq + βΛ

–1/2
q ]∩σess(HV) = /0, (4.5.7)

so that the above quantity is finite.
Note that if ϕ ∈ C∞

0 (R\{0}), then∫
R

ϕ(λ )dµ
short
q (λ ) = Tr ϕ(Λ1/2

q (HV – Λq)). (4.5.8)
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Definition 4.5.1 (Radon transform) Assume that V satisfies Condition 4.5.1 with γ >
1, and define its Radon transform

Ṽ(ω , s) :=
1

2π

∫
R

V(sω + tω⊥)dt, ω = (ω1,ω2) ∈ S1, s ∈ R,

where ω⊥ = (–ω2,ω1) ∈ S1.

Condition 4.5.1 with γ > 1 entails the following decay property of the Radon trans-
form:

|Ṽ(ω , s)| ≤ C(1 + |s|)1–γ , ω ∈ S1, s ∈ R. (4.5.9)

Theorem 4.5.2 ([150]) Let V satisfy Condition 4.5.1 for some γ > 1. Then

lim
q→∞

Λ
–1/2
q Trϕ(Λ1/2

q (HV – Λq)) =
1

2π

∫
S1

∫
R

ϕ(bṼ(ω , s))dsdω (4.5.10)

for each ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (R\{0}).

For [α ,β ]⊂ R\{0} define the measure

µ
short
∞ ([α ,β ]) :=

1
2π

∣∣∣Ṽ–1([b–1
α ,b–1

β ])
∣∣∣
S1×R

,

| · |S1×R being the Lebesgue measure on S1×R. In terms of convergence of measures,
Theorem 4.5.2 is equivalent to

lim
q→∞

Λ
–1/2
q µ

short
q ([α ,β ]) = µ

short
∞ ([α ,β ]), (4.5.11)

for any α ,β such that αβ > 0 and

µ
short
∞ ({α}) = µ

short
∞ ({β}) = 0.

However, the above condition does not automatically hold. Indeed, the image of
C∞

0 (R\{0}) under the Radon transform is well-known (see, for instance, [92, Theorem
2.10]). According to this description, if φ ∈ C∞

0 (R) is an even, real-valued function,
then Ṽ(ω , s) := φ (s) is the Radon transform of some V ∈ C∞

0 (R\{0}). Of course, if the
derivative φ ′(s) vanishes on an open interval, the corresponding measure has an atom.

Let us outline the proof of Theorem 4.5.2. More detailed proofs and calculations
can be found in [150].

An application of the Stone–Weierstrass theorem allows us to consider polynomials
instead of C∞

0 (R\{0}) functions. Then, a Cauchy formula representation yields

Proposition 4.5.1 Let ` > 1/(γ – 1). Then, for q large enough, the operators

(HV – Λq)`χ(Λq–b,Λq+b)(HV) and (pqVpq)`

belong to S1, the trace class, and

Tr(HV – Λq)`χ(Λq–b,Λq+b)(HV) = Tr(pqVpq)` + o(Λ–(`–1)/2
q ), q→ ∞. (4.5.12)
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Once (4.5.12) is established, results in Section 3.5.2 allow us to consider the traces of
the operators Opw(Vb ∗δ√2q+1)`, with Vb defined by (3.4.46).

Proposition 4.5.2 Assume that V belongs to C∞
0 (R2). Then,

lim
q→∞

Λ
(`–1)/2
q Tr(Opw(Vb ∗δ√2q+1))` =

b`

2π

∫
S1

∫
R

Ṽ(ω , s)` dsdω (4.5.13)

for every integer ` ∈ N.

The proof of Proposition 4.5.2 relies chiefly on using the integral representation
of the trace given by the composition formula for symbols of Weyl pseudodifferential
operators (see Section 2.3). Thus,

Tr (Opw(tk))` = (2π)–`+1
∫
R2(`–1)

t̂k(–ξ`–1)t̂k(ξ`–1 – ξ`–2) . . .

. . . t̂k(ξ1)e
i
2 ∑

`–1
j=2 σ (ξj,ξj–1)dξ , (4.5.14)

with tk := Vb ∗δk and σ the standard canonical symplectic form (2.1.17), so that

t̂k(ξ ) =
1

2π
V̂b(ξ )

∫
S1

e–ikωξ dω , ξ ∈ R2. (4.5.15)

We obtain (4.5.13) by applying the stationary phase method.
Finally, a continuity argument allows us to extend the result, for ` > 1/(γ – 1), from

C∞
0 (R2;R) to the set of functions verifying Condition 4.5.1 with γ > 1, which completes

the proof of Theorem 4.5.2.
Let us mention that in the short range case, a Szegö limit theorem is stated in

[94], for the eigenvalues in the clusters as the cluster index q and the field strength b
tend to infinity with a fixed ratio E . The result involves the averages of the potential
over circles of radius

√
E /2 (classical orbits). A related inverse spectral result is also

discussed.

4.5.3 Asymptotic density for long-range electric perturbation

Similarly to the short-range case, we define for [α ,β ]⊂ R\{0} and q ∈ Z+ the corre-
sponding eigenvalue counting measures

µ
long
q ([α ,β ]) := ∑

Λq+αΛ
–γ/2
q ≤λ≤Λq+βΛ

–γ/2
q

dimKer(HV – λ ).

Definition 4.5.2 (Mean-value transform) Assume that u∈C(R2 \{0}), and define its
mean-value transform

ů(x) :=
1

2π

∫
S1

u(x – ω)dω , x ∈ R2 \S1.
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We describe some elementary yet useful properties of the mean-value transform of
functions belonging to given classes. If u ∈ Γ

–γ

1 (R2), γ ∈ (0,∞), then its mean-value

transform ů extends to a function ů ∈ Γ
–γ

1 (R2). If u ∈H ]
–γ (R2), γ ∈ (0,∞), then η ů ∈

Γ
–γ

1 provided that η ∈ Γ0
1(R2) and suppη ∩ S1 = /0. Moreover, if γ ∈ (0,1), then the

mean-value transform of u ∈H ]
–γ (R2) extends to a function ů ∈ C(R2). Finally, if u ∈

H ]
–γ (R2), γ ∈ (0,1), and ů(x) = 0 for each x ∈ R2, then u(x) = 0 for each x ∈ R2 \{0}.

Theorem 4.5.3 ([123]) Let V satisfy Condition 4.5.2. Then

lim
q→∞

Λ
–1
q Trϕ(Λγ/2

q (HV – Λq)) =
1

2πB

∫
R2

ϕ(bnγ V̊(x))dx (4.5.16)

for each ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (R\{0}).

Again, defining for q ∈ Z+ the measure

µ
long
∞ ([α ,β ]) :=

1
2πB

∣∣∣V̊–1
([b–γ

α ,b–γ
β ])
∣∣∣
R2

, [α ,β ]⊂ R\{0},

with | · |R2 the Lebesgue measure on R2, we find that (4.5.16) is equivalent to

lim
q→∞

Λ
–1
q µ

long
q ([α ,β ]) = µ

long
∞ ([α ,β ]), (4.5.17)

for any α ,β such that αβ > 0 and such that α and β are not atoms of the measure
µ

long
∞ . We remark that if, for instance, V is radially symmetric, the corresponding

measure has no atoms.

Remark 4.5.1 The case γ = 1 differs from both the short-range and the long-range
cases and will not be considered here. In fact, for, say, V asymptotically homogeneous
of order –1, the Radon transform Ṽ is not well defined. Further, since V̊ can generically
have a logarithmic singularity at S1, given V ∈H ]

–1(R2), the support of the limiting

measure µ
long
∞ need not be compact, which would mean that (4.5.5) fails to hold in this

case.

Let us give ideas of the proof of Theorem 4.5.3. Methodology used for the short-
range case is not readily extensible to the long-range scenario. Conversely, most of the
results and methods exposed below do not adapt well to the previous scenario.

The first step in the proof is the passage to Berezin–Toeplitz operators.

Proposition 4.5.3 Assume that V verifies Condition 4.5.2 for some γ ∈ (0,1). Then,

Trϕ(Λγ/2
q (HV – Λq)) = Trϕ(Λγ/2

q pqVpq)) + o(Λq), q→ ∞. (4.5.18)

Note that, in contrast to the short-range case, no approximation by polynomials is used,
instead, we work directly with the function ϕ . Proposition 4.5.3 amounts essentially to
approximating HV by its Weinstein average 〈HV〉.
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Definition 4.5.3 (Weinstein average) Assume that V ∈ L∞ and set

〈V〉 :=
b
π

∫
π/b

0
e–itH0VeitH0dt = ∑

s∈Z+

psVps, (4.5.19)

〈HV〉 := H0 + 〈V〉. (4.5.20)

Note that a sufficient condition for the uniform convergence of the series defining 〈V〉
in (4.5.19), is that the norm of pqVpq tends to zero as q goes to infinity, which holds
true according to Theorem 3.5.1.

Proposition 4.5.4 Under the hypotheses of Condition 4.5.2, we have

Trϕ(Λγ/2
q (HV – Λq)) = Trϕ(Λγ/2

q (〈HV〉– Λq)) + o(Λq), q→ ∞ (4.5.21)

for each ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (R\{0}).

The main ingredients in the proof of this proposition are the Helffer–Sjöstrand formula
used to express the difference of both operators in terms of the difference of their
resolvents, and the Schur–Feshbach formula to estimate this difference accordingly.
Namely, let ϕ̃ ∈C∞

0 (R2) be a suitable almost-analytic continuation of ϕ , let ψ := ∂ ϕ̃/∂ z̄
and set

ψq(x,y) := Λ
γ/2
q ψ(Λγ/2

q (x – Λq),Λγ/2
q y), q ∈ Z+,

so that

ϕ(Λγ/2
q (HV – Λq)) =

1
π

∫
R2

ψq(x,y)(HV – z)–1 dxdy, z := x + iy ∈ C. (4.5.22)

Iterating the resolvent identity, we can write the above expression as

ϕ(Λγ/2
q (HV – Λq)) =

(–1)`

π

∫
R2

ψq(x,y)((H0 – z)–1V)`(HV – z)–1 dxdy, (4.5.23)

so that we are able to extract the terms which contribute to the main asymptotic term
of the trace of the operator. Indeed, writing

((H0 – z)–1V)` = (Λq – z)–`(pqV)` + rq,`(z), (4.5.24)

and taking ` to be the smallest integer strictly greater than γ/2, we find that the trace of
the part of the operator corresponding to rq,` is of order o(Λq), as q→ ∞.

We analogously express the trace of the operator obtained by replacing HV by 〈HV〉
and we are left with estimating the trace of the difference

(–1)`

π

∫
R2

ψq(x,y)(Λq – z)–`(pqV)`
(

(HV – z)–1 – pq(〈HV〉– z)–1
)

dxdy.

Application of the Schur–Feshbach formula and estimates of Section 3.5 imply that
this quantity is of order o(Λq) as q tends to infinity.

Once the approximation by the Weinstein average is established, a simple argument
relying on the fact that ϕ has a compact support shows that for large enough q, the trace
of this operator reduces to that of a single Berezin–Toeplitz operator:
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Proposition 4.5.5 Assume that V verifies Condition 4.5.2. Then, for each ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (R\

{0}) there exists q0 ∈ Z+ such that

Trϕ(Λγ/2
q (〈HV〉– Λq)) = Trϕ(Λγ/2

q pqVpq), q≥ q0. (4.5.25)

Finally, as q tends to infinity, Vb is integrated over larger and larger circles, so that
it can be well approximated by its behavior far from the origin. This is expressed by
the following result:

Proposition 4.5.6 Assume that V verifies Condition 4.5.2. Then,

Trϕ(Λγ/2
q pqVpq) = Trϕ(Λγ/2

q Opw(Vb ∗δ√2q+1)) + o(Λq), q→ ∞, (4.5.26)

for each ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (R\{0}).

The proof of this fact makes use of the technical assumption in (4.5.3), and is based on
certain estimates of trace-class norms of operators of the type ϕ(T + Q) – ϕ(T), where
ϕ ∈C∞

0 (R\{0}) and T and Q are appropriate self-adjoint compact operators. The main
tools used to obtain these trace-class estimates are the results of [?].

Proposition 4.5.7 Assume that V verifies Condition 4.5.2. Then, we have that

lim
q→∞

Λ
–1
q Trϕ(Λγ/2

q Opw(Vb ∗δ√2q+1)) =
1

2πb

∫
R2

ϕ(bγ V̊(x))dx. (4.5.27)

The proof of Proposition 4.5.7 relies on the unitary equivalence between the oper-
ator Λ

γ/2
q Opw(Vb ∗δ√2q+1) and the pseudodifferential operator whose Weyl symbol is

given by
sh̄(x,ξ ) := bγ V̊1(x, h̄ξ ), (x,ξ ) ∈ R2,

with h̄ := (2q + 1)–1. If the symbol were regular, standard semiclassical results would
then imply (4.5.27) (see, for instance, [63, Theorem 9.6]). However, V̊1 has a singu-
larity at S1, so a suitable approximation by smooth symbols is required to establish the
result. For this, estimates for weak Schatten–von Neumann classes, as (2.3.17), are
used and the desired result is finally obtained.

4.5.4 Semiclassical interpretation
For (x,ξ ) ∈ T∗R2, consider the Hamiltonian function (see (2.1.14)):

H (x,ξ ) :=
(

ξ1 +
1
2

bx2

)2
+
(

ξ2 –
1
2

bx1

)2
.

The projections of the orbits of the Hamiltonian flow of H onto the configuration space
are circles of radius

√
E/b; here E > 0 is the energy corresponding to the orbit (see

Section 2.1). The classical particles move around these circles with period Tb = π/b.
The orbits can be parametrized by the energy E > 0 and the center c ∈R2 of the circle.
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Let γ(c,E, t), t ∈ [0,Tb), be the path in the configuration space corresponding to
such an orbit. Set

Av(V)(c,E) :=
1

Tb

∫ Tb

0
V(γ(c,E, t))dt.

Under Condition 4.5.1 with γ > 1, we have the following identity concerning the short-
range case:

1
2π

lim
E→∞

1
E1/2

∫
R2

ϕ(E1/2 Av(V)(c,E))bdc =
1

2π

∫
S1

∫
R

ϕ(bṼ(ω , s))dsdω . (4.5.28)

The basis of this calculation is the fact that as E tends to infinity, so does the radius√
E/b of the orbits. Hence, these orbits approximately look like straight lines on any

compact domain of the configuration space. Under this consideration, Th. 4.5.2 can be
restated as

lim
q→∞

1
Λ1/2

q
Trϕ(Λ1/2

q (HV – Λq)) =
1

2π
lim

E→∞

1
E1/2

∫
R2

ϕ(E1/2 Av(V)(c,E))bdc. (4.5.29)

Notice that if we consider the set ME of orbits of given energy E > 0, parametrized
by c ∈ R2, the measure bdc appearing in the right hand side of (4.5.29) coincides with
the restriction of the Lebesgue measure on R4 onto the quotient of the constant-energy
surface {

(x,ξ ) ∈ R4 |H (x,ξ ) = E
}

with respect to the flow of H .
In an analogous fashion, in the long-range regime we have

1
2π

lim
E→∞

1
E

∫
R2

ϕ(Eγ/2 Av(V)(c,E))bdc =
1

2πb

∫
R2

ϕ(bγ V̊(x))dx (4.5.30)

= lim
q→∞

1
Λq

Tr ϕ(Λγ/2
q (HV – Λq)),

provided that Condition 4.5.2 holds true.
Equations (4.5.29) and (4.5.30) are in agreement with the semiclassical intuition

and can be interpreted in the spirit of the “averaging principle” for systems close to
integrable ones. According to this principle, a good approximation is obtained if the
original perturbation is replaced by its average along the orbits of the free dynamics
(see for instance [5, Section 82]).
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Chapter 5

Asymptotics for the Spectral
Shift Function and the
resonances

Abstract: We introduce the notions of Spectral Shift Function (SSF) and of the res-
onances in Section 5.1. These quantities are used to quantify phenomena of spectral
concentration even in presence of continuous spectrum. By analogy with the count-
ing function of eigenvalues, the blow up of the SSF, or of the counting function of
resonances near the real axis, will express a phenomenon of spectral concentration.
For perturbations, by an electric potential of definite sign, of 3D magnetic magnetic
Schrödinger operators, we study the SSF and the resonances near Landau levels in Sec-
tion 5.2. The cases of perturbations by obstacles is treated in Section 5.3. Other situa-
tions where continuous spectrum appears are 2D magnetic Schrödinger operators with
unbounded boundaries. In Section 5.4 we discuss the cases of magnetic Schrödinger
operators in the half-plane and in the strip for which several questions remain open
both concerning the SSF and the resonances.

5.1 Perturbation of the continuous spectrum

As described in Sections 2.7 and 2.8, the quantum magnetic hamiltonians may have
essential spectrum not reduced to a point spectrum. For example the spectrum of the
3D Schrödinger operator HS(A,0), with constant magnetic field having a non-trivial
kernel, is [Λ0,+∞) (see (2.7.61)). Any relatively compact perturbation of HS(A,0)
have the same essential spectrum with a possible discret spectrum below Λ0. Thus the
influence of the perturbation can be analyzed below Λ0, with the study of the discret
spectrum, but above Λ0, the perturbation of the continuous part of the spectrum is less
obvious. For the analysis of the perturbation of the continuous spectrum, we will study
the Spectral Shift Function and the Resonances.

161
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The Spectral Shift Function, now denoted SSF introduced in the early fifties by the
Physicist IM Lifshits measures an energy distribution. First, it was defined for a pair of
bounded selfadjoint operators (A,A0) such that (A1 – A0) ∈S1 by a trace perturbation
formula :

ξ (A1,A0;λ ) =
1
π

lim
ε→0

Imln(DA1,A0 (λ + iε)). (5.1.1)

where DA1,A0 is the perturbation (or relative) determinant:

DA1,A0 (z) := det
(

I + (A1 – A0)(A0 – zI)–1
)

, z ∈ C± := {z ∈ C | ± Imz > 0}.

Then, the definition was extended to relatively trace class perturbations of self-adjoint
operators (see for instance [216] for more details). In particular for semi-bounded
selfadjoint operators it is defined thanks to the following Theorem.

Theorem 5.1.1 ([121, 113, 216]) Let H1 and H0 be two semi-bounded selfadjoint op-
erators on a Hilbert space H such that for some k > 0 and c > 0,

(H1 + cI)–k – (H0 + cI)–k ∈S1(H ).

Then there exists a unique Spectral Shift Function ξ (H1,H0; .), such that:

1. λ 7→ (1 + |λ |)–k–1ξ (H1,H0;λ ) is integrable on R

2. ξ (H1,H0;λ ) = 0 for λ < inf(σ (H1)∪σ (H0))

3. Tr((H1 + cI)–k – (H0 + cI)–k) = –k
∫
R ξ (H1,H0; .)(λ + c)–k–1dλ

4. For any f ∈S (R),

Tr
(

f(H1) – f(H0)
)

=
∫
R

ξ (H1,H0;λ )f′(λ )dλ .

By the Birman–Krein formula, almost everywhere on the absolutely continuous
spectrums, the SSF ξ (H1,H0; ·) coincides with the scattering phase for the operator
pair (H1,H0) (see the original work [17] or [216, Chapter 8]). Further, if H1 has discrete
spectrum below σ (H0), then for almost every E ∈ σd(H1)∩ (–∞, infσ (H0)], we have

–ξ (H1,H0;E) = Tr1(–∞,E)(H1), (5.1.2)

the number of the eigenvalues of H1 less than E, counted with their multiplicities.
There exists several interpretation and representation formulas of the SSF (see for

instance the reviews [167, 33]). One that will be particularly useful later in this Chapter
is the following due to A. Pushnitski [148].

Proposition 5.1.1 ([148, Theorem 1.2]) Let H± and H0 be two semi-bounded selfad-
joint operators on a Hilbert space H such that H± = H0±V with V a nonnegative
operator satisfying, for some k > 0, m > 0 and c > 0:

V
1
2 (H0 +cI)– 1

2 ∈S∞; V
1
2 (H0 +cI)–m ∈S2(H ); (H±+cI)–k –(H0 +cI)–k ∈S1(H ).
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Then for almost every E ∈ R the following limit exists in S∞

T0(E) := lim
ε→0+

V
1
2 (H0 – E – iε)–1V

1
2 , (5.1.3)

and we have the representation formula of the Spectral Shift Function ξ (H±,H0; .):

ξ (H±,H0;E) =± 1
π

∫
R

Tr1(1,∞)(∓(ReT0(E) + tImT0(E)))
dt

1 + t2
, (5.1.4)

where ReT := 1
2 (T + T∗) ∈S∞, ImT := 1

2i (T – T∗) ∈S1.

This representation of the SSF is an extension to continous spectrum, of the Birman-
Schwinger principle. Indeed, for E ∈ R∩ρ(H0) (where H± may only have eigenval-
ues), ImT0(E) = 0, and the formula becomes:

ξ (H±,H0;E) =±Tr1(1,∞)(∓(T0(E)),

which corresponds to the Birman-Schwinger principle (Lemma 4.4.1). An extension
of this formula to perturbations of nondefinite sign is given in [149] (it involves Index
of Fredholm pair of operators).

The previous result gives an abstract setting in which T0(λ + i0) given by (5.1.3)
exists. As we will see below, for some V (typically for compactly supported potentials),
the operator-valued function z 7→ T0(z) := |V|

1
2 (H0 – z)–1V

1
2 , first analytic on C+ with

value in S∞, could admit an analytic extension to a Riemannian surface M . Then, from
the Analytic Fredholm Theorem [162, Theorem VI.14] and the resolvent equation

T1(z) := |V|
1
2 (H1 – z)–1V

1
2 = I –

(
I + T0(z)

)–1, (5.1.5)

we deduce that the operator-valued function z 7→ T1(z), first analytic on C+, admits a
meromorphic extension to M with poles w∈M such that

(
I+T0(w)

)
is not invertible.

Thus, we define the resonances on the following way.

Proposition 5.1.2 ([24]) Let H1 and H0 be two semi-bounded selfadjoint operators
on a Hilbert space H such that H1 = H0 + V with V = |V|

1
2 V

1
2 a symmetric bounded

operator such that z 7→ T0(z) := |V|
1
2 (H0 – z)–1V

1
2 , admits an analytic extension to a

Riemannian surface M , in the class of compact operators S∞.
Then the operator-valued function z 7→ T1(z) := |V|

1
2 (H1 – z)–1V

1
2 , admits a mero-

morphic extension to M whose poles are the numbers w ∈M such that (–1) is an
eigenvalue of T0(w). Such w is called a Resonance of H1 with multiplicity

mult(w) := Rank
1

2iπ

∫
|z–w|=r

T1(z)dz =
1

2iπ
Tr
∫
|z–w|=r

T′0(z)
(
I + T0(z)

)–1dz, (5.1.6)

where r > 0 is sufficiently small such that {w; |z – w0| ≤ r} contains a unique pole w.

The set of resonances of H1 will be denoted Res(H1). For an overview on the theory of
resonances, we refer for instance to [68].
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5.2 Electric perturbation of 3D magnetic Hamiltonians
In this section we show how the results on the distribution of the eigenvalues de-
scribed in Section 4.4.1 can be adapted for electric perturbations of the 3D magnetic
Schrödinger operator, on the singularities of the Spectral Shift Function as well as on
the distribution of the resonances.

5.2.1 The 3D magnetic Hamiltonians
Let us consider the 3D Schrödinger operator HS(A,0) with constant magnetic field of
strength b > 0, pointing at the x3-direction, corresponding to (2.7.57) with d = 2, k = 1:

H0 := HS(A,0) := H⊥⊗ I‖ + I⊥⊗H‖ (5.2.1)

with H⊥ (resp. H‖) the Landau hamiltonian (resp. the 1D Laplacian):

H⊥ :=
(

D1 +
b
2

x2

)2
+
(

D2 –
b
2

x1

)2
, H‖ = D2

3, Dj := –i
∂

∂xj
.

and I‖, I⊥, the identities in L2(R2) and L2(R) respectively.
The spectrum of H0, purely a.c., is given by (2.7.61):

σ (H0) =
⋃

q∈Z+

[Λq,+∞) = [Λ0,+∞).

Assume that V is a bounded, real-valued, Lebesgue-measurable function and de-
note again by V the multiplier by this electric potential V. On the domain of H0 the
perturbed operator

HV := HS(A,V) = H0 + V (5.2.2)

is self-adjoint in L2(R3).

As in Section 2.7, for x ∈ R3 we write x = (x⊥,x‖) where x⊥ = (x1,x2) ∈ R2 are
the variables in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, and x‖ = x3 ∈ R is the
variable along the magnetic field. In the following sections, we will suppose that V
satisfies one of the following estimates:

• D (anisotropic decay): V(x) = O(〈x⊥〉–m⊥〈x‖〉–m‖ ) with m⊥ > 2, m‖ > 1;

• D0 (isotropic decay): V(x) = O(〈x〉–m0 ) with m0 > 3;

• Dexp (fast decay with respect to x‖): V(x) = O(〈x⊥〉–m⊥ exp(–N|x‖|)) with some
m⊥ > 0 and any N > 0.

Note that assumption D0 implies D. Moreover, evidently, assumption Dexp with m⊥ >
2 again implies D. Thanks to the Diamagnetic inequality (see Section 2.5), as soon as
V satisfies D, the operator VH–1

0 is compact in L2(R3) and applying the Weyl theorem
on the invariance of the essential spectrum, we find that

σess(HV) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) = [Λ0,+∞). (5.2.3)
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Thus HV may have discret spectrum below Λ0 and even if the essential spectra of
the operators H0 and HV coincide as subsets of R, their nature may be different. Note
that for these properties, it suffices to assume that m⊥ and m‖ are positive constants.
Before to quantify these differences through the study of the SSF and of the resonances,
let us give particular cases showing that the presence of the constant magnetic field
changes the nature of the essential spectrum (in comparison with –∆+V). In particular,
embedded eigenvalues may exist even for compactly supported perturbations.

For instance, if V satisfies the estimate

V(x)≤ –C1U(x), x ∈ R3, (5.2.4)

where C > 0 and U⊂R3 is an open non empty set, then the operator HV has an infinite
negative discrete spectrum (see e.g. [7, Theorem 1.5]). Next, if V is axisymmetric, i.e.
depends only on |x⊥| and x‖, and satisfies (5.2.4), then below each Landau level Λq,
q ∈ Z+, the operator HV has at least one eigenvalue which for all sufficiently large q is
embedded in the essential spectrum (see [7, Theorem 1.5]). Finally, if V is axisymmet-
ric and satisfies

V(x)≤ –C1U⊥(x⊥)〈x‖〉–m‖ , (5.2.5)

where C > 0, m‖ ∈ (0,2) and U⊥ ⊂ R2 is an open non empty set, then there exists an
infinite series of eigenvalues of HV below each Landau level (see [155], [156]).

In the following sections, we show that such spectral concentration at the Landau
levels is still true for a large class of electric potentials V. This general phenomena
will be expressed by the blow up of the SSF or by the accumulation of resonances
near Landau levels. As in the 2D case (see Section 4.4), near a fixed Landau level
Λq the main contribution of the perturbation will be governed by the singular part of

the Birman-Schwinger operator T0(z) := |V|
1
2 (H0 – z)–1V

1
2 . By analogy with the 2D

case (see (4.4.13)), a key ingredient is the following spectral decomposition of the free
resolvent. For pq, the orthogonal projection onto Ker(H⊥ – Λq) introduced in Section
3.3, we have

(H0 – z)–1 = pq⊗ (H‖ + Λq – z)–1 + (H0 – z)–1(I – pq⊗ I‖). (5.2.6)

Then, using that for k2 ∈ C\ [0,+∞), Imk > 0, the integral kernel of (H‖ – k2)–1 is

–
eik|x‖–x′‖|

2ik
, x‖,x

′
‖ ∈ R, (5.2.7)

for zq(k) = Λq + k2, q ∈ Z+, in the resolvent set of the operator H0, we have

(H0 – Λq – k2)–1 = –
pq⊗ r(ik)

ik
+ (H0 – Λq – k2)–1(I – pq⊗ I‖) (5.2.8)

where r(z) is the 1D operator with the integral kernel e
z|x‖–x′‖|

2 . Hence, as we will see in
the following sections, near each Landau level Λq, the singularities of the SSF and the

distribution of the resonances will be governed by the operator |V|
1
2
(
pq⊗ r(0)

)
|V|

1
2 .
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Thanks to the following abstract lemma, it will be related to the Berezin-Toeplitz oper-
ator pqWpq, with

W(x⊥) :=
1
2

∫
R
|V(x⊥,x‖)|dx‖. (5.2.9)

More precisely, applying the following Lemma 5.2.1 with appropriate L, we immedi-
ately find that for each s > 0

Tr1(s,∞)

(
|V|1/2

(
pq⊗ r0

)
|V|1/2

)
= Tr1(s,∞)

(
pqWpq

)
, (5.2.10)

where r0 = r(0) denotes the 1D operator with constant integral kernel 1
2 .

Lemma 5.2.1 [20, Theorem 8.1.4] Let L be a linear compact operator acting between
two, possible different, Hilbert spaces. Then for each s > 0 we have

Tr1(s,∞)(L
∗L) = Tr1(s,∞)(LL∗).

5.2.2 Singularities of the spectral shift function near Landau levels
Let V satisfy D. Then the diamagnetic inequality easily implies that the operator V1/2(H0 +
1)–1 is Hilbert–Schmidt (see Section 2.5), and hence, for c > 0 large enough, the resol-
vent difference (H+cI)–1 –(H0 +cI)–1 is a trace-class operator. Therefore, according to
Theorem 5.1.1, the spectral shift function (SSF) for the operator pair (HV,H0),

ξ (HV,H0; ·) ∈ L1(R; (1 + λ
2)–1dλ )

exists, satisfies the Lifshits-Krein trace formula

Tr(f(HV) – f(H0)) =
∫
R

ξ (HV,H0;λ )f′(λ )dλ

for each f∈C∞
0 (R) and is unique with the normalization condition ξ (HV,H0;λ ) = 0 for

λ ∈ (–∞, infσ (HV)). By [39, Proposition 2.5], the SSF possesses the following more
particular features:

• ξ (HV,H0; ·) is bounded on every compact subset of R\∪q∈Z+{Λq};

• ξ (HV,H0; ·) is continuous on R\ (∪q∈Z+{Λq}∪σpp(HV)) where σpp(HV) is the
set of the eigenvalues of H.

In order to describe the asymptotic behavior of the SSF ξ (HV,H0;λ ) as λ → Λq, q ∈
Z+, let us introduce some notations.

For V satisfying D, W denotes the function defined by (5.2.9) and for x⊥ ∈ R2,
λ ≥ 0, we introduce:

Wλ = Wλ (x⊥) :=
(

w11 w12
w21 w22

)
,

where

w11 :=
1
2

∫
R
|V(x⊥,x3)|cos2 (

√
λx3)dx3, w22 :=

1
2

∫
R
|V(x⊥,x3)|sin2 (

√
λx3)dx3,
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w12 = w21 :=
1
2

∫
R
|V(x⊥,x3)|cos(

√
λx3) sin(

√
λx3)dx3.

It follows from results of Section 4.2.2, that unless V = 0 almost everywhere, we have

rankpqWpq = ∞, rankpqWλ pq = ∞, λ ≥ 0.

In the following, if Fj(V;λ ), j = 1,2, are two real non decreasing functionals of V,
depending on λ > 0, we write

F1(V;λ )∼ F2(V;λ ), λ ↓ 0,

if for each ε ∈ (0,1) we have

F2((1 – ε)V;λ ) + Oε (1)≤ F1(V;λ )≤ F2((1 + ε)V;λ ) + Oε (1).

We also use analogous notations for non increasing functionals Fj(V;λ ) of V.

Theorem 5.2.1 [75, Theorems 3.1, 3.2] Let V satisfy D0, and V ≥ 0 or V ≤ 0. Then,
below each Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, we have:

for V≥ 0, ξ (HV,H0;Λq – λ ) = O(1), λ ↓ 0, (5.2.11)

for V≤ 0, ξ (HV,H0;Λq – λ )∼ –Tr1(
√

λ ,∞)

(
pqWpq

)
, λ ↓ 0. (5.2.12)

Moreover, when approaching each Landau level Λq from above,

for V≥ 0, ξ (HV,H0;Λq + λ )∼ 1
π

Tr arctan
(pqWλ pq√

λ

)
, λ ↓ 0, (5.2.13)

for V≤ 0, ξ (HV,H0;Λq + λ )∼ –
1
π

Tr arctan
(pqWλ pq√

λ

)
, λ ↓ 0. (5.2.14)

Note that in the case q = 0 asymptotic relation (5.2.12) concerns the distribution of
the discrete eigenvalues of the operator HV with V ≤ 0 near the first Landau level Λ0
which coincides with the infimum of its essential spectrum. Such results on the discrete
spectrum have been known for a long time, and could be found in:

• [194, 195, 202, 153, 101] in the case of a power-like decay of V;

• [159] in the case of an exponential decay of V;

• [159, 129] in the case of compactly supported potentials V.

As for the 2D case (Section 4.4), inserting the results of Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2, or 4.2.3,
concerning the counting function for the Berezin-Toeplitz operators, into (5.2.12),
(5.2.13), and (5.2.14), we could obtain the main asymptotic term of the SSF, ξ (HV,H0;E)
as E→ Λq. We omit here these explicit formulae referring the reader to the original
work (see [75, Corollary 3.1]), and prefer to state here only the following intriguing
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Corollary 5.2.1 ([156]) Let V satisfy D0, and V≤ 0. Fix q ∈ Z+. Then

lim
λ↓0

ξ (HV,H0;Λq + λ )
ξ (HV,H0;Λq – λ )

=
1

2cos π
γ

(5.2.15)

if W satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.3, i.e. if W admits a power-like decay
with decay rate γ > 2, or

lim
λ↓0

ξ (HV,H0;Λq + λ )
ξ (HV,H0;Λq – λ )

=
1
2

(5.2.16)

if W satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.2 or Theorem 4.2.1, i.e. if W decays
exponentially1 or has a compact support.

Relations (5.2.15)–(5.2.16) could be interpreted as generalized Levinson formulae. We
recall that the classical Levinson formula relates the number of the negative eigenvalues
of –∆ + V with V which decays sufficiently fast at infinity, and limλ↓0 ξ (–∆ + V,–∆;λ )
(see the original work [119] or the survey article [167]). The proof of such a Levinson
formulae exploits high energy asymptotics of the SSF (see for instance [167]) and that
the SSF has no singularities on (0,+∞). For magnetic Hamiltonians a high energy
asymptotic also holds but we need to avoid neighborhoods of the Landau levels (see
[40]).

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.2.1

We prove Theorem 5.2.1 by using the representation formula given by Proposition
5.1.1. Thus for V satisfying D, the norm limit

T0(E) := lim
δ↓0
|V|1/2(H0 – E – iδ )–1|V|1/2

exists for every E ∈ R \∪q∈Z+{Λq}, T0(E) is compact, 0 ≤ ImT0(E) ∈ S1 (see [39,
Lemma 4.2]), and the formula (5.1.4) holds for ξ (HV,H0;E), ±V≥ 0.

The first important step in the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is the estimate

±ξ (HV,H0;E)∼ 1
π

∫
R

Tr1(1,∞)(∓(ReT0,q(E) + tImT0,q(E)))
dt

1 + t2
, E→ Λq

(5.2.17)
where

T0,q(E) := lim
δ↓0
|V|1/2(pq⊗ (H‖ – E – iδ )–1)|V|1/2 E 6= Λq.

It uses the decomposition (5.2.6) and combines the Weyl inequalities (4.2.4) with the
fact that |V|1/2(H0 – E – iδ )–1(I – pq⊗ I‖)|V|1/2 admits a uniform limit as δ ↓ 0, for E
near Λq.

Now, if E = Λq – λ with λ > 0, then T0,q(E) = T0,q(E)∗, and (5.2.17) implies

±ξ (HV,H0;E)∼ Tr1(1,∞)(∓T0,q(E)), E→ Λq. (5.2.18)

1In the case of exponential decay of W we should also suppose that V satisfies D with m‖ > 2.
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Moreover, we have T0,q(E) ≥ 0, i.e. Tr1(1,∞)(–T0,q(E)) = 0. Then (5.2.18) with the
upper sign implies

ξ (E;H,H0) = O(1), E ↑ Λq,

provided that V≥ 0, i.e. we obtain (5.2.11).
Assume now that V ≤ 0. The second important step in the proof of Theorem 5.2.1
exploites the decomposition (5.2.8) which, with the Weyl inequalities (4.2.4), yields
the estimate

Tr1(1,∞)(T0,q(Λq – λ ))∼ Tr1(1,∞)

(
1√
λ
|V|1/2

(
pq⊗ r0

)
|V|1/2

)
, λ ↓ 0, (5.2.19)

where r0 denotes the operator with constant integral kernel 1
2 . Since

Tr1(1,∞)

(
1√
λ
|V|1/2

(
pq⊗ r0

)
|V|1/2

)
= Tr1(

√
λ ,∞)

(
|V|1/2

(
pq⊗ r0

)
|V|1/2

)
,

putting together (5.2.18), (5.2.19), and (5.2.10), we obtain (5.2.12).
Now for E = Λq + λ with λ ↓ 0, the main contribution of the singular term in (5.2.8) is
given by the imaginary part. Then we obtain the estimate

1
π

∫
R

Tr1(1,∞)(∓(ReT0,q(E) + tImT0,q(E)))
dt

1 + t2
∼ 1

π

∫
R

Tr1(1,∞)(∓tImT0,q(E))
dt

1 + t2

=
1
π

Trarctan
(
ImT0,q(E)

)
=

1
π

Trarctan
(
|V|1/2

(
pq⊗ r+(λ )

)
|V|1/2

)
(5.2.20)

where r+(λ ) is the operator with integral kernel
cos
√

λ (x‖–x′‖)

2
√

λ
, x‖,x

′
‖ ∈ R. Applying

Lemma 5.2.1 with appropriate L, we get

1
π

Trarctan
(
|V|1/2

(
pq⊗ r+(λ )

)
|V|1/2

)
=

1
π

Trarctan
(pqWλ pq√

λ

)
. (5.2.21)

Now the combination of (5.2.17), (5.2.20), and (5.2.21), yields (5.2.13)–(5.2.14). �
Theorem 5.2.1 admits extensions to Pauli and Dirac operators with admissible non

constant magnetic fields (see definition in Section 2.8). In the case of the Pauli oper-
ator, the role of the Landau levels is played by the origin (see Proposition 2.8.3). The
analogue of Theorem 5.2.1 could be found in [157]. Related results for negative ener-
gies (when the SSF is proportional to the eigenvalue counting function) are contained
in [105].
In the case of the Dirac operator, the role of the Landau levels is played by the points
±m where m > 0 is the mass of the relativistic quantum particle. The analogue of
Theorem 5.2.1 could be found in [209].
Similar singularities of the SSF also occur outside the Landau level for electric pertur-
bations of magnetic Schrödinger operators having eigenvalues of infinite multiplicities
embedded in the continuous spectrum (see [6]).
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5.2.3 Distribution of resonances near Landau levels
In this section we still consider the magnetic Schrödinger operators introduced in Sec-
tion 5.2.1. In order to define the resonances in the spirit of the Proposition 5.1.2, we
assume that V satisfies Dexp (exponential fast decay with respect to x‖).

First, using the decomposition (5.2.8) and the explicit expression of the integral
kernel of the resolvent of H‖, we have:

Proposition 5.2.1 ([23, Proposition 1]) For V satisfying Dexp and q ∈ Z+, the opera-
tor valued function

T̃0,q : k 7−→ T0(Λq + k2) := J|V|
1
2
(
H0 – Λq – k2)–1|V|

1
2 , J := signV,

defined in ]0,
√

2b[ei]0,π/2[, has an analytic extension to the set D \ {0} where D :=
{k ∈ C; 0≤ |k|< min(

√
2b,N)}.

From the above analytic extension, we deduce the holomorphic extension of T0 on,
M , the infinite-sheeted Riemann surface of the countable family{√

z – Λq
}

q∈Z+
. (5.2.22)

This Riemann surface M , described in more details in [23, Section 2], can be viewed
as the quotient of the universal covering of C\∪q∈Z+{Λq} by the equivalence relation
which identifies two points connected by a path going an even number of times round
each Landau level. The global structure of M is quite complicated and may make dif-
ficult the analysis of the resonances. The investigation of their asymptotic distribution
near a fixed Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, however is facilitated by the fact that in this
case we are concerned with the local properties of M . Thus, in a domain analytically
diffeomorphic to a vicinity of Λq, the surface M resembles the two-sheeted Riemann
surface of the square root

√
z – Λq. Namely, for zq in a vicinity of Λq in M , and

PG : M → C\∪q∈Z+{Λq} the covering corresponding to M , there exists an analytic
bijection k 7→ zq(k) ∈M , such that PG(zq(k)) = Λq + k2, k ∈ C∗ := C\{0}, |k| � 1.
Near a fixed Landau level Λq, we identify a point zq ∈M with Λq + k2, 0 < |k| � 1,
and for ε > 0, we denote Mε the set of points z ∈M such that for each q ∈ Z+, we
have Im(

√
z – Λq) > –ε (i.e. near each Λq, up to the identification zq(k) = Λq + k2,

Im(k) > –ε). We have ∪ε>0Mε = M and the holomorphic extension of the free resol-
vent given in Proposition 5.2.1 follows from the formula (5.2.8) (see [23, Proposition
1]).

Then, using the resolvent equation (5.1.5), from the Analytic Fredholm Theorem
[162, Theorem VI.14], we deduce the following characterization of the resonances of
HV near each Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+.

Proposition 5.2.2 ([23, Propositions 2-3], [24, Proposition 6.2]) Let V satisfies Dexp.
The complex number w0 = Λq + k2

0 is a resonance of HV near Λq, q ∈ Z+, if and only if
I + T̃0,q(k0) is not invertible, and the multiplicity of this resonance is given by (5.1.6):

mult(w0) =
1

2iπ
Tr
∫
|k–k0|=r

( d
dk

T̃0,q(k)
)(

I + T̃0,q(k)
)–1dk, (5.2.23)

with r > 0 sufficiently small.
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Moreover, it can be checked that it is equivalent to the definition of resonances as
the poles of the meromorphic extension of the resolvent

RV(z) = (HV – z)–1 : e–ε〈x‖〉L2(R3)−→ eε〈x‖〉L2(R3),

with multiplicity given by the rank of their residues, for all ε < N.
The previous results imply in particular that in any compact set which contains no

Landau levels, the number of resonances is finite. However resonances can accumulate
at the Landau levels. Before to prove that for perturbations of definite sign there is
accumulation of resonances near each Λq, q ∈ Z+, let us give an upper bound on the
number of resonances in an annulus centered at a Landau Level with inner (resp. outer)
radius r > 0 (resp. 2r) with r→ 0.

Theorem 5.2.2 ([23, Theorem 1]) Let V satisfies Dexp and W defined by (5.2.9). Then
near each Landau Level Λq, we have the following upper bound on the number of res-
onances in an annulus that contracts to Λq:

#{z = Λq + k2 ∈ Res(HV); r < |k| ≤ 2r} = O
(
| ln r|Tr1(r,∞)

(
pqWpq

))
, r ↓ 0.

We prove this upper bound by using a Jensen inequality (see [23, Lemma 6]). Thanks
to the above definition of the multiplicity (introduced in [24]), the assumption m⊥ >
2 (made in [23, Theorem 1] in order to use the regularized determinant det2) is not
necessary.

In order to give a result of existence of a infinite number of resonances and their
asymptotic distributions near each Landau Level, let us introduce the following as-
sumptions:

• C1,±: The potential V satisfies Dexp and is of definite sign, ±V≥ 0;

• C2,q: The potential V does not produce an isolated resonance at Λq in the sense
that the following limit exists for z in a sector Sδ := {z ∈ C; Im(z) > δ |Re(z) –
Λq|}, δ > 0:

lim
Sδ3z−→Λq

|V|
1
2 (I + ik(pq⊗ r0))(HV – z)–1|V|

1
2 , (5.2.24)

where k =
√

z – Λq, Im(k) > 0, Re(k) > 0.

Let us comment this second assumption C2,q, q ∈ Z+ fixed. From (5.2.8), z = Λq is

a singularity of |V|
1
2 (H0 – z)–1|V|

1
2 given, for z = Λq + k2 by the formula

|V|
1
2 (H0 – z)–1|V|

1
2 = –

1
ik
|V|

1
2 (pq⊗ r0)|V|

1
2 + |V|

1
2 (I + ik(pq⊗ r0))(H0 – z)–1|V|

1
2 .

for which we simply use that

|V|
1
2 (pq⊗ r0)(H0 – z)–1|V|

1
2 = –

1
k2 |V|

1
2 (pq⊗ r0)|V|

1
2 .
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Thus, the operator valued function z 7→ |V|
1
2 (I + ik(pq⊗ r0))(HV – z)–1|V|

1
2 is analytic

near Λq for HV = H0 and the assumption C2,q requires that Λq remains a regular point
under perturbation by V. As we will see in Remark 5.2.1, this assumption holds for
generic V.

Under the above assumptions, we obtain existence of resonances near each Landau
Level, their concentration to a semi-axis and we have the asymptotic behavior of the
distribution of resonances in an annulus centered at Λq with inner radius r ↓ 0, in terms
of the Berezin-Toeplitz operators pqWpq.

Theorem 5.2.3 ([24, Theorem 6.5]) Let q ∈ Z+. Suppose V satisfies C1,± and C2,q
and defined W by (5.2.9). Then, for 0 < r0 < min(

√
2b,N) fixed,

i) The resonances zq(k) = Λq + k2 of HV with |k| sufficiently small satisfy

±Imk≤ 0, Rek = o(|k|).

ii) There exists a sequence (r`)` ∈ R which tends to 0 such that

#{z = Λq + k2 ∈ Res(HV); r` < |k| ≤ r0} = Tr1(r`,∞)

(
pqWpq

)
(1 + o(1)), `→ +∞.

iii) Eventually, if W satisfies the assumption of the Theorem 4.2.1, or 4.2.2, or
4.2.3, then

#{z = Λq + k2 ∈ Res(HV); r < |k| ≤ r0} = Tr1(r,∞)

(
pqWpq

)
(1 + o(1)), r↘ 0.

As for the SSF, the results on the counting function for the Berezin-Toeplitz oper-
ators (see Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2, or 4.2.3) imply asymptotic behaviors of the counting
functions of resonances near Landau Levels.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.2.3

The proof of Theorem 5.2.3 uses again the decomposition (5.2.8) and applies the fol-
lowing abstract results (Propositions 5.2.3 and 5.2.4). Let D be a domain of C contain-
ing 0, and let H be a separable Hilbert space. Consider an analytic function

A : D −→S∞(H),

and P(A) the orthogonal projection onto KerA(0).
In the sequel we will suppose that the following assumptions are fulfilled:

• C̃1: The operator A(0) is self-adjoint;

• C̃2: The operator I – A′(0)P(A) is invertible.

Let Ω⊂D \{0}. Define the characteristic values of I–A(z)/z on Ω as the points z ∈Ω

for which the operator I – A(z)/z is not invertible. We will denote the characteristic
values of I – A(z)/z on Ω by ZA(Ω). Since z 7→ (I – A(z)/z) is a finite meromorphic
Fredholm function on Ω, thanks to an Analytic Fredholm Theorem (see for instance
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Figure 5.1: Localization of the resonances in variable k: For r0 sufficiently small,
the resonances zq(k) = Λq +k2 of the operators H0 +V,±V≥ 0, near a Landau level Λq,
q∈Z+, are concentrated in the sectors Sθ := {k ∈ C ; |Rek|< tan(θ )Imk}. For positive
potential V, they are concentrated near the semi-axis –i]0,+∞) in both sides, while they
are concentrated near the semi-axis i]0,+∞) on the left for negative V.

[84, Proposition 4.1.4]) ZA(Ω) is a discrete set and z 7→ (I – A(z)/z)–1 is finite mero-
morphic on Ω\ZA(Ω). The multiplicity of z0 ∈ZA(Ω) is defined by

Mult(z0) :=
1

2πi
Tr
∫

γ

(
I –

A(z)
z

)′(
I –

A(z)
z

)–1
dz

where γ is an appropriate circle centered at z0.
Obviously, if A(z) = A(0) (i.e. A is constant), then ZA(Ω) = σ (A)∩Ω. The aim of

the following propositions is to state that under the assumptions C̃1 and C̃2, ZA(D \
{0}) is close to σ (A(0)), the spectrum of the compact self-adjoint operator A(0).

Proposition 5.2.3 ([24, Corollary 3.4]) Assume C̃1 and C̃2. Suppose that the origin
is an accumulation point of ZA(D \{0}). Then we have

|Imz0| = o(|z0|), z0 ∈ZA(D \{0}),

as z0→ 0. If, moreover, ±A(0) ≥ 0, then ±Rez0 ≥ 0 for z0 ∈ZA(D \ {0}) with |z0|
small enough.

Set
NA(Ω) := ∑

z0∈ZA(Ω)
Mult(z0).

If ∂Ω is sufficiently regular, and ZA(Ω)∩∂Ω = /0, then we have

NA(Ω) = ind∂Ω

(
I –

A(z)
z

)
:=

1
2πi

Tr
∫

∂Ω

(
I –

A(z)
z

)′(
I –

A(z)
z

)–1
dz.
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The index ind∂Ω

(
I – A(z)

z

)
plays a central role in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3. More

information about its properties could be found in [85], [84, Section 4], and [24, Section
2] (see also [191] where the notion of index allows to define generalized determinants).
For 0 < a < b < ∞ and θ > 0 define the domain

Cθ (a,b) := {x + iy ∈ C |a < x < b, |y|< θx} . (5.2.25)

Proposition 5.2.4 ( [24, Corollary 3.11]) Assume C̃1 and C̃2. Suppose moreover that

Tr1(r,∞)(A(0)) = Φ(r)(1 + o(1)), r ↓ 0,

where Φ satisfies Φ(r)→ ∞ as r ↓ 0, and

Φ(r(1±δ )) = Φ(r)(1 + o(1) + O(δ )), r ↓ 0, (5.2.26)

for each sufficiently small δ > 0. Then we have

NA(Cθ (r,1)) = Φ(r)(1 + o(1)), r ↓ 0,

for any θ > 0.

It is easy to check that the functions Φ(r) = Cr–γ , Φ(r) = C| ln r|γ , or Φ(r) = C | ln r|
ln | ln r| ,

with some γ ,C > 0, satisfy asymptotic relation (5.2.26). Hence, for W satisfying the
assumption of the Theorem 4.2.1, (resp. Theorem 4.2.2, resp. Theorem 4.2.3), the
main contribution in the asymptotic expansion of Tr1(r,∞)(pqWpq) in (4.2.13) (resp.
(4.2.40), resp. (4.2.58)) satisfies it as well.
Now the proof of Theorem 5.2.3 consists to apply Propositions 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 using
that zq(k0) = Λq + k2

0 is a resonance of HV if and only if (ik0) is a characteristic value
of I + Aq(z)/z, with the same multiplicity (i.e. mult (zq(k0)) = Mult (ik0)), where

Aq(z) = J|V|
1
2 pq⊗ r(z)|V|

1
2 + zJ|V|

1
2 R0(Λq – z2)(I – pq⊗ I‖)|V|

1
2 . (5.2.27)

Indeed, thanks to the decomposition (5.2.8), for k ∈ D \ {0}, D := {k ∈ C; 0 ≤ |k| <
min(
√

2b,N)}, we have

I + T̃0,q(k) = I +
Aq(ik)

ik
,

where z 7−→Aq(z)∈S∞(L2(R3)) is holomorphic on D and Aq(0) = J|V|
1
2 pq⊗r(0)|V|

1
2

is self-adjoint as soon as J =±I (i.e. C̃1 is fullfield), with Tr1(r,∞)(JAq(0)) = Tr1(r,∞)(pqWpq)
(see (5.2.10)). To conclude, we just have to prove that V satifies C2,q if and only if
I + JA′q(0)P(JAq) is invertible (i.e. C̃2 is fullfield for –JAq). For this technical point,
we refer to [42, Section 4.4].

�

Remark 5.2.1 In general, kerAq(0) is not trivial. Nevertheless, the assumption C2,q
holds for generic V. More precisely, if the potential V is fixed, there exists a finite or
infinite discrete set E = {en} such that the operator HeV = H0 + eV satisfies C2,q for
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all e ∈ R \E . The numbers 1/en are in fact the real non vanishing eigenvalues of the
compact operator A′q(0)P(Aq). To check this, it is enough to remark that P(Aq) is
independent of e and A′q(0)|eV

= eA′q(0)|V for e 6= 0. Note also that, for |e| small enough,
HeV satisfies always C2,q.

Remark 5.2.2 These results can be generalized to the case of constant magnetic fields
of non full rank 2d in an arbitrary dimension n (see definition in Section 2.7). More
precisely, the situation n –2d = 1 is close to the one treated here. Whereas, if n – 2d≥ 3
is odd, it is expected that there is no accumulation of resonances at the Landau levels
since the corresponding A(z) is analytic near these thresholds. The case n – 2d even
is different since the weighted resolvent has a logarithmic singularity at the Landau
levels.

Remark 5.2.3 Since eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum are among the
real resonances, let us remark that a consequence of Theorem 5.2.3 i) at each Landau
level is that for non-negative potentials V (satisfying assumption of Theorem 5.2.3), the
(embedded) eigenvalues of HV form a discrete set. On the other hand it is known that
for small potentials V≥ 0 satisfying D with m‖ > 0 there are no eigenvalues outside of
the Landau levels (see [23, Proposition 7]).

Recall that the setting is very different for non-positive perturbations. Indeed, for a
large class of non-positive potentials, there is an accumulation of embedded eigenval-
ues at each Landau level (see (5.2.5) and the references [155], [156]).

Let us mention that for potentials which are dilation-analytic with respect to the
variable along the magnetic field it is possible to study the resonances near the real
axis. It is done in [213] in the strong magnetic field regime when the electric potential
has a high barrier. In [6], near eigenvalues of infinite multiplicities embedded in the
continuous spectrum of a reference operator H0, the resonances of H0 + V are also de-
fined and studied using two approaches: the classical analytic dilation and a dynamical
one based on appropriate Mourre estimates (as in [46]). For this model, the distribution
of the resonances near the embedded eigenvalues of infinite multiplicities is studied in
[108].

An extension of Theorem 5.2.3 to Pauli and Dirac operators with admissible non
constant magnetic fields (defined in Section 2.8) is given in [174] near the origin for
the Pauli operator and near the points ±m (m is the mass of the relativistic quantum
particle) for the Dirac operator. Similar technics provide also results on the discrete
spectrum for non-selfadjoint perturbations (i.e. complex-valued potentials), see the
works [175, 176, 177, 178, 179].

5.2.4 Link between the SSF and the resonances
The SSF and the resonances are usually connected by the Breit–Wigner formula. Such
a formula, proved in [143, 144, 145, 37] in the non-magnetic setting, represents the
derivative of the SSF as a sum of a harmonic measure associated to the resonances, and
the imaginary part of a holomorphic function. It can be exploited to obtain asymptotic
expansions of the SSF or to localize resonances. Eventually, it can imply local trace
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formulas in the spirit of [190]. Such a Breit–Wigner formula also holds near the Landau
levels. We have the following result which shows that on small intervals Λq± (r,2r)
the derivative of the SSF is related to the resonances in a sector ±Cθ (r,2r) (defined by
(5.2.25)):

Theorem 5.2.4 [23, Theorem 3] Let V satisfies Dexp with m⊥ > 2. Then for q ∈ Z+
and ε ,θ > 0, there exist r0 > 0 and functions g±(·, r) holomorphic in ±Cθ (1,2), such
that, for λ ∈ r[1 + ε ,2 – ε], we have

ξ
′(Λq±λ ;HV,H0) = ∑

Λq±w∈Res(HV)
w∈rCθ (1,2)\R

Imw
π|λ – w|2

– ∑
Λq±w∈Res(HV)

w∈r[1,2]

δ (λ –w)+
1
r

Img′±
(

λ

r
, r
)

,

where g±(z, r) satisfies the estimate

g±(z, r) = O
(
| ln r| r– 1

m⊥
)
,

uniformly with respect to 0 < r < r0 and z ∈ Cθ (1 + ε ,2 – ε).

The proof of this formula and more general statement with some applications can
be found in [23, Section 5]. Note that this Breit–Wigner approximation implies that
the SSF is analytic outside of the resonances (including the embedded eigenvalues)
and their complex conjugate.

5.3 Obstacle perturbation of the 3D magnetic Schrödinger
operator

In this section, we still consider the 3D magnetic Schrödinger operator, but now the
perturbation is a bounded obstacle with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition. As
in the previous section, we study the singularities of the Spectral Shift Function and
the distribution of the resonances.

5.3.1 The Dirichlet and Neumann realizations of the 3D magnetic
Schrödinger operators

We consider the free 3D Schrödinger operator HS(A,0) with constant magnetic field of
strength b > 0, pointing at the x3-direction, corresponding to (2.7.57) with d = 2, k = 1:

HS(A,0) :=
3

∑
j=1

Πj(A)2 =
(

–i
∂

∂x1
+

bx2
2

)2
+
(

–i
∂

∂x2
–

bx1
2

)2
–

∂ 2

∂x2
3

(5.3.1)

where we use the notations of Section 2.5:

Π(A) = (Π1(A),Π2(A),Π3(A)) := –i∇ – A,

with the magnetic potential A(x) := b
2 (–x2,x1,0).
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In order to define realizations of HS(A,0) on domains of R3, let us define the mag-
netic Sobolev spaces on Ω, an open non-empty subset of R3:

Hs
A(Ω) :=

{
u ∈D ′(Ω) |Π(A)α u ∈ L2(R3), α ∈ Z3

+, 0≤ |α| ≤ s
}

, s ∈ Z+.

Denote by Hs
A,0(Ω) the closure of C∞

0 (Ω) in the norm of Hs
A(Ω) defined by

‖u‖2Hs
A(Ω) := ∑

α∈Z3
+:0≤|α|≤s

∫
Ω

|Π(A)α u|2 dx.

Then, as in the previous section, the operator H0 := HS(A,0) with domain D(H0) :=
H2

A(R3) is self-adjoint in L2(R3), and essentially self-adjoint on C∞
0 (R3) with purely

a.c. spectrum, given by (2.7.61): σ (H0) = [Λ0,+∞) = [b,+∞).
Let us introduce the obstacle perturbation. We define a domain in Rd, d≥ 1, as an

open, connected, non-empty subset of Rd. Let Ωin ⊂ R3 be a bounded domain with
boundary ∂Ωin ∈ C∞. Set

Γ := ∂Ωin, Ωex := R3 \Ωin.

Then the operator H+,\ := HS(A,0), \ = ex, in, with domain

D(H+,\) :=
{

u ∈ H2
A(Ω\) |u|Γ = 0

}
,

is the Dirichlet realization of HS(A,0) on Ω\. Similarly, if ν is the unit normal vector
at Γ, outward looking with respect to Ωin, then the operator H–,\ := HS(A,0), \ = ex, in,
with domain

D(H–,\) :=
{

u ∈ H2
A(Ω\) |ν ·Π(A)u|Γ = 0

}
,

is the Neumann realization of HS(A,0) on Ω\. The operators H±,\, \ = ex, in, are self-
adjoint in L2(Ω\). Moreover, H+,\ (resp., H–,\) corresponds to the closed quadratic
form ∫

Ω\

|Π(A)u|2 dx (5.3.2)

with domain H1
A,0(Ω\) (resp., H1

A(Ω\)).

The operators H±,in are second-order elliptic partial differential operators acting in
a bounded domain with smooth boundary, then their spectrums σ (H±,in) are discrete.
The exterior problems can be considered as compactly supported perturbations of H0
and then the essential spectrum of H±,ex coincides with that of H0:

σess(H+,ex) = σess(H–,ex) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) = [b,+∞).

In the following sections, we show that spectral concentration at the Landau levels
is still true for H±,ex. As for the electric perturbations, it will be expressed by the blow
up of the SSF or by the accumulation of resonances near Landau levels. The results
for H±,ex will be close to those for the Schrödinger operators H0±1Ωin , but a first
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difficulty is to define the SSF and the resonances for pairs (H0,H±,ex) whose operators
are not defined on the same domains. To overcome this difficulty, using the orthogonal
decomposition L2(R3) = L2(Ωin)⊕L2(Ωex), we introduce the auxiliary operators:

H± := H±,in⊕H±,ex.

By the Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing and the non-negativeness of the quadratic forms
(5.3.2), we have

H+ ≥ H0 ≥ H– ≥ 0. (5.3.3)

Even if these operators act in L2(R3) their domains are different and (H± – H0) is
not well defined as a selfadjoint operator. An adaptation of the general outline of
Section 5.1 consists to work with the inverses (or resolvents) of the operators H± and
H0. Since b > 0, the invertibility of the operators H0 and H+ is a consequence of
(5.3.3). It is not difficult to see that H– is invertible as well. To this end, we use that
σess(H–) = σess(H0) = [b,+∞), then 0 ∈ σ (H–) should be a discrete eigenvalue of H–.
Let u ∈D(H–) such that H–u = 0. By (5.3.2), we have

Π(A)u|Ωin
= 0, Π(A)u|Ωex

= 0. (5.3.4)

Taking into account the explicit expression for A, we find that the only element u ∈
D(H–) which satisfies (5.3.4), is u = 0, and hence 0 6∈ σ (H–).
Further, (5.3.3) implies

H–1
– ≥ H–1

0 ≥ H–1
+ , (5.3.5)

and the operators
V+ := H–1

0 – H–1
+ , V– := H–1

– – H–1
0 ,

are non-negative, bounded, selfadjoint operators on L2(R3). Then, having in mind that
λ is in the spectrum of an operator if and only if λ –1 is in the spectrum of its inverse,
we introduce the Birman-Schwinger operators associated to H–1

± = H–1
0 ∓V± at z–1:

T±(z) := V
1
2
±(H–1

0 – z–1)–1V
1
2
±, z ∈ C–. (5.3.6)

Obviously, combining the relation:

T±(z) = –zV
1
2
±H0(H0 – z)–1V

1
2
± = –zV± – z2V

1
2
±(H0 – z)–1V

1
2
±, (5.3.7)

with the formula (5.2.8), we see that the Landau levels are singularities of T±. As for
the electric perturbations, these singularities will be the origin of the following spectral
concentrations for the obstacle problem.

5.3.2 The spectral shift function for the exterior problems
In order to define the spectral shift function ξ (H±,H0; ·), by exploiting that H± coin-
cide with H0 outside the boundary of Ωin, we prove that V± contains terms localized
near ∂Ωin, then that V± ∈S2 and H–2

± – H–2
0 ∈S1 (see [41, Proposition 2.1]).
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Then, we define the spectral shift function ξ (H±,H0; ·) as

ξ (H±,H0;E) :=

{
–ξ (H–2

± ,H–2
0 ;E–2) if E > infσ (H±),

0 if E < infσ (H±),

where, for almost every E > 0,

ξ (H–2
± ,H–2

0 ;E–2) :=
1
π

lim
ε↓0

arg det
((

H–2
± – E–2 – iε

)(
H–2

0 – E–2 – iε
)–1
)

, (5.3.8)

the branch of the argument being fixed by the condition

lim
Imz→∞

arg det
((

H–2
± – z

)(
H–2

0 – z
)–1
)

= 0.

The SSF ξ (H±,H0; ·) is the unique element of L1
loc(R) which satisfies the Lifshits-Krein

identity

Tr (f(H±) – f(H0)) =
∫
R

f′(E)ξ (H±,H0;E)dE, f ∈ C∞
0 (R),

and the normalization condition

ξ (H±,H0;E) = 0, E < infσ (H±).

Morever, for almost every E ∈ (0,b), ξ (E;H–,H0) = –Tr1(–∞,E)(H–).
Our next goal is to introduce a canonic representative of the class of equivalence

ξ (H±,H0; ·) analogous to (5.1.4). Using (5.3.7) and localization properties of V±, we
have:

Proposition 5.3.1 ([41, Proposition 2.2]) Let E ∈ (0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq}. Then there ex-
ists a norm limit

T±(E) := n – lim
C–3z→E

T±(z) ∈S2, (5.3.9)

and
ImT±(E) ∈S1. (5.3.10)

Moreover, ReT±(E) (resp., ImT±(E)) depends continuously in S2 (resp., in S1) on
E ∈ (0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq}.

For E ∈ (0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq} set

ξ̃ (E;H±,H0) :=± 1
π

∫
R

Tr1(1,∞)
(
±
(
ReT±(E) + t ImT±(E)

)) dt
1 + t2

. (5.3.11)

We can not apply directly the results used in Section 5.2.2 (because the operators have
different domains), but following arguments of [148] we show that we can identify
ξ (H±,H0;E) with ξ̃ (H±,H0;E), defined for every E ∈ (0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq}.
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Proposition 5.3.2 ([41, Proposition 2.3]) The function ξ̃ (·;H±,H0) is well defined on
(0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq}, bounded on every compact subset of (0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq}, and con-
tinuous on (0,∞)\ (σp(H±)∪q∈Z+ {Λq}) where σp(H±) denotes the set of the eigenval-
ues of H±.
Moreover, for almost every E ∈ (0,∞) we have

ξ (H±,H0;E) = ξ̃ (H±,H0;E). (5.3.12)

As for the electric perturbations, we study the asymptotic behavior of the SSF at
the Landau levels.

For x ∈ R3, we write x = (x⊥,x‖) where x⊥ = (x1,x2) ∈ R2 are the variables on
the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field B while x‖ = x3 ∈ R is the variable along
B. For x = (x⊥,x‖) ∈ R3 define the projections π⊥(x) := x⊥, π‖(x) := x‖. Note that if
Ω⊂ R3 is a (bounded) domain, then π⊥(Ω)⊂ R2 is a (bounded) domain as well. Set

Oin := π⊥(Ωin).

Thus, Oin is the projection of the obstacle Ωin onto the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field B. The following result involves Cap(Oin), the Logarithmic Capacity of
Oin (introduced in Section 4.2.2).
For λ > 0 small enough, and C ∈ R set

ln2(λ ) := ln | lnλ |, ln3(λ ) := ln ln2(λ ),

and

Φ0(λ ) :=
| lnλ |
ln2(λ )

, Φ1(λ ;C) := Φ0(λ )
(

1 +
ln3(λ )
ln2(λ )

+
C

ln2(λ )

)
.

Theorem 5.3.1 ([41, Theorem 3.1]) Let Ωin be a bounded domain with ∂Ωin ∈ C∞.
Fix q ∈ Z+. Then, as λ ↓ 0,

ξ (H+,H0;Λq – λ ) = O(1), (5.3.13)

ξ (H–,H0;Λq – λ ) = –
1
2

Φ1(λ ;Cap(Oin)) + o
(
| lnλ |

ln2(λ )2

)
, (5.3.14)

ξ (H±,H0;Λq + λ ) =±1
4

Φ1(λ ;Cap(Oin)) + o
(
| lnλ |

ln2(λ )2

)
. (5.3.15)

Remark 5.3.1 From (5.3.14) and (5.3.15) with sign “–” we deduce the following gen-
eralized Levinson formula (analogue of (5.2.16)):

lim
λ↓0

ξ (;H–,H0;Λq + λ )
ξ (H–,H0;Λq – λ )

=
1
2

. (5.3.16)

Remark 5.3.2 By the so-called telescopic property of the SSF, we have

ξ (H+,H–;E) = ξ (H+,H0;E) – ξ (H–,H0;E), E ∈ (0,∞)\∪q∈Z+{Λq}.
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Therefore, (5.3.13) - (5.3.14) imply

ξ (H+,H–;Λq – λ ) =
1
2

Φ1(λ ; Cap(Oin)) + o
(
| lnλ |

ln2(λ )2

)
, λ ↓ 0,

while (5.3.15) implies

ξ (H+,H–;Λq + λ ) =
1
2

Φ1(λ ;Cap(Oin)) + o
(
| lnλ |

ln2(λ )2

)
, λ ↓ 0.

In particular, similarly to (5.3.16),

lim
λ↓0

ξ (H+,H–;Λq – λ )
ξ (H+,H–;Λq + λ )

= 1.

Remark 5.3.3 Since, we have

ξ (H–,H0;Λ0 – λ ) = –Tr1(–∞,Λ0–λ )(H–) = (5.3.17)

–Tr1(–∞,Λ0–λ )(H–,ex) – Tr1(–∞,Λ0–λ )(H–,in), λ > 0.

and
Tr1(–∞,Λ0–λ )(H–,in) = O(1), λ ↓ 0,

(σ (H–,in) being discrete), then (5.3.14) with q = 0 implies

Tr1(–∞,Λ0–λ )(H–,ex) =
1
2

Φ1(λ ;Cap(Oin)) + o
(
| lnλ |

ln2(λ )2

)
, λ ↓ 0.

It describes the accumulation of the discrete spectrum of the exterior Neumann mag-
netic Laplacian H–,ex at Λ0 = infσess(H–,ex).

Let us compare Theorem 5.3.1 with Theorem 5.2.1 the similar result for (H0 +
V,H0), V a real-valued fast decaying electric potential. Formally, our Theorem 5.3.1
resembles the results of Theorem 5.2.1 for compactly supported V (more explicitely
described in [75]), which however are less precise than (5.3.14) and (5.3.15): the right-
hand side of the analogue of (5.3.14) (resp., of (5.3.15)) in [75] is – 1

2 Φ0(λ )(1 + o(1))
(resp., ±1

4 Φ0(λ )(1 + o(1))).

Idea of the proof of Theorem 5.3.1

Following the arguments (and notations) of Section 5.2.2 (for electric perturbation)
and using the relation (5.3.7), the singularity of the SSF is essentially governed by

the distribution of the eigenvalues of the operator Λ2
qV

1
2
±(pq⊗ r0)V

1
2
±. Then we can

use properties of localization near ∂Ωin for V± in order to justify that the operator

Λ2
qV

1
2
±(pq⊗ r0)V

1
2
± can be replaced mainly by ±1Ωin (pq⊗ r0)1Ωin . It is not so obvious
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because V± contains some non local operators like H–1
0 . One one hand, using that

in some sense H0(pq ⊗ r0) = Λqpq ⊗ r0 we replace ΛqH–1
0 by the identity. One the

other hand, on a subspace of Range(pq⊗ r0), we show that Λ2
qV± is comparable to

1Ωin (on a space of finite co-dimension). This last point is justified in [42, Section 5]
using ellipticity properties of Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators and in [41, Section 5] by
variational arguments.

Finally, we exploit (as in Section 5.2.2) that the distribution of the eigenvalues of
the operator 1Ωin (pq⊗ r0)1Ωin coincides with that of pqWinpq where

Win(x⊥) :=
1
2

∫
R
1Ωin (x⊥,x‖)dx‖

which is comparable to 1
2 pq1Oin pq. Then we conclude using results of Section 4.2.2.

5.3.3 Resonances for the exterior problems
In this section we define the resonances of H±,ex and study their distribution near the
Landau levels. As for the SSF, we show that the logarithmic capacity of the projection
of Ωin onto the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field appears in the asymptotic
expansion of the counting function of resonances near the Landau levels.

As in Section 5.2.3 we define the resonances on the the infinite-sheeted Riemann
surface M , where near a fixed Landau level Λq, we identify a point zq ∈M with
Λq + k2, k ∈ C∗ := C\{0}, |k| � 1.

Combining the relation (5.3.7) with Proposition 5.2.1 and using that H± coincide
with H0 outside the obstacle (which gives cut off properties of V±) we obtain that
the operator-valued function z 7→ T±(z) is analytic on C+ with value in S∞(L2(R3)).
Moreover using the analytic Fredholm theorem, we can define resonances of H± as
follows (see the proof of [42, Proposition 3.3]).

Definition 5.3.1 We define resonances of H± as the discret set of values of z ∈M for
which

(
I∓T±(z)

)
is not invertible. The multiplicity of a resonance z0 is defined by

mult(z0) :=
1

2iπ
tr
(∫

C

(
∓T±

)′(z)
(
I∓T±(z)

)–1dz
)

, (5.3.18)

where C is a small contour positively oriented, containing z0 as the unique point z
satisfying

(
I∓T±(z)

)
is not invertible.

Theses resonances are also the poles of the meromorphic extension of the resolvent

R±(z) = (H± – z)–1 : e–ε〈x‖〉L2(R3)−→ eε〈x‖〉L2(R3),

with multiplicity given by the rank of their residues.

In particular since

(H± – z)–1 = (H±,in – z)–1⊕ (H±,ex – z)–1,

it gives the following definition of resonances of H±,ex.
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Definition 5.3.2 We define the resonances of H±,ex as the poles of the meromorphic
extension of the resolvent

(H±,ex – z)–1 : e–ε〈x‖〉L2(Ωex)→ eε〈x‖〉L2(Ωex).

These poles (i.e. the resonances) are resonances of H±, excepted the poles given by the
eigenvalues of H±,in.

Near a fixed Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, using the identification described above we
parametrize the resonances zq by zq(k) = Λq + k2 with |k|<< 1.

Then as for electric perturbation (Theorem 5.2.3) we have the localization of the
resonances of H±,ex near the Landau levels Λq, q ∈ Z+, together with an asymptotic
expansion of the resonances counting function in small annulus adjoining Λq, q ∈ N:

Theorem 5.3.2 ([42, Theorem 2.1][41]) Let q ∈ Z+. Suppose Ωin satisfies C2,q (in
the sense that (5.2.24) holds true by replacing V and HV by V± and H±). Then, for
0 < r0 <

√
2b fixed, the resonances zq(k) = Λq + k2 of H± with |k| sufficiently small

satisfy
±Imk≤ 0, Rek = o(|k|),

and

#{z = Λq + k2 ∈ Res(H±); r < |k| ≤ r0} = Φ1(λ ;Cap(Oin))(1 + o(1)), r↘ 0,
(5.3.19)

with the notations of Section 5.3.2.

Idea of the proof of Theorem 5.3.2

The proof combines results of [42] with those of [41]. As for the proof of Theorem
5.2.3, we apply the Propositions 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 to an appropriated meromorphic Fred-
holm function. This time the analytic function A is:

A±q (ik) =±zq(k)2|V±|
1
2 pq⊗r(ik)|V±|

1
2 ∓ik|V±|

1
2

(
zq(k)+zq(k)2R0(zq(k))(I–pq⊗I‖)

)
|V±|

1
2 ,

being such that T±(Λq + k2) = A±q (ik)/(ik). Thanks to Proposition 5.2.4, the main con-

tribution is given by A±q (0) =±Λ2
q|V±|

1
2 pq⊗ r(0)|V±|

1
2 , the same as for the SSF. Then

as in [42] we obtain the first order asymptotic (with Φ0(λ ) = | lnλ |
ln | lnλ | ). For the third

order asymptotic expansion, we exploit the more refined results of [41] as for the SSF.

5.4 2D magnetic hamiltonians on domains with unbounded
boundaries

In this section, we discuss 2D magnetic Schrödinger operators, for which the presence
of unbounded boundaries produces continuum spectrum. Our reference operators are
mainly the magnetic Schrödinger operators in the half-plane O := R+×R and in the
strip OL := [–L,L]×R, L > 0. As we will see, even for electric perturbations of these
fibered operators, new difficulties appear.
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5.4.1 Dirichlet and Neumann magnetic Schrödinger operators on
the half-plane

On O := (0,+∞)×R, we consider the free 2D Schrödinger operator HS(A,0) with con-
stant magnetic field corresponding to (2.7.3) (the kernel of the magnetic field is reduced
to zero):

HS(A,0) := Π1(A)2 + Π2(A)2 = –
∂ 2

∂x2 +
(

–i
∂

∂y
– bx

)2
, (x,y) ∈ O , (5.4.1)

with the magnetic potential A(x,y) = b(0,x), b > 0 being the strength of the magnetic
field.

As in Section 5.3.1, we define H0,D (resp., H0,N) the Dirichlet (resp., Neumann)
realization of (5.4.1) with domains

D(H0,D) :=
{

u ∈ H2
A(O) |u|{0}×R = 0

}
; D(H0,N) :=

{
u ∈ H2

A(O) |∂xu|{0}×R = 0
}

.

Hamiltonians of this type arise in various areas of mathematical and theoretical
physics: for instance, H0,D and its perturbations are important models in the theory of
the quantum Hall effect (see e.g. [59]), while the spectral properties of H0,N play a
central role in the contemporary theory of superconductivity (see [60]).

Exploiting the translation invariance in the variable y, let us analyze these operators
by using F , the following partial Fourier transform with respect to y:

(Fu)(x,k) = (2π)–1/2
∫
R

e–iyku(x,y)dy, (x,k) ∈ O .

Then we have

FH0,`F
∗ =

∫ ⊕
R

h`(k)dk, ` = D,N,

where hD(k) (resp., hN(k)) is the Friedrichs extension in L2(R+) of the operator

–
d2

dx2 + (bx – k)2, k ∈ R, (5.4.2)

defined originally on C∞
0 (R+) (resp., on C∞

0 (R+)). Thus (hD,D(hD)) (resp., (hN,D(hN)))
is the Dirichlet (resp., Neumann) realization of (5.4.2). Note that the operators h`,
` = D,N, are Kato analytic families (see [107]). Moreover, for each k ∈ R the opera-
tors h`(k) have discrete and simple spectra. Let {Eq,`(k)}q∈Z+ , k ∈ R, be the (simple)
eigenvalues of h`(k), ` = D,N. By the Kato analytic perturbation theory, for all q ∈ Z+,
Eq,`(·) are real analytic functions of k ∈ R.

Let us give some of the properties of the functions Eq,` which we will need in the

sequel. In both cases ` = D,N, using that h`(k) is unitarily equivalent to – d2

dx2 +(bx)2 on
[–kb–1,+∞), we have

lim
k→+∞

Eq,`(k) = Λq = b(2q + 1),
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(see e.g. [59] for ` = D, and e.g. [58] for ` = N). Moreover, the mini-max principle
easily implies that

Eq,`(k) = k2(1 + o(1)), k→ –∞.

However, E′q,D(k) < 0 for any k ∈ R (see [59]) while there exists kq,∗ ∈ (0,∞), a non-
degenerate minimum of Eq,N, such that E′q,N(k) < 0 for k ∈ (–∞,kq,∗), E′q,N(k) > 0 for
k ∈ (kq,∗,∞), E′′q,N(kq,∗) > 0, and Eq,N(kq,∗) ∈ (0,b) (see [58]). Thus the bottom of the
band functions Eq,`, ` = D,N are given by :

Eq,D := Λq = lim
k→∞

Eq,D(k), Eq,N := Eq,N(kq,∗),

and the spectrum σ (H0,`) of H0,`, ` = D,N, is absolutely continuous, and we have

σ (H0,`) = ∪q∈Z+Eq,`(R) = ∪q∈Z+ [Eq,`,+∞) = [E0,`,+∞).
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It is known that the extrema of the band functions play a significant role in the
description of the spectral properties of fibered operators (see [79]). In the following,
under an electric perturbation, we will analyze these roles and distinguish the particular
case where these extrema are reached and non-degenerate (e.g. the points Eq,N, q∈Z+,
for the Neumann magnetic operator), from the case of the not reached extrema which
are the limits of the band functions at infinity (the Landau levels Λq, q ∈ Z+, minima
for the Dirichlet magnetic operator and maxima for the Neumann magnetic operator).

Near a reached non-degenerate extremum, we will apply a well know procedure
to obtain an effective Hamiltonian. Near the Landau levels, extremal points which are
only the limits on the band functions, the procedure is less classical. In some cases,
an effective Hamiltonian will involve Anti-Wick-type operators, but more complicated
situations may arise, for example when the considered energy level crosses the band
function at infinity.

Assume that V is a bounded, real-valued, Lebesgue-measurable function and de-
note again by V the multiplier by this electric potential. For ` = D,N, on the domain of
H0,` the perturbed operator

H` := HS(A,V) = H0,` + V (5.4.3)

is self-adjoint in L2(O).
In the following sections, we will suppose that V satisfies one of the following proper-
ties on O :

• D0 (null at infinity) : V ∈ L∞
0 (O) :=

{
u ∈ L∞(O) | lim|x|→∞ u(x) = 0

}
;

• Dm (polynomial decay): V(x,y) = O(〈x,y〉–m) with m > 2;
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• Dexp (fast decay with respect to y): V(x) = O(〈x〉–m0 exp(–N|y|)) with some
m0 > 0 and any N > 0.

Evidently, assumption Dexp with m0 > 2 implies Dm. Moreover Dexp and Dm imply
D0. Thanks to the Diamagnetic inequality (see Section 2.5), as soon as V satisfies D0,
the operator VH–1

0,` is compact in L2(O) and therefore

σess(H`) = σess(H0,`) = σ (H0,`) = [E0,`,+∞), ` = D,N.

However, the interval (–∞,E0,`) may contain discrete eigenvalues of the operator H`
whose number could be finite or infinite; in the latter case they could accumulate only
at E0,`. In the following section, for negative V ∈ L∞

0 (O), we study the counting func-
tion of the eigenvalues of H`, below E0,`, ` = D,N. We will see that the effective
Hamiltonians in the Dirichlet and the Neumann cases are quite different due to the dif-
ferent nature of the infima E0,D and E0,N of the spectra of H0,D and H0,N respectively.
Then, in the other sections, under the assumption Dm, we will define the SSF for the
pairs (H`,H0,`), ` = D,N and analyze its asymptotic properties near the thresholds: the
Landau levels Λq, q ∈ Z+ and the headed non-degenerated minima Eq,N (for the Neu-
mann hamiltonian). Up to small modifications, we will find again the previous effective
Hamiltonians corresponding to each type of extremum.

The study of resonances of H` is still little explored. To our knowledge, for the
moment, for V satisfying Dexp, there are ways to define and study the resonances of
these operators only near the real axis outside the Landau levels (see [78, Chapter
1]), but further investigations deserve to be carried out. In particular, near the Landau
levels, given the exponential behavior of the band functions Eq,`, a first difficulty is to
describe the complex surface on which the resonances are defined.

5.4.2 Counting function of eigenvalues below the bottom of the es-
sential spectrum

For λ > 0 let us introduce the counting function of the eigenvalues of the operator H`
lying on the interval (–∞,E0,` – λ ), and counted with the multiplicities:

N`(λ ) := Tr1(–∞,E0,`–λ )(H`), ` = D,N.

In this section, we exhibit the effective 1D hamiltonians for each type of extrema:
a Schrödinger operator for the non-degenerated minimum E0,N (Neumann case) and
an Anti-Wick-type operator perturbed by the band function E0,D (view as an operator
of multiplication) for the minimum E0,D given by the limit of the band function E0,D
(Dirichlet case). These effective Hamiltonians will appear after restrictions to the lower
band function E0,` and the projection onto the associated real valued eigenfunctions
ψ`(·;k) satisfying

h`(k)ψ`(·;k) = E0,`(k)ψ`(·;k), ‖ψ`(·;k)‖L2(R+) = 1, k ∈ R, ` = D,N,

such that the mappings R 3 k 7→ ψ`(·;k) ∈D(h`(k)) are analytic.
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Spectral accumulation for Dirichlet Hamiltonians

The bottom of the essential spectrum of HD is given by E0,D the limit, as k tends to
infinity of the first (decreasing) band function E0,D. We show that this band function,
near +∞, provides the main contribution of H0,D in the study of the eigenvalues below
E0,D = b. Moreover, we exploit that, as k→ +∞, the associated eigenfunction ψD(·;k)
is approximated by ψD,∞(·;k) defined by

ψD,∞(x;k) = b1/4
ϕ(b1/2x – b–1/2k); ϕ(x) := π

–1/4e–x2/2 x ∈ R, k ∈ R. (5.4.4)

This function satisfies(
–

d2

dx2 + (bx – k)2
)

ψD,∞(x;k) = bψD,∞(x;k), ‖ψD,∞(·;k)‖L2(R) = 1, (5.4.5)

and for
Ψx,ξ (k) := b–1/2e–iξ k

ψD,∞(x;k), k ∈ R, (x,ξ ) ∈ T∗R,

the system
{

Ψx,ξ

}
(x,ξ )∈T∗R

being overcomplete with respect to the measure b
2π

dxdξ

(see Sections 3.1 and 3.4), we can introduce the orthogonal projection

Px,ξ := |Ψx,ξ 〉〈Ψx,ξ |, (x,ξ ) ∈ T∗R,

acting in L2(R), as well as the anti-Wick-type operator V : L2(R)→ L2(R) defined as
the weak integral

V :=
b

2π

∫
O

V(x,ξ )Px,ξ dxdξ .

Since V ∈ L∞
0 (O), the operator V is compact (see Corollary 3.1.1). Then we show

that the effective Hamiltonian which governs the asymptotics of ND(λ ) as λ ↓ 0 is
E0,D + V : L2(R)→ L2(R) where E0,D should be interpreted here as the multiplier by
the function E0,D. More precisely, we have the following

Theorem 5.4.1 ([36, Theorem 2.1]) Assume V ∈ L∞
0 (O) is negative. Then we have

ND(λ )∼ Tr1(–∞,E0,D–λ )(E0,D +V ), λ ↓ 0, (5.4.6)

where we use the notation ”∼” introduced just before Theorem 5.2.1.

Remark 5.4.1 Due to the compactness of the operator V we have σess(E0,D + sV ) =
σess(E0,D) = [E0,D,∞) for any s∈R so that Tr1(–∞,E0,D–λ )(E0,D +sV )<∞ for any s∈R
and λ > 0. Moreover, as we will see in the proof, the main contribution of E0,Dis when
it is close to E0,D (as k→ +∞), in particular, in the above result, E0,D can be replaced
by any function Eeff

0,D which coincides with E0,D for k ≥ A >> 1 and is larger than
E0,D(A) for k≤ A.

Remark 5.4.2 The operator E0,D + V is quite similar to the effective Hamiltonians
which arose in [35] where is studied the asymptotic distributions of the discrete spec-
trum in the gaps of the essential spectrum of the operator H0±V self-adjoint in L2(R2)
where

H0 := –
∂ 2

∂x2 +
(

–i
∂

∂y
– bx

)2
+ W(x), (5.4.7)
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with a bounded monotone W. There are many other similarities of the spectral prop-
erties of the perturbations of the operator H0 in (5.4.7), and of the operator H0,D, but
also several essential differences due to the existence of a boundary in the case of H0,D.
(iii) Another model where such effective operator E0,D + V also appears, is the Iwat-
suka model corresponding to non-constant magnetic field along one direction (see
[132]).

In Corollary 5.4.1 below we will show that even if a non vanishing identically V has
a compact support, ND(λ ) blows up as λ ↓ 0, i.e. the operator HD has infinitely many
eigenvalues. In order to formulate this corollary, we need the following notations. Let
Ω be a bounded domain. Denote by c–(Ω) the maximal length of the vertical segments
contained in Ω. Further, let BR(ζ ) ⊂ C be a disk of radius R > 0 centered at ζ ∈ C.
Identifying C with R2, set

K(Ω) := {(ξ ,R) ∈ R×R+ |∃η ∈ R such that Ω⊂ BR(ξ + iη)} ,

and

c+(Ω) = inf
(ξ ,R)∈K(Ω)

Rκ

(
ξ+

eR

)
,

where ξ+ := max{ξ ,0}, κ(s) := |{t > 0 | t ln t < s}| , s ∈ [0,∞), and | · | denotes the
Lebesgue measure.

Corollary 5.4.1 ([36, Corollary 2.2]) Assume that V satisfies

c–1Ω– (x,y)≤ –V(x,y)≤ c+1Ω+ (x,y), (x,y) ∈ O , (5.4.8)

where Ω± ⊂ O are bounded domains, and 0 < c– ≤ c+ < ∞ are some constants. Then
we have

C–| lnλ |1/2(1 + o(1))≤ND(λ )≤ C+| lnλ |1/2(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0, (5.4.9)

with C– := (2π)–1√bc–(Ω–) and C+ := e
√

bc+(Ω+). In particular,

lim
λ↓0

lnND(λ )
ln | lnλ |

=
1
2

.

Remark 5.4.3 The constants C± already appeared in [35, Theorem 6.1]. As it is indi-
cated there, we have C– < C+ (in fact, C+

C–
> eπ).

The main interest of this corollary is to show that HD has infinitely many discrete
eigenvalues and that the distribution is of order

√
| lnλ |. The rather technical proof

consists in extracting the main properties of the operator E0,D + V , in which there is
competition between E0,D and V (none of both operators dominates). A difficulty is in
particular the spectral study of an intermediate operator of integral kernel

sin(k – k′)
k – k′

2
√

kk′

k + k′
, (k,k′) ∈ I× I

on I, a bounded interval of R+.
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Counting function of discrete spectrum of Neumann Hamiltonians

The bottom of the essential spectrum of HN is given by E0,N the non-degenerated min-
imum of the band function E0,N at the point k0,∗. This setup is more standard and it is
not so difficult to show that the main contribution of H0,N in the study of the eigenval-
ues below E0,N ∈ (0,b) is given by the behavior of this band function E0,N, near k0,∗,
that is E0,N + µ(k – k0,∗)2 with

µ :=
1
2

E′′0,N(k0,∗). (5.4.10)

Moreover, the contribution of the potential V will be given by its restriction to the
eigenspace Ker

(
hN(k0,∗) – E0,N

)
generated by ψN(·;k0,∗). We introduce the effective

potential

v(y) :=
∫

∞

0
V(x,y)ψN(x;k0,∗)

2dx, y ∈ R. (5.4.11)

Then the effective Hamiltonian which governs the asymptotics of NN(λ ) as λ ↓ 0
is the self-adjoint operator

–µ
d2

dy2 + v (5.4.12)

defined originally on C∞
0 (R) and then closed in L2(R). More precisely, we have the

following Theorem (using the notation ”∼” introduced just before Theorem 5.2.1).

Theorem 5.4.2 ([36, Theorem 2.3]) Assume V ∈ L∞
0 (O) is negative. Then we have

NN(λ )∼ Tr1(–∞,–λ )

(
–µ

d2

dy2 + v

)
, λ ↓ 0. (5.4.13)

Remark 5.4.4 Since v ∈ L∞
0 (R), the multiplier by v is an operator relatively compact

with respect to –µ
d2

dy2 in L2(R), and we have σess

(
–µ

d2

dy2 + sv
)

= [0,∞) for any s ∈ R

so that Tr1(–∞,–λ )

(
–µ

d2

dy2 + sv
)
< ∞ for any s ∈ R and λ > 0.

Remark 5.4.5 Effective Hamiltonians quite similar to (5.4.12) arose also for magnetic
Schrödinger operators on the strip OL = (–L,L)×R where the band functions also have
non-degenerated minima (see [30] and Section 5.4.4).

Remark 5.4.6 In [134], an infinite-matrix-valued version of (5.4.12) appears as an
effective Hamiltonian in the study of the asymptotic distributions of the discrete spec-
trum in the gaps of the essential spectrum of the operator H0±V self-adjoint in L2(R2)
with

H0 := –
∂ 2

∂x2 +
(

–i
∂

∂y
– bx

)2
+ Wper(x), (5.4.14)

and Wper a periodic potential. The band functions associated to this fibered operator
are periodic with a finite number of extrema on one period. The periodicity yields an
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infinite number of extrema for each band function which justifies the infinite-matrix-
value of the effective Hamiltonian (under additional assumptions as non-crossing of
band functions and non-degeneracy of extrema).

Applying well-known results concerning the counting function for 1D Schrödinger
operators (see e.g. [165, Theorem XIII.82], and [110]), in Corollary 5.4.2 below we
establish sufficient conditions for the infiniteness and the finiteness of σdisc(HN). We
also use the Hardy inequality∫

∞

0
|u′(y)|2dy≥ 1

4

∫
∞

0
y–2|u(y)|2dy, u ∈ C∞

0 (R+),

and the result of [165, Problem 22, Chapter XIII].

Corollary 5.4.2 ([36, Corollary 2.4]) Let V ∈ L∞
0 (O) negative.

(i) Assume that there exists α ∈ (0,2) and constants ω± ≥ 0 such that

lim
y→±∞

|y|α v(y) = –ω±. (5.4.15)

Then we have

lim
λ↓0

λ
1
α

– 1
2 NN(λ ) =

B
(

3
2 , 1

α
– 1

2

)
πα
√

µ

(
ω

1/α
– + ω

1/α
+

)
, (5.4.16)

B being the Euler beta function.
(ii) Assume now that (5.4.15) holds with α = 2. Then we have

lim
λ↓0
| lnλ |–1NN(λ ) =

1
π

((
ω–

µ
–

1
4

)1/2

+
+
(

ω+

µ
–

1
4

)1/2

+

)
. (5.4.17)

(iii) Finally, assume that
limsup
|y|→∞

y2|v(y)|< µ

4
. (5.4.18)

Then we have
NN(λ ) = O(1), λ ↓ 0. (5.4.19)

Remark 5.4.7 If at least one of the constants ω± in (5.4.15) with α ∈ (0,2) is positive,
then (5.4.16) implies that the operator HN has infinitely many discrete eigenvalues.
Similarly, if at least of the constants ω± in (5.4.15) with α = 2 is greater than µ/4, then
(5.4.17) again implies that σdisc(HN) is infinite. Finally, (5.4.19) shows that under
assumption (5.4.18), the operator HN has at most finitely many discrete eigenvalues.
Note that the estimate

limsup
|y|→∞

y2 sup
x∈R+

|V(x,y)|< µ

4

evidently implies (5.4.18).

Remark 5.4.8 Relation (5.4.16) can be written in a semiclassical form, namely

NN(λ ) =
1

2π

∣∣∣{(y,η) ∈ T∗R |µη
2 + v(y) < –λ

}∣∣∣ (1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0.

The following sections concern the continuous spectrum. We analyze spectral con-
centration phenomena near the thresholds.
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5.4.3 The spectral shift function near Landau levels
In this section, we still consider the operators H`, ` = D,N defined by (5.4.3), but now
we assume that V satisfies Dm. Then thanks to the Diamagnetic inequality (see Section
2.5), the operator VH–1

0,` is Hilbert–Schmidt, and hence, for c > 0 large enough, the re-
solvent difference (H`+cI)–1 –(H0,`+cI)–1 is a trace-class operator. Therefore, accord-
ing to Theorem 5.1.1, the spectral shift function (SSF) for the operator pair (H`,H0,`),

ξ (HV,H0; ·) ∈ L1(R; (1 + λ
2)–1dλ )

exists, satisfies the Lifshits-Krein trace formula

Tr(f(H`) – f(H0,`)) =
∫
R

ξ (H`,H0,`;λ )f′(λ )dλ

for each f ∈ C∞
0 (R) and is unique with the normalization condition ξ (H`,H0,`;λ ) = 0

for λ ∈ (–∞, infσ (H`)). In particular, for almost every λ > 0 we have

–ξ (H`,H0,`;E0,` – λ ) = N`(λ )

which has been studied in the previous section, for V≤ 0.
Now, we extend this investigation to the continuous spectrum where the thresholds

Eq,`, q∈Z+, ` = D,N will play particular roles. First, we can show that for V of definite
sign the SSF is bounded on compact sets not containing the thresholds, that is (see [34,
Corollary 2.2]):

• ξ (HD,H0,D; ·) is bounded on every compact subset of R\∪q∈Z+{Λq};

• ξ (HN,H0,N; ·) is bounded on every compact subset of R\∪q∈Z+{Λq,Eq,N};

In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of these SSF (in the Dirichlet and
Neumann cases) near the Landau levels Λq, q ∈ Z+, while for the Neumann case, the
thresholds Eq,N, q ∈ Z+, will be studied in the next section.

Since the Landau levels are limits, as k→ +∞, of the band functions, by mimicking
the study of the counting function of Section 5.4.2, a natural effective hamiltonian for
the behavior of ξ (H`,H0,`;Λq + λ ), ` = D,N, as λ → 0 would be Eq,` +Vq with Vq the
Anti-Wick operator Vq : L2(R)→ L2(R) defined as the weak integral:

Vq :=
b

2π

∫
O

V(x,ξ )Pq;x,ξ dxdξ ,

with

Pq;x,ξ := |Ψq;x,ξ 〉〈Ψq;x,ξ |, Ψq;x,ξ (k) := b–1/2e–iξ k
ψq,∞(x;k), k∈R, (x,ξ )∈T∗R,

and ψq,∞ satisfying

(
–

d2

dx2 + (bx – k)2
)

ψq,∞(x;k) = Λqψq,∞(x;k), ‖ψq,∞(·;k)‖L2(R) = 1. (5.4.20)
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That is ψq,∞(x;k) = b1/4
ψq(b1/2x – b–1/2k) where {ψq}q∈Z+ are the eigenfunctions of

the harmonic oscillator given by (2.7.14) (see Section 2.7).
For ` = D,N, q ∈ Z+, we can show that these functions ψq,∞(·;k) are good approx-

imations, when k→ +∞, of ψq,`(x;k), the normalized, real-valued eigenfunctions of
h`(k) associated to Eq,`(k):

h`(k)ψq,`(x;k) = Eq,`(k)ψq,`(x;k), ψq,` ∈D(h`(k)), ‖ψq,`(·;k)‖L2(R+) = 1.
(5.4.21)

Fix k ∈ R and q ∈ Z+, let us denote by πq,`(k) the one-dimensional orthogonal projec-
tion onto Ker(h`(k) – Eq,`(k)):

πq,`(k) = |ψq,`(·;k)〉〈ψq,`(·;k)|. (5.4.22)

Fix q ∈ Z+, ` = D or N. For z ∈ C+ let us introduce the operator

Tq,`(z) := |V|1/2F ∗
∫ ⊕
R

(Eq,`(k) – z)–1
πq,`(k)dkF |V|1/2. (5.4.23)

By definition, the sum:

∑
q∈Z+

Tq,`(z) = |V|1/2 (H0,` – z)–1 |V|1/2,

is the Birman-Schwinger operator and we can prove ([34, Proposition 3.6]) that the
limit limδ↓0 Tq,`(E + iδ ) := Tq,`(E) exists in the trace class-norm for energies E ∈ R,
E 6= Λq (and for ` = N, E 6= Eq,N).

Then as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.1, we can use the representation formula given
by Proposition 5.1.1. Thus applying the Weyl inequalities (4.2.4) in the formula (5.1.4)
we have the analogue of (5.2.17) (replacing T0,q by Tq,`), and exploiting that ImTq,`(E)
is of finite rank, we deduce (with still the notations introduced before Theorem 5.2.1):

Theorem 5.4.3 ([34, Theorem 2.1]) Fix q ∈ Z+, ` = D or N and ±V ≥ 0 satisfying
Dm. Then, as E→ Λq,

±ξ (H`,H0,`;E)∼ Tr1(1,∞)

(
∓ReTq,`(E)

)
. (5.4.24)

Consequently, the analysis of the SSF near Landau levels becomes close to the
study of the counting function made in Section 5.4.2 (Dirichlet case). Indeed it works
on the same way below each Landau level for the Dirichlet case, but new difficulties
appear in the other cases because band functions Eq,` cross the energy level Λq + λ ,
λ > 0 (resp. λ < 0) both for ` = D and ` = N (resp. for ` = N). When the crossing is at a
finite value of k (when λ → 0), as in the case ` = N for Λq + λ , λ > 0, the contribution
of the crossing is negligible but in the other cases (when Eq,`

–1(Λq +λ ) is not uniformly
bounded w.r.t. λ → 0) the spectral analysis of the operator Tq,`(E), as E→ Λq, is more
difficult.

Thus, we will be able to extend results of Theorem 5.4.1 when Λq +λ doesn’t cross
the band function Eq,`(k) for large values of k, and for the other cases, we will have
asymptotic expansion of the SSF near Landau levels only when V decrease moderately
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(power like decreasing) at infinity. In this case, the operator Vq is a classical pseudod-
ifferential operator and the contribution of Eq,`(k) is negligible thanks to the following
behavior ([102, Corollary 15.A.6]):

Eq,`(k) – Λq � k2q–1e–b–1k2
, as k→ +∞,

where for two functions F and G defined on some interval I, we write

F(x)� G(x) if c–G(x)≤ F(x)≤ c+G(x), (5.4.25)

for all x in I and for positive constants c±.

Results for Dirichlet boundary conditions

We have the following extension to the SSF, of Theorem 5.4.1.

Theorem 5.4.4 ([34]) Fix q ∈ Z+ and ±V≥ 0 satisfying Dm. Then,

±ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq – λ )∼ Tr1(–∞,Λq–λ )

(
Eeff

q,D +Vq

)
, λ ↓ 0, (5.4.26)

where we use the notation ”∼” introduced just before Theorem 5.2.1 and Eeff
q,D stands

for any function which coincides with Eq,D on [A,+∞), A ∈ R fixed and such that
Eeff

q,D(k)≥ Eq,D(A) for k≤ A.

Let us remark that since Eq,D is decreasing, we can take Eeff
q,D = Eq,D. Moreover, on one

hand exploiting that Eq,D ≥ Λq (and Vq has the sign of V), on the other hand following
the proof of Corollary 5.4.1, we deduce:

Corollary 5.4.3 Fix q ∈ Z+.

1. If V≥ 0 satisfies Dm, then

ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq – λ ) = O(1), λ ↓ 0.

2. On the other side, if V≤ 0 is compactly supported (i.e. satisfies (5.4.8)), then

ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq – λ )� | lnλ |
1
2 , λ ↓ 0.

In order to give a result when we approach the Landau level from above (i.e. the
energy level Λq + λ > Λq crosses the band function Eq,D) let us introduce the assump-
tions corresponding to moderately decreasing potentials. To measure this decaying rate
it is typically considered the following volume function:
For a : R2→ R measurable and λ > 0, set

N(λ , a) :=
1

2π
|{(x,ξ ) ∈ R+×R; a(x,ξ ) > λ}|, (5.4.27)
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where | · | denotes the Lebesgue measure in R2. If a ∈ Γm
1 (R2), m > 0, the class of

symbols introduced in Section 2.3, we have that N(λ , a) = O(λ – 2
m ), for λ ↓ 0. Some

control “from below” and a regularity of the volume function are also introduced by
supposing that V satisfies the following conditions.

There exist m > 2 such that:
a) V is the restriction on R+×R of a function in Γm

1 (R2)

b) N(λ , |V|)≥ Cλ –2/m, for some C > 0 and 0 < λ < λ0

c) lim
ε↓0

limsup
λ↓0

λ
2/m (N(λ (1 – ε), |V|) – N(λ (1 + ε), |V|)

)
= 0.

(5.4.28)

Conditions (5.4.28) are commonly assumed in the study of the distribution of eigen-
values of some pseudodifferential operators (see for instance [57, 153, 105, 172]). A
typical situation of V satisfying (5.4.28) is when lim(x,y)→∞〈x,y〉m|V|(x,y) = ω

(
(x,y)
|(x,y)|

)
,

where ω : S1→ [ε ,∞) is smooth and ε > 0.
As written above, under this conditions (5.4.28), we can prove that the contribution

of Eeff
q,D is negligible compared to that of Vq which has pseudodifferential properties for

moderately decreasing potentials. Then standard results like [57, Theorem 1.3, Lemma
4.7] give the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.5 ([34, Theorem 2.3, Corollary 2.4 ]) Fix q ∈ Z+.

1. If ±V≥ 0 satisfies (5.4.28), then the following asymptotic formulas for the SSF

ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq±λ ) =±bN(λ , |V|)(1 + o(1)), λ ↓ 0, (5.4.29)

hold true. This implies in particular that

ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq±λ )� λ
–2/m, λ ↓ 0.

2. On the other side, if V≤ 0 satisfies (5.4.28), then

ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq + λ ) = o(λ –2/m), λ ↓ 0.

From Theorem 5.4.5 we can compare the behavior of the SSF as a Landau level is
approached from different sides. For ±V≥ 0 satisfying (5.4.28), we obtain:

lim
λ↓0

ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq∓λ )
ξ (HD,H0,D;Λq±λ )

= 0. (5.4.30)

This result is different to the results obtained for 3D magnetic Hamiltonians for which
the behavior of the SSF was studied at the thresholds (see Corollary 5.2.1 and formula
(5.3.16)) For those models the corresponding limit (5.4.30) is a constant different from
zero, at least for negative perturbations, which gives a generalization of the Levinson’s
formula.

Now, let us mention some analog results for the half-plane magnetic Schrödinger
operator with a Neumann boundary condition.
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Results for Neumann boundary conditions

In the Neumann case, the band function Eq,N tends to the Landau level Λq from below,
then the behaviors of the SSF above Λq for Neumann with±V≥ 0 corresponds to these
below Λq for Dirichlet with ∓V≥ 0. Concerning the behaviors of the SSF from below
Λq, since the energy level Λq – λ , as λ → 0, crosses Eq,N at infinity, we only have
a result for moderately decreasing potentials (assumption (5.4.28)). These analogies
between Dirichlet and Neumann are also due to the fact that the behavior of the band
functions and of the associated eigenfunctions are the same in both cases. Thus we
have:

Theorem 5.4.6 ([34]) The statement 1. of Theorem 5.4.5 hold true for the Neumann
boundary conditions. On the other hand, for the Neumann boundary conditions, the
results of Theorem 5.4.4 and of Corollary 5.4.3, as well as the statement 2. of Theorem
5.4.5, have to be replaced by:

1. If ±V≥ 0 satisfies Dm, then, as λ ↘ 0,

±ξ (HN,H0,N;Λq + λ )∼ Tr1(Λq+λ ,+∞)

(
Eeff

q,N +Vq

)
, λ ↓ 0, (5.4.31)

where Eeff
q,N stands for any function which coincides with Eq,N on [A,+∞), A ∈R

fixed and such that Eeff
q,N(k)≤ Eq,N(A) for k≤ A.

2. If V≤ 0 satisfies Dm, then

ξ (HN,H0,N;Λq + λ ) = O(1), λ ↓ 0.

3. If V≥ 0 is compactly supported (i.e. satisfies (5.4.8)), then

ξ (HN,H0,N;Λq + λ )� | lnλ |
1
2 , λ ↓ 0.

4. If V≥ 0 satisfies (5.4.28), then

ξ (HN,H0,N;Λq – λ ) = o(λ
2
m ), λ ↓ 0.

Remark 5.4.9 Some of the above results are also established for Iwatsuka Hamilto-
nians (i.e. with non-constant magnetic field along one direction) in [133]. It seems
also reasonable that these results could be extended without mayor changes to other
2D magnetic models like the Robin boundary problem in the half-plane.

5.4.4 The spectral shift function near a non-degenerate extrema
Let us recall that for the Neumann boundary condition in the half-plane each band
function, Eq,N has a non-degenerate minimum (see Section 5.4.1). In this case, as in
Theorem 5.4.2 the behavior of the SSF below the minimum Eq,N = Eq,N(kq,∗) is gov-
erned by the counting function of the negative eigenvalues of the selfadjoint operator
(in L2(R)):

heff
q := –µq

d2

dy2 + vq
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where µq := E′′q,N(kq,∗) > 0 and

vq(y) :=
∫

∞

0
V(x,y)ψq,N(x;kq,∗)2dx, y ∈ R, (5.4.32)

ψq,N(·;k) being the eigenfunction satisfying:

hN(k)ψq,N(·;k) = Eq,N(k)ψq,N(·;k), ψ
′
q,N(0;k) = 0, ‖ψq,N(·;k)‖L2(R+) = 1, k ∈R.

It means that, if V ≥ 0, then the SSF is uniformly bounded below each threshold
Eq,N, and if V≤ 0, we have

ξ (HN,H0,N;Eq,N – λ )∼ –Tr1(–∞,–λ )

(
heff

q

)
, λ ↓ 0.

On the other hand, the behavior of ξ (HN,H0,N;Eq,N + λ ) as λ ↓ 0 (i.e. above Eq,N) will

be governed by the behavior of ξ (heff
q ,–µq

d2

dy2 ;λ ), the SSF for the 1D pair (heff
q ,–µq

d2

dy2 ).
Such result is proved in [30] for the magnetic Schrödinger operator in a strip (whose

each band function has a unique non-degenerated minimum). Let us now describe these
results obtained for perturbations by a potential whose the sign can change.

The magnetic Schrödinger operator in a strip

By replacing the half-plane O := R+ ×R by the strip OL := [–L,L]×R, L > 0, in
Section 5.4.1, we define H0, the magnetic Schrödinger operator in the strip OL as the
Dirichlet realization of (5.4.1) with domain

D(H0) :=
{

u ∈ H2(OL) |u|{±L}×R = 0
}

.

Exploiting again the translation invariance in the variable y, for F , the partial
Fourier transform with respect to y, we have

FH0F
∗ =

∫ ⊕
R

h0(k)dk,

where h0(k) is the Friedrichs extension in L2(–L,L) of the operator

–
d2

dx2 + (bx – k)2, k ∈ R, (5.4.33)

with domain D(h0(k)) :=
{

w ∈ H2(–L,L)|w(–L) = w(L) = 0
}

.
The operators h0 is a Kato analytic family and for each k ∈ R the operators h0(k)

have discrete and simple spectra. Let
{

Eq(k)
}∞

q=0 be the increasing sequence of the
eigenvalues of h0(k), which are even real analytic functions of k ∈ R. The minimax
principle easily implies

Eq(k) = k2(1 + o(1)), k→±∞. (5.4.34)
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By [81, Theorem 2] we have

kE′q(k) > 0, k 6= 0, (5.4.35)

Eq(k) = Eq + µqk2 + O(k4), k→ 0, (5.4.36)

with

Eq := Eq(0) > Λq := b(2q + 1), µq :=
1
2

E′′q (0) > 0. (5.4.37)
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Thus

σ (H0) = σac(H0) = ∪q∈Z+ Eq(R) = ∪q∈Z+ [Eq,+∞) = [E0,+∞),

and Eq, q ∈ Z+ are thresholds in σ (H0) corresponding to non-degenerated minima of
the band functions.

For V : OL → R a bounded, real-valued, Lebesgue-measurable function, on the
domain of H0, the perturbed operator H := HS(A,V) = H0 +V is self-adjoint in L2(OL).
Moreover, let us assume that V satisfies the following polynomial decay property:

• Dm: V(x,y) = O(〈y〉–m), (x,y) ∈ OL, with m > 0.

Then the Diamagnetic inequality (see Section 2.5), implies that the operator VH–1
0

is compact in L2(OL) and therefore

σess(H) = σess(H0) = σ (H0) = [E0,+∞).
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However, the interval (–∞,E0) may contain discrete eigenvalues of the operator H
whose number could be finite or infinite; in the latter case they could accumulate only
at E0.

As in Section 5.4.3, we also define ξ (H,H0; ·), the SSF for the pair (H,H0), using
that for c > 0 large enough, the resolvent difference (H + cI)–1 – (H0 + cI)–1 is a trace-
class operator when V satisfies Dm with m > 1.

As in the previous cases, it can be proved (see [30, Proposition 2.1]) that the SSF
ξ (H,H0; ·) is bounded on every compact subset of R\{Eq; q ∈ Z+} and continuous on
R\
(
{Eq; q ∈ Z+}∪σp(H)

)
. Thus the thresholds Eq, q ∈ Z+ are the only points where

the SSF can be unbounded.
Set

J(x,y) = signV(x,y) :=
{

1 if V(x,y)≥ 0,
–1 if V(x,y) < 0.

For q ∈ Z+ fixed, let ψq(·;k) : (–L,L)→ R, k ∈ R, be the real-valued normalized in
L2(–L,L) eigenfunction of the operator h0(k) corresponding to the eigenvalue Eq(k).
For ε ∈ (–1,1) introduce the effective potential

wq,ε (y) :=
∫ L

–L
|V(x,y)|(J(x,y) – ε)–1

ψq(x;0)2dx, y ∈ R,

so that wq,0(y) =
∫

V(x,y)ψq(x;0)2dx is the analog of the effective potential (5.4.32).
We introduce the effective Hamiltonians

h0,q := –µq
d2

dy2 , hq(ε) := h0,q + wq,ε ,

the number µq being defined in (5.4.37). Note if V satisfies Dm with m > 1, then the
SSFs ξ (hq(ε),h0,q; ·), q ∈ Z+, ε ∈ (–1,1), are well defined and as stated below, their
behavior near 0 will govern the behavior of the SSF ξ (H,H0; ·) near Eq.
For λ > 0 set

θβ (λ ) :=


1 if β > 1/2,
| lnλ | if β = 1/2,
λ

– 1
2 +β if 0 < β < 1/2

(5.4.38)

and for λ < 0, set θβ (λ ) := 1 for all β > 0.

Theorem 5.4.7 ([30, Theorem 2.2]) Assume that V satisfies Dm with m > 1. Fix q ∈
Z+. Then for each ε ∈ (0,1) we have

ξ (hq(–ε),h0,q;λ ) + O(θ2γ (λ ))≤ ξ (H,H0;Eq + λ )≤ ξ (hq(ε),h0,q;λ ) + O(θ2γ (λ )),
(5.4.39)

as λ → 0, for any γ ∈ (0, (α – 1)/2), γ ≤ 1.

Consequently, as in Corollary 5.4.2, from well-known results concerning the asymp-
totic behaviour of the SSF ξ (hq(ε),h0,q;λ ) as λ → 0 (see e.g. [165, Theorem XIII.82],
[215] and [110]), more explicit asymptotic behaviour of the SSF ξ (H,H0;Eq + λ ) can
be deduce. In particular it provides conditions ensuring the boundedness (or not) of the
SSF ξ (H,H0; ·) near Eq.
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Corollary 5.4.4 ([30, Corollaries 2.1, 2.2, 2.3]) Let V satisfy Dm with m > 1 and fix
q ∈ Z+.

1. If m > 2, then
ξ (H,H0;Eq + λ ) = O(1), λ → 0. (5.4.40)

2. If m ∈ (1,2) and for each ε ∈ (–ε0,ε0) (for some ε0 ∈ (0,1)) there exist real
numbers ωq,±(ε) such that

lim
y→±∞

|y|mwq,ε (y) = ωq,±(ε) (5.4.41)

uniformly with respect to ε , then we have

lim
λ↓0

λ
1
m – 1

2 ξ (H,H0;Eq – λ ) = –µ
–1/2
q CmΩ

–
q, (5.4.42)

lim
λ↓0

λ
1
m – 1

2 ξ (H,H0;Eq + λ ) = –µ
–1/2
q Cm

(
csc(π/m)Ω–

q + cot (π/m)Ω+
q

)
, (5.4.43)

where Cm := 1
π

∫ 1
0 (t–m –1)1/2dt, and Ω±q := ∑ς=+,– ωq,ς (0)1/m

± , while ωq,ς (0)+ and
ωq,ς (0)– denote the positive and the negative part of ωq,ς (0) respectively.

3. If m = 2 and wq,ε satisfies (5.4.41), then we have

lim
λ↓0
| lnλ |–1

ξ (H,H0;Eq – λ ) = –
1

2π
∑

ς=+,–

(
ωq,ς (0)

µq
+

1
4

)1/2

–
.

Moreover, if ωq,±(0) > –µq/4, then ξ (H,H0;Eq – λ ) = O(1) as λ ↓ 0.

Remark 5.4.10 If q = 0 and λ > 0, we have (cf. (5.1.2)):

–ξ (H,H0;E0 – λ ) = NH(λ ) := Tr1(–∞,E0–λ )(H),

the number of the eigenvalues of the operator H lying on the interval (–∞,E0 – λ ),
counted with the multiplicities. This quantity is defined for m > 0 and as in (5.4.42),
we have

lim
λ↓0

λ
1
m – 1

2 NH(λ ) = µ
–1/2
q CmΩ

–
0 (5.4.44)

for all m ∈ (0,2) and not only for m ∈ (1,2).
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